


Do you wish you could find a backup system 
with enough capacity. speed. and sophistica
tion to backup unattended) 

fast transfer rares plus the ability to locate and 
restOre your files quickly - about 75 times 
faster than normal speed. 

Could you recreate a document from 
scratch in the time it takes you to restore it? 

CONRGURA11ON RIll UTY. 
The state-of-the-art liquid crystal display 
gives you complete drive status information. 
Command under execution. transfer rate. 

FAST BACKUp, FAST RESTORE. 
Introducing the CY-8500. the 8mm tape 
drive that gives you up to 
25 GB on a single tape. 
And with transfer rates 
of up to 90 MB per min
ute, backup takes less 
time, frees resources. and 
makes frequent backup 
simple and com'enient 

And that's not all. 
The CY-85OO offers fast 
file search capability So 
you get the advantages 
of high capadty and 

TRUE "PLUG-AND-PLAY" 
COMPATIBIUTY WITH: 

Alliant 
Alpha Micro 
Altos 
Apollo 
Arlx 
AT&T 
Basic"" 
Concurrent 
Convergent 
DataGeneral 
DEC 3100 
DECBI-Bus 
DECHSC 
DECO-Bus 
DEC TUITA81 

DEC Unibus 
Gould 
HP 
IBMASl400 
IBM Mainframe 
IBM RISC/6000 
IBMRT 
IBMS138 
Macintosh 
McDonnell 
Douglas 

NCR 
Novell 
OS/2 
PS/2 

PC 386/ix 
PC MS-DDS 
PC 
XenixlUnl.x 
Pertec 
Plexus 
Prime 
Pyramid 
Sequent 
Silicon 

Graphics 
Sun 
Unisys 
Wang 
and more 

tape remaining, and ECC 
are presented in a clear 
easy-tO-read format By 
offering such features as 
data compression - for 
five times the stOrage 
capacity per tape - and 
data encryption - giving 
you data access control
the CY-85oo adapts to 

your company's growing 
needs. We'll adapt to 
your site reqUirements 

Circle Reader Action No. 411 

too. with rack mounting options and cable 
lengths of up to 80 feet 

PRCMN 1ICHNOLOGY. 
Best of all. the CY-8500 offers peace of mind. 
8mm helical scan technology. designed for 
data recording, gives you demonstrated 
performance and reliability. lot an adapta
tion of an audio recording format 

The CY-8500 is part of a complete family of 
tape backup products that range in capadty 
from the 150 MB W' cartridge streamer to the 
2 TB cartridge handling system. All backed 
up by our in-house technical support group 
and 12-month warranty. For more informa
tion on how you can enjoy the best value in 
tape backup. call today at 804/873-0900. 

CON T 

CYB 
Rock Landing Corporate Center ' 11846 Rock Landing, 1ewport Jews, VA 23606 804/873-0900' FAX 804/873-8836 



You CAN DEVEIDP ADA CODEWITHOur ADAMAT: 
OF COURSE, You CAN SKYDIVE WITHOUT TIns, Too. 

The fact is, when you write 
Ada code without using AdaMAr 
you're really putting the quality of 
your code at great risk.To be frank, 
you're actually inviting poorly written, 
unclear and inconsistent code that guarantees 
errors during development. 

AdaMAT is quite simply, the most 
valuable and crucial software engineering tool 
that is available today to Ada program devel
opers. It is the only tool for the prevention of 
errors during development. AdaMAT analyzes 
Ada code and evaluates it using key quality 
characteristics that are based on the most effec
tive use of the language. 

With the use of AciaMAT, potential 
errors are detected prior to testing. It lets 
programmers insure the quality of their code 

Dylft1mia R~set1rch Corporation, 60 Frontag~ Road. Andov"- MA 01810 

earlier in development when errors 
are much less time-consuming 

and cosdy to fix. So avoid the pitfalls. 
Get your project in on time and right 

on budget. Write clean, consistent, accurate, reliable 
Ada code. And do it whether you're developing 
in the Rational, VAX, SUN, or SCOIUNIX erNiroo
ments. Call us today at 1-800-522-7321 for com
plete infoonation. We'd jump at the chance to tell 
you all about the irrunediate benefits you'll receive 
using AdaMAT for your 
Ada development. 

DYNAMICS 
._, ......... RESEARCH 
..... _ CORPORATION 

AdaMAT. The code word for quallty Ada. 
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The first name in imaging is the first 
name in high performance solid state 
imagers, as well. 

Kodak full frame imagers deliver. 
Resolution up to 4.2 megapixels, defect 
free if required. Ultra-low dark current of 
only 10 pA/cm 2

• Anti-blooming protection 
and up to 20 MHz per channel operation. 
Even a 1.4 million pixel full frame imager in 

a twcrthirds-inch format! 
We also have a variety of other 
chips including video, infrared, 
and linear image sensors such as 
our 8,000 pixel tricolor array. 

Whether your application is 
electronic still, scanning, or 
thermal imaging, remember 
Kodak. Our name can make a 
world of difference in your 

product's performance. 

For more information, call 
(716) 722-43 extension 120. 

DUD 0 
IMAGE SENSOR 
ONE NAME 
MAKESAWO 
F DIFFERENCE. 

C Eastman Kodak Company, 1991 
KODAK ;s a trademark. 
Earth photo courtesy of NASA 
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WEVEGOT 
THE SELECTION 
THE 

THE PERFORMANCE 
THE DRIVERS 

AND NOW 
THE SOFIWARE. 

We built the first, and we offer the most extensive line of 
DAT data recorders on the market. Choose from 2-16 channel 
models with the features and flexibility that make it easy for 
you to find a TEAC to fit your specific requirements. Their 

light weight, minimal footprint and optiona13-way power 
supply gives you complete portability. And when it 
comes to performance, data recording on DAT is 
unsurpassed for economy and quality of signal 

And now, to make it easy to set up a computer auto
mated system, drivers for LabWmdows* and other TEAC 

So now the decision is simple. TEAC, the 
only place you need to go for the world's most 
complete line of DAT data recorders with the 

TEAC 
Information Products Division. 

Circle Reader Action No. 544 
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All existing infrared imaging systems 
just joined yesterday's technology. 

Introducing Thermovision®900: 
a high definition thermal mea
surement and analysis system, 
designed to meet the highly 
specialized and constantly evolv
ing needs of the advanced 
research community well into the 
21st Century. 

Superior image resolution. Ab olute 
measurement accuracy. Unlimited process
ing capability. Finally there's an infrared 
thermal measurement and analysi ystem 
that provides all three - and it's integrated 
into an easy to operate 
desktop total workstation. 

To begin with, the 
advanced optical de ign of 
the Thermovision 00' 
new, multifaceted scanning 
module is nearly three 
times more efficient than 
conventional scanning 
systems and more than 
twice as efficient as a focal 
plane array. So the 900's 
long and short wave 
scanners capture the detail of a thermal 
event with incredible resolution and 
accuracy. 

The thermal image data is digitized at 
12 bits, prior to transmi sion, ensuring that 
the full, 4,096 level dynamic signal range is 
downloaded for processing and storage by 
the Thermovision control unit. 

Today's PC's couldn't handle the 900 
scanners' high data rates, so we've designed 
a powerful, dedicated system controller 
whose two, parallel channels allow 
simultaneous, real time presentation and 
analy i of two images from either one 
single scanner or two separate scanners on 

the same display, or direct comparison of 
current and stored image data. 

VME bus architecture, OS-9 operating 
system and the X-Windows graphic user 
interface combine to provide a mu lti-taskin~ 

IR workstation, with all 
scanner operations, 
including focus, aperture 
and filter selection, 
controlled from the 
mouse or keyboard. 
Built-in Ethernet allows 
two-way communication 
and control from a 
remote computer. 

Be t of all, the 900 
is designed with your 
future in mind. State of 

the art now, it has the built-in modularity to 
tay that way, even as your requirements 

change and expand. 
If the Thermovision 900 ounds like a 

system you'd like to see more of, just 
contact AGEMA Infrared Systems, 550 
County A venue, Secaucus, J 07094. 
Tel 201-867-5390 Fax 201-867-2191. 

And get a jump on the 21 t Century 

-AGEMA 
Infrared SystemE 
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You CAN SAVE A BUNDLE By 
PUTTING AMPLIFIERS, FILTERS 
AND A/D'S INlHE SAME BOx. 

Save on cabling, rack 
space and slots in your 
backplane. Save on engi
neering and installation, 
too. We integrate 128 
channels of amplifiers, 
filters, SSH and AID's into 

Precision 128 DAS 

You can have up to 256 
channels of data and con
trol via a single-slot bus 
adapter card for VME, VXI, 
Q-bus and Futurebus. Expan
sion for larger systems with 
multiple bus adapter cards. 

one Precision 128 DAS. You get one system, 
one software package, resolution to 16 bits and 
throughput to 2.6 MHz. Auto-zero standard. 
End-to-end calibration and diagnostics optional. 
A great value any way you look at it. 

Choice of Precision high performance filters, of 
course. True anti-alias with 80dE/octave rolloff and 
10 phase match. Programmable cutoff frequency, 
pre and post filter gain. You'll like all the specs. 
Just call or write, and we'll send them. 

PRECISION FILTERS, INC. 
240 Cherry Street Ithaca, New York 14850 
607·m-3550 Fax: 607-m-4466 

Come v is it us at lTC/USA '91 , Booth# 512 

a·bus 15 a TM of 
DIgital EqUIpment CorporatIOn 
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The NASA-developed PMARC computer program numerically 
simulates the flow field around complex three-dimensional 
bodies, such as this E-7A aircraft model. The colors represent 
pressure coefficients. See the tech brief on page 66. 

DEPARTMENTS 
On The Cover: Researchers at 
NASA 's Lewis Center produced 
this simulation of the flow in a 
chemical vapor deposition 
reactor. The top figure exhibits a 
complex three-dimensional flow 
field in 19 that results in 
nonuniform deposition of material 
on the suceptor (in red). The 
bottom figure presents a 
hypothetical space experiment 
showing a simpler flow field 
which should result in more 
uniform deposition. Turn to 
NASA 's Innovators, page 10. 
(Photo courtesy Lewis Research Center) 

Photo courtesy Jet Propuls.on Laboratory 
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A new interferometer 
enables testing of 
optical components 
at wavelengths from 
ultraviolet to infrared 
without having to 
readjust the focus 
when changing the 
wavelength. See 
page 38. 
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Discover the one source 
of power 

guaranteed to stay hot. 
DID you SIZING 

THE MAIZSHMALLOWS? 
TO THE RIse SYSTEM/ 6000 

tars cool. Vol ano' fi zzle. Even un burn 
out. But th IBM RI y tem/6000" family of POWER-
tation and POWER ervers on} gets hotter.1bday' 

performanc range from 9 to 25 MFLOPS and from 
33 to 72 PECmark . At price that won't fry 
your budget. 

POWERserver 550 

SPARCserver" 470 

DECsystem'· 5500 

Hardware 
Pnce 

$62,000 

$77.800 

$74,700 

MFlOPS SPECmarks" 

25.2 72.2 

3.8 19.4 

4 215 

An operating ystem that izzles. The RISC 
y tem/6000 family operate on I\IX, IBM' enhanced 

open tandard version of th LNIX" operating 
tern. AI run acro the broade t range of platforms 

in the indu-try, and upports all major indu try 

standard and programming languages. 
The RJ t m/6000 family already runs over 

3,500 application in mechanical de ign, vi ualization, 
oftware engin ering, accounting, retajl tor man

agement and many more. 

IBM upport: an eternal flame. There' never been 
anything lukewarm about IBM' commitment to its 
cu tomers. With the RI tem/60 0, 'ou g t service 
24 hou a da , 365 day a. ear, world" ide. 

To find out more, con
ta t your IBM marketing 
repre entative or Bu ine 
Partn r. For literature call 
1 800 IB'1-6676, ext 845. 
orry, marshmallow 

not included. 

For the Power Seeker. 
MFlOPS are UNfW)< double-PlOOSIOO where rl= 1(1) AIX XL FORTRAN VerslOfl2.1 and AlX XL C VerSlOO 1.1 compliers were used 
for these tests SPECmark IS a geometrIC mean of the ten SPECmark tests. All pnces current at pubhcalton. 
IBM and AIX are regIstered trademarks and RISC System/6000 IS a trademark of International BuSinesS MachlOOS Corporahon 
UNIX IS a regIstered frademark of UNIX Systems Laboratones SPARCserver Is a trademark of Sun MICI05yStems, lnc. DECsYSlem is 
a trademark of DIgital EqUIpment CorporatlOll. SPECmark IS a trademark of Standard Performance Evaluahon CorporatIOn 
HAGAR THE HORRIBLE Character(s)@1991 KUlQ Features SyndlC8te,lnc.@1991IBMCorp 
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Real Time 
Video 

On 
Workstations 

The RGB/View System 
for Mission Critical 

Applications 

The RGB!View"" displays live TVor other 
full motion video on workstations and high 
resolution displays. The RGB !View accepts 
video signals (NTSC or PAL) from 0 camera, 
tape recorder, videodisc or built-in TV tuner. 
FUR input is also available. True color video Is 

displayed full screen or as a scaleable window. 

• Real time video under all conditions 

• No Impact on graphics performance 

• Image capture 

• Text and graphics overlays on video 

• Scale, reposition, freeze 

• X-Windows compatible 

• Cable ready tuner 
• Priced from $7500.00 

Applications include C' I. robotics, 
interactive videodisc training, 

video teleconferencing, process control, 
surveillance and simulation. 

Standalone peripheral and board level 
models available. 

SPECTRUM 
2550 Ninth Street Berkeley, CA 94710 

TEL: (510) 848-0180 FAX: (510) 848-0971 
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NEW push-button "mouse-menus· 
allow easy access to frequently used 
features. 

Integrate 2-D and 3-D data on a single 
graph to add meaning and Impact 

Presentation graphics and analysis for scientific users. ~-=--.... 
Your technical data requires more muscle 
and sophistication than basic business 
graphics and plotting packages can 
provide. It's simply a matter of using the 
right tool for the job. In addition to 
publication-quality graphics, you need 
powerful analysis tools and capabilities 
such as Graftool's • Intelligent Data 
Cursor'" to read out data points on curves 
& surfaces - Linear & non-linear curve
fitting . Unlimited zoom & rotation 
• Multiple axes in linear, log, or proba
bility scales - Advanced data handling, 
allowing over 268,000,000 data points 
• Powerful scientific spreadsheet which 
can directly read your Lotus or ASCn files 

- Unrestricted placement of graphs & text 
- Direct compatibility with Microsoft Word 
& WordPerfect. 

With Graftool, all this power and 
flexibility purr quietly under the hood, 
while pop-up menus and push-buttons 
bring an ease of use previously unheard 
of in scientific software. Just ·point & 
process" with increased productivity and 
greater understanding. 

GRAFTOOL - the right tool for your 
technical solutions. 

GRAFTOOL $495. 
• Interactive demo available 
• Academic discounts. 

~L 3-D VISIEINS 
Call Toll Free for Details 

1-800-729-4723 
2780 Skypark Drive, Tonance. CA 90505 
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Modeling Materials ExperiDlents: 
Lewis At Forefront Of 

Emerging Science 

NASA innovators: Maria Kuczmarski, a CVD researcher whose work is shown 
on this month 's cover, and Arnon Chait, leader of the CML 's modeling efforts 

by Arnon Chait, Chris Johnston, David Thompson, and Thomas Glasgow I 

NASA's Lewis Research Center in 
Cleveland, Ohio is home to a unique 
materials science lab that looks 

more like a computer facility than a 
laboratory. The Computational Materi
als Laboratory (CML) has no fume hoods, 
furnaces, or instrumentation, and no 
crystals or alloy samples. All experi
ments are done in the lab's computers. 

The CML was created to address 
problems posed by materials process
ing in space. The microgravity environ
ment of space offers the opportunity for 
materials experiments that can't be done 
on Earth, but conducting such experi
ments isn't easy. Since only a few ex
periments get a chance to fly, a substan
tial effort is made to ensure that these 
experiments will work. As a result, flight 
experiments have long lead times, high 
cost, and the administrative overhead of 
any big project. 

To reduce the expense and difficulty, 
researchers have sought ways to do 
some of the preliminary experiments on 
the ground in inexpensive hardware, or 
without building any hardware at all. To 
th is end, NASA establ ished two labora
tories, both part of the Lewis Center's 
Processing Science and Technology 
Branch: the Microgravity Materials Sci-

10 

ence Laboratory (MMSL), intended for 
the development of microgravity experi
ments but not flight hardware, and the 
CML, dedicated to computational mod
eling of space experiments. 

Computational modeling involves the 
complete simulation of an experiment 
using a computer. A perfect model would 
allow you to "run" the experiment in the 
computer and predict the performance 
of the real experiment before flight with
out building hardware. More reason
ably, a good model would help in design
ing equipment and in interpreting both 
ground-based and flight experiments. 

Modeling is certainly nothing new, 
having been used successfully in many 
kinds of aerodynamics studies at NASA 
and around"the world . A good aerody
namics model can reduce the number of 
test runs in a wind tunnel , enabl ing a 
project to produce better data faster and 
at less cost. Because of special prob
lems presented by modeling materials 
processes, such as the presence of 
interacting solid and liquid phases, ap
plying modeling to materials experiments 
isn't as common as aerodynamics mod
eling. It offers much of the same poten
tial, however, and is just starting to come 
into its own in the 1990s. 

Modeling techniques can be em
ployed in every phase of a flight experi
ment: design, characterization, in-flight 
troubleshooting, and post-flight analy
sis. The model can be particularly ben
ef icial when used to predict the 
experiment's performance in a reduced 
gravity environment before it is flown. 
This is important if the flow or heat 
transfer characteristics of a sample 
change radically as the gravitational 
environment changes. 

A good model also can help deter
mine which experiments deserve to be 
candidates for space flight. It can indi
cate that the underlying assumptions 
made about a process appear to be 
correct, and that the experiment has a 
good chance of providing useful data. Or 
it may show that the experiment is a poor 
subject for modeling and that the flight 
experiment is the only way to obtain the 
necessary data. Even if modeling's only 
contribution is to focus on the process of 
determining which experiments should 
fly, the effort will have paid off. 

Further, modeling can reduce the 
cost of an experiment, especially if it 
involves a significant amount of time, 
material , energy, or risk. Any important 
process that will run a large number of 
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times is worth modeling to allow re
searchers to fully characterize it, for it is 
far easier to optimize and troubleshoot a 
well-characterized process than one with 
unpredictable responses to changes in 
operating conditions. 

Some processes aren't worth trying 
to model, simply because they are easier 
to do than to model or because the 
modeling technology isn't advanced 
enough to account for some of their 
features. An experiment involving turbu
lent flow, for example, is difficult and 
may not be worth the effort. The real 
universe is a messy place, and many 
processes are much too complex to be 
easily modeled. Real furnaces, for in
stance, change shape as they heat, 
their insulation changes with use, and 
thermal stresses on the structure must 
be controlled, making for a complicated 
model. 
A Team Approach 

Much of the CML's modeling work 
focuses on simulating the transport of 
fluid flow, heat, and mass during a pro-

cess, and how they affect the experi
ment. Other work attempts to relate 
process parameters to the final materi
als properties to optimize experiments 
and to provide a "critical mass" of exper
tise in several related areas of modeling 
and materials science. 

Because of the interdisciplinary na
ture of the problems, the CML staff 
represents a wide range of expertise, 
including mathematics, the physical sci
ences, and various aspects of computer 
science. Some of the people working in 
the CML also are involved in the creation 
and operation of experiments in the 
adjacent MMSL. The staff's varied back
grounds encourage a team approach to 
problems, and any project may gather a 
group of people that changes over time 
as the work progresses and different 
skills are needed. 

The backbone of the CML's com
puter facility consists of two large com
puters: the lab's file server, a Sun 4/260 
computer with nearly 6 gigabytes of disk 
space and a high-capacity backup sys-

Modeling And The Real World 

One of the main advantages of the 
physical and organizational prox

imity of the CML and MMSL is that it 
facilitates collaboration on projects. 
An apparatus can be developed in the 
MMSL at the same time it is being 
modeled in the CML, allowing for 
rapid feedback between the theoreti
cal and physical versions. While it is 
fairly simple to apply "sanity checks" 
to a model to ensure that the results 
are reasonable, the model's accep
tance as a useful predictive tool can 
only come when it is compared to a 
real experiment. CML-MMSL inter
action provides a chance to do such 
verification easily. 

The experiment's builders can ben
efit from lessons learned by the mod
elers. Further, the design of the ex
periment can be influenced by the 
modelers' needs. If the model's re
quirements are known, they often can 
be incorporated into the design of an 
experiment, making it simpler to model 
and increasing the ability of the experi
menters and modelers to cooperate. 

The MMSL has a number of 
projects that are being pursued in this 
manner. It is developing, for example, 
a family of transparent furnaces for 
future terrestrial and space process
ing of semitransparent electro-opti
cal materials. These furnaces typi
cally are constructed of quartz tubing 
heated by conventional resistance 
heating wire. The main advantage of 
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the transparent furnace is the obvi
ous one-you can see through it and, 
if the material's properties are 'suit
able, watch the crystal growth pro
cess in real time. In addition, you may 
be able to use your observations to 
control the process. 

Most transparent furnaces are 
simple in design, making them excel
lent subjects formodeling in the CML. 
At the same time, they present a 
challenge to the modelers because 
their transparency allows a signifi
cant amount of energy to be lost to 
radiation. 

Another advanced furnace, the 
Programmable Multi-Zone Furnace .. 
(PMZF), is being developed in the ( 
MMSL with the help of a full numeri
cal model . The model is being used to I 
suggest ways to improve the furnace's 
performance. It also will be used in 
the design of space experiments that I 
will employ the PMZF, allowing in
vestigators to rapidly improve their I 
experiments over several iterations. 

Modeling can serve to improve a :
furnace in yet another way. A furnace 
can be thoroughly characterized in I 

the lab, but only in a 1 g environment. I 

Once verified, a model figuratively 
can take the apparatus into space " 
and see how it performs. The model 
may indicate that the design is fine at " 
1 g but not acceptable at low-g, and ~ 
suggest ways of arriving at the de- ; 
sired operational characteristics. 0 , 

tem; and a Silicon Graphics Iris 4DI 
340VGX, a four-processor machine with 
a high-quality graphics system, used for 
both computational work and graphics 
generation. Most of the dozen or so 
workstations supporting the CML staff 
are Sun SPARCstations. 

The relatively small size of the CML 
forces the lab to take a "middle of the 
road" approach to software. Its research
ers don't have the time or resources to 
write all of the modeling code from 
scratch, but commercially-available pro
grams often are not sufficient to meet 
their needs. Instead, they typically work 
with customized commercial programs. 
The customization is done in the CML, 
often in cooperation with the software 
vendor. In cases where no suitable soft
ware exists, they resort to writing the 
code themselves, orto creating it coop
eratively with university sources. For 
example, they develop algorithms to 
describe free surface motion and radia
tive heat transfer in participating media. 
They support float zone and interface 
detection modeling at the University of 
Akron, and inverse problem solving at 
the University of Illinois. (An inverse 
problem is created when a scientist speci
fies the desired output of a process and 
the lab must determine the appropriate 
process inputs to produce that output.) 

A typical model generates an abun
dance of data that is difficult to interpret 
when presented as pages of numbers. 
Three-dimensional fluid flow fields, for 
instance, are exceedingly difficult to 
understand numerically. The same data, 
presented visually, is much easier to 
comprehend. The CML features both 
hardware and software to facilitate visu
alization, including the ability to animate 
time-dependent data on 3/4" videotape 
and 16 mm film. While much of the model
ing is done on the lab's computers, users 
also can take advantage of the capabili
ties of Lewis' Computer Services Divi
sion and the Ames Research Center's 
Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation 
facility. 

A unique feature of the CML is its 
intimate connection with the MMSL, 
which is literally across the hall. Models 
can be created of experimental hard
ware located just a few feet from the 
modelers, making verification of the 
model from experimental data much 
easier. Since they can build hardware 
and do modeling in the same building, it 
is easier for model data to be directly 
applied to the experiment, often as it is 
built. 

The philosophy underlying CML ac
tivities parallels the way the MMSL oper
ates. Close collaboration with other NASA 
centers, national labs, universities, and 
industry is encouraged at all levels. His
torically, most requests have been 
handled informally, resulting in a short 
study leading to a solution for a specific 
problem. Some requests result in joint 
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Why Do Sno,vOake Look So Intere ting? [
-

W eare all familiar with the complex 
shapes that snowflakes take. 

Similar shapes, called dendrites, also 
exist in virtually any solid material 
processed from the melt. The pattem 
is responsible for the material's ulti
mate properties, but it is poorly un
derstood. The question of how a 
smooth interface becomes unstable 
and forms these complex structures 
is a vexing one-one of the hotter 
topics in the physics literature today. 

The subject is of vital interest to 
CML researchers because many of 
the problems they undertake require 
the computation of solid-liquid inter
faces. The laboratory is developing 
computational techniques for moving 
interfaces that are multidimensional 
and time-dependent in nature. These 
will be applied to problems ranging 
from the formation of a single den
drite-a NASA space experiment 

research, but in all cases the work is 
driven by the time constraints of the final 
application. 

CVD Research 
The CML recently has modeled sev

eral chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
experiments. CVD is a flexible tech
nique with wide application, used at 
Lewis to make fibers for high-tempera
ture composite materials, to cover parts 
with oxidation-resistant coatings, and to 
develop high-temperature semiconduc
tor materials. CVD models have two 
important functions: they enable com
parison of the experimental and simula
tion results at 1 g, and they permit re
searchers to explore changes in the 
performance of the CVD reactor pre
dicted forthe microgravity environment. 

The modeled 1 g results clearly show 
that the complex three-dimensional 
structure of the deposited material is 
affected by natural convection. They 
also predict more uniform deposition 
when the experiment is run in a 
microgravity environment. The CML has 
produced a computer-animated film of 
the results that has been widely distrib
uted as a way to illustrate the CVD 
process. 

The lab also modeled the GTE GaAs 
experiment flown in June on space 
shuttle mission STS-40. This experi
ment assessed the effects of reduced 
natural convection in the molten gal
lium arsenide semiconductor during 
solidification . The CML produced a de
tailed model of the experiment, pre
dicting flow modes in the shuttle's re
sidual gravity environment. Such a 
model should be an integral part of all 
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The initial stages of solidification of a 
small solid nucleus are traced in time, 
showing the natural development of 
solid-melt interfacial instabilities. These 
instabilities later result In tree-like den
dritic structures common In many types 
of solidification. 

scheduled for next June-to the com
putation of general phase-transition 
problems including ablation, melting, 
and solidification . 0 

solidification experiments, since post
mortem examination of the retumed 
sample can provide only indirect data on 
convective effects, by observing the dis
tribution of dopant. 

Other processes the CML has mod
eled include directional solidification, float 
zone, laser-heated float zone, physical 
vapor deposition, thermal radiation ef
fects in semitransparent materials, and 
fundamental fluid and heat transport in 
space. Moreover, the laboratory has 
been involved in the development of 
computational methodologies for intelli
gent processing of materials (IPM), in
cluding process control, optimization, 
and inverse design. The IPM concept 
recognizes that the lead time for devel
opment and commer
cial introduction of 
new materials is be
coming excessively 
long, resulting in in
creasing uncertain
ties about application 
ofthe future technolo
gies that depend on 
these materials. Un
der the IPE frame
work, the contribu
tions of process mod
eling, smart sensors, 
and intelligent control 
are tightly coupled. 
The CML is an ideal 
environment for the 
development of ad
vanced process mod-

els that can be readily coupled to other 
IPM components. 

The CML team is enthusiastic about 
the future of this young field . Materials 
science is recognized as a key enabling 
technology for this country's leadership 
in critical technical areas, both in space 
and on Earth. Computational techniques 
are, in tum, among the enabling tech
nologies for materials science, allowing 
the rapid development and commercial
ization of new materials. The CML, part 
of a tradition of materials research at 
NASA Lewis, is ready to respond to the 
challenges and help bring this new sci
ence to maturity. 

For more information on the Compu-
tational Materials Laboratory, contact: 

Arnon Chait 
Lewis Research Center 
Mail Stop 105-1 
21000 Brookpark Road 
Cleveland, OH 44135 
(216) 433-3558 
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Flow fields in 
the molten portion 

of a GaAs sample dur
ing solidification were com

puted for the GTE GaAs space 
experiment. The flow mixes the do

pant in the melt and can interfere with the 
uniformity and quality of the crystal. 

Photos courtesy LeWls Research Center 
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1991-
The tradition 
continues with 
3 GHz, 5 GHz and 
10 GHz BERTS 

1975 - Anritsu 
introduces the 
world's first 
2 GHz BERT. .. 

No one offers more experience, performance or selection in high speed BERTS! 

Since 1975, Anritsu has been a leader in BEAT technology. 
Over the years, companies around the world have turned 
to us for pattern generation and detection for system eval
uation and analysis and we've delivered. Time after time. 

Only Anritsu lets you choose from a full line of 3 GHz, 
5 GHz and 10 GHz BEATS, to generate virtually any type 

of pattern including pseudorandom, variable mark ratios 
and programmable patterns up to 512 kbps ... plus features 
like a low FM, FM/PM noise dock generator, memory mode 
for pattem frequency and output parameters, variable delay 
between Clock and DATA ... plus more. 

For detailed literature or a demonstration, contact Anritsu. 

IInritsu Anritsu AmeriCa. Inc. 15 Thornton Aoad, Oakland, NJ 07436 
Call 800-255-7234 • (in NJ) 201-337-1111 • FAX 201-337-1033 

Circle Reader Action No. 507 



New Product Ideas 
New Product Ideas are just 
a few of the many innovations 
described in this issue of 
NASA Tech Briefs and having 
promising commercial applica
tions. Each is discussed further 
on the referenced page in the 

appropriate section in this 
issue. If you are interested in 
developing a product from 
these or other NASA innova
tions, you can receive further 
technical information by 
requesting the TSP referenced 

at the end of the full-length article 
or by writing the Technology 
Utilization Office of the sponsoring 
NASA center (see page 16). 
NASA's patent-licensing program 
to encourage commercial develop
ment is described on page 16. 

Deposition of Diamond· 
like Films by ECR 
Microwave Plasma 

Hard, amorphous hydrogenated carbon 
films of diamondlike quality have been 
deposited at room temperature on silicon, 
optical glass, and quartz. This technique 
could provide hard, abrasion-resistant coat· 
ings for lenses and other optical components. 
(See page 42) 

Photorefractive Crystal 
Compresses Dynamic 
Range of Image 

The dynamic range of the spatial varia
tion of illumination within an image can be 
compressed by use of a photo refractive 
crystal. The crystal would be placed in the 
optical path at some stage preceding the 
video camera, photographic camera, or 
final photodetector stage. 
(See page 37) 

Apparatus Circulates 
Sterilizing Gas 

A sterilizing apparatus circulates a gas 
mixture containing ethylene oxide through 
tubes, valves, and other parts of equipment 
to be sterilized. The apparatus contains the 
toxic ethylene oxide and is cheaper than 
an ordinary commercial gas sterilizer 
because the gas is used at relatively low 
pressure. 
(See page 116) 

Sensing Temperatures Via 
Prostheses and Manipulators 

A proposed temperature-sensing sys· 
tem for artificial limbs or telerobotic mao 
nipulators allows one to sense the tempera
ture of the grasped object. The temperature 
of the object is conducted via a thermo· 
electric heat pump that would heat or cool 
the skin of the oper-ator's shoulder. 
(See page 35) 

Bidirectional Drive· 
and· Brake Mechanism 

A new bidirectional drive-and·brake 
mechanism is part of a small vehicle that 
is driven manually along a monorail. The 
mechanism is applicable to very small 
railroad handcars or crawling vehicles for 
use on large structures, in pipelines under 
construction, in mining, or underwater. 
(See page 88) 

Ruling Blazed, 
Aberration·Corrected 
Diffraction Gratings 

A proposed optoelectromechanical ap
paratus would rule blazed, aberration-cor
rected diffraction gratings. The apparatus 
makes it possible to combine the precision 
of an aberration-corrected, holographically 
produced grating with the diffraction effi
ciency of a blazed grating. 
(See page 97) 

When it comes to driving 
turbomachinery development 
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you'll find NREC behind the wheel. 
Product Design and Development 
Complete engineering services, concept 
through hardware. Over 35 years of 
successful designs for pumps, 
compressors, turbines, 
and combustors 

Precision 
Manufacturing 
Highest quality 5-axis 
machining of complex 
impellers, blades, and 
blisks, with fast production 
turnaround 

Northem Research and 
Engineering Corporation 

39 Olympia Avenue, Woburn, MA 01801 USA 

Circle Reader Action No. 514 

Specialized CAE/CAM Software 
Advanced technology software for deSign, 

performance prediction, vibration 
analysis, and N/C machining 

For More 
Information 

Please request our 
brochure or call 
Frank Hines at 

617 937-4655 

NREC 
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ELECTRONIC PRESSURE 
SCANNERS 
Compact, multi-channel devices provide 
a transducer-per-channel for gas and/or 
liquid pressure measurement. Users get a 
single, rugged, mountable package for 
multiple pressure measurements-without 
having to buy separate transducers. Save 
money, space and time. ESP-16BP scan
ners handle gas pressure measuref!lents 
in harsh environments and are available 
with 8 or 16 channels. ESP-4AM scanners 
provide 4 channels for measurement of 
liquid pressure or high-pressure gases. 
PSI, 800-678-SCAN. 

Circle Reader Action No. 559 

DIGITAL PRESSURE SCANNER 
FOR PRODUCTION TEST 
DPT-6400T provides low-cost air pres
sure transduction, multiplexing and dig
itizing for turbine production testing in 
ranges from 10" WC to 100 psid. Inter
faces with user's computer or process 
control system. Transducers, acquisition 
circuitry and pneumatic controls are incor
porated in 19" rack-mountable mainframe, 
with up to 64 channels available per rack 
space. Accuracy is ± 0.25% full scale. 
Supports RS-232 and IEEE-488 inter
faces. PSI, aoO-678-SCAN. 

Circle Reader Action No. 556 

FLIGHT TURBINE PRESSURE 
SCANNING SYSTEM 
The S8256 Flight Pressure Scanning 
System is designed for airborne applica
tions requiring up to 512 pressures to be 
measured at rates up to 5,000 measure
ments per second. This system is com
patible with all PSI miniature pressure 
scanners and uses digital PROM thermal 
compensation to achieve high accuracy 
over a wide temperature envelope. The 
unit is small in size (3.3" x 4.9" x 12jn), 
and offers digital and analog interface 
options for direct PCM interface. PSI , 
800-678-SCAN. 

Circle Reader Action No. 558 

ADVERTISEMENT 

And IN filii prove if. 
PSi's 8400 ~utoNet pressure measurement system i a complete turnkey 

package that delivers more turbine test capability for the doUar than 
any other system on the market Heres why: 

• Multi-parameter data acquisition at rates up to 200 000 charmelslsec 
• Multl-tasking 386 or 486 PC-rompatible software with real-time graphic 

display, data logging and complex calculation capabilities 
• Pdst, Simple Implementation-usually up and runrnng in less than da 

• System amuacy to 005 F."S. Channel capacity to 4096 
• On-hne pneumatic system calibratioo USing 

programmable pressure generatioo 
• Modular design for reconfiguration or expans 
• System ntegration and testing at PSI before shipment 

• Complete application upport 
us prove It a oompIete documentation paclk'age 

PSI's twbine pressure test capabilities. 

...... 3 •••• ',..,...-.. 

34 Reseaa:b Drive. HampIoo. 'A 236Ii& 
(800) 678-SCAN (804 865-1243 6\X (1M) 52544 

Circle Reader Action No. 557 
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HOW YOU CAN BENEFIT If you're a regular reader of TECH BRIEFS. then you're already mal<Ing use of 
one of thelow·and no-cost services provided by NASA's Technology Utilizallon 
(rU) Network. But a TECH BRIEFS subscnption represents only a fraction of 
the technical information and appllcations/englneenng services offered by the 
TU Network as a whole. In fact. when all of the components of NASA's 
Technology UtilIZation Network are conSidered. TECH BRIEFS represents the 
proverbial tIP of the ICeberg. 

FROM NASA's 
TECHNOLOGY 
UTIUZATION 
SERVICES 

We've outlined below NASA's TU Network-named the partICipants. de
scribed their services, and listed the individuals you can contact lor more 
mformation relating to your specific needs. We encourage you to make use of 
the Information. access, and applicatIOnS services offered by NASA's Technol
ogy Utilization Network. 

How You Can Utilize NASA's Industrial Applications Centers-A nationwide network offering a broad 
range of technical services. including computerized access to over 100 million documents worldwide. 

y ou can contact NASA's network of Industrial Applications Centers (lACs) for assistance in solving a specific technical problem or meeting your 
information needs. The ·user friendly" lACs are staffed by technology transfer experts who provide computerized information retrieval from one of 

the world's largest banks of technical data. Nearly 500 computerized data bases, ranging from NASA's own data base to Chemical Abstracts and INSPEC. 
are accessible through the ten lACs located throughout the nation. The lACs also offer technical consultation services and/or linkage with other experts 
in the field. You can obtain more information about these services by calling or writing the nearest lAC. Userfees are charged for lAC information services. 

Aerospace Research 
Center (ARAC) 
Indianapolis Center for Advanced 
Research 
611 N. Capitol Avenue 
Indianapotis. IN 46204 
Dr. F. Timothy Janis, Director 
(317) 262-5036 
Central Industrial Applications 
CenterINASA (CIAC) 
Rural Enterprises, Inc. 
Post Office Box 1335 
Durant, OK 74702 
Dr. Dickie Deel, Director 
(405) 924-5094 
(800) 658·2823 (toll-free U.S.) 
NASA Industrial Applications 
Center (MCNC) 
Post Office Box 12889 

Research Triangle Park, 
NC 27709-2889 
H. L. (Lynn) Reese, Director 
(919) 549-0675 
NASA Industrial Applications 
Ctr. 823 William Pitt Union 
University of Pittsburgh 
Pittsburgh, PA 15260 
Lani Hummel 
Executive Director 
(412) 648-7000 
Southern Technology 
Applications Center (STAC) 
Post Office Box 24 
Progress Ctr., One Progress Blvd. 
Alachua, FL 32615 
J. Ronald Thomton, Director 
(904) 462-3913 
(800) 354-4832 (FL only) 
(800) 225-0308 (toll-free US) 

NASAlUK Technology 
Technology Applications Center 
University of Kenlucky 
109 Kinkead Hall 
Lexington. KY 40506-0057 
William R. Strong, Director 
(606) 257-6322 
NERAC, lnc. 
One Technology Drive 
Tolland, CT 060B4 
Dr. Daniel U. Wilde, President 
(203) 872-7000 
Technology Application Center 
(rAC) 
University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, NM 87131 
Dr. Stanley A. Morain, Director 
(505) 277·3622 

NASA Industrial Applications 
Center 
University of Southem Calffomla 
Research Annex 
3716 South Hope Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90007-4344 
Robert Stark, Director 
(213) 743-6132 
(gOO) 642-2872 (CA only) 
(800) 872·7477 (toll-free US) 
NASAISU Industrial Applications 
Center 
Southem UniverSity Department 
of Computer Science 
Post Office Box 9737 
Baton Rouge, LA 708 t 3-9737 
Dr. John Hubbell, Director 
(504) 771-6272 
(504) 77t-495O 

If you represent a public sector organization with a particular need, you can contact NASA's Application Team for technology matching and problem solving 
assistance. Staffed by professional engineers from a variety of disciplines, the Application Team works with public sector organizations to identify and solve 
critical problems with existing NASA technology. Technology Application Team. Research Triangle Institute, P.O. Box 12194, Research Triangle 
Park. NC 2n09; Dr. Doris Rouse, Director, (919) 541-6980 

How You Can Access Technology Transfer Services At NASA Field Centers: 
Technology Utilization Officers & Patent Counsels-Each NASA Field Center has a Technology Utiliza-
tion Officer (TUO) and a Patent Counsel to facilitate technology transfer between NASA and the private sector. , 

If you need further information about new technologies presented in NASA Tech Briefs, request the Technical Support Package (TSP). If a TSP is not 
available, you can contact the Technology Utilization Officer at the NASA Field Center that sponsored the research. He can arrange for assistance in 
applying the technology by putting you in touch with the people who developed it. If you want information about the patent status of a technology or are 
interested in licensing a NASA invention, contact the Patent Counsel at the NASA Field Center that sponsored the research. Refer to the NASA 
reference number at the end of the Tech Brief. 

Ames Research Ctr. John C. Stennis Langley Research Ctr. 
Technology Utilization Space Center Technology Utilization 
Officer.Geoffrey S. Lee Technology Utilization Officer. Joseph J. 
Mail Code 223-3 Officer. Robert Mathis, Jr. 
Moffett Field, CA 94035 Barlow Head, TU & AO Office 
(4t5) 604-4044 Code HA·3O Mail Stop 200 
Patent Counsel: Stennis Space Center. lOWest Taylor Road, 
Darrell G. Brekke MS 39529 Hampton, VA 23665-5225 
Mail Code 200-11 (601) 688-2042 (604) 864-2484 
Moffett Field. CA 94035 John F. Kennedy Patent Counsel: 
(415) 604-5104 Space Center Dr. George F. Helfrich 
lewis Research Center Technology Utilization Mail Stop 143 
Technology Utilization Officer. Thomas M. 9A Ames Road. 
Officer. Anthony F. Hammond Hampton, VA 23665-5225 
Ratajczak Mail Stop PT·PMO-A (804) 864-3221 
Mail Stop 7-3 Kennedy Space Goddard Space Flight 
21000 Brookparlc Road Center. FL 32899 Center 
Cleveland, OH 44135 (407) 867-3017 Technology Utilization 
(216) 433-2225 Patent Counsel: OffICer. Donald S. 
Patent Counsel: Bill Sheehan Friedman 
Gene E. Shook Mail Code PT-PAT Mait Code 702.1 
Mail Code LE·LAW Kennedy Space GreenbeH. MD 20771 
2tOOO Brookpark Road Center, FL 32899 (301) 286-6242 
Clevetand. OH 44135 (407) 867-2544 
(216) 433-5753 

A Shortcut To Software: COSMlce- For software developed with 
NASA funding, contact COSMIC, NASA's Computer Software Manage
ment and Information Center. New and updated programs are an
nounced in the Computer Programs section. COSMIC publishes an 
annual software catalog. For more information call or write: COSMIC': 
382 East Broad Street, Athens. GA 30602 John A. Gibson, Oir., (404) 
542-3265. 

Patent Counsel: Mall Stop 156-211 Lyndon B. Johnson 
R. Dennis Marchant 4800 Oal< Grove Drive Space Center 
Mail Code 204 Pasadena, CA 91109 Technology Utilization 
Greenbelt, MD 20771 (818) 354-2240 Officer. Dean C. Glenn 
(301) 286-7351 George C. Marshall Mail Code IC-4 
Jet Propulsion Lab. Space Flight Center Houston, TX 77058 
NASA Resident Office Technology Utilization (713) 483-3609 
Technology Utilization Officer. Ismail Akbay Patent Counsel: 
OffICer: Arif Husain CodeATOl Edward K. Fein 
Mail Stop 180-801 Marshall Space Ftight Mail Code AL3 
4800 Oak Grove Drive Center, Houston, TX 77058 
Pasadena, CA 91109 AL 35812 (713) 483-4871 
(818) 354-4862 (205) 544-2223 NASA Headquarters 
Patent Counsel: Fax (205) 544-3151 Technology Utilization 
Thomas H. Jones Patent Counsel: OffICer: Leonard A. AuH 
Mai l Code 180-801 Rober! L. Broad, Jr. CodeCU 
4800 Oak Grove Drive Mail Code CCOI Washington, DC 20546 
Pasadena, CA 91109 Marshall Space Flight (703) 557-5598 
(818) 354-5179 Center. Assistant General 
Technology Utilization AL 35812 Counsel for Patent 
Mgr. for JPL: Dr. Nor- (205) 544-0021 Matters: Robert F. 
man L. Chalfin Kempf, Code GP 

Washington, DC 20546 
(202) 453-2424 

If You Have a Question .. NASA Cen ter For AeroSpace Infor

matio n can answer questions about NASA's Technology Utilization 
Network and its services and documents. The CASI staff supplies 
documents and provides referrals. Call, write or use the feedback card 
in this issue to (.Ontact: NASA Center For AeroSpace Information. 
Technology Utilization Office, P.O. Box 8757, Baltimore, MD 21240-
0757. WalterM. Heiland, Manager, (301) 859-5300, Ext. 245. 
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How to spen 55 bme 
thumbing through books and more 

time tl1umbing through results. 
New Mathcad 3.0 

New Milthuul3. 0 crunches, 
gmphs, updates, anddocummts 
yourworf in real math 1Wl4tWn. 

Wei" v .. 0 1:oIptI$ OIc::Ao1or Here t$ wtaellhe dn:;:/IIlI *' .. 
Tho_~ .. _by"'_ 

Aut:vmRtically. ~
c (TlIe_amood •• __ 

f • ...!.. _"_l boI'opestedlnlromoneot 
I, L C, C, _o<ed".~_,) 

WwIh C,. 51 It"' rctd L = 1 aM end 

New symbolic capabilities are 
amiWIe with a simple mmu pick. 

Wfl'wont .. .,..... ~ w~ .. uuSOh"etom 

It's the fast, efficient, com
prehensive way to do technical 
calculations. 

Move those reference texts off your 
desk. Put that calculator back in your 
pocket. And save that cryptic spreadsheet 
for rOUf budgets and bookkeeping. 

It s time to get problems out of the way 
and make room fOr answers. With new 
Mathcad 3.0, the major new upgrade to 
the world's best-selling math sOftware. 

It's the a11-in-one solution with a singular 
purpose: to put results in your bands as 
quiCkly and thoroughly as possible. 

New Mathcad is a workhorse that bandles 
ev~ from simple sums to matrix 

C, 

hundreds of standard formulas, useful data, 
even entire calculations. Just click' n' paste 
them from a hypertext window into your 
documents, ready to use. 

When you need to simplify a formula, 
Mathcad's symbolic calciJlation capabilities 
arc available with a simple menu pick. 
There's no arcane programming fanguage 
to learn, so you can do integrals, Taylor 
series, infinite sums, and more-all with 

point 'n' click simplicity. The 
symbolic answer can be used 

marupulation. Effortlessly, ,,-: 
natuially. ___ ~ 

Simply type your calculations 

for both numerical calcula
tions or further symbolic 
transformation. 

into the live document, ___ ~ You'll also find improved 
equation editing, enhanced 
graphine; features, and 
more documentation 
options. So why waste 
orne working with 
problems? JOin the 

just like you'd write 
them on a scratch pad. 
And let Mathcad do the 
workforyou. It per
forms the calculations. 
Graphs in 2-D or 3-D. 
Automatically updates 
results each orne you 
change a variable. And 
prints out presentation
quality documents, com
plete with equations in real 
math notation, even graphics. 

Newly upgraded Mathcad 3.0 now has 
FJectronic "Handbooks for instant access to 

llO,OOO users that get 
results-with Mathcad. 
- New easy to learn and use 

Microsoft Wmdows 3.0 interface 
- New easy to use symbolic calculations 

- New FJectronic Handbooks with hun-
dreds of built-in solutions 
- Optional Applications Packs with adapt
able templates for FJectrical, Mechanical, 

New Windows 3. 0 interface mak£s 
calculation fost and effortless. 

New Electronic HandbooksgiPe 
instant access to hundreds of stan

dard fonnulas. Just click 'n' paste. 
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For a FREE Mathcad demo disk, or 
upgrade information, 
call 1-800-MATHCAD 
(or 617-577-1017, 
Fax 617-577-8829). Or 
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Available for IBM
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comput~ and UNIX 
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... ~ Edge-Geometry NbN/MgO/NbN Tunnel Junctions 
Superconductor/insulator/superconductor tunnel junctions of high quality have been fabricated. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Superconductorfinsulatorlsuperconduc

tor (SIS) tunnel junctions have been fabri
cated with base and counter electrodes 
of NbN (the superconductors) separated 
by thin layers of MgO (the insulator). SIS 
junctions are useful as submillimeter-wave 
mixers and fast switches. To obtain a junc
tion resistance adequate for coupling to 
external Circuitry (typically ~ 50 O) and 
adequate frequency response (~ 200 
GHz), it is necessary to make a small 
(area :::1 JLm2) junction that has a current
vS.-voltage characteristic of high quality. 
The use of an edge geometry to define the 
small junction makes it possible to fab
ricate such a junction by a process that 
includes conventional photolithography. 

The figure illustrates the junction and 
the fabrication process. In edge-geometry 
fabrication, the tunnel junction is formed 
on the exposed edge of the NbN super
conducting film that constitutes the base 
electrode. The junction is completed by 
deposition and patterning of the counter
electrode. In this geometry, the area of the 
junction is governed by the thickness of 
the base electrode and the width of the 
tip of the counterelectrode. Because the 
base electrode can easily be made as thin 
as about 0.1 JLm and the tip can be made 
as narrow as about 1 JLm by conventional 
photolithography, the area of the junction 
can be made as small as 0.1 JLm2. One 
subtle advantage of this geometry is that 
it minimizes the current-crowding effects 
that can lead to electrode transitions in 
high-current-density, planar-geometry 
junctions. 

The fabrication process begins with the 
sputter deposition of the NbN base-elec
trode layer to the desired thickness of 
about 0.1 JLm on a sapphire substrate. Dur
ing the deposition of NbN, the substrate 
is heated to 350 to 450°C to promote the 
formation of high-quality NbN near the sur
face of the substrate: this is essential for 
obtaining an edge junction that has low 
subgap leakage and sharp gap edges. An 
aluminum overlayer about 0.5 JLm thick is 
deposited on the base electrode to serve 
as a contact. After the aluminum layer is 
patterned, a thick, insulating layer of alu
minum oxide is deposited and patterned; 
this layer also serves as a mask to pro-

Tunnel 
Junction 

NbN 
Counter 
Electrode 

DEVICE 

1. Sputter NbN and AI Layers, 
Pattern AI Electrode 

W///J AI 0@ 
NbN 

3. Cut NbN Edge 
by Ion Milling 

2. Form AI203 Insulator 
and Ion-Milling Mask 

NbN 

4. Sputter MgO Barrier and NbN 
Counterelectrode Layer. 
Pattern Counterelectrode Layer 
Into Counterelectrode. 

FABRICATION 

This NbN/MgO/NbN SIS tunneling junction is made small by use of an edge geometry 
and standard photolithographic techniques. 

tect the underlying NbN in the next step. 
A 5OO-eV argon-ion beam is used to de

fine the edge of the NbN base electrode. 
Next, an 8O-to-150-V argon-ion milling beam 
is used to remove surface damage from 
the edge. The MgO tunnel barrier (insulat
ing layer) is deposited by radio-frequency
magnetron sputtering. The NbN counter
electrode layer is then deposited by dc
magnetron sputtering and patterned into 
the counterelectrode by standard photo
lithography and reactive-ion etching. 

Junctions that have areas from 0.1 to 
0.4 JLm2 have been fabricated by this 
process. These are the first reported NbNI 
MgO/NbN edge junctions. The electrical 

characteristics of these junctions have 
been found to be suitable for testing the 
junctions as SIS mixers at frequencies 
from 200 to 600 GHz. 

This work was done by Brian D. Hunt 
and Henry G. LeDuc of Caltech for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For 
further information, Circle 119 on the TSP 
Request Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and 
a patent application has been filed. In
qUiries concerning nonexclusive or ex
clusive license for its commercial develop
ment should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, NASA Resident Office-JPL [see 
page 16}. Refer to NPO-17812 . 
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PRINCIPLES OF QUAUIY MEASUREMENT: FIRSf IN A SERIES. 

MEASUREMENT WITII NO SECOND CHANCES. 
:t doesn't matter whether a critical 
!vent happens ten million times a 
;econd, or takes a week to set up 
md co ts thousands of dollars. When 
he measurement is your job, it's got 
o be right the first time. 

A false trigger wastes every
xx1y's time, and a miss d trigger is a 
:lisaster. Truncated or clipped signals 
nean "start over~ when there's no 
jme to start over. 

For critical measurements like 
hese, blistering speed and gimmick 
.riggers won't help. 

You need trigger circuits 
iesigned with the same care as 
lmplifier front ends, settings 
{Ou can display, test 
tad count on. 

You need extravagantly long memories 
to capture unpreilictable events, and the 
dynamic range and accuracy to capture 
the signal - all of it - and get it right. 

We know what it's like. We've 
been building in truments to record 
single-shot events for twenty years in 
critical electronics, materials-testing 
and mj]jtary applications. Today's 
measurements are no less important -
just more complex, and faster. We 
treat every measurement as if it's the 
only chance you'll get - even if it 
happens ten million times a second. 

l~\ en ne\\- koll't Pro Digital 
o alloscope:, off~:r ad\'anced 
tnggenng Wlth the.: absolute 
measurement integrity thaI Tlcolel 
,tands for. One is right for your 
rille:.!l measurements - circle the 

r ~lder servICe numher or (all 
• - ('1-35h..JiOAA 'igbt '1 >w 

At Nicolet, we build instruments 
for measurement experts like you. 

Nicolet 
INSTRUMENTS OF DISCOVERY 

L---........ 'LU.·". Test Instruments 
Madison, Wisconsin, USA 53711-4495 
608/ 271-3333, FAX 608/ 273-5061 
In Canada Call: 800-387-3385 
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~J Low-Noise Charge-Coupled Device 
The same quantity is measured many times to reduce the uncertainty. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
The "skipper" charge-coupled device 

(ceO) underlines the development of a 
new class of imaging detectors that exhib
it exceptionally lOIN readout noise. The skip
per ceo operates on a nondestructive· 
readout scheme that can be combined 
with other advances in ceo technology 
to reduce the average readout noise to 
less than 1 electron rms. The skipper con
cept has obvious potential for improving 
video images made at ultra·IOIN light levels, 
involving only a few incoming photons per 
picture element (pixel). 

For modern scientific CCO's, read noise 
originates within the on-chip amplifier. To
day's CCO amplifier has been thoroughly 
optimized and, for all practical purposes, 
has reached the theoretical minimum 
noise level of approximately 2 electrons 
rms. Conventional ceo's destructively 
sample the charge contained in a pixel on
ly once before it is reset. With the skipper 
CCO signal, charge can be sampled non
destructively as many times as desired be
fore the pixel is reset. Multiple sampling 
allows the pixel samples to be averaged, 
reducing the random noise by the square 
root of the number of samples taken. For 
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/outputWell 

Dfoln D 
Video 

0 0 /outPUI Gate 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

~'==lg o 0 
- -
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Gate 2 ... Gate3 
,...--Precharge 

Gate 1 rr Gate4 

I I I Jolrl!o~~ a~ II I /Reference 
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Floating 
Drain" 1 Diffusion 
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3 ----li1 

10 0000 0 
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Figure 1. In this Skipper CCO Output Circuit, the packet of charge from a picture element is 
transferred a number of times between gate 1 (where it is held) to the floating gate (where it is 
sensed) before it is finally transferred through gates 3 and 4 to the destructive-readout circuit. 

Read Noise = 0.97 e - rms 
Ns = 64 

Figure 2. These Images of Four Points In a Row were made by a skipper CCO. In the upper image, made with only one sample 
per picture element, the noise makes it difficult to identify all but one of the pOints. In the lower image, made with 64 samples 
per picture element, all four points can be seen. 
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example, if the noise exhibited by single 
sampling is 5 electrons, collecting 100 
samples for each pixel will reduce the un
certainty in charge measurement to 0.5 
electron. 

Figure 1 illustrates one design using the 
skipper concept. Charge from a pixel is 
transferred to the right in a ceo register 
where it is sensed by a floating-gate am
plifier. After the first sample is taken, clock 
voltages on gates 1 and 2 are sequenced 
in such a way that the charge is transfer
red backward to the left to gate 1. Then, 
the clocks move the charge packet for
ward again to the floating-gate amplifier 
where the charge is sensed again. This 
process is repeated many times to reduce 
the uncertainty of charge measured to the 
desired level. When all the required sam
ples are collected, the charge is sent for
ward via gates 3 and 4 toward a conven
tional destructive amplifier, where charge 
can be sampled again (only once) or 
discarded through a reset amplifier. 

Figure 2 illustrates the nOise-reducing 

capability of a prototype skipper ceo in re
sponse to four low-light·level point sources. 
The upper image is generated by single 
pixel sampling and exhibits a read noise 
l)f 7.8 electrons. The lower image is notice
ably clearer because 64 samples per pix
el have been utilized. A readout noise of 
less than 1 electron is achieved. The fourth 
point source from the left is only 3 elec
trons in size. Other skipper images have 
been generated by taking more samples 
and have achieved noise levels of less 
than 0.5 electron. 

Although ultra-low noise floors can be 
achieved with this approach, the readout 
time for large pixel CCO arrays can some
times be excessive since multiple samp
ling does require time to perform. For 
many ceo applications, ultra·low noise 
readout is not required for the entire im
age. In these cases the user can readily 
command the ceo to perform multiple 
sampling only in those regions of interest 
and to skip through the pixels outside 
these areas (hence the name skipper). 

State-of-the-art skipper CCO's are cur
rently in process that will achieve still lower 
noise levels. With these new 'devices, it 
is hoped that the single electrons can be 
detected. 

This work was done by James R. 
Janesick of Caltech for NASA's Jet Pro
pulsion Laboratory. For further informa
tion. Circle 120 on the TSP Request Card. 

In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title 
to this inve.ntion. Inquiries concerning 
rights for its commercial use should be ad· 
dressed to 

Edward Ansell 
Director of Patents and Ucensing 
Mail Stop 305-6 
California Institute of Technology 
1201 East California Boulevard 
Pasadena, CA 91125 

Refer to NPO-18031. volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 

l'~ I r/l rSia/Si Schottky-Barrier I nfrared Detector Schottky-barrier detectors made of Ir and 
. .. Si. The quantum efficiency of the proposed 

Quantum effiCiency would be Increased. detector should be greater than that of one 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena California made with a single ~etallic layer of IrSi3· 
" Many detectors of thiS type could be used 

A proposed Schottky-barrier infrared de
tector would have a double metallic layer 

of Ir and IrSi3 instead of a single metallic to form a focal-plane array that could be 
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layer of Ir, IrSi, or IrSi3 as in previous integrated with charge-coupled-device

• 286, 386, & 486 Models • 9" Trlnltron Color Multl·Sync CRT 
• 800x600 Resolution, 256 Colors • 2-4 16·Blt Expansion Slots 
• Two Serial Ports, One Parallel Port • 40-200 MB Hard Disk Drives 
.2-16 MB of RAM • External VGA Monitor Port 

.5.25" 1.2 MB & 3.5" 1.44 MB Diskette Drives 

All the power and features of a high resolution, high powered desktop 
workstation are built Into these true portables. No other portable offers this 
combination of color, resolution, power, and expandability. All built Into the 
smallest, lightest CRT portable available today. 

Call Toll-Free 1·800·327·9962 For Further Information. 

Dealer/Distributor 
OEMNAR 
Inquiries Invited 11111111149 Middlesex Turnpike Burlington, MA 01803 

(817) 22t-4800 • FAX-(817} 272-308.2 
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addressing and image-processing circuitry. 
Heretofore, the attainment of reproduci

ble Schottky-barrier heights (and, conse
quently, reproducible cutoff wavelengths) 
has been impeded by the formation of 
mixed silicide phases by chemical reac
tion between Ir and Si during fabrication. 
IrSi3, the most stable of these phases, 
yields a reproducible barrier height of 
about 0.12 eV (corresponding to a cutoff 
wavelength of about 10 pm). Unfortunately, 
the infrared absorption in this and the other 
silicides is relatively low, so that in a detec
tor made with a single layer of IrSi3, the 
overall quantum efficiency is low. 

The proposed detector (see figure) 
would offer the advantages of both the 
relatively high infrared absorption in a thin 
film of Ir and the stability and reproducibili
ty of a layer of IrSi3 in contact with Si. Fur
thermore, the IrSi3 layer would serve as 
a barrier to chemical reactions between 
the Ir overlayer and the Si substrate. 

The thickness of the IrSi3 layer would 
lie approximately in the range of 2 to 10 
A, while the total thickness of the IrSi3 
and Ir layers would typically lie between 
20 and 100 A. The IrSi3 layer could be 
formed try deposition of Ir and Si in stoichio
metric ratio in ultrahigh vacuum onto an 
Si substrate. The Si substrate could be 
heated during deposition as in conven
tional molecular-beam epitaxy. Alternative
ly, the substrate could be held at room 
temperature during deposition, and the 

NASA Tech Briefs, October 1991 



up to 7 arc second accuracy for video 
scanning, tracking or optic positioning? 

AEROTECH 

The AOM360D series provides the most precise 
azimuth/elevation positioning available for your application 
today. Here's why: 

You can have accuracies up to 1 arc second 
depending upon the transducer selected - choose 
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Resolution and bi.<firectionaJ repeatability to 
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Highly accurate rate control is achievable 
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And that's not alII For details on this A.. 
exciting new product, send for your ,~ 
AOM360D series brochure today. AEROTECH 
AEROTECH, INC., 101 Zeta Drive, ~ 
Pittsburgh, PA 15238; phone (412) 
963-7470; Fax (412) 963-7459. AD0991EO 
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substrate and deposited layers heated 
subsequently to anneal the IrSi3 (solid
phase epitaxy). The Ir layer would then be 
evaporated onto the IrSi3 layer. 

AA overlayer of metal other than Ir could 
be deposited on the IrSi3 layer. Preferably, 
this layer would be Pt or another metal that 
exhibits high infrared absorption. 

This work was done by True-Lon Un of 
caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion lab
oratory. For further information, Circle 115 
on the TSP Request card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, NASA Resi
dent Office-JPL {see page 16]. Refer to 
NP0-18144. 

AI AI 

p+ Si n Si n Si 

The proposed IrllrSI3 /S1 Schottky· Barrier Detector would have a quantum effi
ciency greater than that of an IrSi3 /Si detector. The increase In quantum efficiency would 
be contributed by the relatively high infrared absorption of the Ir layer. 

!J Sign-and-Magnitude Up/Down Counter When the counter counts down from 
zero, the magnitude indicates a count up 
from zero, and a sign bit is set to indicate 
a negative value. When it counts up from 
a negative number, the magnitude value 
decreases toward zero. As it continues to 
count up from zero, the sign bit is cleared, 

Negative numbers are indicated more directly. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
AA electronic up/down counter (see fig

ure) puts out a count signal in two parts: 
a sign part and a magnitude part that is 
always positive. Therefore, when it counts 
down from zero, its output is more direct
ly readable and processable than is the 
output of a conventional up/down counter, 
which puts out numbers in two's-comple
ment representation when its count goes 
below zero. (The reading and/or further 

proceSSing of two's-complement output re
quires additional circuitry.) 

The Magnitude-and
Sign Counter in
cludes a conventional 
up/down counter for 
the magnitude part 
and special add i
tional circuitry for the 
sign part. 
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and the magnitude part rises from zero as 
an ordinary positive number. 

The counter can be implemented by prcr 
gramming an erasable programmable logic 
device (EPLD) or a programmable logic ar
ray (PLA). The EPLD or PLA can then be 
used in place of a conventional upldown 
counter to provide sign and magnitude 
values directly to other circuits. 

This work was done by Steven W Cole of 
Caitech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab
oratory. For further information, Circle 94 
on the TSP Request Card. 

In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title 
to this invention. Inquiries concerning 
rights for its commercial use should be ad
dressed to 

Si1- xGexlSi Infrared Photodiodes 

Edward Ansell 
Director of Patents and Licensing 
Mail Stop 305-6 
California Institute of Technology 
1201 East California Boulevard 
Pasadena, CA 91125 

Refer to NPD-17760, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 

Cutoff wavelengths depend on x and can also be adjusted somewhat via reverse bias. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Si1_XGex photodiodes with cutoff wave

lengths in and beyond the practically im· 
portant range of 8 to 12 Jlm have been 
made by molecular-beam epitaxy. Unlike 
prior long-wavelength infrared detectors, 
these are compatible (in terms of fabrica· 
tion processes) with silicon readout cir
cuitry, exhibit long-term stability, can be 
manufactured with sufficient uniformity for 
use in focal-plane arrays; and can operate 
at temperatures ? 65 K, for which tem
peratures small, portable refrigerators are 
available. 
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DEVICE 
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Figure 1 illustrates the structure and 
energy diagram of one of the diodes. A 
degenerate layer of p + Si1_ xGex serves 
as an emitter of hot carriers, while a 
substrate of p-Si serves as the collector. 
Free carriers in the emitter absorb infrared 
photons and thereby become hot carriers, 
which are subsequently emitted over a 
potential barrier into the collector. The po
tential barrier is the discontinuity between 
the valence bands of Si1_ XGe

X 
and Si. By 

choosing the proportion, x, of Ge in the 
Si1_xGex layer, one can choose the height 
of the barrier, which can range from <0.05 
eV (corresponding to a cutoff wavelength 
>24.8 Jlm) to >0.7 eV (corresponding to 
a cutoff wavelength <1.8 Jlm). 

-----------------------------------

Figure 1. The 
Ph otod i ode 
Structure, fab
ricated by mo
lecular-beam 
epitaxy, detects 
long-wavelength 
infrared photons 
by excitation of 
photo holes over 
the potential bar
rier. 

The physical mechanism of photodetec
tion is partly similar to that of a Schottky
barrier detector, in which photoelectrons 
are excited over a potential barrier from 
initial states in a metal, the energies of 
which states range to several eV below the 
Fermi level. However, a Schottky barrier 
exhibits low quantum efficiency because 
those photoelectrons that are excited from 
initial energy states below the Fermi level 
have low probability of being detected. In 
the Sil_XGeiSi detector, carriers in the 
emitter are excited from energy states 
·close to the edge of the valence band. 
Photoholes excited by photons of energy 
greater than the height of the potential bar
rier have high probability of being collect
ed, provided that their distances from the 
barrier are less than the mean free path 
for holelhole scattering. 

The photodiodes were fabricated on p-
8i(100) substrate wafers that had resis
tivities of 1 to 10 O-cm. Each photodiode 
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ENERGY DIAGRAM 

includes a p + substrate contact and an 
n-doped guard ring around the periphery 
of the Si1_

X
Ge

X 
layer to suppress edge 

leakage. The Si1_ XGeX layers were grown 
in a commercial molecular-beam-epitaxy 
system with a base pressure of 3X10-11 

torr (4~10-9 Pa). Si1_ XGeX layers 100 to 
4,000 A thick, heavily doped with boron 
(p+), and with x ranging from 0.18 to 0.28, 
were deposited on the substrates. by 
coevaporating 8i and Ge during molecular
beam epitaxy. The growth temperatures 
range from 550 to 650°C. The p + dop
ing of the Si1_

X
GeX layers was achieved 

by coevaporating HB02 during molecular
beam epitaxy. Aluminum contacts were 
deposited on the Si1_

X
Ge

X 
layers and 

p +-Si substrate contacts. 
The photodiodes were tested optically, 

and the photoresponse of a heterojunction
internal-photoemission (HIP) detector with 
a boron concentration of 4X1020 cm- 3 is 
shown in Figure 2. The measurement was 
done at 20 K with -1 .5 V bias. Quantum 
efficiencies (QE's) of 3 to 5 percent have 
been achieved in the 8-to-12-Jlm region. 

Position 

By further optimizing the doping profile and 
thickness of the SiGe layer, the QE of the 
HIP detector can be significantly improved. 

This work was done by True-Lon Lin of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab· 
oratory. For further information, Circle 50 
on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-17950 
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Figure 2. A Photoresponse of a HIP De· 
tector Is shown with 30-nm thick SiGe 
layers doped with a boron concentration 
of 4x1020 cm- 3. 
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Panasonic Video. 
For Every Branch 
Of Government. 

With a wide range of equipment for all your 
applications. From surveillance to production. 

Research to documentation. Training to distribu
tion. Panasonic has the video solution you need 
and the service to support it. 

And when we say every branch of government, 
we mean it. You'll find Panasonic equipment in 
law enforcement agencies, hospitals, military 
installations, administration offices - even a few 
places we can't mention. All examples of the 
confidence Panasonic has built through years of 
supplying video equipment to the government. 

With Panasonic, you get more than just a great 
product. We assist our government customers at 

every stage, from helping to define your needs to 
providing national dealer and engineering support 
after the sale. 

So make the choice that makes sense. Panasonic 
has the products and the services that make us 
perfect for aU your video applications. Whatever 
branch you're in. 

For more information, contact your local 
Panasonic Professional/Industrial Video Dealer. 
Federal Government Agencies requesting a copy of 
the Authorized Communications Schedule Price 
List should write: Panasonic AVSG, Government 
Marketing Department, 52 West Gude Drive, 
Rockville, Maryland 20850 or call 301-738-3840. 

Panasonic 
Government Marketing 
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Neural-Network Control of Prosthetic and Robotic Hands 
The prosthesis or robot could be taught by the user. 

Lyndon H Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 
Proximity Sensor 

Electronic neural networks have been 
proposed for use in controlling robotic and 
prosthetic hands and exoskeletal or 
glovelike electromechanical devices that 
would aid intact but nonfunctional hands. 
The neural-network approach differs from 
the conventional artificial-intelligence ap-
proach, which has limited ability to achieve 
adaptive, real-time anthropomorphic grasp
ing motion. 

Figure 1 helps to illustrate the develop
ment of a grasping-motion algorithm in the 
neural-network approach. Each finger of 
a robotic hand (or the prosthetic equiv
alent) would be instrumented with proximi
ty and grasping-force sensors at various 
poSitions along every finger. A neural net
work would be used to map a relationship, 
at each increment of robot clock time, be
tween a set of input parameters and the 
commanded next angle and/or increment 
of angle of each jOint. The input parame
ters would include the distances between 
the fingers and potential contact points on 
the object to be grasped (as measured by 
the proximity sensors) and, once contact 
has been established, the force of contact 
(as measured by each force sensor). From 
the contact forces, the joint angles, and 
the known positions of the force sensors 
on the fingers, the grasping torques can 
also be computed. 

The neural network might be taught 
("trained" in neural-network jargon) with 
the help of an instrumented master pre
hensor that could be commanded to act 
like the robotic hand or prosthesis that the 
neural network is intended to control. This 
prehensor would be commanded to grasp 
an object by use of the desired motions, 
and the commanded'joint-angle, proximi
ty, and force parameters would be record
ed at each increment of time. Next, the 
force and proximity data would be shifted 
back to make them lag the joint-angle data 
by one increment of time. 

The resultant set of input (proximity and 
force) and output (prediction of next incre
ments of angles and/or next angles) data 
at all increments of time would constitute 
a training set of training patterns of data. 
The training set could include data obtained 
by grasping more than one object. The 
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Figure 1. This Simpli
fied Robot Hand illus
trates the principle of 
training a neural network 
by teaching it to map a 
relationship between in
crements of the joint 
angles <I> 1 through <1>4 and 
the distances and forces 
measured by the prox
imity and force sensors. 

Prosthetic Hand 
Electronic Neural 

Network 

Drive Motors 

Figure 2. Myoelectric Impulses would be used to activate an electronic neural net
work, which wou ld act as a miniature brain that wou ld control a prosthetic hand. 

training set would teach the neural network 
to map the cause-and-effect relationship 
between the force and proximity feedback 
and the next desired change in the angle 
of each joint. Thus, an animatable sequence 
would be created, and motion would be 
learned. 

A patient and a prosthetic or exoskeletal 
device would be trained together, using an 
instrumented master device to establish 
the desired motion. The proximity, force, 
and angle data would be entered in a soft
ware model of the neural network. Through 
an iterative procedure, this model of the 
network would be taught, and a set of 
weights of interconnections among the ar
tificial neurons determined. Once trained 
on a generic program, these weights would 
be stored in a microprocessor in the form 

of electrical conductances. 
The resultant electronic neural network 

would be specific to the patient, who would 
activate the grasping motion by a voice 
command, by a mechanical switch, or, 
ideally, by myoelectric impulse (see Figure 
2). The patient would retain higher·level 
control, while the lower-level control pro
vided by the neural network would be 
analogous to that of a miniature brain. Fur
thermore, during training, the patient could 
teach the miniature brain to perform spe
cialized, anthropomorphic movements 
unique to himself or herself. 

This 'Nark was done by Theresa M. 
Buckley of Johnson Space Center. For 
further information,' Circle 1 on the TSP Re
quest Card. 
MSC-21642 
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What Are Peop Saying 
About the Biggest 

Advance in Recorders 
Since the 1960's? 

Wow. Not a very precise term, 
but accurate. You see, 
nothing else conveys the 
feeling you get from the new 
Mark 12 Data Management 
System from the leader in 
Arraycorders, Western 
Graphtec. Just imagine ... 

32 channels of raw recording 
power, each with an event 
marker, and printed input 
readings, input label, and 128 
characters of text. A separate 
16-bit AID converter sampling 
each channel at a blazing 200 
kHz. Imagine ... 

A built-in video display ... so 
you don't have to run the 
chart unless you want to. 
An optional video output 
for driving an external 
monitor anywhere. 
Point-and-click 
simplicity with our graphical 
interface and jog-wheel. 
Imagine ... 

Design your own charts and grids, 
with virtually any mix of channel 
sizes and types. Imagine ... 

A single 400 dpi array that 
eliminates the data gap suffered by 
300 dpi dual-printhead recorders. 
Imagine ... 

Plug a hard drive directly into the 
Mark 12's optional SCSI port and 
stream data to it in real-time. Plug 
in any PC type keyboard and enter 
text as fast as you can type. 
Imagine ... 

Video. Hard disks. Keyboards ... 
Hey-this is a recorder? 

Nope. It's a whole 
new concept in hard

copy recording we call a Data 
Management System. 

Designed and built right here in 
the USA with a two-year warranty. 
Only from Western Graphtec. Give 
us a call toll-free and let us send a 
brochure or show you in person. 
And start practicing saying 'WOW." 

C. 
11 Vanderbilt· Irvine • CA • 92718-2067 
Toll-free Telephone: (800) 854-8385 
(714) 770-6010 • Fax: (714) 855-0895 

Circle Reader Action No. 625 
our comprehensive line of portable Arraycorders, with models from 1 to 16 
From left: WA7400, WA7800. WA7700. and new WA8000 16-ehannel. 

London Hambura Yokohama California A tralia Milan • Paris 



System for Research on Multiple-Arm Robots 
A modular system provides flexibility for programming and control. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
The Kali system of computer programs 

and equipment provides an environment 
for research on distributed programming 
and distributed control of coordinated-mul
tiple-arm robots. The Kali system is suit
able for telerobotics research involving 
sensing and execution of low level tasks. 
The software and the configuration of the 
hardware in Kali are designed to be flexi
ble so that the system can be modified 
easily to test various concepts in the con
trol and programming of robots, including 
multiple-arm control, redundant-arm con
trol , shared control , traded control, force 
control , forcelposition hybrid control , the 
design and integration of sensors, teleop
eration, task-space description and con
trol, methods of adaptive control , control 
of flexible arms, and human factors. 

The initial Kali system will be imple
mented specifically for control of multiple 
coordinated manipulators. At the high level 
of the Kali system, a collection of functions 
in the C programming language enable the 
user to describe and implement coordi
nated motion of multiple manipulators. At 
the lower level of the Kali system, proc
esses are distributed over multiple proc-

Processors 
for Left 

Teleoperator 

Note.: 
1. " HACS" means ·'hand·actuator control system," 
2. ""0" means " Input/output: ' 
3. " OCS" means " operator's control station," 

Left 
_'Arm 
S.rvOllrlpper 

Force and 
Torque 
SentlOfS 

essors in a VMEbus hardware environment 
(see figure). 

The interface between the user and Kali 
is intended to provide a software environ
ment in which the user can, as generally 
and easily as possible, describe (and 
thereby cause the execution of) a task that 
requires the motion of one or multiple 
coordinated arms. This is done by 
separating the description of the task from 
the specifics of the underlying mechanical 
system. The user describes the task in 
task space; i.e., the motion and forces of 
a Cartesian frame along with task-space 
constraints. Underlying constraints on the 
mechanical system can be specified in
dependently from a specific task and can 
be considered automatically by the Kali 
system, which removes the burden of the 
details of the underlying mechanical sys
tem from the user. 

The dynamical constraints of the un
derlying mechanical system are consid
ered in the generation of trajectories. The 
limitations on the loads that can be applied 
to a manipulator can be specified, and the 
Kali system determines a trajectory that 
does not require the arm to produce forces 

greater than the specified limits. This re
quires the user to provide dynamical mod
els of all manipulators and objects. 

An important feature of the Kali system 
is its modular functionality. Modularity sim
plifies the customization of software and 
hardware, resulting in a convenient envi
ronment for research or customization for 
a specific installation. Such software mod
ules as those devoted to the generation 
of trajectories and to servocontrol have 
defined functionalities that make it possi
ble to replace them without altering other 
parts of the system. 

The equipment was selected for sim
plicity of implementation, speed of com
putation, and compatibility with advancing 
processor technology. The distributed aver
all design of the equipment in the Kali 
system provides for parallelization of com
putations, simplified integration of sensors, 
and modular functionality of hardware. 

This oork was done by Paul G. Backes, 
Samad Hayati, and Kam S. Tso of Caltech, 
and Vincent Hayward of McGill Universi
ty for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
For further information, Circle 142 on the 
TSP Request Card. NPO-17971 
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This Initial Proposed Configuration of the Equipment in the Kall system is one of many possible configurations. 
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Programmable 
Maintenance 
Processor for XAIOS 
The processor assists in the 

testing of other digital 

equipment and programs. 

Ames Research Center, 

Moffett Field, California 

The programmable maintenance pro<> 
essor (MAIND is an autonomous one of 
four digital electronic processors in the ex· 
tended aircraft interrogation and display 
system (XAI OS). Intended to serve as multi
processing general-purpose ground sup
port equipment for testing digital equip
ment and programs aboard aircraft, the 
XAlDS has been evoMng during the past 
decade. The MAl NT was developed in re
sponse to the need for the testing of sys
tem and application computer programs 
as well as for testing equipment. The 
MAINT has independent terminal and 
printer interfaces and a dedicated magnet
ic bubble memory that stores system-test
ing sequences entered from the terminal. 

The XAlDS MAINT is a single-circuit
board computer that contains an 8086-2, 
1&bit microprocessor operating at a clock 
rate of 8 MHz. It is configured with 8 Kbytes 
of static random-access memory, four 
2732A programmable read-only memories 
(PROM's) of 16 Kbytes, and a "piggyback" 
magnetic-bubble-memory module of 128 
Kbytes. The jumpers of the magnetic-bub
ble memory are configured for the polled 

7110 Magnetic· 
Bubble Memory 

Device 

Rack Your B ain. 
Elaslomerlc 
Shock Mounts 
Provide controlled 
shock and 
Vibration levels. 
Two inches of 
sway space allows 
Improved air flow 
over foam 
captivated 
systems. 

Molded In 
Tongue-In
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Parting LIne 
Resilient 
polyethylene shell 
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Impact Without 
deformation. 
SuperIOr to melal 
parting lines. 

Patented "Lid 
lock" 
Prevents lid 
separation from 
base on Impact 
Minimizes stress 
on hardware. 

E!J1I1~.-_ Rotational 
Molding 
For extra strength 
where impact most 
olten occurs, 
corners and edges 
are 10-20% 
thicker than lIat 
walls. One piece 
stress·free molded 
lid and base. No 
fragile aluminum 
to bend and leak. 

Trust your sensitive electronic 'brain' -to a Hardigg 1 gil rack. 
To find out more abou t 19· rackmounl shipp ing containers, caJl for your f ree brochure: Choosing 
the Proper Shipping Container · A Guide 10 Container Size and Cushion ing 1·800·843·2687 

# , TM HARDIGG™ CASES 
HARDIGG 

A Division 0' HBrdigg Indusrries, Inc. 

393 N. Main Street PO Box 201 South Deerfield, MA 01373 
(413)665·2163 FAX: (413) 665·8061 

Circle Reader Action No. 492 

mode of operation so that no interruptions 
or direct-memory-access operationS are 
involved. 

The serial interface for the terminal is 
controlled by an 8251A programmable 
communications interface (PCI) circuit 
chip on the 86105 processor board. The 
PCI, plus its interface driver and receiver 
chips, are configured for full duplex RS232 
in data-set mode. Any baud rate from 110 

to 19,200 can be selected from software 
using the clock-2 output from the 8253 pro
grammable interval timer chip. 

The printer interface is controlled by the 
8255A programmable peripheral interface 
chip on the 86105 board. Port A is con
figured for output through an 8287 driver 
chip on the board and controls the eight 
printer data lines. Bits PCO through PC3 of 
port C are configured for output through a 
7408 driver chip. Bit PCO is used to control 
the printer-strobe signal, while bit PC3 is 
used to control the light-emitting diode 
mounted on the 86/05 board. Bits PC4 
through PC7 of port Care conflQured for in
put by use of one SBC902 terminator chip 
containing four 1,()()()-Qpullup resistors. Bit 
PC4 is to used for the "printer select" sig
nal. bit PC6 is used for the "printer ac· 
knowledge" signal, and bit PC7 is used for 
the "printer busy" signal. Port B is not used 
but is confl9ured with two SBC902 termi
nators. 

The Programmable Maintenance Processor is made of commercially available integrated cir· 
cuits. 

The software for MAlNT is written in 
PLM86 programming language and is 
broken into four separate modules: a main 
program, interruption routines, line-printer 
routines, and magnetic-bubble-memory 
routines. These modules are separately 
compiled using the COMPACT and OPrI
MIZE(3) controls that minimize the sizes of 
the segments of the resulting code. The 
four object files produced by the compiler 
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are then linked together and located by use 
of the utilities LI NK86 and L0C86. The utili
ty L0C86 is invoked using controls that 
cause it to generate the PROM bootstrap 
instruction, the register-initialization code 
sequence, and the main-program-entry in
struction. Thereafter, software for pro
gramming the PROM's is used first to 
create PROM files from the L0C86 output, 
and then to program the four 2732A 
PROM's on a universal programmer. 

The major contribution of the main
tenance-processor concept is improved 

efficiency in testing of system harONare 
and software. Experience to date with the 
magnetic bubble memory indicates that it 
has adequate speed and is very reliable, 
making this type of nonvolatile memory 
ideally suited for this application. The ability 
to print out screen displays selectively fur
ther speeds testing. Because it is made of 
off-the-shelf commercial circuitry, the proc
essor is highly cost-effective. Although the 
MAINT remains idle most of the time, it is 
nevertheless invaluable when needed 
(usually on short notice) to gain access to 

.... ~ Testbed for Telerobotic Servicing 

bus-mapped memory or other equipment. 
This work was done by Richard Glover 

of Ames Research Center. Further infor
mation may be found in NASA TM-100406 
[N88-17333J, "Concept of a Program
mable Maintenance Processor Application 
to Multiprocessing Systems ... 

QJpies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (BOO) 3364700. ARC-12164 

Various combinations of operator control and robot autonomy can be evaluated. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A telerobot testbed is used to evaluate 

technologies for remote servicing, includ
ing assembly, maintenance, and repair. 
This type of servicing will be used on the 
Space Station and on the Space Shuttle 
and satellites in orbit. It could also be used 
in hazardous and underwater environments 
on Earth. 

With the testbed, the benefits of indi
vidual technologies in the overall servic
ing system can be quantified and rec
ommendations can be made for their use. 
The testbed operates in several different 
modes: 
• Direct teleoperation with and without 

force reflection; 
• Shared control, in which the human 0p

erator controls some aspects of the 0p

eration and the remote robot controls 
other aspects semiautonomously; 

• Traded control, in which the human 0p
erator plans gross motion and maneuver
ing of the remote end effector and the 
robot then performs the task semiauton
omously under the supervision of the 0p

erator, who can intervene at any time; 
• Operator designate, in which the operator, 

using a video model, registers the loca
tion of an object and otherwise identifies 
the object for the robot for later auton
omous robot operations; and 

• Relative update. in which the operator 
points out two objects, such as the work
piece and the robot end effector, and the 
system calculates the distance between 
them for use by the robot in carrying out 
a task autonomously. 
The testbed enables the study of the ad

vantages and disadvantages of the modes 
and the problems encountered in imple
menting them. The best technologies for 
implementing these modes can be 
chosen. It provides delays that simulate 
the transmission delays between the con
trol stations on the ground and orbiting 
spacecraft. 

The testbed includes five major Pquip
ment subsystems (see figure), each con
sisting of such commercially available 
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Opetator Control Station 

Forc»Refiecling 
Hand Controll." Cont,..,. Stalions 

The Telerobot Testb!!d 
accommodates both 
human-controlled tele
operation and super
vised robot autonomy 
with five subsystems. 

( TeleoperaUon ) Supervised Autonomy 

equipment as video cameras, computers, 
and robot arms. One of these subsystems 
is the operator control station, which pro
vides an efficient, user-friendly interface 
between an operator and the telerobot, in
cluding keyboards, video monitors, hand 
controllers, mice, and voice inputs. The 
station provides graphical displays of force 
and torque measurements. It also provides 
displays and function switches for a sec
ond operator, who observes the telerobot 
operator and the operation of the system. 

The task-planning-and-reasoning sub
system does the high-level planning of 
tasks and gross motions. It provides 
menus and a kinematic-simulator capa
bility, which can be used to preview the 
effects of an operator's command so that 
collisions can be avoided. 

The run-time control subsystem plans 
fine motions and controls the execution 
of autonomous operations by the telerobot. 
It maintains a current data base on the 
kinematic, dynamic, and inertial properties 
of the manipulator arms and the objects 
in the workspace. 

The sensing-and-perception subsystem 
contains the cameras and machine-vision 
software. It includes a tracker that supplies 
Information about the poSitions and orien-

. tations of objects. 

The manipulation-and-control-mechan
ization subsystem includes one robot arm 
for cameras and two robot arms for the 
manipulation of objects, all with six de
grees of freedom. This subsystem also in
cludes computers and sensors for force 
reflection and for autonomous and shared 
control. 

In a contemplated demonstration of its 
capabilities, the testbed will be used to 
move a module and place it in a truss 
structure. First, the operator will remove 
the module from a platform between the 
robot arms and insert it into the truss by 
use of force-reflecting teleoperation. Next, 
the operator will repeat the task, using the 
operator-designate function to locate the 
truss and the place of insertion, the rel
ative-update function to determine the 
distance between the end effector and 
a grapple lug on the module, and traded 
control to move the arm near the inser
tion slot and turn control over to the robot. 
Finally, the operator will repeat the task 
using shared control and a 2-second 
transmission delay. 

This work INaS done IYy Jacob R. Mati;evic 
of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. For further information, Cir· 
cle 127 on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-18061 
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Stereoscopic Configurations To Minimize Distortions 
Placement of cameras and processing of images can be adjusted to enhance perception of depth. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California For example, in a stereoscopic system of 
two cameras and one monitor, the cam· 

A proposed television system would 
provide two stereoscopic displays (see fig
ure) each of which would minimize a dif
ferent subset of the geometric distortions 
that appear in stereoscopic views. The pro
posed system is based on an extensive 
theoretical analysis of the depth distortions 
of a space viewed by stereoscopiC televi
sion. Potential applications include indus
trial, medical, and entertainment imaging 

Designing the Future 
with Algor 

and the monitoring and control of telema
nipulators, telerobots, and remotely piloted 
vehicles. 

One of the problems addressed by the 
theoretical analysiS is that of tradeoffs 
among maximization of depth and spatial 
static resolutions, minimization of static 
depth distortion, and minimization of dy
namic depth distortion caused by motion 
of the cameras and/or the viewed object. 

"Algor's FEA Design System has excellent processors, powerful graphics 
and accuracy at a price that has no match on the market" Stefan B. Delin, 
Ph.D., Sr. Analytical Engineer, Schaeffer Magnetics, Inc., Chatsworth, CA. 

When Schaeffer Magnetics, a com
pany with 24 years of spaceflight 
component design experience, was 
asked to provide actuators for NASA's 
Flight Telerobotic Servicer (FTS). they 
turned to Algor engineering software 
to optimize their design. 

The FTS is designed to perform a 
variety of tasks in space, including 
the assembly and maintenance of 
spacecraft. The actuators are the 
'joints" for the arms and legs of the 
FTS. There is no room for compromise 
in the design of such critical com
ponents for this vital system. That's 
why Schaeffer Magnetics chose Algor. 

Algor engineering software is the 
choice of more than 5,000 engineers 
worldwide because it's more powerful, 
easier to use, better supported and 
less costly than competitive systems. 

High level service at low cost is a 
key component of Algor's success. 
Every Algor customer gets a full year 
of technical support and free 
upgrades, a monthly newsletter and 
access to a low cost, long term main
tenance program. Plus, Algor 
performs training classes and cus
tomized , on -site seminars almost 
every day. 

Schaeffer Magnetics is building the 
future with Algor. You can, too. Phone 
or fax today for our comprehensive 
technical literature package. 

Algor FEA and Design Packages for 
mM Compatible 286. 386 and 486 
Computers and Sun SPARCstations 
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Algor, Inc. · 260 Alpha Dr. Pittsburgh, PA 15238 
Phone: 412-967-2700 · Fax: 412-967-2781 

In Califomia: 714-755-3207 

GSA Contract # GS 00 K 89 AGS 6270 PS01 

Sun and SPARCstation are Trademarks of Sun Mocrosystems. 
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eras could be configured for high reso
lution. However, this configuration would 
almost always result in high static and 
dynamic depth distortion, with consequent 
degradation of the performance of a hu
man operator attempting to control a tele
manipulator in the workspace. 

The theoretical analysis shows, among 
many other things, that for converged cam
eras, the size of the image on the monitor 
can be adjusted to minimize the dynamic 
depth distortion. It also shows that even 
in an image so optimized in size, the ap
parent depth can be made to vary linearly 
with respect to real depth on only three 
planes in the workspace. These planes are 
perpendicular to the line between the ob
server's eyes. For these planes, graphicat 
overlays are useful. The analysis also 
shows that for parallel television cameras, 
the size of the image could be adjusted 
to reduce the static and dynamic depth 
distortion to zero. 

In the proposed system, the configura-

Altem.tl .... Configuration: Converged Teleotlslon CAmeras 
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~ 
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The Two-Camera, Two-Monitor television 
system could be used in various camera 
configurations and with stereoscopic images 
on the monitors magnified to various de
grees. The system would be designed to 
satisfy the observer's need to perceive spa
tial relationships accurately (at the price of 
low resolution) throughout a workspace or to 
perceive them at high resolution in a small 
region of the workspace. 
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tion of the two cameras and the sizes of 
the images on the two monitors would be 
tailored to the distance between the 0b
server's eyes, according to the results of 
the analysis. The image data acquired by 
the two cameras would be used to gen
erate both stereoscopic displays. Optimal
ly, the cameras would be aimed parallel. 
The images on one monitor would be op-

timized for high depth resolution in a 
selected portion of the scene; the images 
on the other monitor would have lower 
resolution but would provide the viewer 
with a true-to-scale 3-D representation of 
the entire scene; that is, with no distortions 
at all. 

This "WOrk was done by Daniel B. Diner 
of Caftech for NASA's Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory. For further informaUon, Cir
cle 96 on the TSP Request Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and 
a patent applicaUon has been filed. In
quiries concerning nonexclusive or ex
clusive license for its commercial develop
ment should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, NASA Resident Office-JPL [see 
page 16]. Refer to NP0-18028. 

Flexible Generation of Array-Detector Timing Signals 
Timing patterns can be changed easily via software. 

Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland Dlgllal·Analys .. System 

An assembly of some custom-made 
electronic equipment and some multipur
pose commercial electronic equipment 
commonly found in electronics-develop
ment laboratories facilitates the generation 
and modification of timing pattern signals 
for the control of array detectors; that is, 
imaging arrays of photodetectors, (for ex
ample, charge-coupled-device arrays). The 
assembly (see figure) is designed to serve 
as a flexible electronic array-detector-test
ing apparatus that can be configured via 
software; timing patterns can be created, 
stored, and changed easily. Thus, the as
sembly can be prepared for the experi
mental evaluation of a new detector design 
in much less time and for less expense 
than would be necessary to construct 
special circuits to generate all the timing 
patterns to be tried on the new design. 

The most important piece of equipment 
in the assembly is a commercial digital 
analysis system, which comprises a logic 
analyzer with a pattern-generator section 
and a data-acquisition section. The pattern 
generator simultaneously puts out a bit 
pattern and executes one of the instruc
tions in its set: "no operation," "go to," 
"call," "return;' "repeat;' "hold;' and "halt:' 
This enables the creation of an algorithm 
that executes the few basic detector op
erations the correct number of times and 
in the correct order. 

After the pattern generator bits have 
been assigned to the clock Signals re
quired to operate the detector, the algo
rithm is created and entered on the screen 

This Array-Detector
Driving System is an 
assembly of commercial 
and custom-made equip
ment that can be config
ured easily and quickly 
via software to test de
tectors with a large vari
ety of timing pattern sig
nals. 

Output Bits 
From Patte 

Generator 

of the pattern generator. The output bits 
from the pattern generator are both sent 
to an analog clock driver module and 
looped back to the data-acquisition sec
tion of the digital-analysis system so that 
the timing patterns can be viewed in a 
graphic format. 

The digital analysis system communi
cates via a standard instrumentation bus 
and a plug-in interface circuit card with a 
personal computer. Application software 
enables the user to store a complete de
scription of the state of the instrumenta
tion (including the pattern-generator pro
gram) in compressed binary file format on 
the hard or floppy magnetic storage disks 
of the computer. 

The analog clock driver module, which 
is built in-house, accepts the logic signals 
from the pattern generator. It performs volt-
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Inl1rument 
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(0< Compatible) 
ComputerlJalng MS-OOS 

age-translating and buffering functions on 
these Signals so that they can be applied 
to the detector under test. This module can 
drive as many as 32 independent elec
trodes on the detector, with flexible con
figuration of the voltage-translation levels. 

An interface box, also built in-house, 
couples signals while it provides electrical 
isolation (via optocouplers) between the 
digital analysis system and the analog 
clock driver module. The interface box also 
serves as a convenient means of assign
ing pattern-generator bits to channels of 
the analog clock driver module. 

This "WOrk was done by Jeffrey W Travis 
and Peter K. Shu of Goddard Space 
Right Cente[ For further information, Cir
cle 163 on the TSP Request Card. 
GSC-13345 

Sensing Temperatures Via Prostheses and Manipulators 
Heat and cold are applied to the operator's back. 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 

A proposed temperature-sensing sys
tem would apply heat to (or remove heat 
from) a human user's skin according to the 
temperature of a remote object. The sys
tem would be used in artificial limbs and 
in telerobotic manipulators. 

In a prosthetic arm and hand, for exam
ple, temperature sensors on the tips of the 
artificial fingers would send signals to an 

electronic control network that would drive 
a small, lightweight thermoelectric heat 
pump'M)fTl on the back of the user's shoul
der (see figure). The heat pump would heat 
or cool the skin according to the signals 
from the temperature sensors. Unlike in 
a prior temperature-sensing system for 
prostheses, it would not be necessary to 
implant electrodes in the skin to transmit 

the sensation of temperature. The heat 
pump and control network would be worn 
like an article of clothing_ A limiting circuit 
would prevent the heat pump from heating 
or cooling the skin excessively. 

In manual control of a remote robot, 
temperature sensors would be placed in 
the fingers of a remote manipulator. The 
sensors would drive, via a similar electron
ic control network, thermoelectric heat 
pumps in the fingers of a glove worn by 
the operator, who would then have the 
benefit of information about the tempera-



tures on the manipulated object, in addi
tion to the usual information from tactile 
sensors. A sensing system of this kind 
could also be incorporated in a protective 
garment to give a wearer more complete 
information on the environment. 

Yet another potential application is as 
an emergency alarm. For example. an op
erator in a chemical or power plant could 
wear a light glove with thermoelectric heat 
pumps in the fingers. each representing 
the condition of a process variable. An out
of-limits condition would produce heat in 
the appropriate finger, and the operator 
would quickly perceive a potentially hazard
ous situation without having to look in any 
particular direction to observe a panel in
dicator. 

This 'tYOrk was done by Mike Zerkus of 
Krug International for Johnson Space 
Center. For further information, Circle 153 
on the TSP Request Card. 
MSC-21676 

Books and Reports 
These reports. studies. handbooks are avail
able from NASA as Technical Support Pack
ages (TSP's) when a Request Cardnumber 
IS cited; otherwise they are available from 
the National Technical Information Service. 

Precise Autohover Control 
for a Helicopter 
A control system 
attempts to maintain a 
constant horizontal position. 

A report describes the development and 
testing of an experimental precise auto
hover control system for a helicopter. This 
work is part of a continuing effort to devel
op such systems for the next generation of 
military rotorcraft. The principal design re
quirement for a precise autohover control 
system is the ability to maintain a nearly 
constant horizontal position while oper
ating in a strong wind. The requirement for 
precision in the maintenance of horizontal 
position is severe because the helicopter is 
expected to operate in proximity to obsta
cles. 

The experiments were performed on a 
CH47 variable-stability research helicopter 
equipped with a position-measurement 
subsystem that used acceleration, veloci
ty, and position inputs from accelerome
ters, rate gyroscopes, Doppler radar, a 
radar altimeter, and a ground-based laser 
tracking system. The pilot can actuate a 
switch to mark the reference horizontal 
position, which the system then attempts 
to maintain, even during sudden climbs or 
descents, or when the helicopter is turned 
about the vertical axis. In the experimental 
autohover system, measurements from 
the laser tracking system were transmitted 
to the flight computer aboard the helicop
ter, where they were combined with meas
urements from the sensors aboard the hel-
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A Thermoelectric Heat Pump would heat or cool skin on the back of the shoulder. ac
cording to the temperature sensed by the fingertips of the prosthesis. 

icopter to obtain precise position feedback 
for use by the horizontal-position-holding 
system. 

The report provides a brief description of 
the helicopter, followed by a more detailed 
description of the position-measuring sub
system, including the means for filtering 
out unwanted transients and biases. Then 
it describes the mathematical model used 
in the design of the horizontal-position
holding system. Next, the report presents 
data on the performance of the autohover 
system in strong winds. It concludes with a 
discussion of the relationships between 
the design and the observed performance 
and discusses the implications for future 
design efforts. 

This work was done by W S. Hindson 
and G. E. Tucker of Ames Research Cen· 
ter. To obtain a copy of the re{XJrt, "De
velopment and Flight Test of a Precision 
Autohover Capability for Tactical Rotor
craft, " Circle 4 on the TSP Request Card. 
ARC-12243 

More About Video
Feedback Docking System 
Retroreflective targets are 
described in more detail. 

lWo documents provide additional infor
mation on the system described in " Dock
ing System With Video Feedback" (MFS-
28421), NASA Tech Briefs Vol. 15 No. 3, 
1991, p. 31. To recapitulate: The docking 
system is a video-sensor/electronic
feedback control system. A video camera 
on an active or chasing vehicle views a 
target on a passive or chased vehicle. The 
target could be illuminated by light-emitting 
diodes on the active vehicle. An image
data-processing subsystem converts the 
video image of the target into data on the 

relative poSition, orientation, linear velocity, 
and angular velocity of the two vehicles. 
These data are then used by a maneuver
control subsystem to control the approach 
of the active vehicle to the passive vehicle. 

The first document, "Standard Remote 
Manipulator System Docking Target Aug
mentation for Automated Docking ," em
phasizes the use of retroreflectors in the 
target. The retroreflective patches men
tioned in the noted previous article could 
be made of retroreflective tape. Alternative
ly, the target could include corner-cube 
reflectors, other retroreflectors of various 
sizes and shapes, or a combination of re
flectors and narrow-band optical filters to 
increase the signal-to-noise ratio in the im
age of the target. 

The second document, " Development 
of a Video-Based Automatic Rendezvous 
and Docking System," is a technical paper 
from the Conference on Robots in Aero
space Manufacturing (February 20-23, 
1989) sponsored by the Society of Manu
facturing Engineers. This document repre
sents the first public disclosure of the 
docking system. It describes the hardware 
and software of the system. It also de
scribes an experimental apparatus in 
which selected aspects of the active vehi
cle were to be simulated by an air-bearing 
vehicle maneuvered horizontally by jets 
of compressed air under control by a 
computer. 

This oork was done by Richard Howard, 
Richard Dabney, and Thomas Bryan of 
Marshall Space Flight Center. To obtain 
copies of the re{XJrts, Circle 149 on the 
TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel. Marshall 
Space Flight Center [see page 16}. Refer 
to MFS-28419. 

NASA Tech Briefs. October 1991 
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Improved Radiometric Correction for SAR Images 
A correction algorithm is reversible and applicable to both detected and complex images. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A method has been developed for the 
radiometric calibration and correction of 
synthetic-aperture-radar (SAAl images that 
account for the primary sources of calibra
tion error. Using calibration data estimated 
from the system itself, the "end-to-end" 
radiometric performance (with respect to 
amplitude only, not phase) of a radar sys
tem can be estimated and applied in proc
essing raw SAA data into images such that 
the local brightness represents the radar 
reflectivity or radar cross section of the 
corresponding local terrain. The method 
is implemented by an algorithm that is re
verSible, so that one can, in principle, re
cover the raw SAA amplitude data from 
the calibrated imagery. The method is ap
plicable to both detected (amplitude-only) 
and complex (amplitude and phase) SAA 
image data and provides for the optional 
subtraction of the estimated noise floor 
from the image. 

The method is based on the develop
ment of appropriate equations for the power 
in the radar signal returned by both point 
and distributed targets. It accounts for the 
effects of processing on the apparent 
power. One particularly noteworthy con
sideration is attention to the proper de
pendences of the processed signal and 
noise powers on the slant range. These 
terms depend, in turn, on the form of the 
applied azimuth reference function used 
in the azimuth-compression stage of proc
eSSing of image data and are needed to 
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A Synthetic-Aperture-Radar System can be viewed as a multistage radiometric system in 
which each stage affects the calibration. The method described in the text accounts for the 
major effects of the transmitter, antenna, receiver, and certain aspects of the SAR Signal 
processing upon the calibration and provides for appropriate reversible corrections that can 
be applied in processing. 

normalize the azimuth reference function. 
The relative calibration is performed by 

selecting a reference value for each pa
rameter in the applicable equation and 
normalizing, across all images, each pic
ture element in the image of interest by 
the ratio of the reference value to the 
estimated value of that parameter for that 
picture element The absolute calibration 
for a distributed target is then given by a 

scale factor and a bias term. All correc
tions can be incorporated into the normal 
Signal-processing chain without adding 
any stages that would require an additional 
pass over the data. 

This work was done by Anthony 
Freeman and John C. Curlander of Gaitech 
for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
For further information, Circle 76 on the 
TSP Request Card. NPO-17931 

Photorefractive Crystal Compresses Dynamic Range of Image ~ 
Predetection dynamic-range compression in real time could prevent saturation in images. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

An experiment has shown that the dy
namic range of the spatial variation of illu
mination within an image can be com
pressed by use of a photorefractive crystal. 
Provided that the brightness of parts of a 
scene vary as slowly as or more slowly 
than a photo refractive crystal responds, 
this effect could be exploited to provide 
real-time dynamic-range compression to 
prevent saturation of bright areas in video 
or photographic images of the scene, there-

NASA Tech Briefs, October 1991 

by helping to preselVe the spatial-variation 
information in such images. In this dynam
ic-range-compression technique, the 
photorefractive crystal would be placed in 
the optical path at some stage preceding 
the video camera, photographic camera, 
or final photodetector stage. 

The technique relies on scattering of 
light from inhomogeneities in the photore
fractive crystal. Interference between the 
scattered and incident light acts, via the 

photorefractive effect, to create random 
microscopic diffraction gratings in the crys
tal. The incident light is scattered further 
by the random gratings, reducing the in
tensity of the transmitted (the sUlViving 
portion of the incident) beam. The overall 
scattering effect is nonlinear; the more in
tense is the incident beam, the faster the 
scattering builds up, and the greater is the 
proportion of light scattered. This nonlin
earity is the phenomenon responsible for 
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MEASUREMENTS SIMULATING DYNAMIC-RANGE COMPRESSION 

the dynamic-range compression. 
In the experiment (see Figure 1), polar

ized, collimated light from an argon-ion 
laser was passed through an image trans
parency, demagnified onto a photorefrac
tive crystal of BaTi 03' then imaged onto 
a photodetector or camera. In one part of 
the experiment, the image· transparency 
area was made totally transparent, the 
luminous-flux density incident on the crys
tal was varied, and the luminous-flux den
sity incident on the image plane was 
measured by the photodetector. The plot 
in the lower part of Figure 1 shows the 
input-vs.-output curves for various times 
up to 45 s after the onset illumination. 

These curves clearly indicate that the dy
namic range of the output is compressed 
with respect to that of the input. 

The upper photograph in Figure 2 was 
taken at the beginning of illumination, be
fore the onset of dynamic-range compres
sion. The lower photograph was taken a 
short time later. More details emerge in this 
picture because the dynamic range has 
been compressed. 

This work was done by Hua-Kuang Liu 
of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. For further information, Cir
cle 73 on the TSP Request Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and 
a patent application has been filed. In-

Without Dynamic-Range Compression 

With Dynamic-Range Compression 

quiries concerning nonexclusive or ex
clusive license for its commercial develop
ment should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, NASA Resident Office-JPL [see 
page 16J. Refer to NPO-18098. 

~J Broadband, Achromatic Twyman-Green Interferometer 
Specimens can be tested at wavelengths from ultraviolet to infrared. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
All improved lWyman-Green interferom

eter can be used in wave-front testing op
tical components at wavelengths from 200 
to 1,100 nm, without having to readjust the 
focus when changing the wavelength. This 
interferometer was built to measure the 
aberrations of light passing through optical 
filters. It overcomes some of the limitations 
of classical Twyman-Green interferome
ters; namely that (1) they are useful in visi
ble light only (wavelengths from 400 to 700 
nm) because the lenses in them transmit 
poorly at other wavelengths and because 
human eyes and conventional photograph
ic films are insensitive at other wavelengths, 
(2) the visibility of the interference fringes 
is often poor, making use difficult and 
tedious, and (3) shifts in focuses caused 
by axial chromatic aberration in the lenses 
degrade the interferograms. 
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The Broadband, 
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man-Green Inter
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at wavelengths from 
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out the need to read
just the focus when 
changing the wave
length. 

imaging lenses of the classical Twyman
Green configuration are replaced by a 
single spherical mirror. The field lens is 

NASA Tech Briefs , October 1991 



replaced by a field mirror. Unlike lenses, 
mirrors exhibit no axial chromatic aberra
tion and can be made to reflect light effi
ciently over the desired broad range of 
wavelengths. 

The glass beam splitter and compensa
tor of the classical version are replaced 
by corresponding elements of fused silica, 
which is more transparent to ultraviolet. 
The beam-splitting layer is a thin film of 
aluminum, which reflects approximately 
the same fraction of the incident energy 
at all wavelengths in the desired range. A 
small, relatively-low-resolution monochro
mator is used in several orders to cover 
the broad wavelength range. Two or three 
types of light sources are also necessary. 

Whereas the human eye or photograph-

ic film is the final imaging detector in the 
classical version, in this version the imag
ing detector is a charge-coupled-device 
television camera that is modified to 
enhance its sensitivity to ultraviolet light. 
The modification consists in removing the 
cover windows and coating the surface of 
the charge-coupled device with ooronene, 
which fluoresces visibly under ultraviolet 
light. 

The use of the single concave spherical 
mirror both to collimate and to image 
makes it possible to build a more compact 
instrument. At first glance, it might seem 
foolish to use such a mirror because it in
troduces huge aberrations into the wave
front. However, provided that the lengths 
of the T and R optical p~ths are equal, the 

apparatus can still produce straight, par
allel, and equally spaced interference 
fringes, because the deviations of both in
terfering wavefronts from a perfect plane 
are identical and, therefore, cancel in the 
interference pattern. The requirement for 
equal path lengths is met automatically be
cause the coherence path length of the 
light from the monochromator is only a few 
microns. The interference fringes cannot 
be seen unless the path lengths are equal. 

This work was done by Lawrence J. 
Steimle of Caltech for NASA's Jet Pro
pulsion laboratory. For further informa
tion, Circle 53 on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-17675 

Improved Interferometric Photorefractive Optical Processor 
Processing speed is increased substantially. interactions among the four input beams 

generate wave-front-reversed replicas 
(phase conjugates) of two of these beams. 
Each phase-conjugate beam travels precis& 
Iy back along the path of the corresponding 
input beam, regardless of the angle of in
cidence. Any distortions introduced into the 
input beam during forward propagation are 
removed from the phase-conjugate beam 
during backward propagation. In contrast, 
a conventional flat mirror merely reflects 
each beam and increases the distortion. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
An improved optical interferometric 

image-processing scheme is based on 
four-wave mixing via the photorefractive 

effect in GaAs or InP. The four-wave mix
ing gives rise to index-of-refraction gratings 
that act as phase-conjugate mirrors: the 

This Four-Wave-Mlxlng Apparatus was built to illustrate the principle of fast optical 
processing by use of the photorefractive effect in an interferometric configuration. 
The output Images illustrate some of the mathematical operations that are obtained 
at various alignments of 51 and 52. 
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FREE. 
AN INTELLIGENT SOLUTION To 
MOTION CONTROL PROBLEMS. 
If something you're designing won't top wiggling, 

wobbling, haking, banging, vibrating, fluttering or 
falling, we may have the solution for you_ 

An Airpot air dashpot_ 
Unlike conventional dashpors, it has no seals to 

cause friction or wear out_ And no hydraulic fluid to leak 
OUt. So it' infinitely more reliable and responsive_ 
Without being vulnerable to temperature extremes, age, 
cycle rare, or deterioration. 

To select the free Airpor model that will work best 
for you, just call 1-800-848-7681 and ask for our bulletin. 
Or write to us at Airpot O>rporation, 27 Lois Street, 
Norwalk, O>nnecticut 0685l. 

There's ab;olutely no obligation. 

Jlirpof~ 
The inreUigent solution w motion control problems. 
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Prior interferometric image-processing 
schemes based on this effect involved such 
photorefractive oxides as BaTi03 and 
Bi12Si02Q' Because of the relatively long 
photorefractive-response times of these 
oxides, the index-of-refraction gratings can
not change rapidly enough to provide the 
desired speed of operation. They also can
not change rapidly enough to stabilize op
eration in the presence of such environ
mental fluctuations as air turbulence and 
vibrations of optical components. The im
proved scheme can provide the required 
operating speed because the photorefrac
tive responses of GaAs and InP are of the 
order of 100 times as fast as those of the 
photorefractive oxides. 

In a demonstration of the improved 
scheme (see figure), light from a neody
mium:yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) 

laser at a wavelength of 1.06 pm was split 
into two coherent beams: S1 and S2. 
These beams were reflected along dif
ferent optical paths that intersected in a 
GaAs crystal. Each of these optical paths 
included a transparency that contained 
one of two images to be processed with 
each other. 

Beam pump 1, which was generated by 
the same laser and is coherent with S1 and 
S2, was also aimed at the point of intersec
tion of S1 and S2. The interference be
tween pump 1 and each of S1 and S2 
created two index-of-refraction gratings 
oriented at slightly different angles. Beam 
pump 2, which was also generated by the 
same laser but was not coherent with the 
other beams, was aimed at the intersec
tion of the other beams along the axis of 
pump 1 from the opposite direction. Parts 

of pump 2 were diffracted by the two 
gratings, forming beams PC1 and PC2, 
which were the phase conjugates of S1 
and S2, respectively. 

PC1 and PC2 were combined in the 
beam splitter, forming an output beam that 
was imaged in a vidicon camera sensitive 
to infrared. Because the output image was 
the interference pattern of PC1 and PC2, 
its appearance depended on the align
ment of S1 and S2. This alignment could 
be altered to obtain different mathemati
cal operations on the images in the 
transparencies. 

This vvork was done by U-Jen Cheng 
and Tsuen-Hsi Uu of Caltech for NASA's 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For further 
information, Circle 80 on the TSP Request 
Card. 
NPO-17773 

~~ Detection of Motion With a Phase-Conjugate Mirror 
A photorefractive image-processing apparatus acts as a novelty filter. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A photorefractive image-processing ap

paratus generates images of rapidly mov
ing objects and suppresses images of 
stationary and slowly moving objects. This 
apparatus is an optical analog of the track
ing novelty filters that have been used 
since the early days of radar to keep im
ages from being cluttered by stationary 0b
jects. Although novelty filters can be im
plemented easily via digital processing, 
optical processing is analogous to mas
sively parallel digital processing and, for 
this and other reasons, is potentially much 
faster. 

The apparatus (see figure) resembles 
the one described in the preceding arti
cle, "Improved Interferometric Photorefrac
tive Optical Processor" (NPO-17773). The 
principle of operation is similar, except that 
the system includes two video cameras 
and instead of transparencies, electro-op
tical spatial light modulators are used to 
impress the image information from video 
camera 1 on laser beams S1 and S2. The 
image pattern is transformed in the spatial 
light modulator to a corresponding pattern 
of variations of the index of refraction and, 
equivalently, of the length of the optical 
path. Beams S1 and S2 are aligned in such 
a way that the apparatus acts as image 
subtractor; that is, the output image in 
video camera 2 shows the difference be
tween the two input images. 

The input image fed to one of the spatial 
light modulators is delayed by a preset in
tervaL In those parts of the scene in which 
objects are stationary or moving slowly 
with respect to both the delay and the re
sponse time of the photorefractive crystal, 
the image-subtraction process yields no 
output image. When an object in the scene 
moves rapidly enough to give rise to an 
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observable difference between the imme
diate and delayed input images, the image
subtraction process puts out the difference 
image, which is the image of the moving 
object. 

The minimum detectable speed is ap
proximately the spatial resolution of the ap
paratus as a whole divided by the photore
fractive-response time (the time required 
to form the index-of-refraction gratings). 
This response time depends on the photo
refractive material (in this case, GaAs) and 
is proportional to the square of the spatial 
period of a grating and inversely propor
tional to the intensity of illumination. Both 
of these quantities can be varied to ob
tain a response time between tens of mi
croseconds and a large fraction of a sec
ond. At the shortest response times, the 

This Refractive im
age -Subtract i ng 
Apparatus operates 
on the four-wave
mixing principle of 
the similar apparatus 
of the previous arti
cle. In this case, the 
output image consists 
of the rapidly varying 
part of the input im
age. 

gratings can adjust rapidly enough to 
accommodate themselves to mechani
cal vibrations and air turbulence, thereby 
suppressing image noise that would other
wise be generated by such environmen
tal fluctuations. 

This vvork was done by U-Jen Cheng 
and Tsuen-Hsi Uu of Caltech for NASA's 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For further 
information, Circle 75 on the TSP Request 
Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and 
a patent application has been filed. In
quiries concerning nonexclusive or ex
clusive license for its commercial develop
ment should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, NASA Resident Office-JPL [see 
page 16]. Refer to NPO-17784. 
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Books and Reports 
These reports, studies, handbooks areavail
able from NASA as Technical Support Pack- • 
ages (TSP's) when a Request Card number 
is cited; otherwise they are available from the 
Nallonal T echnicaJ Information Service. 

Calculating Electronic 
Spectra of Diatomic 
Molecules 

Studies of vehicles reentering 
the atmosphere require know
ledge of nonequilibrium effects, 

A NASA technical memorandum dis
cusses recent advances at NASA in the 
calculation of electronic spectra of dia
tomic molecules. The document appears 
to be based partly on a lecture given at 
a conference sponsored by the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences in honor of professor 
I. Kovacs, an internationally recognized 
authority on the topic and author of the 
textbook Rotational Structure in the Spec
tra of Diatomic Molecules. 

The discussion begins with an introduc
tory section that places the recent advanc
es in the historical context of international 
scientific missions in outer space. The next 
section gives an overview of the proposed 
National Aerospace Plane and the pro
posed Aeroassisted Space Transfer Vehi
cle (ASTV), both of which are intended to 
fly in the atmosphere at high speeds and 
high altitudes for relatively long times. Ex
tensive portions of the air flowing around 
these vehicies will not be in chemical or 
thermal equilibrium, and one of the conse
quences will be increased radiative heat
ing of the vehicles. The deSign of these ve
hicles for safety and efficiency requires 
understanding of the radiative heating from 
nonequilibrium flows; this, in turn, requires 
spectroscopic research and the develop
ment of engineering methods based on 
spectroscopic techniques and results. 

The next section discusses the pro
posed Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE). 
in which a test vehicle intermediate in the 
development of the /!>SfV will be flown and 
radiometric data crucial to understanding 
the excitation mechanisms and chemistry 
of the flow field around the vehicle will be 
taken. The authors note that the interpreta
tion of these data would involve a com
plex interplay of predictions based on 
various flow-field, chemical, excitation, and 
radiation models. The signal recorded by 
each radiometric instrument would be an 
integral of all optical effects taking place 
within the view field and optical bandpass 
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of that instrument. The principal tool for 
interpretation of these data would be the 
flow-field solution being developed by ex
perts in various aspects of computational 
fluid dynamiCS. The accuracy of the flow
field solution would depend upon realistic 
mathematical models of chemistry and ex
citation, and upon accurate reaction rates, 
cross sections, partition functions, trans
port properties, and transition moments in 
gases characterized by multiple tempera
tures, some of which are well above the 
temperatures at which reliable experiment
al data are now available. 

The next section discusses a new com
puter program for the calculation of high
resolution spectra of any spin-allowed tran
sitions in diatomic molecules. It is based 
on direct diagonallzation of the Hamiltoni
an matrix. It includes the matrix elements 
for rotational energy and rotational distor
tion up to fourth order; spin-orbit, spin
spin, and spin-rotation interactions to first 
order; and the A splitting by a perturba
tion calculation. This program will be used 
to help understand the radiative transport 
of ener9Y at wavelengths from 1,000 to 
2,000 A in the flow field of the AFE. 

The next section describes the Com
putational Chemistry Branch at Ames Re
search Center. It presents examples of the 
research there in gas-phase and gas/sur
face interactions. The gas-phase work is 
further subdivided into molecular proper
ties, reaction rates and scattering, and 
transport properties and cross sections. 
The gas-surface work is subdivided into 
metallic and polymer surfaces. For each 
of these subdisciplines, selected molecu
lar systems or reactions that have been 
studied recently are listed to illustrate the 
broad range of topics covered. 

This oork was done by John A Paterson 
of Ames Research Center and Ellis E. 
Whiting of Eloret Institute. Further informa
tion may be found in NASA TM-101034 
[N89-12622]. "Recent Advances at NASA 
in Calculating the Electronic Spectra of 
Diatomic Molecules." 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra 
fee by calling (800) 336-4700. 
ARC-12412 
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~ Deposition of Diamondlike Films by ECR Microwave Plasma 
Negative dc self-bias induced by radio-frequency bias appears to be essential. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Hard, amorphous hydrogenated carbon 

(a-C:H) films of diamondlike quality have 
been deposited at room temperature on 
silicon, optical glass, and quartz through 
the decomposition of CH4 in an electron
cyclotron-resonance (ECR) microwave 
plasma of CH4 diluted with H2. Tnis tech
nique could provide hard, abrasion-resis
tant coatings for lenses and other optical 
components. In addition, a-C:H diamond
like films are chemically inert and posses 
high electrical resistivity and breakdown 
fields, valuable properties in microelec
tronics applications. 

The apparatus used in experiments on 
the deposition technique is shown sche
matically in Figure 1. The ECR plasma is 
generated by 2.45-GHz microwaves trans
mitted in a rectangular waveguide and 
coupled to the plasma chamber via a sym
metric mode coupler and a quartz window. 
Electron resonance at 2.45 GHz occurs 

at a magnetic field of 875 gauss. 1Wo coax
ial coils mounted approximately 33 cm 
apart supply the confining magnetic field 
in a magnetic-mirror configuration. 

Directly below and connected to the 
plasma chamber is the deposition cham
ber, within which the deposition substrate 
is mounted on a stage. The substrate stage 
is approximately 15 cm below the aper
ture leading to the plasma chamber and 
is electrically isolated from the system 
ground. The CH4 enters through a circular 
gas ring in the deposition chamber. All 
depositions were made at a microwave 
power of 360 W on substrates that had 
been prepared by ultrasonic cleaning in 
acetone, isopropyl alcohol , then deionized 
water, for 5 min. each. 

In the experiments, it was found that the 
application of no bias or of external neg
ative dc bias to the substrate stage failed 
to produce hard a-C:H films under a wide 

Figure 1. This Electron-Cyclotron-Resonance (ECR) Microwave 
Plasma system deposits a-C:H films on a variety of optical substrates. 
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Microwave 
Power at 
2.45 GHz 

Quartz 
Window 

Figure 2. Two Types of Raman Spectra were exhibited by diamondlike 
films deposited with a radiofrequency-induced negative self-bias ( V.J of 
the substrate stage. Film A was deposited with V sb = -3 V at 30 W radio
frequency power. Fnm B was deposited at 5 Wand V sb = -1 00 V. 

1.0 1.2 

range of deposition conditions: the films, 
deposited at rates of 2 to 3 Als, were 
mechanically soft and had optical energy
band gaps (Eg's) of approximately 2.8 eV. 
The films had broad fluorescence in the 
wavelength range of 450 to 650 nm that 
prevented the measurement of their 
Raman spectra. Apparently, because of 
charging of the substrates and films (since 
both are excellent insulators), external dc 
bias is not sufficient to obtain the incident 
ions at the kinetic energies of 10 to 50 eV 
that are necessary to produce hard, 
diamondlike films. 

In contrast, hard films were produced 
when a 13.56-MHz radiofrequency bias 
was applied to the substrate stage, giving 
rise to a self-induced negative dc bias. 
Raman spectra indicate the deposition of 
films of two distinct types (see Figure 2): 
one exhibiting well defined bands at 1,360 
and 1,580 cm-1 (the graphitic D and G 

I.' 1.6 1.6 2.0 2.2 

Raman Shift, 103 em- 1 
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We Invented 
The Superalloys That Will Build 

Tomorrows Technology. 
It used to be that emerging 
technologies had to wait for the 
availability of metals and alloys 
to turn research projects into 
reality. We changed all that when 
we invented and developed 
a revolutionary, high-tech
nology process which makes 
unique alloys that can't be pro
duced by conventional melting 
or powder metallurgy. Inco's 
proprietary mechanical alloying 
process produces oxide disper
sion strengthened superalloys
and other metal systems - that 
challenge tomorrow's tech
nology instead of the other 
way around. 

The mechanically alloyed 
O.D.S. products offer many 
advantages over conventional 
materials. They tolerate higher 
temperatures. They offer long-

term metallurgical stabilit~ 
corrosion resistance, and 
unique strength/temperature 
characteristics. 

In aerospace, marine, 
chemical, nuclear, and heat 
treatment engineering, you 
can push the boundaries of 
your technology. And you can 
do it now, because we're already 
making the superalloys that 
will meet new design demands: 
INCONEL alloy MA 754, 
INCOLOY alloy MA 956, and 
INCONEL alloy MA 6000. 
We also produce aluminum 
and aluminum-lithium alloys 
by mechanical alloying. 

Find out about these high
performance alloys and 
others under development. 
Write for our free publi
cation, "Oxide Dispersion 

Strengthened Superalloys 
Made by Mechanical Alloying;' 
Inco Alloys International, Inc., 
Huntington, West Virginia 
25720. Or, for a quicker reply, 
FAX us at (304) 526-5441. 
INCONEL, INCOLOY, and INCO 
are trademarks of the 
Inco family of 
companies. 

A INCO ALLOYS 
.". INTERNATIONAL 
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bands), another displaying a broad Raman 
peak centered at approximately 1,500 cm-1. 
The Eg's of these films ranged from 1.0 
to 1.6 eV, and their electrical resistivities 
were greater than 1012 a·cm. 

A comparison of the Raman spectra 
and optical gaps indicates that there is 
more than one hard diamondlike film mo
lecular structure for a given Eg. Moreover, 
the characteristics of a film depend on the 
profile of the magnetic field used during 
deposition: decreasing the mirror magnet-

ic field was found to increase the Eg by 
increasing the kinetic energy of the ions 
extracted from the confinement region be
tween the two coils. Decreasing the pres
sure in the chamber was found to increase 
Eg. This seems reasonable inasmuch as 
a decrease in pressure should result in an 
increased energy of incident ions because 
less energy would be lost in coll isions. 
These latter results follow a trend opposite 
to that observed in radiofrequency-plasma 
depositions, in which increasing the self-

bias (and, thereby, the energy of incident 
ions) reduces Eg. 

This work was done by Frederick S Pool 
and Yuh-Han Shing of Caltech for NASA's 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For further 
information, Circle 121 on the TSP Request 
Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Pate'lt Counsel, NASA Resi
dent Office-JPL [see page 16]. Refer to 
NPO-18094. 

~~ Reactive Fluorescent Dyes for Urethane Coatings 
Unlike prior fluorescent dyes, these would not outgas. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Molecules of fluorescent dyes would be 

chemically bound in urethane conformal· 
coating materials to enable the nondestruc
tive detection of flaws in the coats through 
inspection under ultraviolet light, according 
to a proposal. This dye-bonding technique 
would prevent the outgassing of the dyes, 
making the coating materials suitable for 
use where flaw-free coats must be as
sured in instrumentation or other applica
tions in which contamination by outgas
sing must be minimized. In contrast, the 
nonbonding fluorescent dyes in current 
use outgas and are, therefore, unaccept
able in such applications. 

In the dye-bonding technique, the dye 
molecules would be incorporated as in
tegral parts of the polyurethane coats. This 
chemical incorporation of a dye would in
volve the chemical modification of the dye 
to make it react with the two-part urethane 
mixture. A small amount of the modified 
dye would be added to the mixture before 
curing it. Once the curing reaction was 
complete, the dye would impart permanent 
fluorescence. 

Such chemically' modified dyes may in
clude those with hydroxy, amine, or iso
cyanate functional groups, amine or hy
droxy groups being preferable because of 

their insensitivity to moisture. Examples of 
such fluorescent compounds include, but 
are not limited to, adducts of 5·dimethyl
aminonaphthalene·1·sulfonyl chloride or 
9·fluorenylmethyl chloroformate with gly
cerine, triisopropanolamine, or trifunctional 
amine-terminated polypropylene oxides. 

This work was done by Paul B. Willis and 
Edward F. Cuddihy of Caltech for NASA's 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For further 
information, Circle 46 on the TSP Request 
Card. 
NPO·18038 

Thermoplastic 
Quick Couplings 
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tubing. 
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Chemically Layered Porous ~J 
Solids ~ 
Sequences of treatments impart desired 
properties to aerogels and other porous 
materials. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, 
Houston, Texas 

Aerogels and other porous solids in which the surfaces of 
the pores have chemical properties that vary with depth below 
their macroscopic surfaces can be prepared by sequences of 
chemical treatments. The general class of materials so treat
able includes oxides of aluminum, silicon, zirconium, tin, 
titanium, and nickel, and mixtures of these oxides. Potential 

STEP 1: TREATMENT OF WHOLE BEAD 

STEP 2: REMOVAl OF A1R2Aa TO DEPTH d 

MODIFICATION WITH A'a TO DEPTH d 

Figure 1. A Porous Glass or Silica Bead is treated to make two depth 
zones that have different chemical properties. 

To Vacuum 
Pump 

SeodTo Be 
Trealed 1~ 

Alomlc-Oxygen 
ltg,ment Seetlon 

ProdUCI 
Reel_, 

Flow 
01 Gas 

Mjcrowave-Otscl'\8rge Cell 

Figure 2. Beads Are Dropped along a tube filled with flowing gas 
containing atomic oxygen, which is generated in a microwave discharge. 
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uses of the treated materials include 
chromatographic separations, membrane 
separations, controlled releases of chem~ 
cals, and catalysis. 

In the first step of a typical sequence of 
treatments, the porous solid is exposed to 
a reagent that can react with atomic oxy
gen or hydroxyl radicals. In the next step, 
the reagent is either fixed on the surfaces 
of the pores as a nonvolatile oxide or else 
removed partly (that is, to the desired 
depth) by exposure to atomic oxygen or hy
droxyl radicals. In the next step, the solid 
might be exposed to another regeant. De
pending on the solid and reagent materials 
used, it may also be necessary to wash 
with solvent between reagent treatments. 

Subsequent steps can include various 
combinations of reagents, atomic-oxygen 

or hydroxyl treatments, and/or solvent 
washes that result in layers of pores that 
have different surface-chemical proper
ties. The thickness of each layer is deter
mined by the kinetics of the reaction and 
diffusion of atomic oxygen or hydroxyl rad~ 
cals in the porous solid. The thickness of a 
layer can be as little as the average width 
of a pore. 

A SOIT'eNhat generic example of the proc
ess is the treatment of porous silica or 
glass beads. Prior to the sequence illu
strated in Figure 1, the beads are treated 
with a solution of methanol and potaSSium 
hydroxide to produce a maximum number 
of Si-0H groups on the surfaces of pores 
throughout the depth and on the macrcr 
scopic surface. In step 1 of Figure 1, the 
Si-0H groups are reacted with any of a 

number of well-known surface-modifying 
reagents. In step 2 of Figure 1, the beads 
are exposed to atomic oxygen (see Figure 
2) to remove, to a depth d, the deposit left 
by the reagent. In step 3, a different sur
face-modifying reagent is applied to treat 
the surface layer of depth d. 

This work was done by Steve Koontz of 
Johnson Space Center. For further infor
mation, Circle 27 on the TSP Request Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, Johnson Space Center [see page 
16}. Refer to MSG2148Z 

~~ Phenylated Polyimides With Greater Solubility 
These polymers are made from 3,6-diphenylpyromell itic dianhydride and aromatic diamines. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 
Pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA) is one 

of the dian hydrides most widely used in 
the preparation of polyimides. For exam
ple, it is used by Du FOnt in the prepara
tion of Kapton® and several other com
mercial products. The polyimides prepared 
from this monomer are known for their ex
cellent mechanical properties and thermal 
stabilities. In experiments, 3,6-diphenyl
pyromellitic dian hydride monomer was 
prepared and polymerized with severaldif
ferent diamines. FOlyimides with pendent 
phenyl groups along the polymer back
bones are considerably more soluble than 
the PMDA-based materials are. Increased 
solubility eases proceSSing, providing in
creased potential use in a variety of appli
cations. 

The phenylated polyimides, optionally 
end-capped with polymerizable or inert 
groups, are prepared by reacting 3,6-di
phenylpyromellitic dian hydride or its alkyl 
diester, alone or in combination with other 
dianhydrides or their diesters, with arcr 
matic diamines. The polymers are char
acterized by the presence of the repeating 
unit shown in the figure. 

Because most of the polymers are solu
ble in organic solvents, they should be 
usable in microelectronics applications. 
Their excellent thermal stabilities and their 
high transition temperatures make them 
ideally suited for such applications. Many 
of the polymers are extremely rigid and 
may be useful as reinforcing polymers in 
molecular compoSites. The more flexible 
compositions may be useful as matrix res
ins in carbon-reinforced compoSites. 

This work was done by Frank W Harris 
of the University of Akron for Langley Re
search Center. No further documentation 
is available. 

In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
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REPEATING UNIT OF PHENYlATED POL YIMIDE 

Notes: 
1. a could be 

where G is 0 , S, S02 , isopropylidine, or nothing, and the terminal covalent 
bonds are in either the meta or the para position with respect to each other. 

2. a could also be 

where G is 0 or S; X is hydrogen or fluorine; and both terminal covalent 
bonds are in the ortho, meta, or para position with respect to G. 

Phenylated Polylmldes WIth Greater Solubility are characterized by the repeating unit 
shown at the top. 

the contractor has elected to retain title 
to this invention. Inquiries concerning rights 
for its commercial use should be ad
dressed to 

Dr. Robert W Strozier 
Oldham & Oldham, Co., LPA 
(Representing the University of Akron) 

1225 West Market Street 
Akron, OH 44313-7188 

Refer to LAR-14170, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
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Crystalline Imide/Arylene 
Ether Copolymers 
Crystalline imide blocks impart excellent 
mechanical properties to the copolymers. 
Lang/ey Research 'Center, Hampton, Virginia 

As part of an effort to develop high-performance struc
tural resins for aerospace applications, work has continued 
on block copolymers containing imide and arylene ether 
segments. The idea is to take advantage of the attractive 
features of both polymides and poly(arylene ethers). In this 
work, a series of imide/arylene ether block copolymers were 
prepared by using arylene ether blocks (which are amor
phous) to impart low melt viscosity, and imide blocks (which 
are crystalline) to provide high strength and other desirable 
mechanical properties. This work represents an extension 
of previous work (see LAR-14159) on imide/arylene ether 
copolymers. 

A wide variety of imide and arylene ether repeat units can 
be used to yield copolymers with specific desired properties. 
Furthermore, the lengths of the imide and the arylene ether 
blocks are easily controlled. By varying these lengths, one can 
alter the properties of the copolymer to produce materials that 
have the desired physical and mechanical properties. 

After curing, the experimental block copolymers had glass
transition temperatures from 165 to 2200 C. Some had two 
glass transitions, corresponding to the arylene ether seg
ments and to the imide segments, indicating phase separa
tions in the copolymer films due to incompatibilities between 
the block segments of higher molecular weights. The block 
copolymers also had broad crystalline melting temperatures 
(T m's) from 3350 C to 3550 C. Some had two T m's and, 
therefore, possibly two crystalline forms. Solution-cast, 
unoriented films of the block copolymers were tough and 
flexible with tensile strengths, tensile moduli. and elongations 
at break up to 16,200 psi (112MPa), 535,000 psi (3.69 GPa), 
and 8 percent, respectively, at 250 C. Depending on the glass
transition temperatures of the arylene ether segments, some 
block copolymers maintained good mechanical properties at 
177° C. 

Moldings were prepared from copolymers that had been 
solution-imidized, by distilling toluene/water azeotropic mix
tures from the reactions at 1550 C for 16h to form powders. 
The powders were compression-molded in stainless-steel 
molds in hydraulic presses with electrically heated platens. 
The moldings were machined into compact tension speci
mens and tested for toughness. Values for the homopolymers 
were found to be extremely high, and values for the copoly
mers were found to be excellent and to increase with increas
ing lengths of the blocks. 

The copolymers exhibit high toughness and other desir
able mechanical properties in the form of films, moldings, 
adhesives, and composite matrices. The copolymers are 
potentially useful in a variety of high-temperature aerospace 
and microelectronic applications. 

This work was done by Brian J. Jensen and Paul M. 
Hergenrother of langley Research Center and Robert G. 
Bass of Virginia Commonwealth University. For further infor
mation, Circle 137 on the TSP Request Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and a patent application 
has been filed. Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license for its commercial development should be addressed 
to the Patent Counsel, Langley Research Center [see page 
16]. Refer to LAR-14264. 
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When you need data on: 

N ow do component research a new way. Software 
for your IBM® A'f® compatible and a database on 
CD-ROM provide fingertip access to over 1.2 million 
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US government R&D pro
grams have created a $65 bil
lion technology storehouse that's 
available to you now for use in 
developing new or improved prod
ucts and processes. Technology 200 1 
will show you how to tap into this 
incredible resource to increase your 
productivity and competitiveness. and 
will introduce you to America's premier 
researchers and technology managers. in
cluding top experts from NASA, the Environ
mental Protection Agency, the National Sci
ence Foundation, and the departments of Ag
riculture, Commerce, Defense, Energy, Health 
and Human Services, Interior, Transportation, and 
Veterans Affairs. 

Technologv 2001 will feature: 

~ Over 40.000 square feet of exhibits by federallabo
ratories. their prime contractors. and other high-tech 
firms and universities with cutting-edge inventions 
available for license or sale; 

~ 120 symposia presentations spotlighting new 
advances with commercial promise in such critical 
areas as biotechnology. electronics. materials sci
ence. and manufacturing technology; 

~ Government-Industry Workshops covering vital infor
mation on patent licensing. Cooperative Research 
and Development Agreements. and Small Business 
Innovation Research contracts. 

Plus these special events: 

~ A Pre-Show Reception on Monday. Dec. 2 in the 
exhibit hall. offering attendees and the media the 
chance to preview the exhibits and meet the present
ers in a relaxed. informal atmosphere; 

~ The second annual Technology Transfer Awards Din
ner. recognizing outstanding achievements in tech 
transfer to industry. This event offers a unique oppor
tunity to network w ith government and industry execu
tives in an elegant setting-the Imperial Ballroom of 
the San Jose Fairmont Hotel. (Seating is limited. so 
reserve t ickets early!) 

Inno 

Concurrently with Technology 
200 1 . the federal government 

is holding a special conference 
on Intelligent Processing Equip

ment-one of four critical manu
facturing technologies identified in 

a recent report to President Bush. 
Sixteen federal organizations will brief 

·industry on new developments in robot
ics. sensors. and controls that will shape 

the future of manufacturing. The confer
ence-consisting of symposia. industry-gov

ernment discussion panels. and exhibits-is 
open to Technology 2001 attendees at no 

additional charge. 

Who Should Attend Technology 2001 
Research directors. project leaders. design engi

neers. scientists. business executives. and other pro
fessionals who manage technology, and who need 

to stay on the cutting edge to remain competit ive in 
the global marketplace. 

Do not miss this opportunity to access a wealth of 
federally-developed technology. meet the key play
ers in government and high-tech industry. and d is
cover tomorrow's innovations. today. 

Show Schedule 
Monday, Dec. 2 

6:00 pm - 8:00 pm 
Tuesday, Dec. 3 

9:00 am -10:30 am 
1 :00 pm - 3:00 pm 
4:30 pm - 6:00 pm 

Wednesday, Dec. 4 
8:30 am -10:30 am 
1 :00 pm - 3:00 pm 
4:30 pm - 6:00 pm 
7:00 pm -10:00 pm 

Thursday, Dec. 5 
8:30 am -10:30 am 
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm 
4:30 pm - 6:00 pm 

Exhibit Hours 

Opening Reception 

Plenary Session 
Technical Sessions 
Govt./lndustry Workshops 

Technical Sessions 
Technical Sessions 
Govt./lndustry Workshops 
Awards Dinner 

Technical Sessions 
Technical Sessions 
Govt./lndustry Workshops 

Dec. 3 10:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Dec 4 10:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Dec. 5 10:00 am - 4:30 pm 



Technology 2001 Exhibitors 
Here are some of the more than 200 government R&D centers, universities, 

and high-tech firms exhibiting at Technology 2001: 

Aerospace Lubrican s Inc. 
Aerospatiole 
Agemo Infrared Systems 
Alr Force Manufactunng 

Technology Directorate 
Air Force Systems Command 
Alsys Inc. 
Ambassador Marketing 
American Ceramic Society 
American Welding Society 
Ames Laboratory 
Ames Research Center 
Ames Spatial Auditory 

Display Lab 
AMPEX 
Analytical Graphics 
Armstrong Laboratory 
Army Laboratory Command 
Arthur D. Lime Inc 
Assoc . of American Railroads! 
US Department of 

Transportation 
Astro-Med Inc 
Bateman Manufacturing Co. 
Bend Research 
BF Goodrich Aerospace 

Super-Temp 
Biltech Inc. 
Bit 3 Computer Corp. 
Bionetics Corp. 
Brookhaven National Lab 
California Institute of 

Technology 
Carnegie Mellon Robotics 

Institute 
Center for Aerospace 

Information 
Ceracon Inc. 
CISystems 
Corning Inc 
COSMIC 
Creative Designs & Inventions 
Crystal River Engineering 
Cybernet Systems 
Datatape Inc 
Department of Energy 
Design & Evaluation Inc 
Dlamonex Inc 
Dlglray Corp 
Earth Observation Satellite Co. 
Eastman Kodak Company 
European Space Agency 
FabriC Development Inc. 

Federal Laboratory Consortium 
Fermi National 

Accelerator Lab 
FUR Systems Inc. 
Goddard Space Right Center 
Gov!. of Israel Trade Center 
Hamilton Technologies Inc. 
Hardigg Industries 
Heimann Infrared Division! 

Pyrometrics Corp. 
HemcoCorp. 
Hi-Techniques 
Hitachi Denshi America Lid 
HTS Inc 
Idaho Notional 

Engineering Lab 
Industrial Materials 

Technology Inc. 
Information Handling ServiCes 
Inframetrlcs Inc. 
Institute of Environmental 

Sciences 
Integrated Engineering 

Software 
Integrated Systems Inc. 
Intel Corp. 
Interflnance Corp 
IXYSCorp. 
James Grunder & Assoc. 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Johnson Space Center 
JP Technologies Inc. 
Keane Controls Corp. 
Kennedy Space Center 
Kevex X-Roy Inc. 
Langley Research Center 
Lawrence Livermore Nat. Lab 
Lewis Research Center 
Los Alamos National Lab 
Luxtron Corp .. Aocufiber Div. 
Mantech!NSI 
MARC. Murray State University 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
Martin Marietta Energy 

Systems Inc. 
Martin Marietta Manned 

Space Systems 
Martin Marietta Paducah 

Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Mathworks Inc. 
McClellan Air Force Base 
Med Tech Inl1. 
Metalworking Technology Inc. 

Meridian LaboratOries 
Mikron Instrument Co. 
Morgantown Energy 

Technology Center 
NASA 
NASA Regional Technology 

Transfer Centers 
NASA Small Business 

Innovation Research 
NASA Tech Briefs 
National Center for 

Manufacturing Sciences 
National Institute of Allergies & 

Infectious Diseases 
National Instrtute of Standards 

and Technology 
National Space Society 
Naval Air Warfare Center 
Naval Research Laboratory 
NERAC Inc. 
NIAC 
Novespace 
Numerical Algorithms Group 
NYMAlnc. 
Ohio Aerospace Institute 
Olympus Corp. 
Oracle Corp. 
Pacific Northwest Laboratory 
Posha Publications 
Potton & Patton Software 
Phillips Laboratory 
Ptltsburgh Energy Tech. Ctr. 
PMS Electro-Optics 
Princeton Plasma Physics Lab 
Proto Manufacturing Ltd. 
Quantum Devices Inc. 
Raytheon Company 
RGB Spectrum 
RG Hansen & Associates 
Ribbon Technology Corp. 
Rockwell International 
Rome Laboratory 
Salco Circuits 
Sandia National Laboratories 
Simmonds Precision Aircraft 

Systems 
SMTEK 

Solar Energy Research InstiMe 
Sorbilite Inc. 
South Carolina Unlv. Research 
Specialty Steel & Forge 
SRToylor & Assoc. 
Stanford Research InsfiMe 
Stardent Computer Inc. 
Statistical Sciences Inc. 
Stennis Space Center 
Stephens Analytical 
Stereographlcs Corp. 
Strategic Defense Initiative 

Organization 
Sun Microsystems 
Superior Products 
Symbollcs 
TechLow Group 
Technical Insights Inc. 
Technology Access Report 
Technology Center of 

Silicon Valley 
Technology Targeting Inc. 
Technology Transfer Society 
Tennessee Technology 

Foundation 
Thin Film Technology Inc. 
TIodiZe Inc. 
Trlodyne Inc. 
Ultramet 
United Magnet Technologies 
University of Dayton Research 

Institute 
University of Georgia 
USDA Agricultural Research 

Service 
US Geological Survey 
VA Medical Center. Rehab 

R&D Center 
Vector Aeromotive Corp. 
Viking Labs Metrum 
Virginia Center for Innovative 

Technology 
Wisconsin Center for Space 

Automation and Robotics 
Wolfram Research 
Wright Laboratory 

For information on having your organization exhibit at 
Technology 2001, call Justina Cardillo or Evelyn Mars 
at (800) 944-NASA. In NY, call (212) 490-3999. 

Photo: Vector AerornotiVe Corp. 



Technology 2001 

Tuesday, December 3 

Plenary Session 
9:00 am-10:30 am 

(Speakers to be announced) 
9:00: Welcome 
9: 15: Keynote Address 
9:50: Technology 2001 Overview 
10: 15: Intelligent Processing 

Conference Overview 

Concurrent Technical Sessions 
1 :00 pm-3:00 pm 

Each presentation will last 30 minutes, 
including a question and answer 
period. Registrants may attend whole 
sessions (four presentations) or individual 
presentations from a number of different 
sessions. Meeting rooms are situated in 
close proximity for easy and quick 
movement during sessions. Room 
assignments will be listed in the final 
program distributed at the show. 

(Session A 1 ) 

Advanced Manufacturing 
Ceramic Susceptor for Induction 
Bonding of Metals, Ceramics, and 
Plastics 
John D. Buckley, Senior Research 
Engineer, and Robert L. Fox, Electronics 
Technician. Langley Research Center 

Langley researchers have developed a 
thin flexible carbon susceptor to join 
ceramics, plastics, metals, and combina
tions of these materials, uSing a unique 
induction heating process that dramati
cally reduces bonding times. The novel 
carbon susceptor allows application of 
heat directly and only to the bond line. 

Applying NASA's Explosive 
Seam Welding 
Laurence J. Bement, Senior Pyrotechnic 
Engineer, Langley Reseorch Center 

An explosive seam welding process 
created for aerospace use is finding a 
wide range of industrial applications. 
The process can be used to join 
aluminum and steel alloys, copper, 
brass, titanium, and other metals In 
thicknesses from 0.25 to 4.7 mm, and to 
remotely plug tubes. 

Laser-Based Weld Joint 
Tracking System 
Alan Looney, Welding Engineer, 
Marshall Space Flight Center 

A laser-based system developed to 
control and monitor welding operations 
on space vehicles has been modified to 
provide a weld joint tracking system for 
industrial applications. The weld beam 
profiler features a precision laser-based 

vision sensor, automated two-axis 
machine motion, and an industrial PC 
controller. It eliminates weld repairs 
caused by joint tracking errors, reducing 
manufacturing costs. 

Precision Joining Center 
J . W. Powell, Joining Technology, EG&G 
Rocky Flats 

Mr. Powell will describe a new center 
designed to provide a training ground 
for precision Joining techniques. The 
center will transfer this advanced 
technology from the Department of 
Energy weapons complex and joining 
equipment manufacturers to US 
industries, through the training of 
technologists and engineers in such 
areas as process control. data acquisi
tion , and jOining. 

(Session A2) 

Biotechnology 

Cooperative Research and 
Development Opportunities with the 
National Cancer Institute 
Dr, Kathleen Sybert, Deputy Director, 
Office of Technology Development, 
National Cancer Institute 

The National Cancer Institute's Office of 
Technology Development negotiates 
Cooperative Research and Develop
ment Agreements with university and 
industry investigators for the develop
ment of new products to diagnose and 
treat cancer and AIDS. Drug screening, 
preclinical testing, clinical trials, and 
AIDS program capabilities form the 
basis for this new technology transfer 
vehicle. 

Technologies for the Marketplace 
from the Centers for Disease Control 
Frances L. Reid-Sanden and R. Eric 
Greene, Technology Transfer Office, 
Centers for Disease Control 

The Centers for Disease Control 
develops and transfers technologies 
designed to prevent and control 
disease and injury. Recent innovations 
include a vaccine against hepatitis A a 
recombinant rabies vaccine, mono
clonal antibodies for the detection of 
legionellae, a rapid method to diag
nose human cysticercosis, and a variety 
of devices to ensure worker safety. 

Enhancement of Biological Control 
Agents for Use Against Forest Insect 
Pests and Diseases 
Dr. James M. Slavicek, Project Leader, 
US Forest Service Northeastern Forest 
Experiment Station 

Dr. Slavicek will describe new biological 
control agents for use against forest pests 

Program 
such as the gypsy moth and diseases 
such as tree vascular tungal wilts. 

Use of T7 Polymerase to Direct 
Expression of Outer Surface Protein A 
(OspA) from the Lyme Disease 
Spirochete, Borrelia burgdarferi 
John J. Dunn, Senior Scientist, 
Brookhaven National Laboratory 

Brookhaven researchers have cloned 
the ospA gene of Borrelia burgdorferi, 
the spirochete that causes Lyme 
disease. They are testing the resultant 
truncated protein for use as an immuno
gen in a vaccine against Lyme disease. 

(Session A3) 

Communications 
Commercial Applications of ACTS 
Mobil Terminal Millimeter-Wave 
Antennas 
Arthur C. Densmore, Antenna System 
Manager, and Rick A Crist, Microwave 
Processor Sub task Manager, Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory 

A JPL research team is developing low
profile, high-gain millimeter-wave 
antennas for future communication 
systems. Commercial opportunities 
include advanced land-mobile satellite 
communications, hybrid satellite/ 
cellular systems, remote satellite news 
gathering, aeronautical and maritime 
satcom. and handheld personal 
satellite communications. 

Antennas for Mobile Satellite 
Communications 
John Huang, Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

The NASA-sponsored Mobile Satellite 
Experiment program has generated 
several innovative microstrip antennas 
at L-band frequencies. Due to their thin 
profile, surface conformability, light 
weight, and low manufacturing cost, 
microstrip antennas are finding increas
ing applications in land-mobile satellite 
communications, 

MMIC Unear-Phase and Digital 
Modulators for Space Communica
tions Applications 
Narayan R, Mysoor, Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, and Fazal Ali, Pacific 
Monolithics 

This presentation will review the design 
concepts, analyses, and development 
of monolithic microwave integrated 
circuit (MMIC) modulators for the next 
generation of space-borne communi
cation systems. Commercial applica
tions include phased arrays, satellite 
systems, and microwave systems that 
require continuous phase control in 
trimming multiple channels. 



Phased-A"ay Antenna Beamforming 
Using on Optical Processor 
Louis P. Anderson. Hughes Aircroft 
Company and Richard Kunath. Lewis 
Research Center 
Phased-array antennas are playing an 
increasingly important role in radar and 
communications applications. and will 
soon become the preferred way to 
achieve fixed spot . scanning spot. 
multiple spot. and other multi-functional 
beams for satellite communications. The 
presenters will discuss how a lightweight 
optical-processor-based b"!amformer 
can provide the required apel ture 
excitations using a single lightweight 
network. 

(SeSSIon A4J 

Computer Gra hics 
and Simulation 

Global Positioning System Supported 
Pilot's Display 
Marshall Scott. Systems Engineer, 
Kennedy Space Center 
A new cockpit display for pilots of test 
aircraft uses the Global Positioning 
System to calculate aircraft position. This 
data is displayed graphically along with 
the runway. the desired flight path. and 
"fly-by" alignment needles. 

Application of Technology Developed 
for Flight Simulation 
Jeff I. Cleveland. Aerospace 
Technologist. LanglfiY Research Center 

Langley researchers are employing 
supercomputers for mathematical 
model computation to support real
time flight simulation. Mr. Cleveland will 
discuss commercial spinoff of these 
techniques in fields such as nuclear 
process control. power grid analysis. 
process monitoring . and chemical 
processing. 

FAST: A.Multi-Processed Environment 
'or Visualization of Computational 
Fluid Dynamics 
Gordon V. Bancroft. Fergus J . Merritt. 
Todd C. Plessel. Paul G. Ke/aita. R. Kevin 
McCabe. and AI Globus. Research 
SCientists. Sterling Zero One Inc. 
This presentation will focus on the Flow 
Analysis Software Toolkit (FAST). a 
software system for visualization and 
analySiS of complex fluid flows. FAST is 
extensible and able to handle a wide 
range of problems. It can be adapted 
to new software and hardware 
configurations through modular 
structured programming methods. a 
graphics library standard. and common 
network communication protocols. 

A Full-Parallax Holographic Display 'or 
Remote Operations 
Helene P. lavecchia. CSC/Analytics Inc .. 
Uoyd Huff. University of Dayton Re
search Institute: and Neville I. Marzwell. 
Jet Propulsion Loboratory 

A near-real-time . full-parallax holo
graphic display system developed for 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory could provide 
a 3D display for remote handling 
operations in hazardous environments 
on Earth and in Space, 

lSession ,A..5) 

Electronics 

Nonvolatile, High-Density, High
Speed, Magnet-Hall Effect Random 
Access Memory 
Jiin-Chuan Wu. Romney R. Katti. and 
Henry L. Stadler. Flight Command and 
Data Management Systems. Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory 

A radiation-hard. nonvolatile random 
access memory cell (MHRAM) with a 
density of 1 Mbit/cm? and an access 
time of less than 100 nsec is being 
developed using a magnet-Hall effect 
element. Such a memory will have a 
very competitive performance/price 
ratio to replace current commercial 
nonvolatile memory technologies, 
including ROM. EPROM. EEPROM. and 
Flash EEPROM. and will be competitive 
with static RAM for many applications. 

Analog VLSI Neural Network 
Integrated Circuits 
Francis Kub. Head. Microelectronic 
Device PhysiCS Section. Naval Research 
Laboratory 
Using a standard CMOS foundry 
process, Navy researchers have 
fabricated analog VLSI vector-matrix 
multiplier integrated circuit chips that 
perform vector-matrix multiplication 
operations at speeds up to 3 billion 
multiplications per second. Such high
speed operations are required for 
artificial neural networks and many 
signal processing applications. includ
Ing image processing. 

Monolithic Microwave Integrated 
Circuit Water Vapor Radiometer 
L.M Sukamto. Spocecraft 
Telecommunicoffons Equipment 
Section. Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Mr. Sukamto will discuss efforts to design 
and fabricate a 31 4 GHz monolithic 
microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) 
radiometer as one channel of a 
thermally-stable water vapor radio
meter (WVR) With improved thermal 
stability and signal accuracy. the WVR 
will have far-ranging commercial 
applications. It can be used. for 
example. in weather pattern prediction. 
calibration of polar-orbiting and 
geostationary sotellites. and manitoring 
of aircraft icing conditions. 

A Noncontacting Waveguide 
Backshort for Millimeter and Submilli
meter Wave Frequencies 
Williom R. McGrath. Technicol Group 
Leader. Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

A new backshort design employs a 
metallic bar with rectangular or circular 
holes to provide 0 periodic variation of 
guide impedance. The size. shape. and 
spacing of the holes can be adjusted to 
provide a large reflection of rf power 
over a useful frequency bandwidth 
Mechanically rugged and easy to 
fabricate for frequencies up to 1000 
GHz. the backshort offers applications In 
radar and communication systems. 
microwave test instruments. and 
remote-sensing radiometers. and will 
help extend waveguide technology into 
the submillimeter wave band. 

(Session A6) 

Materials Science 

Novel Applications for TAZ-SA 
William J. Waters. Sverdrup Technology 
Inc .. and Stephen M Riddlebaugh. 
Lewis Research Center 
Alloy research for Jet engine applica
tions has produced a commercially 
promising nickel-based alloy called TAl
SA. The alloy's unique combination of 
properties includes high temperature 
strength. oxidation resistance. abrasion 
resistance. and exceptional thermal 
shock resistance. Using a plasma vapor 
deposition technique. TAl-SA can be 
applied as a coating with high 
reflectivity and extreme hardness. 

Test Methods tor Determining the • 
Suitability of Metal Alloys 'or Use in 
Oxygen-Enriched Environments 
Joel Stoltzfus. Projects Manager. 
White Sonds Test Facility 

Mr. Stoltzfus will describe test methods 
developed by NASA to study the 
Ignition and combustion of metal olloys. 
Including hlgh- and low-speed particle 
impact tests. frictional heating and 
coefficlent-of-frlction tests. and the 
promoted combustion test. Test data 
and the resultant rankings of metal 
a lloys will be discussed. along with 
licensing opportunities 

A Major Advance in Powder 
Metallurgy 
B.E. Williams. J.J. Stiglich. R.B. Kaplan. 
and R.H. rufflas. U1tramet 
Under SBIR funding from the Army. 
Ultramet has developed a process that 
promises to significantly Increase the 
mechanical properties of pawder 
metallurgy (PM) parts. Conventional PM 
fabrication processes typically result in 
nonuniform d istribution ot the matrix. 
naw generation due to particle-particle 
contact. and grain growth caused by 
high-temperature. long-duration 
compaction processes. In Ultramet's 
process. each particle is coated with 



the matrix material. and compaction is 
performed by solid-state processing. 
Improving the parts homogeneity. 

Permanent Magnet Design 
Methodology 
Dr. Herbert A Leupold. Reseorch 
Physicist. US Army Electronics 
Technology and Devices Laboratory 

The high remanences and coercivities 
of rare earth permanent magnets have 
mode possible magnet structures of 
unusual form and performance. 
including permanent magnet solenoids. 
cylindrical transverse field sources. and 
high-field permanent magnet field 
sources. Dr. Leupold will describe 
mi~tary and commercial applications 
such as MR imagers. traveling wave 
tubes. gyrotrons. free electron losers. 
Faraday rotators. and ultraviolet/x-ray 
telescopes. 

Concurrent Government
Industry Workshops 
4:30 pm-6:00 pm 

(presenters to be announced) 
In these highly-interactive sessions. 
federal agencies will brief attendees on 
their present and planned R&D Initiatives 
and technology transfer mechanisms. 
spotlighting opportunities for industry to 
work with the government to develop 
and commercialize technology. 
Cooperative Research and Develop
ment Agreements. Small Business 
Innovation Research. and patent 
licensing will be discussed. The objective 
of these workshops is to begin a dialog 
that will lead to increased use of 
federally-sponsored technologies by 
industry. and better utilization of private 
sector resources by the government. 
Agencies holding workshops during this 
time period will include: 
• Deportment of Defense 
• Deportment of Energy 
• Deportment of Health and Human 

Services 
• Environmental Protection Agency 

ednesday, December 4 

Concurrent Technical Sessions 
8:30 am-l0:30 am 

(SessIon 61 

Advanced Manufacturing 

Concentrating Solar Systems: 
Manufacturing with the Sun 
Lawrence M. Murphy. Division Director. 
Bimleshwar P. Gupta. Program Man
ager. and Steven G. Houser, Industry 
Uaison, Solar Energy Research Institute 

Recent advances in concentrating solar 
systems have produced solar flux 
densities in excess of 20,000 suns, 

creating unique process conditions of 
very high temperatures and heating 
rates. These canditions enable applica
tions in manufacturing, materials 
processing , surface engineering. and 
toxic waste destruction. 

Ultra-Precision Processes for 
OptiCS Manufacturing 
William R. Martin, Associate Director. 
Engineering Technology Division. Oak ' 
Ridge National Laboratory 

The Optics MODIL (Manufacturing 
Operations Development and Integra
tion Laboratory) Is developing ad
vanced manufacturing technologies for 
fabrication of ultra-precision optical 
components, aiming for a ten-fold 
improvement in precision and a 
shortening of the schedule lead time. 
Discussion will focus on diamond single 
point turning , ductile grinding, ion 
milling, and in/on process metrology. 

Integrated Automation for Manufac
turing of Electronic Assemblies 
T. Joseph Sampite, CIM Program 
Manager, Naval Ocean Systems Center 

Mr. Sampite will describe how a 
standardized file transfer format 
developed with the Notional Institute of 
Standards and Technology will be used 
to create generic, open architecture 
computer-aided engineering tools for 
the automatic exchange of data 
between design and manufacturing. 

Air Force Manufacturing Technology 
(MANTECH) Technology Transfer 
Tracy J. Houpt, MTX Program Manager, 
and Margaret M. Ridgely. 
Technology Transfer Center Director, 
Wright Patterson Air Force Bose 

This presentation will illustrate the 
techniques and concepts employed In 
Air Force MANTECH's new comprehen
sive, proactive technology transfer 
program, using as an example the 
successful transfer of transmit/receive 
modules to industry. 
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Electronics 

Gallium Arsenide Quantum-Well
Based For Infrared Array Imaging 
Radiometer 
Kathrine A. Forrest and Murzy D. 
Jhabvala, Electronics Engineers. 
Goddard Space Flight Center 

A new imaging radiometer developed 
for the thermal infrared (8 to 12 microns) 
employs a staring 128 x 128 GaAs 
quantum well detector array for 
stability. uniformity. high yield . and 
radiation-hardness. It is suited for 
thermal Imaging in forestry, electronics 
processing. and medicine. Potential 
applications include aerial detection of 
small forest fires and location of hot 
spots In integrated circuits. 

A Video Event Trigger for High
Frame-Rate, High-Resolution 
Video Technology 
Glenn L. Williams. Electrical Engineer. 
Lewis Research Center 

Mr. Williams will describe a highly
parallel digital state machine that 
generates a trigger signal at the onset 
of a video event. Random access 
memory storage coupled with fuzzy 
comparator logic devices permit 
monitoring a video stream for long- or 
short-term changes caused by spatial 
translation. dilation. or color change. 
Pretrigger and post-trigger storage 
techniques allow researchers to archive 
only significant images, alleviating 
costly data storage problems. 

Camera Orientation of Pan, Tilt, and 
Zoom with No Moving Parts 
Dr. H. Lee Martin. President, and Steven 
D. Zimmermann. DesIgn Engineer. 
TeleRobotics International Inc. 

Under contract to NASA Longley. 
TeleRobotics has developed a remote 
viewing system that provides pan. tilt. 
zoom. and rotational capabilities with 
no moving ports. The system features a 
fisheye lens for complete hemispherical 
field-of-view Imaging and high-speed 
image transformation to correct 
peripheral distortion. Applications 
include remote viewing, inspection. and 
surveillance. 

Fiber OptiC TV Camera Direct 
John Edward Kassak. Electronics 
Engineer. Kennedy Space Center 

The Kennedy Center is developing a 
multiple color camero system for 
installations where video. synchroniza
tion. control camero data. and status 
data are transmitted via a single fiber 
coble at d istances exceeding five miles. 
Expected benefits include improved 
video performance, immunity from EMI 
and RFI. and more broadcast flexibility. 
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Enui nmental Technnl111fft1 

Waste Management Technology 
Development and Demonstration 
Programs 
Paul D. Kalb. Research Engineer, 
Brookhaven Notional Laboratory 

Brookhaven researchers have devel
oped two new thermoplastic processes 
for the disposal of hazardous wastes: 
polyethylene encapsulation of nitrate 
salt wastes and modified sulfur cement 
encapsulation of incinerator fly ash 
wastes. Both systems provide significant 
improvements over conventional 
solidification techniques and result in 
durable waste forms that meet regula
tory criteria. 



Regulated Bioluminescence as a Tool 
for Bioremediation Process Monitoring 
and Control of Bacterial Cultures 
Robert S. Burtage. Environmentol 
Sciences Division. Oak Ridge Notional 
Laboratory: Armin Heiizer and Philip 
Digrazia. Center for Environmental 
Biotechnology. University of Tennessee 

A new technique for monitoring 
biodegradation in toxic waste sites 
employs bioluminescence in a recombI
nant bacterial strain to detect contami
nant levels. The process is rapid. often 
completed in minutes. and is sensitive in 
the part-per-billion range. 

Fiber-Optic-Based Biosensor 
Joel M. Schnur. Head. Molecular 
Science and Engineering Center. 
Naval Research Laboratory 

Mr. Schnur will illustrate a new fiber
optic-based biosensor for environmen
tal monitoring. pollution control. and 
clinical diagnostics. The device 
integrotes a novel array of components. 
long fused silica fibers. and proteins for 
detection. 

Ambient Temperature CO 
Oxidation Catalysts 
Billy T. Upchurch. Senior Research 
Scientist. Langley Research Center 

Langley researchers have produced 
ambient temperature oxidation 
catalysts for the recombination of CO 
and CO? dissociation products formed 
during CO2 laser operation. The 
catalysts allow continuous operation of 
CO2 lasers in a closed-cycle mode. and 
offer applications in other closed 
environments where the removal or 
control of CO is required. such as In 
catalytiC converters for control of auto 
emissions. 
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Materials Science 

High-Temperature Adhesives 
Terry L. St. Clair. Head. 
Polymeric Materials Branch. 
Longley Research Center 

LARC-TPI. a high-temperature linear 
polymer adhesive developed to bond 
titanium. offers application as a hot
melt adhesive. Mr. st. Clair will describe 
the chemical structure and physlo
mechanical properties of LARC-TPI and 
other important new polyimides with 
commercial potential. 

Fluorinated Epoxy Resins with High 
Glass TranSition temperatures 
James R. Griffith. Research Chemist. 
Naval Research Laboratory 

The Navy has developed a new closs of 
easily-processed liquid resins with low 
dielectric constants and high glass 
transition temperatures. These materials 
are useful for the manufacture of 
composite electronic boards. 

Polyimides Containing Pendent 
Siloxane Groups 
John W. Connell. Polymer Scientist. 
Longley Research Center 

Incorporation of siloxane units into the 
backbone of aromatic polyimides 
imparts enhanced solubility. lower 
moisture adsorption. lower dielectric 
constant. improved toughness. and 
protection against atomic oxygen 
erosion. Mr. Connell will describe the 
physical and mechanical properties of 
these materials. as well as potential 
electronics and aerospace applica
tions. 

Corrosion-Protective Coatings from 
Electrically-Conducting Polymers 
Karen Thompson. Kennedy Space 
Center: Brion Benicewicz and Debra 
Wrobleski. Los Alamos Notional 
Laboratory 

Researchers are investigating the use of 
processible conductive organic 
polymers as corrosion-protective 
coatings on metal surfaces. Recent 
tests in saline and acidic oxidizing 
environments have demonstrated 
greatly Improved corrosion resistance of 
mild steel with these coatings as 
compared to steel coated solely with 
epoxy. 
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Medical Advances: 
Compu e "n edici 
Computation of Incompressible 
Viscous Flows through Artificial 
Heart Devices • 
Stuart Rogers and Dochan Kwak. 
Research Scientists. Ames Research 
Center 

Ames researchers are applying compu
tational fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques 
to simulate the blood flow through 
artificial hearts. Computer modeling will 
help pinpoint regions subject to clotting 
and lead to sofer, more durable 
mechanical hearts and valves. 

Computer Interfaces for the 
Visually Impaired 
Gerry Higgins. Computer Systems 
Engineer. Marshall Space Flight Center 

Mr Higgins will address current research 
efforts to provide computer technology 
for people with vision-related handi
caps. One such effort, the Mercator 
Project. looks to create a prototype 
system for audible access to graphics
based interfaces. 

Extended Attention Span Training 
System 
Dr; Alan Pope. Leader, Human 
Engineering Methods Group. 
Langley Research Center 

A biocybemetic system developed to 
assess the degree to which automated 
flight management systems maintain 

pilot engagement is being adopted for 
treatment of youngsters with attention 
disorders. The Extended Attention Span 
Training (EASn system increases the 
difficulty of 0 video game as the 
player's brain waves indicate attention 
is waning. The player can only succeed 
at the game by maintaining an 
adequate attention level. 

Man/Machine Interaction Dynamics 
and Performance Analysis Capability 
Harold P. Frisch. Head. Robotic Applied 
Research. Goddard Space Flight Center 

As port of its flight telerobotics program. 
NASA Is developing the ability to study 
the consequences of machine design 
alternatives as they relate to machine 
and machine operator performance. 
This capability will have far-reaching 
medical applicotions. such as enabling 
orthopedic surgeons to study the 
consequences of surgical options from 
the perspective of post-operative 
human performance predictions. 
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Software Engineering 

Hybrid Automated Reliability Predictor 
Integrated Workstation (HiREL) 
Salvatore J. Bavuso. Aerospace 
Technologist. Longley Research Center 

The HIREL system marks 0 major step 
toward producing a totally integrated 
CAD workstation design capability. 
HIREL uses a graphical input description 
language to Increase productivity and 
reduce error. It enables reliability 
engineers to quickly analyze huge 
amounts of reliability/availability data 
to obseNe trends due to exploratory 
design changes. 

Using Ado and the Rapid 
Development Ufecycle 
Uoyd DeForrest. Technical Group 
Supervisor. Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Under contract to the US Army. JPL is 
developing a multifaceted computer
ized command center using an 
accelerated software development 
approach called the Rapid Develop
ment Lifecycle. Through the use of Ada 
and the X-Window/Motif Graphical User 
Interface. software developed under 
this program can be reused in similar 
projects requiring non-computer-literate 
users with little or no training to operate 
advanced command center tools and 
applications. 

Advances in Knowledge-Based 
So.ftware Engineering 
Walt Truszkowski, Head. Automation 
Technology Section. Goddard Space 
Flight Center 

The Knowledge-Based Software 
Engineering Environment (KBSEE) is 
designed to demonstrate that a 
rigorous and comprehensive software 



reuse methodology can enable more 
efficient utilization of resources in the 
development of large-scale software 
systems. Designed for use by both 
government and industry. KBSEE could 
aid in improving the reliability of future 
software systems. 

Reducing the Complexity of 
Software Development through 
Object-Oriented Design 
Mary Pot Schuler. Aerospace Technolo
gist. Longley Research Center 

Ms. Schuler will illustrate how Object
Oriented Design (000). coupled with 
formalized documentation and tailored 
object diagramming techniques. can 
simplity the software design process. The 
000 methodology uses a hierarchical 
decomposition approach in which 
parent objects are decomposed into 
layers of lower-level child objects. with 
the relationships between design layers 
represented pictorially. This approach 
makes the resulting code more por
table . reusable . and maintainable. 

Concurrent Technical Sessions 
1 :00 pm-3:00 pm 

(Session C 1) 

Data and Information 
Management 

Techniques tor Efficient Data Storage, 
Access, and Transfer 
Robert F. Rice. Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. and Worner Miller. 
Goddard Space Flight Center 

Advanced techniques for efficient data 
representation have been placed in 
practical hardware and software form 
though the joint effort of three NASA 
centers. The techniques. which involve 
the use of high-speed coding and 
decoding modules as well as machine
transferable software routines. adapt to 
local statistical variations to continually 
provide optimum code efficiency when 
representing data without error. 

A Vector-Product Information 
Retrieval System Adapted to 
Heterogeneous, Distributed 
Computing Environments 
Dr. Mark E. Rorvig. Library Scientist. 
Johnson Space Center 

The Automated Online Library Manage
ment System (AutoLib) provides a 
ranked list of the most likely relevant 
objects in collections. in response to a 
natural language query. AutoUb is 
constructed with standards and tools 
such as UNIX and X-Windows. which 
permit its use in organizations that have 
many different hosts. workstations. and 
platforms. Applications include 
information-intensive corporate 
management environments. such as 
finance . manufacturing . and biotech
nology. 

AutoClass: An Automatic 
Classification System 
Peter Cheeseman. Research SCientist. 
Ames Research Center 

A useful tool for exploratory data 
analysis. AutoClass enumerates and 
describes the natural classes in a data 
set. The program automatically 
determines the optimal number of 
classes. 

Silvabase: A Flexible Data File 
Management System 
Steven J. Lambing. Marshall Space 
Flight Center. and Steven T. Harris. 
Boeing Computer Support Services 

Developed for mission planning at the 
Marshall Center. Silvabase enables 
efficient forward and backward 
sequential reads. random searches. 
and appends to large amounts of data. 
The system. designed to run on VAX/ 
VMS computers. has unique features 
applicable to management of data 
involving time histories and intervals 
such as in operations research. 

[Session C2) 

Electro-Optics 

Nonlinear Optical Polymers for 
Electro-Optic Signal Processing 
Geoffrey A. Lindsay. Polymer Science 
Branch Head. Naval Weapons Center 

Mr. Lindsay will discuss several new 
classes of nonlinear optical polymers for 
use in optical signal processing 
(photonics). These materials offer large 
electro-optics figures of merit. high 
temperature performance. ease of 
processing into films and fibers. rugged
ness. and low cost. They can be applied 
in electro-optic switches. optical 
frequency doublers. sensors. spatial light 
modulators. and optical data storage 
systems. 

High-Resolution Optical Data Storage 
on Polymers 
c.M. Roland. Supervisory Chemist. 
Naval Research Laboratory 

A new thermal method for lithography 
on amorphous polymer films yields 
remarkably high resolution Images with 
excellent edge acuity. Images imparted 
to the films can be made electrically 
conductive via a single-step process. 
without using extraneous reagents. 

Loser Discrimination by Stimulated 
Emission of a Phosphor 
Dr. V.K. Mathur. Research Physicist. 
Naval Surface Warfare Center 

Dr. Mathur will describe a new method 
for discriminating near infrared and far 
infrared laser light sources. based on the 
use of a magnesium sulfide phosphor 
which is thermally/optically stimulated 
to generate a color correlatable to the 
incident laser radiation. The technology 
offers potential for discrimination 
between even smaller bandwidths 

within the infrared spectrum-o possible 
aid to communication or wavemixing 
devices that need to rapidly identity 
and process optical signals. 

Pulsed Laser Prelasing 
Detection Circuit 
George Eugene Lockard. Engineering 
Technician. Longley Research Center 

Langley researchers have developed a 
circuit to detect prelasing-the prema
ture leakage of energy from a laser 
rod-in pulsed loser systems. The circuit. 
which is small . economical. and easily 
incorporated into virtually any pulsed 
laser system. shuts off the laser before 
the prelasing energy can cause costly 
optical damage. 

(Session C3) 

Life Sciences 

Application of CELSS Technology to 
Controlled Environment Agriculture 
Dr. Maynard E Bates. Bionetics 
Corporation. and Dr. David L. 
Bubenheim. Ames Research Center 

Controlled Ecological Life Support 
Systems (CELSS) expand the concept of 
Controlled Environment Agriculture 
(CEA)-the use of environment manipu
lation for the commercial production of 
organisms-to create miniature 
ecosystems in which food. oxygen. and 
water in closed habitats are provided 
by regeneration of waste streams 
through systems containing microorgan
isms. plants. and animals. The develop
ment of CELSS will provide information 
needed to improve the efficiency. 
reliability. and cost-effectiveness of 
CEA. while reducing its environmental 
impact to negligible levels. 

Advanced Forms at Spectrometry tor 
Space and Commercial Application 
Dr. Kenneth J. Schlager. Chief Technical 
Officer. Biotronics Technologies Inc. 

Biotronics has discovered wide com
mercial application for two spectromet
ric technologies developed under the 
Kennedy Space Center's sponsorship. 
Ultraviolet absorption spectrometry. 
originally investigated for on-line 
measurement of hydroponic plant 
nutrient solutions. is finding utility in a 
new line of ultraviolet process analyzers 
for the water treatment market. A 
second technology. liquid atomic 
emission spectrometry. holds even 
greater commercial promise. represent
ing the first application of atomic 
emission to direct on-line measurements 
of liquids. 

lon-Selective Electrode for Ionic 
Calcium Measurements 
John W. Hines and Sora Arnaud, 
Research SCientists. Ames Research 
Center 

NASA has developed a coated wire lon
selective electrode that noninvasively 



measures ionic calcium. It can be used 
to monitor bone calcium chonges 
during extended exposure to 
microgravity or during prolonged 
hospital or fracture immobilization. and 
to conduct osteoporosis research. 

A 99% Purity Molecular Sieve 
Oxygen Generator 
Major George W. Miller. Research 
Chemical Engineer, Air Force Systems 
Command 

A molecular sieve oxygen generator 
employing a new pressure swing 
adsorption process produces oxygen 
concentrations of up to 99.7"10 directly 
from air. exceeding the present oxygen 
purity limitations of 93-95"10. The device 
may find use In alrcraff and medical 
breathing systems. and Industrial air 
separation systems. 
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Materials Science 

Advanced Composite Materials 
and Processes 
Robert M. Baucom, Group Leader, 
Composite Materials, Longley 
Research Center 

Mr. Baucom will report on techniques far 
combining high-performance graphite 
fibers and resin matrix systems into 
composite prepregs, innovative tooling 
concepts , and fabrication procedures 
for complex structures. The plastics and 
aerospace industries could benefit 
greatly by adopting these materials 
and proceSSing procedures. 

RTM: Cost-Effective Processing of 
Composite Structures 
Greg Hasko and H Benson Dexter, 
Materials Research Engineers, 
Longley Research Center 

Resin transfer molding (RTM). a method 
of making high-strength. lightweight 
composite structures. is used extensively 
In the automotive. recreation, and 
aerospace industries. The presenters will 
compare the material requirements of 
various industries. methods of orienting 
and distributing fibers. mold configura
tions, and processing and material 
parameters such as resin viscosity. 
preform compaction. and permeability. 

A Low-Cost Method of Testing 
Compression-After-Impact Strength of 
CompOSite Laminates 
Alan Neff/es, Marshall Space Flight 
Center 

Marshall researchers have developed a 
new method to test the compression 
strength of composite laminate 
specimens as thin as .04 inches and up 
to 3 inches wide. This method is easier 
and less costly than the current com
pression-offer-impact standard. and 
yields more meaningful results. 

Resonant Acoustic Determination of 
Complex Elastic Moduli 
Steven L Garrett, Professor of Physics, 
and David A. Brown, Electronics 
Engineer Naval Postgraduate School 

The presenters will describe a new 
technique for measuring and tracking 
the complex shear and Yaung's moduli 
of nonmagnetic samples using the 
resonance frequency of on 
unconstrained bar sample The some 
inexpensive electrodynamic transducers 
are used to excite and detect the 
sample's longitudinal. flexural. and 
torsional resonances. Sample data for 
composites, metals. plastics. and 
viscoelastic materials will be presented. 

(Session C5} 

Robotics 

A Unique Cable Robot for Space 
and Earth 
James Kerley, Design Engineer. 
Goddard Space Flight Center 

A novel cable robot bends like a worm. 
moving up and down. bock and forth . 
and even upside down. With magnets 
on its feet, the robot can climb or 
adhere to tall structures. It can be used 
to clean or point towers. tanks. bridges. 
and ships. and. with on attached video 
camera, to inspect structures for 
damage or rust. 

A lightweight, High-Strength 
Dexterous Manipulator Arm 
Neville I. Marzwell, Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, Bruce M. Schena and Steve 
M. Cohan. Odetics Inc. 

The presenters will describe the design 
and features of a lightweight. high
strength. modular manipulator arm 
developed for space and commercial 
applications. Fully operational in 1 g . 
the arm has seven degrees of freedom . 
a reach of 55 inches. and can lift 50 
pounds. Bilateral teleoperator control 
can be added to the current robotically 
operated system. 

Real-Time, Interactive Simulator 
System for Telepresence 
Neville I. Marzwell. Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory,' AH Chlu, P.G, Gottschalk, 
F.S. Schebor. and JL. Tumey, KMS Fusion 
Inc. 

The Global-Local Environment 
Telerobotics Simulator (GLETS) immerses 
on operator in a real-time. Interactive. 
visually-updated simulation of the 
remote telerobotic site. Stereo graphics 
are shown on a computer screen and 
fused together by the operator's special 
glosses to form stereoscopiC views of 
the simulated world. The operator , 
interacting with the GLETS through voice 
and gesture commands. can form a 
gestalt of the virtual "local site" that 
matches his/her normal interactions with 
the real remote site. 

A Hazard Control System for 
Robot Manipulators 
Ruth Chamg Corter. FTS System Safety 
fv'!anager, Goddard Space Flight Center 

Ms. Corter will review system safety 
management and engineering 
techniques developed for telerobotic 
operations in space, fOCusing on a 
precise hazard control system for test 
flight of NASA's Flight Telerobotic 
SeNicer. The same software monitoring 
and control approach could ensure the 
safe operation of a slave manipulator 
under teleoperated or autonomous 
control in undersea, nuclear. or 
manufacturing applications. 
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Test and Measurement 

Knowledge-Based Autonomous 
Test Engineer (KATE) 
Dr. Corrie Belton and Barbaro Brown, 
Computer Engineers. Kennedy Space 
Center 

Developed for ground launch opera
tions at the Kennedy Center . KATE 
employs concepts of sensor-based and 
model-driven monitoring and fault
location. and performs control and 
redundancy management of process 
control systems. KATE is designed as a 
generic. model-based expert system 
shell far autonomous control. monitor
ing, fault recognition. and diagnostics in 
the electrical. mechanical. and fluid 
system domains. 

Advanced Computed Tomography 
Inspection System (ACTIS) 
Usa H. Hediger. Moterials Engineer, 
Marshall Space Flight Center 

ACTIS. developed at the Marshall 
Center to support its solid propulsion test 
programs, is being applied to inspection 
problems in the aerospace. lumber. 
automotive. and nuclear waste disposal 
Industries. Ms. Hediger will discuss the 
unique capabilities of ACTIS and 
present a broad oveNiew of computed 
tomography technology. 

High-Resolution Ultrasonic 
Spectroscopy System for 
Nondestructive Evaluation 
Dr c.H. Chen, Information Research 
Laboratory Inc 

Under SBIR funding from the Army, IRL 
researchers are developing a high
resolution ultrasonic inspection system 
supported by modern signal processing, 
pattern recognition. and neural network 
technologies. This presentation will 
review the details of the system and its 
saftware package. 

Force Umited Vibration Testing 
Terry D. Scharton. Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory 

An Improved method of controlling 
vibration tests used to verify equipment 
design and manufacturing workman-



ship closely simulates field conditions. 
Offering commercial application 
throughout the aerospace. electronics. 
and automotive industries. the new test 
method eliminates costly failures 
associated with overtesting In the 
laboratory 

Concurrent Government
Industry Workshops 
4:30 pm-6:00 pm 

(Presenters to be announced) 
Agencies holding workshops during this 
period will include: 
• Department of Energy 
• Department of Transportation 
• Environmental Protection Agency 
• National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration 

Thursday, December 5 

Concurrent Technical Sessions 
8:30 am-l 0:30 am 

(Session D 1 ) 

Advanced Manufacturing 

Development of a Rotary Joint Fluid 
Coupling for Space Station Freedom 
John A. Costulis, Technical Project 
Engineer, Langley Research Center 

Langley researchers have developed 
and tested a 360-degree rotary joint 
fluid coupling for the Freedom station 's 
thermal control system. The mechanism 
can be applied commercially to 
transfer fluid across rotating interfaces. 
such as in gun turrets, coal slurries. and 
farming machinery. 

Spline Screw Comprehensive 
Fastening Strategy 
John M. Vranish. Electronics Engineer. 
Goddard Space Flight Center 

A fastener developed for assembly. 
maintenance, and equipment replace
ment operations in space also has 
down-to-Earth manufacturing applica
tions. Use of the ' spline screw' fastener 
in prime subassemblies would enable 
machines to disconnect and replace 
parts with ease. reducing product life 
cycle costs and enhancing the quality. 
timeliness, and consistency of repairs 
and upgrades. 

Commercial Application of an 
Innovative Nut Design 
Jay Wright. Materials Research Engineer. 
Johnson Space Center 

A nut developed for space station use 
allows a fastener to be Inserted or 
removed from either side by simply 
sliding the fastener in or out of the nut. 
Detentes on either face of the nut 
ensure positive engagement of the 

threads. The nut has applications 
wherever a fastener needs to be taken 
on and off quickly or used on a 
threaded part which could become so 
damaged that a conventional nut 
could not be removed. 

Inflatable Traversing Probe Seal 
Paul A. Trimarchi. Mechanical Engineer. 
Lewis Research Center 

Mr. Trimarchi will describe an inflatable 
seal that acts as a pressure-tight zipper 
to provide traversing capability for 
instrumentation rakes and probes. The 
seal can replace sliding face-plate/O
ring systems in applications where 
lengthwise space is limited. 

(Session D2) 

Artificial Intelligence 

CLIPS: An Expert System Building Tool 
Gary Riley, Computer Engineer. 
Software Technology Branch. Johnson 
Space Center 

The C Language Integrated Production 
System (CLIPS) provides a complete 
environment for the development and 
delivery of rule- and/or object-based 
expert systems. CLIPS offers a low-cost 
aption for developing and deploying 
expert system applications across a 
wide range of hardware platforms. 

Fuzzy logic Applications to Expert 
Systems and Control 
Dr. Robert N. Lea. Aerospace Engineer, 
Johnson Space Center 

Commercial use of fuzzy technology in 
Japan and China indicate that it should 
be exploited by government and 
private industry to save energy and 
reduce human involvement in industrial 
processes. Johnson Center researchers 
have applied fuzzy logic In guidance 
control systems for space vehicles. 
control of data processing during 
rendezvous navigation. collision 
avoidance algorithms. and camera 
tracking controllers. The technology 
may also find use in diagnostic systems. 
control of robotic arms. patfern 
recognition . and image processing. 

Neural Network Technologies 
James A. Villarreal, Computer Engineer. 
Johnson Space Center 

Mr. Villarreal will describe the Neural 
Execution and Training System (NETS). a 
sottware tool designed to facilitate and 
expedite the use of neural network 
technology in industry. government. 
and academia. Neural networks have 
been successfully applied to modeling 
and data fusion problems. robotics. 
structural design. speech synthesis. 
financial forecasting . spectrographic 
analysis. and many other areas. This 
presentation will highlight various 
commercial projects under develop
ment with NETS. 

From Biological Neural Networks to 
Thinking Machines 
Dr. Muriel D. Ross. Reseorch Scientist. 
Ames Research Center 

Dr. Ross is studying the three-dimen
sional organization of a simple biologi
cal neural network found in inner ear 
organs of balance to uncover basic 
prinCiples of neural organization and 
function. This effort will result in new 
applications of biological attributes to 
artificial systems, and could lead to the 
development of highly-intelligent 
parallel-processing computers. 

(Session D3) 

Biotechnology 

The Microassay on a Card-A 
Rugged, Portable Immunoassay 
Dr. David Kidwell, Research Scientist. 
Naval Research Laboratory 

The Microassay on a Card (MAC). a 
portable. handheld immunoassay. can 
test for a wide variety of substances in 
the environment. Intended for use as an 
on-site screen for drugs of abuse in urine 
or saliva. the MAC may also be applied 
to test for intoxication. to Identify seized 
materials. and to test for environmental 
pollutants. 

Flow Immunosensor for Drug Detection 
Joel M. Schnur, Head, Molecular 
Science and Engineering Center, Naval 
Research Laboratory 

Dr. Schnur will describe an antibody
based sensor designed to detect drugs 
of abuse. The biosensor is faster , less 
expensive, and as sensitive as any 
current method for cocaine detection. 
It can be operated outside the labora
tory by personnel with no scientific 
training. Opportunities exist for Coop
erative Research and Development 
Agreements. 

Nucleic Acid Probes in Diagnostic 
Medicine 
Phillip A. O 'Berry, National Technology 
Transfer Coordinator for Animal Science, 
US Department of Agriculture 

Mr. O'Berry will discuss the application 
of nucleic acid probe technology to the 
diagnosis of disease in humans and 
animals. and will present examples of 
commercially-promising probes. 

The Rotating Spectrometer: New 
Biotechnology for Cell Separations 
David A. Noever. Universities Space 
Research Association. and Helen C. 
Matsos, Marshall Space Flight Center 

A new rotating spectrometer. able to 
separate previously inseparable cell 
cultures, is intended for use in pharma
cological studies requiring fractional 
splitting of heterogeneous cell cultures 
based on cell morphology and 
swimming behavior. Unlike standard 
separation and concentrating tech
niques such as filtration or centrifuga-



tion. the instrument can seporate motile 
from Immotile fractions 
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Electronics 

Method for Producing High-Quality 
Oxide Films on Surfaces 
Mark W Ruckman. Associate Physicist. 
Brookhaven National Laboratory 

Mr Ruckman will describe a new 
method for the reactive deposition of 
metal oxide and other inorganic 
compound thin films for use in micro
electronic devices fabricated on 
compound semicanductors and high
temperature superconducting oxides. 
The technology can be integrated with 
ion, electron, or photon beam methods 
used to accelerate or selectively 
promote deposition and etching. 

Advanced Silicon on Insulator 
Technology 
Francis J. Kub. Senior Research Engineer. 
and David J. Godbey, Research 
Chemist. Naval Research Laboratory 

Navy researchers have developed 
bonding, thinning, and selective etching 
techniques for producing ultra-thin 
silicon on insulator materials. These 
techniques can be used to fabricate 
silicon membranes, balometers, and 
other devices requiring free-standing 
thin-film silicon. Other applications 
include high-voltage/high-temperature 
power devices. backside-illuminated 
thinned CCD Imagers, and x-ray masks. 

High-Temperature Superconducting 
Stripline Filter 
J.J. Bautista, Technical Group 
Supervisor. Jet Propulsion Laboratary 

Mr. Bautista will describe the fabrication 
of a five-pole interdigital stripline filter 
made of the 93K superconductor 
Y,Bo,CuJOy coated on a silver substrate. 
The filter features a center frequency at 
8.5 GHz and an extremely high rejection 
ratio of 80 dB. 

An Adjustable rf Tuning Element for 
Microwave, Millimeter Wave, and 
Submillimeter Wave Circuits 
William R. McGrath. Technical Group 
Leader. Jet Propulsion Laboratory; 
Victor Lubecke and David B. Rutledge, 
Dept of Electrical Engineering. 
California Institute of Technology 

The presenters have developed an 
adjustable rf tuning element consisting 
of a series of thin plates that can slide in 
unison along a coplanar strip transmis
sion line to allow active tuning. The 
structure can be fabricated for frequen
cies as high as 1 (XX) GHz using existing 
micromachlning techniques. By easing 
constraints on circuit design, it will aid in 
extending microwave Integrated Clfcult 
technology into the high millimeter 
wave and submililmeter wave bands. 

(Session DS) 

alerials Science 

Passive Chlorophyll Detector 
Leonard A. Haslim. Research Scientist. 
Arnes Research Center 

Using a low-cost, uniquely-dyed optical 
filter plastiC sheet. the Passive Chloro
phyll Detector enhances the visual 
discrimination of vegetation and trees in 
varying states of health. The inventlon's 
far-reaching applications Include 
enabling farmers to Identity and nurse 
or replant unhealthy sections of their 
fields to achieve higher crop yields, and 
serving as an early warning device for 
environmental scientists monitoring the 
health of forests and wetlands exposed 
to acid rain or contaminated ground
water. 

Commercial Application of Thermal 
Protection System Technology 
Gordon L. Dyer, Technology Transfer 
Officer. Martin Marietta Manned 
Space Systems 

Thermal protection system materials 
and processes developed for the space 
shuttle's external tank have been 
reapplied in a new type of children's 
lunch box-o microwavable urethane 
foam Insulation container that keeps a 
prepackaged meal warm tor tour to 
five hours. Two major food manufactur
ers are currently considering licensing 
the high-tech foam container. 

Oxynitride Glass Fibers 
Donald R. Messier, Research Ceramic 
Engineer. Materials Technology Labora
tory, US Army Laboratory Command 

Oxynitride glasses offer eXCiting 
opportunities for making high-modulus, 
high-strength glass fibers. Mr. Messier will 
describe processes for fabricating 
oxynitride glasses and fibers in compOSi
tions similar to commercial oxide 
glasses. but with significantly enhanced 
properties. 

Commercial Applications of 
Advanced Photovoltaic Technologies 
RD. McConnell, Technology Transfer 
Manager, Solar Energy Research 
Institute 
Mr. McConnell will describe research 
Into high-tech photovoltaic materials 
Including III-V, II-VI. amorphous silicon, 
and crystalline silicon. and will highlight 
possible spinoff applications such as 
optoelectroniCS and space power 
systems. 

iSession (6) 

Software Engineering 

Software Reengineering 
Ernest M. Fridge. Deputy Chief. Software 
Technology Branch. Johnson Space 
Center 

During space shuttle development. 
Johnson Center engineers created a set 

of tools to develop and maintain 
FORTRAN and C code. This tool set forms 
the basis for an Integrated environment 
to reengineer existing code into modern 
software engineering structures which 
are easier and less costly to maintain 
and which allow straightforward 
translation into other target languages. 

COSTMODL: An Automated Software 
Development Cost Estimation Tool 
George B. Roush. Software Engineer 
Johnson Space Center 

One of the most widely used software 
cost estimation tools. COSTMODL can 
help reduce the risk of cost overruns 
and failed projects. COSTMODL has an 
Intultive user Interface and extensive on
line help system. and can be custom
ized to a particular user environment it 
can be used for In-house cost manage
ment. cost analysis consulting. or for 
research. 

Increasing Productivity through Total 
Reuse Management 
Mary Pat Schuler, Aerospace Technolo
gist. Longley Research Center 

NASA Langley is promoting total reuse 
management (TRM) as a way to lower 
software development costs, reduce 
risk . and Increase code reliability. Ms. 
Schuler will describe methods used to 
adopt TRM, and will discuss the reuse of 
products from ail phases of the software 
life cycle. 

How Hypermedia Can Increase 
the Productivity of Software 
Development Teams 
L. Stephen Coles, Group Chief Tech
nologist. Institutional Data Systems, 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Mr. Coles will describe how the produc
tivity of software developers can be 
dramatically Improved through the use 
of hypermedia. the seamless integration 
of disparate data structures-including 
text. graphics, animation, voice , and 
full-motion video-In a graphical user 
interface. The presentation Will cover 
bosic machine archItecture, special
purpose video boards. video equip
ment. optical memory, software for 
animation, voice 110, and networking 
and integration Issues. 

Concurrent Technical Sessions 
1 :00 pm-3:00 pm 
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Advanced anufacluring 

Intelligent Robotic System with 
Dual-Arm Dexterous Coordination 
and Real-Time Vision 
Neville I. Marzwell. Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. and Alexander Chen, 
Scientific Research Associates 

The presenters will demonstrate a 
prototype robot with built-in Intelll-



gence It features 18 degrees of 
freedom . comprised of two articulated 
arms. a movable robot head. two CCD 
cameros for producing stereoscopic 
views. on articulated cylindrical lower 
body and on optional mobile bose. 
The robotic system addresses a brood 
spectrum of manufacturing demands. 
including both complex and labor
intensive jobs. 

Neural Network Software for 
Distortion-Invariant Object Recognition 
Max B. Reid and Lilly Spirkovska, 
Research Scientists, Ames Research 
Center 

Ames has created neural network 
software that performs the complete 
feature extraction/pattern classification 
paradigm required for automatic 
pattern recognition. The software is 
being used in on autonomous robotic 
vision system which could have 
extensive application in robotic 
manufacturing. 

Constraint-Based Scheduling 
Monte Zweben. Assistant Chief. Artificial 
Intelligence Research BranCh. Ames 
Research Center 

Mr. Zweben will describe the Space 
Shuttle Ground Processing Scheduling 
system. which uses artificial intelligence 
search methods to solve large-scale 
scheduling problems. The system can 
be applied to a variety of scheduling 
problems. In the manufacturing 
domain. it can help to minimize set-up 
time or tardiness. 

COMPASS: A General-Purpose 
Computer-Aided Scheduling Tool 
Dr. Barry R. Fox, Project Leader. 
McDonnell Douglas Space Services Co; 
and Christopher Culbert. Technical 
Monitor. Software Technology BranCh, 
Johnson Space Center 

COMPASS is on powerful. interactive 
planning and scheduling system with a 
mouse-driven, X-Windows user interface. 
It can be used to manage activities 
subject to timing constraints. ordering 
constraints . Boolean conditions, and 
resource availability, and to manage a 
wide range of resources including tools. 
electricity. and water. 

(Session E2) 

Data and Information 
Management 

ELAS: Powerful General-Purpose Image 
Processing Software 
David Walters, Electronics Engineer. 
Information Systems Division, Stennis 
Space Center 

Originally developed to process 
Landsat images, the ELAS software 
package has evolved to handle a vast 
range of data types including MRI. soil 
maps, topographic and rainfall data. 
and sonar images. Mr. Walters will 

describe applications in such fields as 
agriculture, forestry and geology and 
will highlight important new enhance
ments to the software. 

TAE Plus: A NASA Tool for Building and 
Managing Graphical User Interfaces 
Martha R Szczur, TAE Project Manager. 
Goddard Space Flight Center 

Transportable Applications Environment 
Plus is a WYSIWYG tool for designing, 
building. and tailoring an application's 
graphical user interface. Its main 
component is the WorkBench, which 
allows the application developer (who 
need not be a programmer) to 
interactively construct an application 
screen 's layout and manipulate 
graphical objects such as menus. 
buttons. icons, and dials. TAE Plus is used 
in such disciplines as image processing. 
simulation. network management. real
time command and control. database 
management. and office automation. 

Instrumentation, Performance 
Visualization, and Debugging Tools 
for Multiprocessors 
Jerry C. Yon and Charles E. Fineman, 
Sterling Federal Systems; Philip J. 
Hontalas. Ames Research Center 

As part of a major effort to advance 
multiprocessor parallel computing 
performance . NASA Ames is developing 
techniques to efficiently monitor and 
visualize parallel program execution. 
Such techniques will help simplify the 
debugging and tuning of parallel 
programs. The presenters will describe 
various prototype software tools and 
their incorporation into the run-time 
environments of hardware testbeds. 

The Data Egg: One-Handed Text Entry 
Without Positional Constraints 
Gary L. Friedman. Technical Group 
Leader. Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

JPL researchers have devised a small. 
handheld unit that allows text entry with 
only one hand. Dubbed the Data Egg. it 
can be operated in any position, either 
autonomously or tethered to a personal 
computer. This invention will benefit the 
handicapped and those normally 
barred from using a computer on the 
job. such as astronauts and journalists. 

(Session E3) 

Electronics 

Thermoacoustic Refrigeration 
Steven L. Garrett and Thomas Hofler. 
Naval Postgraduate School 

The presenters will demonstrate the first 
practical. autonomous thermoacoustic 
refrigerator. which employs high
amplitude sound In inert gas to pump 
heat. Scheduled for flight on the space 
shuttle. the acoustically-resonant 
refrigerator has only one moving part. 
no sliding seals. and uses Inexpensive 
components. Since thermoacoustic 
refrigerators use no CFCs and have 

coefficients of performance compa
rable with vapor compression cycle 
refrigerators. they are good candidates 
for food refrigeration and commercial/ 
residential a ir conditioning applications. 

Ambient Temperature Recorder 
Larry D. Russell, Electronics Engineer, 
Ames Research Center 

The ATR-4 ambient temperature 
recorder is a small battery-powered 
device that records 32 kilobytes of 
temperature data from four channels. 
over a range of -40· to +60·C at 
sampling intervals from 1.88 to 15 
minutes. Data is stored in its internal 
memory for subsequent readout by a 
personal computer. Developed for use 
on the space shuttle . the ATR-4 can 
answer a variety of needs for a small. 
remote, unattended temperature 
recorder. such as in transportation of 
perishables and recording life system or 
process temperatures over time. 

Fiber-Optic Push-Pull Sensor Systems 
Steven L. Garrett and David A. Brown, 
Naval Postgraduate School 

The Navy has created fiber optic ' push
pull " sensors that greatly enhance the 
optical fiber's response to the 
measurand of interest while providing 
common-mode rejection of spurious 
environmental effects such as pressure 
or temperature changes. The presenters 
will describe several new fiber optic . 
interferometric accelerometers and 
acoustic pressure sensors which 
generate such large optical phase 
modulations that their signals can be 
demodulated with inexpensive lasers 
similar to those used in CD players. 

Commercial Capaciflector 
John M. Vranish, Electronics Engineer, 
Goddard Space Flight Center 

Goddard researchers are developing a 
capacitative proximity/tactile sensor 
with unique performance capabilities 
for use on space robots and payloads. 
The simple, robust sensor will enable 
robots to avoid collisions with humans in 
orbit and to dock payloads in a 
cluttered environment. Mr. Vranish will 
report on NASA's efforts to ' spin" this 
technology off into the private sector. 

(Session E4) 

Environmental Technologv 

Water Quality Monitor 
Warren C. Kelliher, Langley Research 
Center 

A portable x-ray fluorescence spec
trometer developed for the Viking 
mission to Mars has been adapted for 
terrestrial use. Called EMPAX (Environ
ment Monitoring with Portable Analysis 
of X-ray) . the unit answers a critical 
need for on-site, real-time analysis of 
toxic metal contamination. The 
government is seeking a commercial 
manufacturer for EMPAX. 



Remote Semi-Continuous Flowrate 
logging Seepage Meter 
William M. Reay, Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University, and Harry 
Walthall, Longley Research Center 

The presenters have created a remote 
semi-continuous flowrate logging 
seepage meter that enables direct 
assessment of ground water discharge 
and associated solute fluxes. It is 
designed to replace current manually
operated meters. 

Calcification Prevention Tablets 
G.A. Lindsay, Naval Weapons Center 

The subject invention is a slow-release 
tablet for preventing or removing 
calcium crust and build-up in pipes and 
containers that process hard water and 
other calcium-containing fluids. 
Extremely effective In sea water. the 
tablet Is biodegradable and nontoxic. It 
can be used In urinals. commodes. 
drains. and holding tanks. 

Automated Carbon Dioxide 
Cleaning System 
David T. Hoppe, Marshall Space Flight 
Center 

An environmentally-safe cleaning 
system jointly developed by NASA. the 
Air Force. and Martin Marietta uses 
solidified carbon dioxide pellets to blast 
the surface to be cleaned. The process 
can be automated using a program
mable robot. Results from cleaning a 
variety of substrate materials has shown 
the system to be capable of reducing 
the amount of chlorofluorocarbon
based cleaning fluids and in some 
cases totally eliminating their use. 

(Session E5) 

Materials Science 

Applications of Biologically-Derived 
Microstructures 
Joel M. Schnur, Head, Molecular 
Science and Engineering Center. 
Naval Research Laboratory 

Navy scientists have fabricated hollow 
0.5 micron diameter cylindrical-shaped 
microstructures using modified lipids 
and the self-ossembly provided by 
nature. Potential applications for the 
microstructures Include controlled 
release of biocide for antifouling paint. 
composites for electronic and magnetic 
uses. and high-power microwave 
cathodes. 

Structural Modification of Polysacchar
ides: A Biochemical/Genetic Approach 
Roger Kern and Gene Peterson, 
Space Biological Sciences Group, 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

This presentation will describe the 
development of unique biological 
techniques for adapting polysacchar
Ides for use in electronic and optical 
devices. The ability to manipulate 
polysaccharides genetically and 
chemically will have an immediate 
Impact on current commercial applica
tions based on rheological properties. 
such as materials coatings. pharmaceu
tical delivery systems. and food 
additives. 

Cryogenic Focusing, Ohmlcally 
Heated On-Column Trap 
stephen R. Springston, Department of 
Applied Science, Brookhaven Notional 
Laboratory 
Mr. Springston will present a new 
method for thermally desorbing volatile 
solutes that have been cryogenically 
trapped within a capillary. Advantages 
of this trap for gas chromatographic 
analyses include fast response. simplic
ity. and elimination of connections. 
Other applications Include physiCO
chemical studies. sample modulation 
chromatography, and restrlctors for 
supercritical fluid chromatography. 

Study of the Effect of Hydrocarbon 
Contamination on PFTE Exposed 
to Atomic Oxygen 
Morton A. Golub and Theodore 
Wydeven. Research Scientists. 
Ames Research Center 

As part of an effort to improve the 
surface properties of PFTE (commonly 
known as Teflon™). Ames researchers 
are using x-ray photoelectron spectros
copy analysis to study the effect of 
hydrocarbon contamination on PFTE 
exposed to an oxygen plasma. Their 
work will lead to the development of 
better surface-modified PFTE products 
for the medical and Industrial markets. 

(Session E6) 

ellical Advances 

Applications of the StrategiC Defense 
Initiative's Compact Accelerator 
Technology 
Nick Montanarelli, Deputy Direct, Office 
of Technology Applications, Strategic 
Defense Initia1fve Organization 

The Strategic Defense Initiatlve's 
Investment In particle accelerator 
technology for its energy weapons 
program has produced small and 
powerful accelerations with a variety of 

' spinoff" medical applications. These 
include a radio frequency quadropole 
linear accelerator for a cancer therapy 
unit, a compact IndUction linear 
accelerator to sterilize medical prod
ucts, and accelerators to produce the 
radioactive isotopes used as 
radiopharmaceuticais for positron 
emission tomography. 

Acoustically-Based Fetal Heart 
Rate Monitor 
AI/on J . Zuckerwar. Longley Research 
Center, and Dr. Donald A Boker, 
Boker Guardian Medical Lobs 

A new fetal heart rate monitor. using 
piezopolymer pressure sensors on a belt 
worn by the mother. can Identify the 
fetal heart tone from among competing 
background signals and. through signal 
processing. yield a real-time evaluation 
of the fetal heart rate. The monitor is 
Inexpensive and lends itself to an 
ambulatory mode of operation, 
whereby the mother can conduct tetal 
non-stress tests in her home. 

Surgical Force Detection Probe 
Ping Tcheng, Charles Scott, and 
Paul Roberts, Research Engineers. 
Longley Research Center 

A precision electromechanical instru
ment detects and documents the forces 
and moment applied to human tissue 
during surgery. The pen-shaped probe 
measures just 6 inches long and features 
a tip with on interchangeable scalpel. A 
PC-based data system provides signal 
conditioning. data acquisition, and 
graphics display. 

Dynamic Inter-limb Resistance 
Exercise Device 
A.R. Hargens. D.F. Schwandt. S.E. 
Parazynskl. and D.E. Watenpaugh, 
Research Scientists, 
Ames Research Center 

The presenters will show an exercise 
machine developed to help astronauts 
maintain muscle and bone strength In 
space. The Invention offers applications 
in the sports fitness market and In 
rehabilitation. 

Concurrent Government
Industry Workshops 
4:30 pm-6:00 pm 

(Presenters to be announced) 
Agencies holding workshops during this 
period will Include: 
• Department of Defense 
• Deportment of Health and Human 

SeNlces 
• Department of Veterans Affairs 
• National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration 

SAVE TIME AND MONEY: PREREGISTER BY PHONE 
(8DD-944-NASAI, FAX (212-986-78641, OR MAIL 



Advanced Manufacturing Technology 

he Intelligent Processing 
Equipment (lPE) Confer
ence will focus on 
federally-developed 
innovations in robotics, 
sensors, and controls that 
industry can apply to a 

broad range of manufacturing 
processes, including machining, 
forming, welding , heat-treating, 
inspection, and assembly. Sixteen 
federal organizations will report on 
their present R&D efforts in intelli
gent processing during sessions 
held concurrently with Technology 
2001 symposia in the San Jose 
Convention Center on Tuesday, 
Dec. 3 and Wednesday, Dec. 4. 

On Thursday, Dec. 5, these 
presentations will be reviewed and 
discussed in panel sessions led by 
select industry leaders in manufac
turing. A luncheon featuring a talk 
by a nationally-recognized expert 
in advanced manufacturing is 
also planned for Thursday in the 
convention center. Proceedings 
will be published and mailed to 
attendees after the conference. 

The IPE sessions are open to all 
Technology 2001 registrants at no 
additional charge. Technology 
2001 registrants are also invited to 
attend the Thursday luncheon, 
which will involve a small fee for 
food costs. Further information on 
the luncheon will be mailed to all 
Technology 2001 preregistrants 
prior to the show, and will also be 
available on-site at an information 
counter in the lobby. 

The final program issued at the 
show will list alilPE Conference 
speakers and meeting room 
locations. The meeting rooms are 
in close proximity, making it easy 
for registrants to attend portions of 
both conferences. 

IP Conference 
Progra 
IPE Conference Schedule: 

Tuesday, December 3 

Technical Session 
1 :00 pm - 3:00 pm 

1 :00 Department of Agriculture 
Dr. Ruxton Vil/et, 
National Program Leader, 
Product Utilization, Agricultural 
Research SeNice 

1 :30 Department of Commerce 
Ted Lettes, 
Director of Advanced Manufac
turing, Office of Technology 
Commercialization 

2:00 Department of Energy 
Rick Peavy, 
Physical Scientist, Defense Pro
grams Technology Transfer Div. 

2:30 Environmental Protection Agency 
Dr. Dan Greathouse, 
Operations Research Analyst 

Technical Session 
4:30 pm - 6:00 pm 

4:30 Federal Emergency 
Management Agency 
Anne Marie Surprise, 
Industrial Specialist 

5:00 Department of Interior 
Fred Schottman, 
Engineer, Div. of Minerals 
and Materials Science 

5:30 National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 
Clyde Jones, 
Materials Engineer, 
Marshall Space Flight Ctr. 

Wednesday, December 4 

Technical Session 
8:30 am - 10:30 am 

8:30 National Institutes of Health 
Dr. Caroline Holloway, 
Director, Office of Science 
and Policy 

9:00 National Science Foundation 
Dr. Suren Roo, 
Program DIrector, Div. of Design 
and ManufacturIng 

9:30 Department ofthe Air Force 
Captain Paul Sampson, 
Program Mgr., Machine Tools, 
Processing and Fabrication Div. 

10:00 Department of the Army 
Amy Knutil/a, PE, 
Assistant for Man Tech, HQ US 
Army MaterIal Command 

Technical Session 
1 :00 pm - 3:30 pm 

1 :00 Department of the Navy 
Dr. Phillip Nanzetta, 
Dept. of Commerce, NIST 

1 :30 Defense Advanced Re
search Projects Agency 
Lt. Col. Eric Mettala, 
Deputy Director, Software and 
Intelligent Systems Office 

2:00 Defense Logistics Agency 
John Christensen, 
Industrial Engineer, Manufactur
ing Engineering Research Office 

2:30 StrategiC Defense Initiative 
Organization 
Greg Stottlemyer, 
Director, Producibility and 
Manufacturing 

3:00 Manufacturing Technology 
Information Analysis Center 
Michal Safar, 
Director, MTIAC 

Thursday, December 5 

Industry Review Panels 
8:00 am - 11 :00 am 

8:00 Robotics Panel 
(Panelists to be announced) 

9:30 Controls Panel 
(Panelists to be announced) 

IPE Luncheon 
11 :30 am - 1:00 pm 

Industry Review Panels 
1 :30 pm - 4:30 pm 

1 :30 Sensors Panel 
(Panelists to be announced) 

3:00 IPE Summary Session 
(Panelists to be announced) 

For more information on the IPE Conf., call 
Robert Schwinghamer at (205) 544-1001. 



Reserve Your Place A Technology 2001 Today 
Sove time and money: Preregister tor Technology 2001 using 
the convenient form below. Mail the completed form with 
check payable to the Technology Utilization Foundation. or 
fax it with credit card information to (212) 986-7864 (VISA and 
Mastercard accepted). To register by phone. call (800) 944-
NASA. Government organizations may register using a 
purchase order Deadline for preregistration is November 8. 
Choose from four types ot registrations: 

>- Complete Registratlon-lncludes technical sessions. 
workshops. and exhibits for all three show days; tickets to 
the opening reception on Monday. Dec. 2 and the 
Technology Transfer Awards Dinner on Wednesday. 
Dec. 4; and a copy of the Technology 2001 proceedings. 

>- Symposia/Exhibits Registratian-covers technical sessions. 
workshops. and exhibits for all three days. 

>- One-Day Symposia/Exhibits Registration 
>- One-Day Exhibits Only Registration 

By 11/8 On-Site 

$325 
$225 
$125 

Complete Registration 
Symposia/Exhibits Reg. 
One-Day Symposia/Exhibits Reg. 
One-Day Exhibits Only Reg. 

$300 
$200 
$100 

$25 $30 

Federal government employees are entitled to a 50 percent 
discount on above prices. Discounts are a/so available to 
groups of ten or more: call (2)2) 49CJ..3999 for details. 

Tickets to the Technology Transfer Awards Dinner may be 
purchased separately for $ 150 each using the preregistration 
form or by calling (212) 966-3100. Prereglstrants can pick up 
their badges and reception/dinner tickets at the Son Jose 
Convention Center. 150 West Son Carlos St .. during the hours 
listed below. Registration confirmations will be sent via mail. 

On-Site RegistratIOn Hours 
Monday. December 2 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Tuesday. December 3 7:00 am - 4:00 pm 
Wednesday. December 4 7:00 am - 4:00 pm 
Thursday. December 5 7:00 am - 3:00 pm 

The new San 
Jose Conven
tion Center /s 
situated in the 
heart of Silicon 
Valley. 

Special Hotel Rates 
Hotel space is limited. so act early to secure these special 
conference rates: 

Fairmont Hotel 
(headquarters hotel) 
(800) 527-4727 

Hyatt San Jose 
(408) 993-1234 

Red Uon 
(408) 453-4OOJ 

Hotel De Anza 
(800) 843-3700 

Single 
$105 

$85 

$80 

$115 

Double 
$105 

$105 

$80 

$130 

The Fairmont and Hotel De Anzo are within walking distance 
of the Convention Center; the Hyatt and Red Lion are approx. 
ten minutes away by Ught Rail-Son Jose's modem. efficient 
public transit system. When making reservations. you must 
mention Technology 2001 to obtain the speCial rates. 

Transportation Discounts 
Ground: Hertz Corp. Is offering special d iscounted car rental 
rates with unlimited mileage. For reservations. call Hertz 
Meeting Services at (800) 654-2240 and Identify yourself as an 
attendee of Technology 2001 . meeting 19208. 

Air: Discounted air fares are available to Technology 2001 
attendees through American Airlines. Call American Airlines' 
Meeting Service Desk at (800) 433-1790 and ask them to 
display Star File ISO 1 N 1 BG. Make reservations as the lowest 
applicable fare from your departure city and give your 
mailing address. Nepal Travel Bureau-the official travel 
agency for Technology 2001-wlll mail you the tickets. For 
follow-up inquiries about your tickets. call Nepal Travel at 
(800) 666-4519. 

An Ideal Location 
The Convention Center Is located Just three miles from San 
Jose International Airport. and offers plenty of Indoor park.lng. 
At the heart of the downtown cultural center. the Convention 
Center Is within easy walking distance of restaurants. shops. 
and entertainment. For Information on cultural activities. 
attractions. and tours. call the Son Jose Convention and 
Visitors Bureau at (408) 295-9600. 

Questions? Call Joseph Pramberger or Justina Cardillo at 
(800) 944-NASA. ----------------------------------------

Technology 20D1 Preregistration For.,., 
Use a separate form or photocopy for each regiStrant. Type or print 

clearly 
Name ________________________________ _ 

Title _______________ _ 
Company~~ ______________________ ___ 
Address ____________________________ ___ 

City/StjZip ___________ ___ 

Phone 

o check enclosed charge my: 0 VISA 0 Mastercard 

Registration Fees: 
Complete Registration 
Symposia/Exhibits Reg. 
One-Day Symposia/Exhibits 
(circle day: Tues. Wed. Thurs.) 
One-Day Exhibits Only 
(Circle day: Tues. Wed. Thurs.) 
Awards Dinner Only 

$300 $ 

$200 $ 
$100 $ 

$25 $ 

$150 $ 

Total: (Fed. govt. employees deduct 50%) $ 

Account No. Registrations and awards dinner reservations are trans-
Expiration: Mo. Yr. ferable. and may be cancelled until Nov. 8. 7997 subject 

to a $50 cancellation fee. After that date no cancella-
Signature tions will be accepted and no money refunded. 

Return with paymentto: Technology Utilization Foundation, 41 East 42nd St., Suite 921, New York, NY 10017 



Explore The Cutting Edge 
Technology 2001 symposia and exhibits will spotlight the 

best new inventions from federal laboratories, universities, 
and leading high-tech companies. Here's just a sample 

of the hundreds of innovations that await you. 

Ultra met will showcase an 
iridium/rhenium thrust cham
ber that has been called "the 
greatest advance in chemi
cal rocket technology in 
three decades. " 

A patented recycling system 
to be displayed by Sorbilite 
Inc. converts paper, sawdust, 
and other waste products 

1o..-.... ___ ......;~ ____ ...;... ____ ..;...;aJ into high-quality 3D parts. 

Goddard 
Center 
researchers 
will describe 
an innovative 
software tool 
for building 
and manag
ing graphical 
user inter-
faces. 

The Ames Research Center 
exhibit will feature a virtual 

reality system that combines 
3D sound and imagery to 
create "artificial worlds." 

The Marshall Space Flight Center 
will demonstrate an advanced 

computed tomography system, 
shown here inspecting the gearing 

inside a Tomahawk Cruise Missile. 

A major advance in the study and 
measurement of distortion, stress, 

and fracture will be shown by Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory. 
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se your important decisions on the best information possi
:. IHS® Military Information Services provide the world's 
gest, most reliable databases: 
[)oD Standardization Se ce on CD- O. I. Full-text 
vfilitary and Federal Specifications, Standards, Drawings 
md more. 
tIA: 'STACK System The most comprehensive source of 
nformation on government purchased and stocked parts. 
~PL Service. Full-text Qualified Products Lists and Stan
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Jane's Yearbooks on CD-RO • Detailed information on 
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Plotting Orbital Trajectories 
For Maneuvers 
Software for Integration of 
EVA and Telerobotics 
Decomposing Systems Into 
Subsystems for Design 
HyperCLIPS 

~ ? PotentIal-Flow Code 
67 Analyzing Control/Structure 69 

Interactions 70 Expert Script Generator 

COSMIC: Transferring NASA Software 
COSMIC, NASA's Computer Software Manage

ment and information Center, distributes software 
developed with NASA funding to industry, other 
govemment agencies and academia 

COSMIC's inventory is updated regularly; new 
programs are reported in Tech Briefs. For addition· 
al information on any of the programs described 
here, circle the appropriate TSP number. 

If you don't find a program in this issue that 
meets your needs, cail COSMIC directly for a free 

Computer Programs 
These programs may be obtained at a very 
reasonable cost from COSMIC, a facility spon· 
sored by NASA to make computer programs 
available to the public. For information on pro· 
gram price, size, and availability, circle the 
reference number on the TSP and COSMIC 
Request Card in this issue. 

(I) PhySIcal SClenm 

Contamination 
Analysis Program 

This program models 
emission, reemission, 
deposition, and reflection 
of mass fluxes. 

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory Contami· 
nation Analysis Program (CAP) is a gen
eralized transient-executive-analysis 
computer code that solves realistic mass
transport problems in the free-molecular
flow environment. These transport prob
lems involve mass fluxes from emission 
and reemission by sources on surfaces, 
venting, and emission by engines. If so re
quired, CAP can also solve problems that 
include one-bounce mass reflections. 

The solution procedure uses an enclo
sure method based on a lumped-parame
ter multinodal approach with exchange of 
mass between nodes. Transient solutions 
are computed by the finite-difference Euler 
method. First-order rate theory is used to 
represent surface emission and reemis
sion (the user must take care to ensure 
that the problem is appropriate for such 
behavior), and all surface emiSsion and re
flections are assumed to be diffuse. CAP 
does not include the effects of postdeposi
tion chemistry or interaction with the am
bient atmosphere. 

CAP reads in a mathematical model 
represented by an input stream of multi
ple blocks of data. CAP enables the user 

66 

review of programs in your area of interest. You 
can also purchase the annual COSMIC Software 
Catalog, containing descriptions and ordering in· 
formation for available software. 

COSMIC is part of NASA's Technology Utiliza
tion Network 

COSMIC® - John A. Gibson, Director, 
(404) 542·3265 
The University of Georgia, 382 East Broad Street, 
Athens, Georgia 30602 

to edit the input stream and stack sequen
tial editing operations (or cases) to make 
complex changes in behavior (surface tem
peratures, engine startup and shutdown, 
and the like) in a single run if desired. The 
eight data blocks that constitute the input 
data stream consist of problem-control pa
rameters, nodal data (area, temperature, 
mass, and the like), engine or vent-distri
bution factors (based upon definitions of 
plumes), geometriC configuration factors 
(diffuse surface emission), tables of sur
face capture coefficients, tables of rate 
constants for emission from sources, tables 
of rate constants fOr reemission, and the 
capability for partial node-to-body collapse 
(for deposition rates only). 

The user must generate this data stream, 
inasmuch as neither the problem-specific 
geometric relationships, nor the consti
tuents involved, nor the plume-distribution 
functions are parts of CAP. Instead, these 
are used to generate the data-stream m0d
el that CAP solves. Outputs vary from indi
vidual deposition rates of exchange on an 
internodal basis and on a constituent basis 
as a function of time, to deposition on each 
surface on a constituent basis as a func
tion of time. Sy specifying control param
eters, the user can specify the types of 
outputs. CAP enables the user to select 
output intervals within the solution inter
val and to generate restart nodal data 
blocks. 

CAP is composed of several FORmAN 
subroutines that serve specific functions 
and can be easily edited. It is written in 
relatively simple FORTRAN to be adap
table to a variety of computers and was 
implemented on a DEC VAX 780 computer. 
The code is relatively small (2,152 state
ments) and contains comment statements 
for all operations. The required virtual mem
ory is 4.6 MS, which corresponds to the 
capacity for a model that contains 900 
nodes. CAP was originally developed un
der contract for NASAIGSFC by JPL in 
1979 and was subsequently modified as 
required to support projects at JPL. CAP 
is a copyrighted product of the California 
Institute of Technology. 

This program was written by Jerry M. 
Millard and Carl R. Maag of Caitech for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For 
further information, Circle 114 on the TSP 
Request Card. 
NP0-17982 

Improved Panel· 
Method/Potential· 
Flow Code 

The size of the program 
can be adapted to the 
capacity of the computer. 

Panel-method computer programs are 
software tools of moderate cost used for 
solving a wide range of engineering prob
lems. The panel code PMARC (Panel Meth
od Ames Research Center) can numerical
ly simulate the flow field around complex 
three-dimensional bodies, such as com
plete aircraft models. PMARC is based on 
potential-flow theory. The code is written 
In standard FORTRAN 77, with the excep
tion of the namelist extension used for in
put. The structure of PMARC facilitates the 
addition of -new features to the code and 
the tailoring of the code to specific prob
lems and computer hardware constraints. 

In a panel method, the surface of the 
body over which the flow field is to be com
puted is represented by a set of panels. 
Singularities are distributed on the panels 
to perturb the flow field around the body 
surfaces. PMARC uses source and doublet 
singularities, distributed uniformly over 
each panel. Since the singularity strength 
is constant on each panel, the method is 
labeled a low-order panel method. Higher
order panel methods allow the singularity 
strength to vary linearly or quadratically 
across each panel. Experience has shown 
that low-order panel methods can provide 
nearly the same accuracy as higher-order 
methods over a wide range of cases, with 
significantly reduced computation times; 
hence, the Ioworder formulation was adopt
ed for PMARC. 

To avoid unnecessary duplication of pre
vious work, existing software was utilized 
whenever possible to reduce the develop
ment time of PMAAC. The basic potential
flow computational methods and tech
niques were patterned after the 1,OO}paneI 
version of VSAERO (developed by Analyti
cal Methods, Inc.), which is currently avail
able through COSMIC. 

The flow problem is solved by model
ing the body as a closed surface dividing 
space into two regions: the region exter
nal to the surface in which an unknown 
velocity potential exists representing the 
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flow field of interest, and the region inter
nal to the surface In which a known veloci
ty potential (representing a fictitious flow) 
is prescribed as a boundary condition. 
Both velocity potentials are assumed to 
satisfy Laplace's equation. A surface in· 
tegral equation for the unknown potential 
external to the surface can be written by 
applying Green's theorem to the external 
region. Using the internal potential and 
zero flow through the surface as boundary 
conditions, the unknown potential exter
nal to the surface can be solved for. 

The management of the data within the 
PMARC code is highly optimized. All of the 
arrays within the code are adjustable ar
rays; thus, the size of the code (Le., the 
number of panels that it can handle) can 
be changed very quickly. This allows 
PMARC to be sized to run on anything from 
a personal computer like a Macintosh to 
a supercomputer like the Cray Y-MP. The 
output and plot files from PMARC have 
beEm organized to maximize the amount 
of information they contain while mini
mizing their size. 

The present version of PMARC includes 
several advanced features. The first is an 
internal-flow modeling capability that al
lows the analysis of closed ducts, wind 
tunnels, and similar internal-flow problems. 
When the internal-flow option is selected, 
the geometry is modeled such that the 
flow field of interest is inside the geometry 
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and the fictitious flow is outside the geom
etry. Items such as wings, struts, or air
craft models can be included in the inter
nal-flow problem. 

A second feature is a simple jet model 
that allows the modeling of the gross ef
fects of a jet in crossflow. The shape, tra
jectory, and entrainment velocities of the 
plume are computed by use of the Adler/ 
Baron jet in crossflow code. This informa
tion is then passed back to PMARC. 
PMARC creates a plume using surface 
panels at the boundary of the plume as 
computed by Adler/Baron. Entrainment is 
modeled by specifying normal velocities 
on each panel making up the jet plume. 

A third feature is a time-stepping wake 
model that gives PMARC the ability to 
model both steady- and unsteady-flow protr 
lems. The wake is convected downstream 
from the wake-separation line by the local 
velocity field. With each time step, a new 
row of wake panels is added to the wake 
at the wake-separation line. TIme stepping 
can start from time t = 0 (no initial wake) 
or from time t = to (an initial wake is 
specified). 

The PMARC computer code is current
ly available through COSMIC. The default 
distribution media are three 3.5-in. stand
ard Apple Macintosh diskettes (also avail
able on VAX TK-50 tape cartridge or VAX 
9-track tape if requested). 

This program was written by Dale L. 

Ashby of Ames Research Center For fur
ther information, Circle 7 on the TSP Re
quest Card_ 
ARC-12642 

Analyzing Controll 
Structure Interactions 
CO-ST-IN works in 
conjunction with other 
programs to enhance 
analysis of vibrations. 

CO·ST-IN is a computer program devel
oped for NASA to facilitate the study of 
control/structure interactions; that is, the 
dynamic coupling between control sys
tems and flexible structures. As currently 
envisioned, structures for use in outer 
space are to be larger and more flexible 
than contemplated in previous designs. At 
the same time, Increased demands are 
being placed on the performances of con
trol systems. It is essential to analyze the 
interactions of control systems with the 
flexibilities of many such space structures. 
CO-ST-IN was deSigned to complement 
and enhance rather than to replace those 
software tools for the analysis of control 
systems and the dynamics of structures 
that are already available at NASA. 

The functions performed by CO-ST-IN 
can be roughly divided into three areas: 
(1) transfer of data between structural-
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dynamics and control-systems software 
(CO-ST-IN currently supports MSC/NA
STRAN, I-DEAS, EASY5, and MATRIXx to 
various degrees); (2) selection of vibra
tional modes at the component and sys
tem levels as a means of reduction of the 
mathematical model of a system; and (3) 
simulation of the coupled system (given 
simple controllers). 

CO-ST-IN reduces the size of the math· 
ematical model of the structure by selec
ting vibrational modes of the system on 
the basis of inpuUoutput coupling (three 
algorithms along with a number of other 
options are offered). This enables the 
analyst to use far fewer modes in the 
coupled analysis, inasmuch as the pro
gram selects those modes that are most 
closely coupled to the inputs to and out
puts of the structure. Another special 
capability is the calculation of such out
puts of the structure as forces and 
stresses in elements, using either the 
mode-acceleration or mode-displacement 
approach directly within the coupled 
simulation. This eliminates the need to 
return to MSC/NASTRAN for recovery of 
these data, shortening the time required 
to perform an analysis. CO-ST-IN also sup
ports the transfer of input forces for 
analysis of transients in MSC/NASTRAN. 

CO-ST-IN was implemented on a DEC 
VAX computer with the VMS operating 

system. This FORTRAN77 program re
quires a memory of 9.4 MS. CO-ST-IN was 
developed in 1989. 

This program was written by K. carney 
of Lewis Research Center and P. Blelloch 
of SORC. Inc. For further information, Cir
cle 38 on the TSP Request card. 
LEW-14904 

Plotting Orbital Trajectories 
for Maneuvers 

An interactive program 
helps in planning the 
maneuver of one spacecraft 
with respect to another. 

The Interactive Orbital Tr-ajectory Plan
ning Tool (EIVAN) computer program is a 
forward-looking interactive orbit-trajectory
plotting software tool for use with proximity 
operations (operations occurring within a 
1-km sphere of a space station) and other 
maneuvers. The results of vehicle burns 
on orbit are very difficult to antiCipate be
cause of nonlinearities in the equations 
that govern the motion of orbiting bodies. 
EIVAN was developed to plot resulting tra
jectories, to provide a better comprehen
sion of the effects of orbital mechanics, 
and to help the user develop heuristics for 
planning missions on orbit. 

EIVAN consists of a worksheet and a 
chart from Microsoft Excel on a Macintosh 
computer. Given burn inputs by the user, 
EIVAN plots the orbital path for an interval 
of time specified by the user. The use of 
fuel is also calculated. After the thrust pa
rameters (magnitude, direction, and time) 
are entered, EIVAN plots the resulting tra
jectory. As many as five burns can be in
serted at any time in the mission. Twenty 
data points are plotted for each burn, and 
the interval can be varied to accommodate 
any desired time frame or degree of reso
lution. Since the number of data points for 
each burn is constant, the duration of the 
mission can be increased or decreased 
by increasing or decreasing the interval. 

The EIVAN program runs with Micro
soft's Excel for execution on a Macintosh 
computer running Macintosh OS. A work
ing knowledge of Excel is helpful, but not 
imperative, for interacting with EIVAN. The 
program was developed in 1988. 

This program was written by Adam R. 
Brody of Sterling Software for Ames Re· 
search Center. For further information, 
Circle 43 on the TSP Request card. 
ARC-12365 
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Software for Integration of 
EVA and Telerobotics 
The TEJAS program facilitates 
discussion, communication, 
and analysis in the EVA and 
telerobotics communities. 

The primary objective of space tele
robotics as a research discipline is the 
augmentation and/or support of extrave
hicular activity (EVA) with teleroboflc ac
tivity; this enables increased emplacement 
of on-orbit assets while providing for "in 
situ" management of them. The develop
ment of the requisite telerobot work system 
requires a well-understood correspond
ence between EVA and telerobotics that 
to date has been only partially established. 

The TeleroboticslEVA Joint Analysis Sys
tems {TEJAS) computer program is a hy
permedia information software system that 
uses object-oriented programming to 
bridge the gap between crew-EVA and 
telerobotics activities. TEJAS Version 1.0 
contains 20 HyperCard stacks that use 
a visual, customizable interface of icon 
buttons, pop-up menus, and relational 
commands to store, link, and standardize 
related information about the primitives, 
technologies, tasks, assumptions, and 
open issues involved in space-telerobot 
or crew-EVA tasks. These stacks are 
meant to be interactive and can be used 
with any data base system running on a 
Macintosh computer, including spread
sheets, relational data bases, word
processed documents, and hypermedia 
utilities. The software provides a means 
for managing volumes of data and for com
municating complex ideas, relationships, 
and processes inherent to planning tasks. 

The stack system contains 3 MB of data 
and utilities to aid reference, discussion, 
communication, and analysis within the 
EVA and telerobotics communities. The six 
baseline analysis stacks (EVATasks. 
EVAAssume, EVAlssues. TeleTasks. 
TeleAssume. and Telelssues) work interac
tively to manage and relate basic informa
tion about the crew-EVA and telerobot 
tasks that one enters and that one wishes 
to analyze in depth. Analysis stacks draw 
on information in the reference stacks as 
part of a rapid point·and-click utility for 
building scripts of specific task primitives 
or for any EVA or telerobotics task. Any or 
all of these stacks can be completely in· 
corporated within other hypermedia ap
plications, or they can be referenced as 
is, without requiring data to be transferred 
into any other data base. 

TEJAS is simple to use and requires no 
formal training. Some knowledge of Hyper
Card is helpful but not essential. All Help 
cards printed in the TEJAS User's Guide 
are part of the TEJAS Help Stack and are 
available from a pop-up menu any time 
one uses TEJAS. Specific stacks created 
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in TEJAS can be exchanged between 
groups, divisions, companies, or centers 
for complete communication of fundamen
tal information that forms the basis for 
further analyses. 

TEJAS runs on any Apple Macintosh 
personal computer with at least 1 mega
byte of random-access memory, a hard 
disk, and HyperCard 1.21 or a later version 
of HyperCard. 

TEJAS is a copyrighted product of the 
California InstiMe of lechnology. HyperCard 
and Macintosh are registered trademarks 
of Apple Computer, Inc. 

This program was written by Michael L 
Drews, Jeffrey H. Smith, Jay M. Estus, 
Cate Heneghan, Wayne Zimmerman, 
Paolo Fiorini. Paul S. Schenker, and 
Douglas A McAffee of Caltech for NASA's 
Jet PropulsIon Laboratory. For further 
information, Circle 20 on the TSP Request 
Card. 
NPO·18220 

Decomposing Systems Into 
Subsystems for Design 
I nteractions among 
systems are displayed 
in a concise format. 

Many engineering systems are large, 
and multidisciplinary approaches are nec
essary to design them. Before the design 
of such a new, complex system as a large 
space platform can begin, the possible in
teractions among subsystems and the 
processes in them must be determined. 
The proposed system must be decom
posed to identify its hierarchical structure. 
DeMAIO (A Design Manager's Aide for In
telligent Decomposition) is a knowledge
based software system for automating the 
sequencing of the subprocesses in the 
design process and identifying a possible 
multilevel structure for the synthesis prob
lem. Though DeMAIO requires an invest
ment of time to generate and refine the 
interactions among the processes in the 
equipment subsystems being designed, it 
could save a considerable amount of 
money and time in the total design proc
ess, particularly in new design problems 
in which the ordering of the subprocess
es of the design process has not been 
defined. 

The decorrlX>sition of a complex design 
system into subsystems requires the judg
ment of the design manager. DeMAIO re
orders and groups the modules of equip
ment being designed (and the processes 
in them) on the basis of the links (interac
tions) among the modules, helping the 
design manager make design decisions 
early in the design cycle. The modules are 
grouped into circuits (the subsystems) and 
displayed in an N x N matrix format. Feed
back links, which indicate an iterative proc-

ess, occur only within a circuit. Because 
there are no feedback links among the cir
cuits, the circuits can be displayed in a 
multilevel format. Thus. a large amount of 
information is reduced to one or two dis· 
plays that can be stored for later retrieval 
and modification. The design manager and 
leaders of the design teams then have a 
visual display of the design problem and 
the intricate interactions among the dif
ferent modules. 

A substantial amount of time could be 
saved during the deSign process if circuits 
on the same level of the multilevel struc
ture were executed in parallel. DeMAIO 
determines the time saved as well as the 
number of processors required. In addi
tion to decomposing the system into sub
systems, DeMAIO examines the depen
dencies of the problem and creates a 
dependency matrix. This matrix shows the 
relationship among the independent de
sign variables and the dependent objec
tive and constraint functions. Because 
DeMAIO relies on knowledge·based 
techniques, the addition of new capabili
ties is relatively easy. 

The user begins the design process by 
determining those interactions among the 
various modules that might contribute to 
the solution of the design problem. The in
teractions are determined by examining 
the input and output of each module. A file 
of data on these modules is created for 
the main program. DeMAIO then executes 
several functions through a system of 
menus. The user has the choice to plan. 
schedule, display the N x N matrix, display 
the multilevel organization. examine 
parallelism, or examine the dependency 
matrix. Each of these functions loads a 
rule file, asserts facts from a data file into 
the knowledge base. and applies the rules 
to the facts via the CLIPS inference engina 

DeMAIO was written in FORTRAN 77 
for a DEC VAA computer running the VMS 
operating system. The program runs with 
the VAA GKS graphics software system but 
can easily be modified to run with another 
graphics system. The CLIPS 4.2 run-time 
library is included with the program. 
DeMAIO has a memory requirement of 
200 KB and was developed in 1989. 

This program was written by James L 
Rogers, Jr., of Langley Research Center. 
For further information, Circle 156 on the 
TSP Request Card. 
LAR-14210 

HyperCLIPS 
The Hypercard and CLIPS 
programs are combined 
into a program that offers 
the advantages of both. 

The integration of the CLIPS computer 
program into the HyperCard computer pro-
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gram combines the intuitive, interactive 
user interface of the Macintosh computer 
with the powerful symbolic computation 
of an expert-system interpreter. HyperCard 
provides an excellent programming en· 
vironment for quickly developing the front 
end of an application program with but
tons, dialogs, and pictures, while the CLIPS 
interpreter provides a powerful inference 
engine for the analysis and solution of com
plicated problems. 

To understand the benefit of the integra
tion of the HyperCard and CLIPS programs, 
consider the following: HyperCard is an 
information-storage-and-retrieval software 
system that exploits the graphics and 
user-interface capabilities of the Apple 
Macintosh computer. The user can easily 
define buttons, dialog boxes, information 
templates, pictures, and graphical displays 
through the use of the HyperCard tools 
and scripting language. 

What is generally lacking in this pro
gramming environment is a powerful 
reasoning engine for the solution of com
plicated problems, and this is where CLIPS 
plays a role. CLIPS (C Language Integrated 
Production System) was developed at the 
Johnson Space Center by the Artificial 
Intelligence Section for use in developing 
software systems for the NASA Mission 
Control Center. CLIPS includes a forward
chaining rule system with an expressive 

syntax that allows free-form patterns, 
single and multi field variable bindings 
across patterns, and other features. In
asmuch as CLIPS is implemented in the 
C language, it is highly portable. In addi
tion, it is embeddable as a callable routine 
from a program written in another 
language such as Ada or FORTRAN. The 
integration of HyperCard and CLIPS makes 
advantages of both packages available for 
a wide range of uses: rapid prototyping of 
knowledge-based expert-systems soft
ware, interactive simulations of physical 
systems, and intelligent control of hyper
text processes, to name a few. 

HyperCLlPS requires an Apple Macin
tosh computer with at least 2 MB of ran
dom-access memory, Macintosh system 
6.0.2 or greater, and HyperCard 1.2 or 
greater. For recompilation, Macintosh Pro
grammer's Workshop (MPW) version 3.0, 
CLIPS 4.3 or greater, and the MPW C com
piler are required. The program was devel
oped in 1989 and is written in C language 
and Pascal. HyperCLlPS is a copyright
ed product of the California Institute of 
Technology. 

This program was written by Randall W 
Hill, Jr. , and William B Pickering of Ga/tech 
for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
For further information, Circle 118 on the 
TSP Request Card. 
NPO-18087 

Expert Script Generator 

This program provides an 
additional level of interface 
to facilitate use of a 
telerobotic system. 

The Automation Technology Branch of 
NASA's Langley Research Center is em
ploying increasingly complex degrees of 
operator/robot cooperation (telerobotics). 
A good relationship between the operator 
and computer is essential for smooth per
formance by a telerobotic system. ESG (Ex
pert Script Generator) is a software pack
age that automatically generates high-level 
task objective commands from the com
I1lex menu-driven language of the NASA 
Intelligent Systems Research Laboratory 
(ISRL). 

ESG reduces errors and makes the tele
robotics laboratory accessible to research
ers who are not familiar with the compre
hensive language developed by ISRL for 
interacting with the various systems of the 
ISRL test bed. ESG incorporates expert
system technology to capture the typical 
rules of operation that a skilled operator 
would use. The result is an operator inter
face that optimizes the ability of the system 
to perform a task remotely in a hazardous 
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environment, in a timely manner, and with
out undue stress to the operator, while 
minimizing the chance for operator errors 
that may damage equipment. 

The intricate menlKiriven command in
terface that provides for various control 
modes of both manipulators and their as
sociated sensors in the TeleRobotic Sys
tem Simulation (TASS) software has a syn
tax that is both irregular and verbose. ESG 
eliminates the following two problems with 
this command "language": (1) knowing the 
correct command sequence to accom
plish a task and (2) putting in a known c0m

mand sequence without typographical and 
other errors. ESG serves as an additional 
layer of interface, working in conjunction 
with the menu command processor, not 
supplanting it. 

By specifying such task-level com
mands as GRASP. CONNECT, and the like, 
ESG generates the appropriate menu ele
ments to accomplish the task. These ele
ments are collected in a script file that can 
then be executed by the ISRL menu com
mand processor. In addition, the operator 
can extend the list of task-level commands 
to include customized tasks composed of 
subtask commands. This mechanism gives 
the operator the ability to build a task-hier
archy tree of increaSingly powerful com
mands. ESG also provides automatic re
generation of scripts based on what the 
system "knows" about updates on the tel
erobotic environment. The commands gen
erated by ESG can be displayed at the ter
minal screen andlor stored. 

ESG is implemented as a rule-based ex
pert system written in CLIPS (C Language 
Integrated Production System). The sys
tem consists of a knowledge base of task 
heuristics, a static (unchanged during ex
ecution) data base that describes the phys
ical features of objects, and a dynamic 
(may change as a result of fulfillment of 
tasks) data base that records changes in 
the environment. Capabilities are provided 
for the addition of new environmental 0b
jects and for the modification of existing 
objects and of data on configurations that 
are provided. Options for interactively view
ing the values of both static and dynamic 
attributes of items in data bases are pro
vided. Execution of the ESG can be sus
pended to allow access to functions at the 
system level. 

ESG was implemented on a VAX 11/780 
computer with the VMS 4.7 operating sys
tem, using a terminal compatible with a 
VT100. Its source code is 47 percent CUPS 
and 53 percent C language, with a memory 
requirement of approximately 205 KB. The 
program was developed in 1988. 

This program was written by Nancy E. 
Sliwa of Langley Research Center and 
Eric G. Cooper of Planning Research Corp. 
For further information, Circle 9 on the 
TSP Request Card. 
LAR-14065 
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~~ Grasping-Force Sensor for Robot Hand 
Claws remain aligned during grasping_ remain parallel. The claws and the sliding 

frame, which are attached to the vertical 
sides, therefore remain aligned. The distor
tion of the base frame causes a very small 
horizontal translation of the claws toward 
the sliding frame, but both claws translate 
by the same amount and thereby remain 
horizontally translationally as well as angu
larly aligned. Even if one claw encounters 
an obstacle that the other does not en
counter, there is only a small horizontal 
misalignment, but the claws remain angu
larly aligned. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A grasping-force sensor is designed for 

use on a robot hand that includes inter
digitating claws that are required to remain 
in alignment. Like other robotic grasping
force sensors, it relies on strain-gauge 
measurements of the deflection of part of 
the grasping mechanism. However, the de
sign of the grasping-force sensor is inte
grated with that of the grasping mech
anism in such a way that unlike in prior 
designs, the deflection caused by the 
grasping force does not disturb the angular 
alignment of the claws. 

The figure shows the claw assembly 
mounted within a supporting channel. A 
motor-and-gear assembly mounted on a 
resilient base (not shown) moves the claws 

toward or away from each other along two 
columns. The claws are mounted on elas
tic base frames (the deflecting elements), 
which, in turn, are mounted on sliding 
frames that move along the columns. Un
like in prior designs, the claws can be in
stalled, removed, or interchanged with 
other end effectors without having to dis
assemble the actuating mechanism. 

The hollow rectangular cross sections 
of the base frames make the frames act 
similarly to parallelogram linkages when 
they are subjected to the grasping force 
directed along their vertical (as shown in 
the figure) sides. The horizontal (as shown 
in the figure) sides bend in the manner of 
cantilever beams, while the vertical sides 

Two strain gauges are mounted on the 
outer surface of each base frame, and two 
matching gauges are mounted on the 
sliding frame structure on which each 
base frame is mounted. These gauges are 
connected in a full-bridge configuration 
that measures the deflection along the axis 

The Grasping-Force Sensor is an integral part of the grasping 
claw assembly on the robot hand. The base frames deflect 
elastically, partly in the manner of a cantilever beam and partly in 
the manner of a parallelogram linkage. Strain gauges measure 
the grasping forces by measuring the deflections. 

JR31nc. 
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Woodland. CA 95695 
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FAX: (916) 661 -3701 
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of motion of the claws toward or away 
from each other (the vertical axis in the 
figure). The outputs of the strain-gauge 
bridge circuits are transmitted to the robot
control computer, which converts them in
to indications of the grasping force. With 
the help of this sensing system, the 0p

erator can feel the initial contact between 
the claws and an object and modify the 
rrlOtions of the robot arm, hand, and claws 

accordingly. 
This work was done by Victor D. 

Schein man, Antal K. Bejczy, and Howard 
K. Primus of Caltech for NASA's Jet Pro
pulsion Laboratory. For further informa
tion, Circle 117 on the TSP Request Card. 

In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title 
to this invention. Inquiries concerning 
rights for its commercial use should be ad-

!~ Low-Leakage Inlet Swirl Brake 

dressed to 
Fdward Ansell 
Director of Patents and Ucensing 
Mail Stop 305-6 
California Institute of Technology 
1201 East California Boulevard 
Pasadena, CA 91125 

Refer to NPO-16647, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 

Vanes change the direction of flow while giving rise to relatively low static pressure. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

An improved swirl brake offers both low
er rotordynamic instability and lower static
pressure rise. In general, a swirl brake is 
a device that changes the direction of flow 
into a fluid seal in a turbomachine from 
circumferential to partly or entirely axial. 
Such a device is needed because high in
let circumferential velocities have been 
shown by experiment to give rise to rotor
destabilizing forces. 

The problem in designing a swirl brake 
is to obtain a low whirl-frequency ratio with
out causing an excessive buildup of static 
pressure at the inlet. This problem arises 
because the ratio of destabilizing to sta
bilizing forces increases or decreases with 
the whirl-frequency ratio and because an 
increase in static pressure caused by di
version of the flow can give rise to an un
desired increase in seal leakage. A two
dimensional finite-element solution of the 
Navier-Stokes equations was used to op
timize the design . The angle of the turn
ing vanes in the swirl brake (see figure) 
was chosen to eliminate the circumferen-

Sixty-Four Vanes are 
evenly spaced around a 
ring. The vanes convert 
inlet flow from circumfer
ential to axial. 

SEcnON A·A 
MAGNIFIED 

tial component of inlet flow. The turning 
vanes cause the flow to converge so that 
the increased velocity of flow results in a 
lower static pressure. 

This work was done by Joseph K. 
Scharrer of Rockwell International Corp. 
for Marshall Space Flight Center. For 

6,99 In 

further information, Circle 12 on the TSP 
Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com· 
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Marshall 
Space Flight Center [see page '16]. Refer 
to MFS-29608. 

Spectral Method for Simulation of Vortex Rings 
Computations yield accurate results for long times. 

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 

A method of computation that relies on 
spectral basis functions has been devel
oped especially for the simulation of ax
isymmetric vortex rings in an incompressi
ble, viscous fluid with a quiescent far field. 
From experience in the study of other 
flows, properly formulated spectral meth
ods are known to yield exponential con
vergence to accurate solutions. The pres
ent spectral method contributes to our 
understanding of the flows in and around 
vortex rings (e.g., smoke rings) during long 
propagation times, including such theoret
ically and practically important phenome
na as the drift and expansion of a ring, 
"leapfrogging" and coalescence of two 
rings, and the shedding of vorticity into the 
wake of a propagating ring. 

The physics of the flow are represented 
by the Navier-Stokes equations for an in-

74 

compressible fluid. Because the domain 
of flow is unbounded and vortex rings are 
known to diffuse and translate, the equa
tions are expressed in a translating, ex
panding spherical coordinate system. The 
transformation to this coordinate system 
leaves the boundary conditions invariant 
and has minimal impact on the algorithm 
used to solve the Navier-Stokes equa
tions. The expansion is chosen to match 
that of the viscous length scale, while the 
translation is chosen to minimize the de
pendence of the solution on time in the 
transformed coordinates. 

The fIoN 1ieId is represented by a weighted 
sum of spatially dependent functions that 
constitute the basis vectors for the solu
tion space. The weighting coefficients de
pend on time and specify the evolution of 
the flow field. The angular dependence is 

specified in the basis functions by vector 
spherical harmonics. The semi-infinite 
radial domain 0 s r < 00 is transformed 
further to a finite domain, 0 s ~ < 1, and 
the radial dependence of the velocity and 
vorticity is then specified in the basis func
tions by Jacobi polynomials. 

The divergence of the velocity field is 
made zero (as it must be in incompressi
ble flow) by choosing a divergence-free 
subset of the basis functions. Byappropri
ate choice of the basis functions, the pres
sure term disapears when the basis func
tions are inserted in the Navier-Stokes 
equations, which are in turn multiplied by 
each basis function separately and inte
grated over the complete domain. Through 
this process, the Navier-Stokes equations 
reduce to a set of coupled ordinary dif
ferential equations that are numerically in
tegrated in time from an initial flow field. 

Flow fields, each characterized by one 
or two vortex rings, were simulated by this 
method for various Reynolds numbers 
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Two "Leapfrogging" Vortex Rings in a vIs
cous flow (Reynolds number 1,OOO) were 
simulated numerically by the method 
described in the text. The lines represent 
contours of equal vorticity_ The coales
cence of vortexes and the shedding of vor
ticity into the wake are not predicted by 
simpler methods based on inviscid flow. 
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from 0.001 to 1,000. At long times, every 
such flow was observed to approach a 
Stokes solution (a slowly decaying analyti
cal solution) that depends only on the total 
hydrodynamic impulse, which is conserved 
for all time. At small times, the propaga
tion speeds of initially infinitely thin vortex 
rings agree with a previous asymptotic 
theory. Following a single ring, with a Reyn
olds number of 500, the vorticity contours 
indicate shedding of vorticity into the wake 
and a settling of an initially circular core 
to a more elliptical shape, similar to that 
of a previous calculation for steady inviscid 
vortexes. A computation of " leapfrogging" 
vortex rings at a Reynolds number of 1,000 
shows severe straining of the inner vortex 

core in the first pass and merging of the 
two cores during the second pass (see 
figure). 

This work was done by S. K. Stanaway 
and B. J. Cantv-.ell of Stanford University 
and P R. Spalart of Ames Research Cen
ter. Further information may be found in 
NASA TM-101041 [N89-23B20). ' ~Numeri
cal Study of Viscous Vortex Rings Using 
a Spectral Method." 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. Rush 
orders may be placed for an extra fee by 
calling (BOO) 336-4700. 
ARC-12639 

3801 North Rose Street 
Schiller Park, IL 60176-2190 
Illinois: 708-671-6670 
FAX: 708-671-9469 
Call Toll Free: 1-800-833-3156 

See us at ISA Anaheim, CA 10/28·10/31 Booth# 3427 
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" ASA Tech Briefs is the single 

most important technical pub
I ication relati ng to aerospace, 
commercialization of space, and 
technology transfer. It is well
o rganized, well-written , and re
flects the level of intellect within 
our industry. Thank you for a great 
magazine. " 

- jac B. Kadar, Senior S,aff Engineer 
Advanced Robotics Section 
United Technologies - USB I 
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The Perfect Environment 

For Your Advertising Message. 
Call (212)-490-3999 today for a complete 
marketing kit, or clip your business card to this 
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St., Suite 921, New York, NY 10017 

Rotary-to-Axial Motion Converter for Valve 
The mechanical advantage varies to provide maximum force or 
translation where each is most needed. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 

A nearly frictionless mechanism con
verts rotary motion into axial motion. The 
mechanism was designed for use in an 
electronically variable pressure-regulator 
valve. It changes the rotary motion im
parted by a motor into translation that 
opens and closes the valve poppet. The 
mechanism requires no lubrication and is 
insensitive to contamination in the fluid 
flowing through the valve. 

The mechanism includes two disks of 
equal diameter joined by a set of flexible 
bands or cables (see figure). One of the 
disks is fixed, while the other is axially and 
rotationally movable. Initially, when the 
valve is closed, the cables are parallel. 
When a motor rotates the movable disk, 
the cables twist, pulling the movable disk 
toward the fixed disk. This action also pulls 
the poppet, which is attached to the mova
ble disk, out of its seat. When rotation of 
the motor is reversed, the cables unwind 
and lower the movable disk and poppet 

Remote 
Viewing 

A t it's finest 
The most advanced Remote Viewing 

Instruments for observing or inspecting 
into inaccessible areas or hostile environments. 

BORESCOPES - More styles, sizes and 
operational features to satisfy all industrial 
applications. 

FIBERSCOPES -largest selection 
of standard instruments with brighter 
and sharper images. 

VIDEOSCOPES - Four different 
products for various industrial applications 
featuring Ill 's proprietary Digital Image 

Enhancement. 

SYSTEMS -Special ist in U.V., custom and 
turn key requirements. 
Quality instruments designed for industrial 
applications. Made and serviced in the U.S.A. 
Satisfaction guaranteed on all products. 

I_I INSTRUMENT 
• TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
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toward the closed position. 
One desirable feature of the twisting ac

tion of the cables is that it produces a vari
able mechanical advantage. It produces 
a high force and small motion at the start 
of twisting, when forces on the poppet are 
high. It produces a low force and large m0-

tion toward the end of the twisting cycle, 
when forces on the poppet are low and 
rapidly changing the poppet position helps 
regulation. 

Optionally, a " spider" disk can be at
tached to the cables midway between the 

Cable in 
Initial 

Position 

Movable 
Spider 

Disk 
(Optional) 

T 
Movable 

Disk 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

-~--
",/ \ 

/ \ 

Cables Spaced Equidistantly around the 
edge of a f ixed disk support a movable 
disk. As the movable disk is rotated, the 
cables twist, lifting it. When the movable 
disk is rotated in the opposite direction .. 
the cables untwist, lowering it. The spider 
disk helps to prevent the cables from 
tangling. 
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fixed and movable disks to prevent the 
cables from closing in and wrapping 
around each other. It also increases the 
lift at the end of the twisting cycle. 

This IIVOrk was done by Robert H. 

Reinicke and Rafic Mohtar of Eaton Corp. 
for Johnson Space Center. For further 
information, Circle 104 on the TSP Request 
Card. 
MSC-21697 and MSG-21698 

Adjustable Support for Instrument Package 
A structure can be adapted to a variety of configurations. 

Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland ~~ 
A strong, lightweight structure is de

signed to support an instrument package. 
The structure provides a choice of attach· 
ment locations to accommodate a varie
ty of sizes and shapes. This structure is 
being used for the submillimeter·wave 
astronomy satellite. 

The structure is a bridge composed of 
seven webbed metal parts (see figure). 
Honeycomb panels (not shown) cover the 
vertical sides of the structure. The instru
mentation package, such as a telescope 
or infrared sensor, is bolted to the top of 
the structure. The accompanying elec· 
tronics boxes are mounted on the inside 
surfaces of the panels. The weight of the 

ease 
Plate 

instrumentation is carried in direct paths 
through the webbed members to the base 
plate. 

Slots or sets of holes in the top and base 
plates provide a range of bolting locations. 
In each of these plates, the package can 
be bolted at any four locations equidistant 
from the axis of symmetry. If the bolt cir
cle of the package is exceptionally large, 
the bridge can be inverted to extend the 
bolting range. The direct load paths to the 
base plate are retained. 

This oori< was done try Gary Sneiderman 
of Goddard Space Right Center. For fur
ther information, Circle 113 on the TSP Re-
quest Card. GSC-13381 

The Members of the 
Structure Are Adjust
able 10 accommodate 
various sizes and 
bolthole locations. The 
structure can be in
verted to accommo-
date a wider bolt circle 
on the top plate. 

Polymers and Riblets Reduce 
Hydrodynamic Skin Friction 
Polymers injected into riblet grooves could dramatically 
reduce the polymer flow rate required for drag reduction. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

The use of Iong-chain polymer molecules 
to reduce turbulent skin friction has been 
shown to produce reductions in drag con
sistently - up to 80 percent in some 
cases. However, the use of polymers on 
marine vehicles has been limited by the 
impracticality of injecting polymers into the 
water at the rates needed to maintain suf· 
ficiently high concentrations of polymers 
close to the surfaces of the vehicles. Tur
bulent diffusion in a boundary layer rapid
ly disperses the polymer after it is injected, 
causing much of the polymer to leave the 
region of the boundary close to the sur
face, where the polymer drag· reduction ef
fect occurs. 

The distributed injection of a polymer 
over the entire surface of a vehicle can 
produce, at much-lower total mass-injec-

NASA Tech Briefs, October 1991 

tion rates, local concentrations of polymer 
sufficient to result in large reductions in 
drag; but this approach requires a porous 
surface over the entire vehicle, making it 
infeasible to apply to such large vessels 
as ships and submarines. 

In previous studies of the injection of 
polymers, the surfaces of the test vessels 
were covered with longitudinal grooves, or 
riblets, but these studies indicated only ad
ditive effects between the polymers and 
riblets. No attempts were made to inject 
polymers into the grooves to control the 
diffusion of polymers into the boundary 
layers. 

In the current technique, the surface 
contains many rows of side-by-side, evenly 
spaced longitudinal grooves, and the rate 
of diffusion of the polymer from the sur-
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face is controlled by injecting the polymer 
into the grooves. The depth and width of 
each groove must be chosen according 
to the local scale length for viscosity, 
which is a function of the velocity of the 
vehicle and its position on the surface. 

The polymer solution is injected into the 
valleys of the grooves through an array of 
holes or slots angled downstream to keep 
the injected streams within the grooves. 
Injection has to be repeated some dis
tance downstream because the volumes 
of the grooves are finite and the polymer 
becomes depleted as it is slowly pulled 
from the groove by turbulence. The poly
mer must reach the "outer layer" just 
above the riblet surface to reduce the tur
bulent skin friction effectively. 

The rate of injection and the concen
tration of the polymer solution also depend 
on the local viscous scaling. Once in a 
grOOJe, the polymer diffuses into the bound
ary layer at a rate controlled by the dimen
sions of the groove. Correct scaling of a 
groove causes the polymer to be distribut
ed slowly over a certain length in the same 
fashion as, and with the same advantage 
of low mass-flow requirement as, that of 
distributed injection, without the need for 
a porous surface over the entire vessel. 

The use of this technique has the poten
tial to reduce skin-friction drag at mass
injection rates less than one-tenth those 
of previous methods. The technique can 
be especially important for oil tankers as 
a means of markedly reducing the cost of 

Digital Image Velocimetry 
Magnitudes and directions of velocities are 
determined unambiguously. 

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 
Digital image velocimetry is a technique 

for extracting the two-dimensional (in the 
image planes) velocities of objects from 
multiple photographs or video images of 
the objects. Digital image velocimetry was 
devised to overcome the disadvantages 
of particle-image velocimetry and laser
speckle velocimetry, both of which involve 

the use of illuminated seed particles to 
make flows visible. The sizes of the seed 
particles and speckle images limit the dy
namic ranges of measurable speeds, and 
elaborate optical systems are needed to 
eliminate the ambiguities in the senses of 
the velocity vectors. In digital image ve
locimetry, the directions of velocity vec-
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fuel and could be used extensively on sub
marines, other ships, and other marine ve
hicles. However, these applications will re
quire considerable further development. 

This work was done by Dennis M. 
Bushnell of Langley Research Center 
and Jason G. Reed of Old Dominion 
University Research Foundation. No fur
ther documentation is available. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and 
a patent application has been filed. In
quiries concerning nonexclusive or ex
clusive license for its commercial develo{r 
ment should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, Langley Research Center [see 
page 16]. Refer to LAR-14271. 

tors are determined unambiguously, and 
the dynamic range is limited only by the 
speed of the camera or, equivalently, by 
the speed of the stroboscopic illumination. 

In digital image velocimetry, a high
speed video or film camera first records 
a time sequence of images of moving ob
jects in its field of view; in effect, it makes 
a short movie. The images are digitized, 
then processed digitally to remove noise 
and correct distortions. Thus enhanced, 
the individual images are superposed to 
construct a composite image that, in a 
sense, is equivalent to (but not the same 
as) a multiple-exposure image of the type 
used in particle-image or laser-speckle ve
locimetry. 

In addition, each enhanced image in 
the sequence is divided into sampling 
areas called " interrogation windows," within 
each of which the gradient of velocity is 
assumed and required to be negligible. 
Depending on the details of the velocity 
field under study, it may be necessary to 
vary the sizes of the windows to satiSfy 
this requirement. 

The sampled individual images and 
the composite image are digitally Fourier
transformed. The Fourier transforms of the 
individual images are also used to con
struct a mathematical filter to deblur the 
composite image. The speed, which is 
assumed to be constant within each in
terrogation window, is easily computed: it 
is inversely proportional to the time be
tween exposures, to the magnification of 
the camera lens, and to the widths of 
stripes that appear in the Fourier transform 
of the composite image. The direction of 
the velocity is determined from phase in
formation in the Fourier transform of the 
composite image divided by the Fourier 
transform of one of the individual images. 
The collection of velocities thus computed 
in all the windows constitutes the velocity 
field of the objects in the field of view. 

This work was done by y'-G. Cho of 
Ames Research Center. For further in
formation, Circle 14 on the TSP Request 
Card. ARC-12774 
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Books and Reports 
These reports . studies. handbooks are available from NASA as 
Technical Support Packages (TSP's) when a Request Card num
ber is cited; otherwise they are available from the National Teeh-
meal Information Service I 
Transonic Flows About a Fighter Airplane 
Navier-Stokes calculations simulate complicated flow fields 
and interactions. 

A report describes a computational study of transonic flows 
about an airplane having a shape similar to that ofthe F-16A fighter. 
This study is an example of the use of techniques of computational 
fluid dynamics to simulate complicated flows of practical impor
tance. Computational fluid dynamics has become indispensable to 
the design of advanced aircraft, turbomachinery, valves, and other 
equipment that involve fast flows, because it enables designers to 
visualize quickly the effects of changes in design, without having to 
perform an expensive and time-consuming wind-tunnel exper'TIent 
or a dangerous flight test to evaluate every such change. 

This study focused on the effects of the separations of flow at the 
angles of attack that the F-16A was designed to sustain. One of these 
separations is a controlled effect of the strake, which is designed to cause 
a strong primary vortex on the inboard wing/fuselage. The "nonlinear" lift 
generated by this effect of the strake keeps the airplane controllable 
long after a conventionally designed airplane would have stalled. 

Another separation of interest is that often induced on the rear of the 
wing by shocks in transonic flight. This separation is also controlled in the 
sense that the supercritical wing was designed to delay the shocks that 
trigger that separation as far aft as possible. Wing-tip separation is 
expected where the wing-tip vortex causes inboard flow at high 
angles of attack. At higher angles of attack, separated flow also 
gives rise to a vortex at the leading edge of the wing. The ability to 
simulate these effects is important because all modern fighters, 
especially those being considered for the Advanced Tactical 
Fighter(AFT) competition, will be designed to use nonlinear lift 
generated by strakes, chines, canards, or leading-edge extensions. 

The flow fields were simulated by finite-difference solution of the I 
Euler equations and the thin-layer approximation of the Navier
Stokes equations, by use of the Transonic Navier-Stokes (TNS) 
computer program. The computational grids about the wing and 
fuselage were generated by a computer program called "ZONER," 
which subdivides a coarse grid about a fightertike aircraft body into 
smaller zones that are tailored to local grid requirements. These 
zones can be either finely clustered for capture of viscous effects or 
coarsely clustered for inviscid portions of the flow field. 

Different sets of equations can be solved in the different zones. 
This modular approach also affords the opportunity to modify a local 
region of the grid without recomputing the global grid, thereby 
speeding the design optimization process when quick modifications 
are desired. The algorithm embodied in TNS is implicit and is 
capable of capturing pressure gradients associated with shocks. An 
algebraic eddy-viscosity model of turbulence was used and proved 
adequate for viscous interactions with moderate separation. 

Viscous effects were computed normal to all aircraft surfaces; in wake 
zones, including regions behind the trailing edge of the wing; and in 
regions outboard of the tip. Laminar solutions were generated for 
qualitative comparison with water-tunnel flow-visualization experiments 
and for analysis of critical points. Turbulent solutions were generated at 
moderate angles of attack for quantitative comparison to wind-tunnel 
data and for qualitative comparison to wind-tunnel flow-visualizations. 

Extensive use of video graphic simulation was made to analyze 
the particle-trace behavior of several of the solutions. Comparisons 
of computed data with experimental data, including flow visualiza-
tions, showed good quantitative and qualitative agreement. I 
. This work was done by Steve Reznick and Jolen Flores of Ames 
Research Center. Further information may be found in NASA TM-
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100009 [NBB-2201 OJ, 'Transonic Navier
Stokes Computations of Strake-Gener
ated Vortex Interactions for a Fighter
Like Configuration. n 

Copies may be purchased [prepay
ment required] from the National Techni
callnformation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders maybe placed for an extra fee 
by calling (BOO) 336-4700. ARC-12304 

Pressure Fluctuations in 
Simulated Turbulent 
Channel Flow 
Statistical analysis of data 
shows significant trends. 

A report presents a study of the struc· 
tures of fluctuations in pressure in a nu· 
merically simulated incompressible, turbu· 
lent channel flow. The study, which is based 
on statistical analys~s of the pressure and 
velocity fields, is part of the continuing ef· 
fort to understand the relationships among 
pressures (especially those measured on 
the walls of channels or aerodynamic 
bodies), velocities, vorticities, kinetic en
ergies, and other features of turbulent 
flows in the vicinities of walls. 

The simulation represented the flow in 
a channel between two parallel plates with 
a computational grid of 128 by 129 by 128 
points in the x, y, and z directions (stream
wise, perpendicular to the walls or plates, 
and spanwise directions, respectively). The 
Reynolds number, based on the half width 
of the channel and the velocity at the cen
terline, was 3,300. Once the simulated ve
locity field reached the statistically steady 
state, it was recorded at about 100 con
secutive instants, and the resulting data 
were used in the statistical analysis. 

For the purposes of this study, the pres
sure was split into two components: one 
that varies rapidly (the "rapid pressure") 
and corresponds to the linear source term 
in the Fbisson equation that expresses the 
relationship between the pressure and ve
locity fields; and one that varies slowly (the 
" slow pressure") and corresponds to the 
nonlinear term in this Fbisson equation. 
Contrary to the common belief that the 
rapid pressure is the dominant component, 
it was found that the slow pressure is com
parable near the wall and larger away from 
the wall. The corresponding source terms 
also showed the same trend. 

The probability-density distributions 
showed that the pressure fluctuations are 
much more intermittent than are velocity 
fluctuations, and large negative fluctua
tions contribute substantially to the mean
square fluctuation. Many of these negative 
pressure fluctuations are correlated with 
high vorticity fluctuations. Fbwer spectra 
and two-point correlations showed that 
there is little difference between the rapid 
and the slow pressure near the wall, but 
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that they differ considerably from each 
other away from the wall. The behavior of 
the two-point correlation of the rapid pres
sure at the wall was found to agree well 
with that obtained from the rapid-distortion 
theory, suggesting the usefulness of the 
linear theory. 

A Green's-function representation was 
used to demonstrate the global depend
ence of pressure fluctuations. It was 
shown that instantaneous pressure at one 
wall is influenced significantly by the 
source terms from near the other wall. 
However, the use of the same represen
tation for the mean-square fluctuation 
showed that although the instantaneous 
pressure has a global dependence, most 
contributions to the mean-square fluctua
tion are local. This indicates that the influ
ence from far away is averaged out with 
small net effects. Contributions to the pres
sure-strain correlations are apparently 
local near the wall, but global away from 
the wall. This non local character of the 
contributions to the pressure-strain cor
relations raises an important question of 
whether one can model them in terms of 
local variables, as is done currently. 

Examination of contours of constant 
pressure gradients showed that those as
sociated with iJp/iJy and iJp/iJz (where p = 
pressure) are somewhat elongated in the 
streamwise direction, but not those asso
ciated with iJp/iJx. Examination of vorticity 
wand gradients of pressure at the wall, 
which control the diffusion of vorticity from 
the wall, showed a strong correlation be
tween wl( and iJpliJz, but no apparent cor
relation between Wz and iJp/iJx. 

This work was done by John Kim of 
Ames Research Center. Further informa
tion may be found NASA TM-101084 [N89-
22860], "On the Structure of Pressure 
Fluctuations in Simulated Turbulent Chan
nel Flow." 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. Rush 
orders may be placed for an extra fee by 
calling (BOO) 336-4700. ARC-12597 

Numerical Aerodynamic 
Simulation Program 
Computers simulate a 
variety of complicated 
flow phenomena. 

A report describes the developments 
that occurred at the National Aerody
namics Simulation (NAS) facility at Ames 
Research Center during the years 1987 
and 1988. This facility was established to 
advance computational fluid dynamics, 
providing the capability to simulate rapidly 
the details of flows about aircraft of com
plicated shapes aver the complete range 
of operating conditions. 

The main body of the report begins with 
a description of the NAS processing net
work, which is a large network of com
puters. This is followed by a summary of 
the early achievements of the NAS pro
gram and the advanced features of the 
NAS network, including the installation of 
supercomputers, the installation of a 
standard operating system and communi
cation software on all processors, accessi
bility to users at remote facilities across the 
United States, and emphasis on the devel
opment of graphics workstations to display 
the results of numerical simulation. 

The following section of the report dis
cusses the role of the NAS program in pro
viding the technological basis for continu
ing research. The discussion focuses on 
communication between facilities in the 
network and the replacement of older with 
newer and rnore-capable computing equip
ment. This is followed by a section that de
scribes the present and potential future 
characteristics of the majority of users of 
the NAS system. 

The next three sections describe the 
state-of-the-art CFD software and ex
amples of the use of the capabilities of the 
NAS system to predict the fundamental 
physics of fluids, to complement and sup
plement experiments, and to aid in the 
design of aerospace vehicles. The ex
amples of prediction are vortical flow over 
a double delta wing, Navier-Stokes simula
tion of a turbulent boundary layer, and jet
induced loss of lift on the wing of a 
vertical/short-takeoff-and-Ianding aircraft. 
The examples of complementing and sup
plementing experimentation are applica
tions to an ogive cylinder at a large angle of 
incidence, transonic flow over a winglbody 
model, and experiments on turbulence and 
boundary layers. Examples of aiding the 
design process are provided by the pro
posed National Aero-Space Plane, the 
Space Shuttle Main Engine, and the sepa
ration of the Space Shuttle booster. 

The next section discusses the mathe
matical models of physical systems and 
the computing equipment that determine 
the pace of advance of CFD. The report 
concludes with a section that describes 
the likely future developments in CFD and 
the NAS system. 

This work was done by F. R. Bailey and 
Paul Kutler of Ames Research Center. To 
obtain a copy of the report, 'WAS - The 
First Year; " Orcle 5 on the TSP Request 
card. ARG-12245 

Computed Flow About the 
Integrated Space Shuttle 
The goal is to understand and 
predict flight during ascent. 

A report discusses numerical simula
tions of the flow of air about the integrated 
Space Shuttle (the complete Space Shut-
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tie assembly, including the orbiter, the solid 
rocket boosters, and the external tank} in as
cent. The goal of these and related studies 
is to improve the understanding of, and the 
ability to predict, how the integrated Space 
Shuttle will perform during both nominal 
and aborted ascent under various condi
tions. These and other numerical simula
tions are intended both to su~ement wind
tunnel data, which are corrupted to some 
extent by scaling and wall-interference ef
fects, and to compensate for the scarcity 
of valid flight data, the safe collection of 
which is difficult. 

It was necessary to reduce the com
plexity of the problem and thereby reduce 
the simulation task to one within the capa
bility of available computational resources 
while preserving the ability to extract useful 
engineering data. Accordingly, the mathe
matical model of the integrated Space Shut
tle was formulated with some approxima
tions and simplifications. Specifically, a 
solid-body sting was made to protrude to 
the rear from the major component bodies 
to represent wakes and rocket-engine 
plumes; attaching hardware, fuel and ox
idizer lines, and other protuberances were 
neglected; the elevons of the orbiter were 
set to zero deflection; and the vertical tail 
of the orbiter was removed. This configura
tion was initially used for supersonic free
stream simulations in the expectation that 
errors resulting from sting models, lack of 
the tail, and incorrect deflections of the 
elevons would not propagate significantly 
upstream in the supersonic flow. 

A composite computational grid was 
formed by use of overset grids fitted to the 
main component bodies. Altogether, about 
750,CXXl grid points were distributed among 
5 grids. The flow in this body-conforming 
coordinate system was assumed to be 
governed by the three-dimensional, thin
layer Navier-Stokes equations. The equa
tions were solved on this grid by an approx
imately factored, finite-difference, implicit 
numerical-integration scheme. 

The results of the computation were 
found to agree fairly well with wind-tunnel 
and flight-test data. However, additional 
grid resolution or a numerical-integration 
scheme that is accurate to higher order 
was found to be needed, especially in re
gions where the flow expands. It was also 
observed that the grid did not have suffi
cient resolution to resolve the skin friction 
correctly. The report concludes by recom
mending refinements to overcome these 
inadequacies, to model the effects of at
taching hardware and other protuberances 
more accurately, and to represent the ef
fects of plumes more realistically. 

This work was done by P. G. Buning, I. 
T. Chiu, S. Obayashi, Y. M. Rizk, and J L 
Steger of Ames Research Cent .. Further 
information may be found in AIM paper 
88A-50602, "Numerical Simulation of the 
Integrated Space Shuttle Vehicle in Ascent." 
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Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from AIM Technical Information 
Services Ubrary, 555 West 57th Street, 
New York, New York 10019, Telephone No. 
(212) 247-6500. ARC-12685 

Computed Turbulent Flow 
in a Turnaround Duct 
Kinetic energy of 
turbulence near the wall 
is predicted accurately. 

A report describes the numerical simu
lation of two-dimensional turbulent flow in 
a duct that has a 180 0 bend. The sharp 
curvature at the bend complicates the sim
ulation of turbulence, and the particular 
significance of this study is that it address
es that complication with some success. 
This kind of study contributes to the fund 
of information needed to design advanced 
engines that contain turbulent flows. 

A low-Reynolds-number algebraic mod
el of turbulence is introduced. This model 
is of the k-€ type. where k is the time
averaged local kinetic energy of turbu
lence and € is the time-averaged local rate 
of viscous dissipation of kinetic energy. 
The model has been used in the computer 
program KEM. which implements a finite
difference solution to the three-dimension
al equations for the transport of k and € 

in generalized coordinates and can be 
used with any compressible- or incom
pressible-flow-simulating computer pro
gram to compute the turbulent flow of 
interest. 

The model is formulated to yield ac
curate predictions of k near the wall. It is 
derived partly from knowledge gained in 
earlier direct simulations of turbulence 
near walls. Very near the wall . limiting be
havior on the turbulence kinetic energy 
and the length scale is imposed. This min
imizes the sensitivity of the model to the 
inflow length scale and, therefore, to the 
inflow boundary condition on €. which is 
not easily prescribed. The dissipation-rate 
equation is modified near the wall so that 
the molecular diffusion and the destruc
tion terms balance each other uniformly 
as the wall is approached. A new fp. func
tion is prescribed. (The function fp. is a fac
tor in the equation for the turbulent viscosi
ty; it specifies the variation, with distance 
from the wall , of a coefficient of propor
tionality at low Reynolds numbers.) This 
function is consistent with the limiting 
behavior of k and € near the wall. Alter
nate boundary conditions on € and a 
spatially varying correction for curvature 
are also derived. 

The k-€ equations in generalized coor
dinates are integrated by an implicit. non
iterative finite-difference method. First, the 
calculations are performed for a straight 
duct to validate the turbulence model. The 
calculations are carried out by prescrib-

ing the fu lly developed mean-velocity pro
file from experiment throughout the solu
tion domain and by solving only for the 
turbulence quantities. The predictions of 
the model are found to agree well with 
the experimental data. The experimental 
peak in the kinetic energy is matched ex
actly. The predictions also agree reasonably 
well with the results of a previous direct 
simulation. 

The turbulence model with a correction 
for curvature appropriate to flow over a 
spinning cylinder is used in the simulation 
of the two-dimensional flow in the turna
round duct, which is given the same radii 
of curvature as those of the turnaround 
duct in the main engine of the Space Shut
tle. The predictions are compared with 
limited available experimental data, with 
the caveat that the two-dimensional simu
lation is an approximation to the problem 
of the axisymmetric experimental turn
around duct. 

This work was done by Upender K. Kaul 
of Sterling Federal Systems for Ames Re
search Center. Further information may 
be found in NASA CR-4141 [N89-24579], 
" Turbulent Flow in a 1800 Bend: Model
ing and Computations." 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. Rush 
orders may be placed for an extra fee by 
calling (800) 336-4700. 
ARC-12552 

Speeding Convergence in 
Simulations of 
Hypersonic Flow 
A Richardson-type 
overrelaxation 
method is applied. 

A report describes a study aimed at ac
celerating the rates of convergence of itera
tive schemes for the numerical integration 
of the equations of hypersonic flow of vis
cous and inviscid fluids. The need for faster 
convergence on the solution is particular
ly severe in such cases as simulation of 
hypersonic flow about an airplane, which 
could involve as many as 5,000 iterations 
of a Navier-5tokes code that take 25 h a 
supercomputer. 

The Euler equations (of inviscid flow in 
the bulk of the fluid) are presented and treat
ed via the Steger-Warming flux-vector-split
ting approach. The flux-vector-split thin
layer Navier -stokes equations (of viscous 
flow in the boundary layer) are obtained by 
adding an explicit boundary-layer term to 
flux-vector-split Euler equations. First-order 
differencing is applied. and the resulting 
large sparse system of equations is put in 
matrix form and solved numerically by an 
iterative approximate-factorization tech
nique. 
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10 accelerate the convergence of the nu
merical simulation, Richardson's overre
laxation method (the "RF" method) and 
Wynn's e-algorithm (a technique for accel
eration in iterative vector and matrix prot>
lems) are invoked. These techniques have 
been used successfully in previous studies 
to accelerate convergence in simulations 
of inviscid and viscous flows in the sub
sonic and transonic regimes of flow. First, 
a simple successive-overrelaxation tech
nique is used to accelerate the conver
gence of the Steger-Warming flux-vector
splitting code in the case of two-dimensional 
flow over a blunt-ended wedge - a sim
plified model of a blunt-ended cone. This 
overrelaxation technique is found to reduce 
the computing time by half. The conver
gence is even faster when both the over
relaxation technique and INynn's e-algorithm 
are used. 

Next, an overrelaxation factor for a non
linear iterative procedure is introduced, ap
plied in several computations, and exam
ined experimentally. When it is applied along 
with Wynn's e-algorithm in the three-dimen
sional Navier -Stokes simulation of the flow 
over a blunt cone, the number of iterations 
needed to achieve a specified level of con
vergence is reduced by more than 40 per
cent. 

This oork was done by J. Flores of Ames 
Research Center and S. Cheung, A. 
Cheer, and M. Hafez of the University of 
California. Further information may be 
found in AIM paper B9A-42100, "Conver
gence Acceleration of Viscous and Invlscid 
Hypersonic Flow Calculations. 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from AIM Technical Information 
Services Ubraty, 555 ~st 57th Street, New 
York 10019, Telephone No. (212) 247-6500. 
ARC'r12601 

Analyzing Takeoffs of 
Powered· Lift Aircraft 
Engine and noule 
settings for minimum 
takeoff roll are predicted_ 

A report describes additions to the AC'r 
SYNT aircraft-synthesis computer code to 
reflect analyses of the takeoff perform
ances of ejector/augmentor and vectoring
nozzle short-takeoff airplanes. The new 
computer code predicts the engine and 
nozzle settings that minimize the takeoff 
roll (the horizontal distance traveled on the 
ground during takeoff). 

In a powerecHift aircraft, a portion of the 
engine thrust can be deflected at various 
angles to the fuselage. This feature ena
bles the aircraft to take off at lower speeds 
and with shorter takeoff rolls; it also c0m

plicates the analysis of performance be
cause in addition to the unknowns of con
ventional aircraft (takeoff velocity, flap set
tings, tail settings, and rotation speed), it 
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presents the additional unknowns of the 
front thrust-vector angle, rear thrust-vector 
angle, and thrust split (the allocation of the 
total engine thrust to the front and rear 
nozzles). 

For purposes of the analysis, a number 
of simplifying assumptions are invoked, in
cluding the following: 
• The effects of a reaction control system 

are not considered. 
• Moments of inertia are neglected, and the 

aircraft is treated as a point mass located 
at its center of gravity. 

• All aerodynamic moments are treated as 
negligibly small, relative to thrust mo
ments. 

• The variation of forward thrust is taken as 
linear with respect to the thrust split. 

• Ground effects are ignored. 
• Only single-engine aircraft are considered. 

In the calculations, only the front and 
rear thrust vectors are used in balancing 
the aircraft. The user specifies such quan
tities as the angle range of the forward 
nozzle, the limit on the thrust split, the flight
path angle, the acceleration along the 
flightpath at takeoff, and the initial nozzle 
and flap angles for the takeoff roll. 

Three equations are used to predict the 
forward-nozzle angle, aft-nozzle angle, and 
thrust split that minimize the takeoff roll. 
The first equation states that the' sum of 
moments about the center of gravity creat
ed by the ram drag, front thrust, and rear 
thrust must equal zero to balance the air
craft. The second equation states that the 
sum of forces perpendicular to the flight
path (principally thrust, lift, and weight) 
must equal zero at takeoff. The third equa
tion expresses the sum of forces along the 
flightpath as the value that gives the speci
fied takeoff acceleration. 

These equations cannot be solved ex
plicitly. Instead, initial values of the front
nozzle angle and the takeoff velocity are 
guessed, and an iterative procedure is 
used to arrive at the settings that produce 
the minimum takeoff velocity. The takeoff 
roll is then calculated by integrating the 
velocity during the interval required to ac
celerate to the minimum takeoff velOCity. 

In a test, the new computer program 
predicted takeoff rolls and nOzzle settings 
for the YAV-88 Harrier airplane that were 
close to actual values. In another use, an 
analysis of performance for ejector/aug
mentor and vectoring-nozzle designs indi
cated that the takeoff roll can be de
creased by horizontally moving the rear 
thrust vector closer to the center of gravity, 
by increasing the vertical position of the 
ramdrag vector, or by moving the rear 
thrust vector farther below the center of 
gravity. 

This oork was done by Andrew S. Hahn 
of Ames Research Center and Douglas 
A. Wardwell and Doral R. Sandlin of Califor
nia Polytechnic State Universfty. To obtain 
a copy of the report, "Takeoff Predictions 

for Powered-Uft Aircraft, .. Circle 70 on the 
TSP Request Card. 
ARC'r11784 

Aerodynamics of Missiles: 
Present and Future 
Recent developments and 
opportunities for future 
work are surveyed. 

A paper reviews a variety of topics In the 
aerodynamics of missiles. The paper de
scribes recent developments and suggests 
areas in which future research may be fruit
ful. 8nphasis is on stability and control of 
tactical missiles. Aerodynamic problems 
are discussed in general terms without 
reference to particular missiles. 

Among the topiCS covered are the fol
lowing: 
• The Tri-service/NASA data base, which il

lustrates many nonlinear aerodynamic 
phenomena. The data base was compiled 
from systematic tests on a cylindrical body 
with an ogive nose. The data base is used 
to predict the aerodynamic characteris
tics of cruciform missiles and is incor
porated into a computer code, Missile III. 

• Wingibody interference, which has been 
an important subject of study for decades 
and for which the Tri-service/NASA data 
base provides considerable information at 
high mach numbers. More work is need
ed, however to answer the following: What 
is the effect of a long afterbody on body lift 
interference, and where is the- center of 
pressure for the carryover of lift from fins 
to the body? 

• Nonlinear control effects, which can be 
substantial at hypersonic speeds with all
movable controls, wraparound fins, and 
retractable fins. 

• Transitions from laminar to turbulent flows 
in hypersonic missile boundary layers, 
which are not accurately predictable. 
War!< is needed to correlate wind-tunnel 
data with flight data. 

• Vortex interference, which can cause a 
variety of control proolems. Uttle is known 
about the strengths and positions of vor
tices at hypersonic speeds. 

• Air-breathlng propulsion systems, which 
offer high specific irTl>U1ses at hypersonic 
speeds but pose special problems. In par
ticular, the technolcgy of inlets is ripe for 
innovation. Computational fluid dynamics 
will help In the design of inlets. 

• Problems posed by the release of missiles 
from aircraft. For example, at high tran
sonic speeds, missiles can become un
stable when released, possibly even strik
ing the releasing aircraft. 

• Computational fluid dynamics cc:x:Ies, of 
which there are several for determining 
the pressure and flow fields about a com
plete missile or about a missile and an air
craft. 

• Engineering prediction computer cc:x:Ies, 



which supplement oomputational fluid cry
namics codes but are simpler. These in
corporate empirical, semiempirical, and 
theoretical equations. 

• Nevv concepts, which include waveriders, 
flat-top monoplanar missiles, missiles 
designed for supersonic combustion ram 
(scram) jets, and missiles designed for 
particular missions. 

This work was done by Jack N. Nielsen 
of Ames Research Center. Further infor
mation may be found in NASA TM-1CXJ063 
[N88-29773] "The Present Status and the 
Future of Missile Aerodynamics." 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (BOO) 336-4700. 
ARC-12188 

Particle·in·Cell Simulation 
of Explosive Flow 
A cell can contain more 
than one material. 

A report describes the use of a second
order partic le-in-cell method to compute 
the two-dimensional hydro/elastic/plastic 
flow of a hemispherical copper shell after 
the detonation of an axisymmetric explo-

sive charge. This flow is difficult to com
pute because the equation of state of the 
high-pressure gas from the explosion is 
complicated; because the mechanical 
properties of the copper and the remain
ing solid explosive depend on pressure, 
temperature, and previous deformations; 
and because changes of state (eg., chemi
cal reactions and melting of the copper) 
must be taken into account. 

The governing equations include the 
equations of conservation of mass, mo
mentum, and energy in cylindrical Eulerian 
coordinates; and the equations of state, in
cluding hydrostatic-pressure stresses in 
the elastic and plastic regimes. The set 
of governing equations is split in the axial 
and radial directions. A separate calcula
tion is performed in each direction. The 
order of this calculation is alternated for 
each time advancement to maintain the 
accuracy of the one-dimensional proce
dure. 

Based on known quantities at the nth 
time step, Lagrangian quantities at the 
(n ± 1)th time step are computed. After the 
Lagrangian phase calculation, one has the 
velocity, energy density, and stress in each 
cell. Consistent with these. temporary values 
of momentum and internal energy are as
signed to each cell. 

For a cell containing only one type of 
material , the fluid-volume-transport calcu-
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lations are used without introducing any 
particles. If a cell contains 2 or more ma
terials, then a total of 64 particles are 
created for each material in the cell. The 
particles are considered to be transported 
with an average velOCity. Particles of each 
material (eg., copper or explosive) are creat
ed or destroyed to maintain the proper 
dynamic balances in each cell. Each par
ticle carries with it a fraction, proportional 
to its mass, of dynamic and state 
quantities. 

The results of the particle-in-cell com
putation are presented in the form of pic
tures of the shape of tJle copper shell at 
various times, a plot of the velocity of the 
shell as a function of position along the 
axis at a particular instant of time, and a 
plot of the cumulative mass of the copper 
jet as a function of its velocity. The latter 
plot is shown to agree well with a plot of 
experimental values, and the computed 
velocity of the tip is shown to differ from 
the experimental value by only -1.9 per
cent. 

This work was done by Dochan Kwak 
of Ames Research Center and Wen Ho 
lee of LDs Alamos National Laboratory. To 
obtain a copy of the report, "P/C Method 
for a Two-Dimensiona/ Elastic-Plastic-Hy
dro Code," Circle 63 on the TSP Request 
Gard. 
ARC-12543 
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Computed Hypersonic Flow 
About a Sharp Cone 
The laminar-turbulent 
transitional flow with 
particular reference to 
heat transfer is studied. 

A relXlrt describes a mostly computa· 
tional study of the hypersonic flow about 
a sharp cone. This and other related studies 
are parts of a continuing effort to under
stand and predict compltcated aerody
namic and heat-transfer phenomena in the 
flows over the forebodies of such hyper
sonic vehicles as the Space Shuttle and 
the prolXlsed National Aerospace Plane. 
This study focuses on the transition from 
laminar to turbulent flow, with particular 
reference to the heat-transfer predictions. 
Phenomena, such as skin friction and heat 
transfer to the cone, and the interactions 
among them all become significant in a 
hypersonic flow. because in such a flow, 
a considerable IXlrtion of a typical fore
body is engulfed in the transition region. 

The relXlrt includes an introduction that 
discusses the factors that influence the 
laminar-to-turbulent transition and sum
marizes previous theoretical and experi
mental research on this topic. Next, it de
scribes numerical simulations, via the Par
abolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) computer 
code, of flows of mach 7 to mach 10 about 
cones of 5°, 8°, and 10° half angle, at 
angles of attack of 0° and 4°. In these 
simulations, turbulent viscosity was cal
culated by use of the Baldwin-Lomax 
model, and laminar viscosity was calcu
lated via the Sutherland law. The model 
for the transition was based on the intermit
tency-function of Dhawan and Narashima, 

The numerical results are presented as 
plots of the Stanton number (St) versus 
distance (x) along the conical surface from 
the apex and plots of StRe 112 versus Re 
(where Re = Reynolds number). The lo
cus of the computed onset of transition on 
the cone. calculated by use of various cor
relations, is plotted and compared with the 
locus given by experiment. Some obser
vations are made on the basis of this com· 
parison. The results at angles of attack of 
0° and 4 ° are discussed. and it is con
cluded that none of the correlations used 
to obtain the transition-onset location ap
plies satisfactorily at an angle of attack. 
A transition-onset-Iocation criterion based 
on the ratio between the Reynolds number 
(calculated from the momentum thick
ness) and the mach number has been 
shown to be a reasonable alternative at 
small angles of attack, Also, a need for a 
mach-number-based modification of the 
intermittency function is indicated. 

This !M)rk was done by Upender K. Kaul 
of Sterling Software for Ames Research 
Center. To obtain a copy of the report. 
"Laminar-Turbulent Transition Calculations 
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of Heat Transfer at Hypersonic Mach Num
bers Over Sharp Cones," Circle 8 on the 
TSP Request Card. 
ARC-12675 

Navier-Stokes Simulation 
of Wind·Tunnel Flow 
Numerical integration is 
performed by the LU-ADI 
factorization algorithm. 

A relXlrt describes a three-dimensional 
Navier-Stokes simulation of the transonic 
flow past a model wing in a wind tunnel and 
in free air. The simulation shows the effects 
of the walls of the tunnel. 

The Navier -StOkes equations of 
viscous, compressible flow of an ideal gas 
are written in three-dimensional, Reynolds
averaged thin-layer, conservation-law form 
in generalized coordinates, The viscosity 
coefficient is taken to be the sum of the ac
tual viscosity plus the turbulent-eddy 
viscosity computed from the algebraic 
Baldwin-Lomax eddy-viscosity model with 
length scales modified for the thin layers 
near the surfaces of the wing and the waJls. 

The equations are integrated numerical
ly by the Lower/Upper-Aiternating Direc
tion Implicit (LU -ADI) factorization 
algorithm, which is a compromis~ between 
the LU and ADI algorithms in which each 
ADI operator is decomlXlsed into the pro
duct of lower and upper bidiagonal 
matrices by a flux-vector-splitting techni
que and a diagonally dominant factoriza
tion. Steady-state solutions are obtained 
for the wing in the wind tunnel at angles of 
attack of 0 0 and 2°, and for the wing in free 
air at angles of attack of 0 0

, 2°, 5°, and 8°. 
The free-stream mach and Reynolds 
numbers used in the numerical simulations 
are those of a previously relXlrted experi
ment. 

The lift coefficients predicted by the \Nind
tunnel simulation are lower than those 
predicted by the free-air simulation. The 
results indicate that the ·technique for the 
simulation of the transition from laminar to 
turbulent flow and the technique for the 
generation of the computational grid will 
have to be developed furth~r. The resuhs 
also indicate that the available experiment
al data are not precise enough to establish 
boundary conditions for the computations. 

This work was done by S. Obayashl and 
K. Fujii of Ames Research Center and S. 
Gavali of Amdahl Corp. Further information 
may be found in NASA TM-1CXXJ42 [N88-
17584], "Navier-Stokes Simulation of 
Wind-Tunnel Flow Using LU-ADI Factori
zation Algorithm. " 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161. Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (BOO) 336-4700, 
ARC-12193 
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Redundant Robot Can Avoid Obstacles 
Configuration control would exploit the extra degrees of freedom. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A relatively simple and direct control 
scheme has been proposed to enable a 
redundant robot to avoid obstacles in its 
workspace. A redundant robot - typical
ly, a manipulator arm with multiple joints 
and links - has more degrees of freedom 
than are needed to make the end effector 
follow the desired trajectory. The extra de
grees of freedom are available for use in 
satisfying additional task objectives; in this 
case, they are used to satisfy the additional 
objective of reaching around, or otherwise 
avoiding collision with, obstacles. 

Heretofore, the majority of research on 
simultaneously obtaining the desired end
effector trajectory while avoiding obstacles 
has taken a high-level path-planning ap
proach, in which the paths of the end ef
fector and other parts of the robot are 
planned a priori to avoid collisions with 
obstacles. This approach involves a focus 
on the path-planning portion of the robot
control problem, the classical solution of 
which is time-consuming. 

In the proposed scheme, which is called 
"configuration control," the degrees of 
freedom would be used to configure the 

robot to satisfy a set of inequality con
straints that represent the avoidance of 
obstacles, while simultaneously making 
the end effector follow the desired trajec
tory (see Figure 1). For each obstacle, 
there would be defined a conv.ex volume 
or " space of influence" consisting of the 
object ph I'; an imaginary thick shield 
around it. If any point on the robot entered 
such a space of influence (entry would 
manifest itself as a violation of one or more 
of the inequality constraints), the degrees 
of freedom would be used to inhibit the 
motion of that point toward the obstacle. 

Configuration control would utilize on
line adaptation to eliminate the need for 
a complicated mathematical model and 
parameter values of the dynamics of the 
robot. Configuration control could be im
plemented at the low level of the seNOCon
trol loops of the robot, in contrast with prior 
schemes in which the avoidance of ob
stacles is implemented at the high-level 
task-planning stage. This feature would 
provide the capability to avoid obstacles 
in a dynamically varying environment (e.g., 
where the obstacles are moving), where 

{ 

End·Effector· 
TraJectory
Generating 
Part of Robot 
Configuration 

{

Obstacle-Avoiding 
Part of Robot 
Configuration 

90 Expert System for Heat 
Exchanger 

Books and Reports 
91 Separation of Liquid and Gas 

in Zero Gravity 

a-priori planning of tasks is not feasible. 
The relative simplicity and computational 
efficiency would make it possible to im
plement real-time obstacle-avoidance con
trol loops with high sampling rates. 

Configuration control of a four-link plan
ar robot (see Figure 2) was tested in com
puter simulations. The problems studied 
included reaching around a stationary 
round obstacle, simultaneous avoidance 
of two stationary round obstacles, recon
figuration of the robot to avoid a moving 
round obstacle, and avoiding a station
ary rectangular obstacle. The simulations 
showed that the end effector tracked the 
desired trajectories closely, and the robot 
succeeded in avoiding the obstacles. 

This IMJrk was done by Homa}QUn Seraji, 
of Caltech and Richard Colbaugh and 
Kristin Glass of New Mexico State Univer
sity for NASA's Jet Propulsion labor
atory. For further information, Circle 97 on 
the TSP Request Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and 
a patent application has been filed. In
quiries concerning nonexclusive or ex
clusive license for its commercial develop
ment should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, NASA Resident Office-JPL [see 
page 16]. Refer to NPO-17852. 

\' __ ~-'::'===:i:~"Llnks of Robot Arm 

- '( 
Trajectory 

Figure 1. In Configuration Control, extra degrees of freedom-those 
not needed to make the end effector of a robot follow the desired 
trajectory-would be used to make the robot avoid obstacles. 

Figure 2. A Four-Link Robot in a Horizontal Plane, equipped with 
configuration controller, was studied by computer simulation. The 
results' 01 the simulation showed that the robot could avoid obstacles 
while its end effector closely tracked the desired trajectory. 

~~ Viselike Robotic Gripper 
A split-rail/roller bearing system minimizes both friction and jamming under side loads. 

Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 

A viselike, high-performance, general-pur
pose robot hand is being developed for use 

86 

in both industry and outer space. This de
vice, called a "split-rail parallel gripper," is 

simple, compact, inexpensive, rugged, light 
enough [10 Ib (4.5 kg)] to be used on small 
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robots, strong enough to be used on large 
robots to lift loads up to 100 Ib (45 kg), and 
capable of gripping objects up to 7 in. (118 
cm) wide. 

The gripper has a unique "split-rail" con
figuration (see figure) in which a finger remi
niscent of a vise jaw is attached to each 
of two rails. The rails move along each other 
on pre loaded roller bearings that minimize 
the friction between the rails and between 
each rail and a housing. Because the mo
tion is rolling rather than sliding, there is little 
wear, and Ihe gripper can, therefore, be used 
in workspaces where contamination must 
be minimized. 

Rack gears mounted on the rails mesh 
with a pinion gear that rotates about an axis 
fixed to the housing. This gear system forces 
the rails and fingers to move equal distances 
in opposite directions and to remain at equal 
distances from the midpoint where they 
meet. Therefore, the gripper can be driven 
via either the pinion or one of the rails by 
any of a variety of rotary or linear motors, 
actuators, or transmission systems. When 
one of the rails is driven, the fingers press 
on the grasped object with half the driving 
force. 

The rails and housing are made of 6061-
T6 aluminum. They are machined by sim
ple straight cuts; no grinding or polishing 
is necessary. The machined surfaces are 
hard-anodized to reduced wear and prevent 
indentation by the bearings under high loads. 
The racks, pinion, and roller bearings are 
made of stainless steel and are available 
commercially. 

In tests, the motion of the prototype grip
per was repeatable with an error of less than 
0.001 in. (0.025 mm). Such a high degree 
of repeatability is possible because the 

Housing 

Racl< 

Rail. 

Rack 

Cross Roll", 
Bearings 

END VIEW 
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Fingers (One 
_ Hidden Behind 

lhe 01""" 

Shared Cylindrical 
Beartngs 

Cross Roller 
Beartngs 

A nger 

The Split-RaiURoller 
Bearing System re
duces friction and 
backlash. The cylin
drical rolier bearings 
between the rails ro
tale but, because of 
the opposing motions 
of the rails, do Qot 
translate. The cross 
roller bearings (which 
are short cylindrical 
bearings) rotate, and 
each translates one
fourth the change in 
distance between the 
fingers. 

........ ""~..,A""'!':.y:',.,.,' .... ,,,,....,,....,A'V,....,,..v,..v ........ 

... 
backlash exists only in transition between 
opening and closing motion, and either mo
tion automatically removes the backlash. 
The pre loaded bearings eliminate the re
peatability errors in directions perpendicular 
to the rails. The tests showed that the grip
per responds to a driving force of less than 
1 Ib (4.5 N). The test also showed that the 

.. 
gripper resists jamming under side loads, 
continuing to open and close smoothly when 
subjected to side torques as large as 200 
lboin. (22.6 Nom). 

This 'NOrk was done by John M. Vranish 
of Goddard Space Flight Center. For fur
ther information, Circle 134 on the TSP Re-
quest Carel. GSC-13323 

Hidden-Markov-Model Analysis of Telemanipulator Data 
Forces and torques are analyzed by extension of a method previously applied to speech. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California probability of a sequence of observed sen

sor outputs given a particular hidden 
A mathematical model and procedure 

based on the hidden-Markov-model con
cept are undergoing development for use 
in the analysis and prediction of the out
puts of force and torque sensors of tele
robotic manipulators (see figure). A hidden 
Markov model is a mathematical model of 
a Markov process (a type of stochastic 
process) that cannot be observed direct
ly. Each state of a hidden Markov model 
specifies a probability density from which 
such observations as sensor outputs are 
generated. In a nontrivial case in which 
the probability densities overlap, the prob
lem of determining the sequence of states 
in the underlying Markov model becomes 
one of optimally combining the informa
tion on state-transition probabilities with 
state-dependent observation densities and 
observations at particular times. 

The hidden-Markov-model concept has 
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previously been applied to the recognition 
of speech signals, which are similar to ro
botic forceltorque signals in that they are 
noiselike and represent hidden mental 
states of human operators or internal 
states of electronic controllers. In the de
velopmental hidden Markov model, an 
overall task is broken down into subgoals. 
and transition probabilities encode the 
ease with which the operator completes 
each subgoal. The Markov-process portion 
of the model encodes the task-sequencel 
subgoal structure, and the probability-den
sity functions for the forces and torques 
associated with each state of manipula
tion (subgoallstate) encode the sensor sig
nals that one expects to observe at the 
subgoal. The parameters of this model are 
constructed from engineering knowledge 
of the task. 

Three problems arise: to compute the 

Markov model, to compute the most like
ly sequence of states from a sequence of 
observed sensor outputs and the hidden 
Markov model, and to identify the hidden 
Markov model from a sequence or set of 
sequences of observed sensor outputs. 
The first problem corresponds to the com
putation of a " P-value" (a recursive sum 
of products that include transition probabil
ities) for the entire sequence of sensor 
data. For example. if evaluated against a 
hidden MarkeN model of normal execution 
of the task, the P-value" indicates to what 
extent the operation is proceeding accord
ing to plan. The second problem is solved 
by using the Viterbi algorithm, which also 
computes the probability of the most like
ly sequence of states. The third problem 
is solved by use of the 8aum-Welch algo
rithm, which is an incremental-optimization 
algorithm that is guaranteed to change the 
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frequency of 20 to 140 Hz. All units are fluid filled for 
precise damping and shock protection. 
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The Outputs of Sensors on a robot performing a precise peg-in-hole 
task are noiSy but also contain information that can be interpreted with 
the help of knowledge 01 the task. 

hidden Markov model in such a way as to improve the P-value 
for a given set of sensor data. 

This work was done by Blake Hannaford and Paul Lee of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For further 
information, Circle 2 on the TSP Request Card. NPO-18000 

Bidirectional Drive-and-Brake ~J 
Mechanism ~ 
Motion of a single lever provides both 
driving and braking . 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, 
Houston, Texas 

A bidirectional drive-and-brake mechanism is part of 
a small vehicle that is driven manually along a monorail 
somewhat in the manner of a railroad handcar. The 
vehicle looks and functions like a hybrid of a handcar 
and a bicycle (see Figure 1) . The vehicle and mecha
nism were conceived for use by an astronaut traveling 
along a structure in outer space, but the basic concept could 
be applied on Earth, for example, to make very small railroad 

Handle 

Lever at Umlts 
of Driving Arc 

Figure 1. A Vehicle That Crawls Along a Monorail combines 
features of both a bicycle and a railroad handcar. 
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VIEWA·A Pawl 

Figure 2. The Bidirectional Drlve·and·Brake Mechanism includes a selectable·pawl· 
and·ratchet overrunning clutch (the drive mechanism) and mating stationary and roo 
tating conical surfaces that can be pressed against each other (the brake mecha· 
nism). The mechanism operates similarly to a bicycle drive·and·brake mechanism except 
that it limits the rotation of the sprocket in both directions and brakes at both limits. 

handcars or crawling vehicles for use on 
large structures, in pipelines under con· 
struction, or underwater. 

As in the case of a bicycle crank with 
pedals, the motion of a single lever with 
a handle actuates both the driving and 
braking functions, and the range of mo
tion determines which function is selected. 
As on a handcar rather than on a bicycle, 
even when driving, the lever is moved re
ciprocally through a limited arc. A bicycle
like combination of roller chain and sprock· 
ets transmits the motion of the lever to the 
drive-and-brake mechanism. 

Shown in more detail in Figure 2, the 
mechanism includes a cylindrical body 
that drives and brakes the vehicle by ro
tating in frictional contact with the mono
rail. A nonrotating central shaft with thread
ed ends is mounted on guide brackets that 
hold the vehicle on the monorail. 

The sprocket on the mechanism is at
tached to a drive gear and a short tubular 
shaft that rotates about the central shaft. 
During the forward or reverse stroke of the 
lever, one of two manually selectable 
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spring-loaded pawls transmits forward or 
reverse driving torque, respectively, from 
the drive gear to the cylindrical body. The 
pawls are arranged so that only the one 
for the selected direction of drive can 
engage the drive gear. 

A portion of the short tubular shaft in
cludes double-pitched outer threads that 
mate with similar threads in a double
ended frustoconical brake body_ As the 
motion of the lever causes this shaft to 
rotate, the action of the threads causes the 
brake body to slide along the centraloShaft_ 
Splines on the central shaft and brake 
body allow the brake body to slide 
lengthwise but prevent it from rotating. At 
the extremes of the arc of lever motion, 
beyond the limits of the driving arc, the 
brake body makes contact with conical in
ner surfaces of the rotating cylindrical 
body, and the friction of this contact brakes 
the motion of the vehicle. Thus, for exam
ple, when the forward-driving pawl is 
selected, one can brake the vehicle as one 
brakes a bicycle: by moving the lever to 
the limit of its travel in the reverse-torque 
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direction. However, unlike on a bicycle, 
even when forward drive is selected, one 
can also brake the vehicle by moving the 
lever to the limit of its travel in the forward· 
torque direction. 

This work was done by Scott A. Swan 

of Johnson Space Center. For further in· 
formation, Cirele 39 on the TSP Request 
Gatti. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and 
a patent application has been filed. In
quiries concerning nonexclusive or ex· 

Expert System for Heat Exchanger 
Diagnosis is simplified for non-engineers. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A developmental expert·system com- ing malfunctions, and ordering repairs of 

puter program assists an operator in con- a heat-exchanger system that dissipates 
troll ing, monitoring the operation, diagnos· heat generated by a 20·kW radio transmit-
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elusive license for its commercial develo{:r 
ment should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, Johnson Space Center [see page 
16]. Refer to MSC·21540. 

ter. This system includes not only a heat 
exchanger but also pumps, fans, sensors, 
valves, a reservoir, and associated plumb· 
ing. Because this assembly of equipment 
and its modes of operation are compli· 
cated, the operator needs to call on the 
knowledge and experience of an engineer 
to respond properly to unforeseen prob
lems. The expert-system computer pro
gram was conceived to assist the operator 
in this way while avoiding the cost of keep
ing an engineer in full·time attendance. 
Similar programs could be developed for 
heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning 
systems. 

The expert-system program resides in 
a computer that monitors the heat·ex· 
changer system via digitized signals from 
sensors. It performs four main tasks, the 
first of which is to detect and locate faults. 
For this purpose, the program incorporates 
an expert engineer's knowledge of the 
symptoms of failures (e.g., sensor readings 
out of specified ranges) and the necessary 
adjustments, repairs, and other corrective 

Read Data 

Update 
History 

Interlock 
Rules 

Maintenance 
Rules 

Pending· 
Problem 

Rules 

The Knowledge Base of the expert sys· 
tern is organized in a set of " if . .. then" 
rules regarding flow interlocks (e.g., to 
order a shutdown if flow of coolant is 
blocked in a critical component), main
tenance, and pending problems. 
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responses. This expertise is encoded in 
the form of "if ... then" rules (see figure); 
for example, "if level of liquid in tank is less 
than level of liquid in tank 10 minutes ago, 
then coolant may be leaking." 

In addition to the expert knowledge base 
encoded in "if. . . then" rules, the expert 
system includes an "inference engine" 
that derives conclusions about the status 
of the heat-exchanger system from sen
sor outputs and from rules furnished by 
the expert. For example, where the'know
ledge base contains the rule "if A then B" 
and a sensor reports that A is true, then 
the inference engine deduces that B is 
also true. The assertion that B is true might 
trigger other rules of the form "if B then 
C;' and so on. The execution of the pro
gram entails a sequence of such forward 
chaining, which persists until either no 
more rules are executed or a halt is com
manded. At each cycle, all rules, the pre
conditions of which are satisfied by the 
contents of working memory, are deter
mined. If more than one rule is activated, 
one is selected by means of a suitable 
conflict-resolution strategy. All the actions 

Books and Reports 
These reports, studies, handbooks are avail
able from NASA as Technical Support Pack
ages (TSP's) when a Request Card number 
is cited; otherwise they are available from the 
National Technical Information SeNice. 

Separation of Liquid and 
Gas in Zero Gravity 
Tanks would double as 
cyclone separators. 

A pair of reports describe a scheme for 
separating a liquid from a gas so that the 
liquid could be pumped. The scheme is 
designed to operate in the absence of 
gravitation. 

A jet of liquid, gas, or liquid/gas mixture 
would be fed clrcumferentially into a cylin
drical tank filled with the liquid/gas mixture. 
The jet would start the liquid swirling. The 
swirling motion would centrifugally sepa
rate the liquid from the gas. The liquid could 
then be pumped from the tank at a point 
approximately diametrically opposite the 
point of injection of the jet. 

The vortex phase separator would re
place such devices as bladders ard ocreens. 
It would require no components inside the 
tank. Pumps for gas and liquid would be 
outside the tank and thus would be easily 
accessible for maintenance and repairs. 

This work was done by Frank S. Howard 
of Kennedy Space Center and Wilson S. 
Fraser of Johnson Space Center. To obtain 
copies of the reports. "Vortex Motion 
Phase Separator for Zero Gravity Uquid 
Transfer" and "Preliminary Results for a 
Vortex Induced, Uquid Handling and Ac
countability Procedure at Zero Gravity." 
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associated with the selected rule are then 
performed, and the data base is changed 
accordingly. Alternatively, if B is suspect
ed to be the cause of a problem, then, 
armed with a rule of the form "if A then 
B," the inference engine may work back
ward and ask the sensor system to pro
vide any evidence that could confirm the 
existence of A. 

The second main task is to provide re
ports on the statuses of important com· 
ponents of the system. These include 
which components like pumps or fans are 
on at the moment, whether they are op
erating correctly, and the like. Other data 
include operating hours, reports of mo
mentary faults, past failures, and records 
of repairs. 

The third main task is to furnish the op
erator with alternatives when faults are de
tected. For example, if one of several fans 
malfunctions but the remaining fans are 
sufficient to handle the current heat load, 
the system so advises the operator. 

The fourth main task is to acquire and 
analyze data continuously during opera
tion so as to detect trends (e.g., slow leak-

Circle 69 on the TSP Request Card, 
This invention has been patented by 

NASA (U.S. Patent No. 4,848,987). In
quiries concerning nonexclusive or ex-

age of coolant) that may lead to failures 
and to advise the operator of the need 
to make repairs before those failures oc
cur. This involves the application of least
squares regression analyses to selected 
sensor outputs. The expert system firsi 
alerts the operator to the existence of a 
potential problem and then, by comparing 
the trends in current sensor outputs with 
certain prespecified parameters, predicts 
a time when those trends would become 
critical. This action mimics that of an at
tentive engineer. 

The expert system provides for interac
tive displays on the video terminal of the 
computer to assist the operator in using 
it. Expert information (including alarms) is 
presented in the form of text, graphs, and 
icons. In addition, printouts are available 
and are produced automatically in response 
to some alarms to instruct the operator 
about corrective actions. 

This work was done by Q Gordon Bagby 
and Reginald A. Cormier of Caltech for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For 
further information, Circle 108 on the TSP 
Request Card. NPQ-17991 

clusive license for its commercial de
velopment should be addressed to the Pa· 
tent Counsel, Kennedy Space Center [see 
page 16]. Refer to KSC-1138Z 

Water, oil, smoke, dirt, cutting fluid , even metal shavings do not affect 
Kaman's noncontact position measuring systems,. Because the sensors 
don't touch the target material, they can measure displacement, 
alignment, vibration, and diameter without stopping the process. These 
sensors can measure displacements as large as 100 mm and as small 
as 0.5 mm, with resolution of the most accurate systems approaching 
0.001 microns. Call us to help solve your precision measurement 
problems. 

Kaman Instrumentation Corporation, 1500 Garden of the Gods Road, 
Colorado Springs, CO 80907. Phone 719-599-1825. FAX 719-599-1823. 
800-552-6267 

KAMA 
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... ~ Lighted, Folding 
Inspection Mirror 
This compact, inexpensive tool 

can be used in place of 

expensive borescopes. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, 
Alabama 

A compact, cheap tool (see figure) is 
used in place of an expensive (about 
$200,000) borescope for inspecting and 
photographing interior surfaces of the 
cases of the redesigned solid rocket 
motors of the Space Shuttle for salt-water 
corrosion, fretting, or other damage. Pre
viously, examination of these surfaces had 
been tedious because of the lack of ade
quate tools. This new tool , which can be 
carried in an inspector's pocket, greatly 
shortens the inspectionlphotographing 
process. This tool will be useful in the as
sembly of segments of the solid rocket 
motors as well as in postflight assessment, 
engineering evaluation, and refurbishment. 
It can be applied in general to the inspec
tion and photographing of inner sealing 
surfaces to which access is difficult. 

The tool includes two small metal or 
glass mirrors hinged together (see figure). 
Two 3-V light bulbs are attached along the 
edges of one mirror and connected to a 
battery of two cells. The cells are attached 
to the back side of one of the mirrors. For 
inspection of the clevises or tangs of the 
solid rocket motors, the size of each mir
ror is about 3 in. (7.6 em) x 2 in. (5.1 cm). 
The lighted mirror is inserted into the nar
row opening of the clevis or tang, and the 
surface can be viewed and photographed 
in the opposite mirror. 

This work was done by Bril;in E. Roepe 
of Thiokol Corp. for Marshall Space 
Flight Center. No further documentation 
is available. 
MFS-28457 

This Inexpensive Tool replaces a borescope 
for the inspection and photographing of sur
faces that are otherwise difficult to view. 
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Vacuum Powder Injector 
Neat resin coats are applied uniformly to bundles of fiber tow. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 
A method has been developed to pro

vide uniform impregnation of bundles of 
carbon-fiber tow with low-solubility, high
melt-flow polymer powder materials to pro
duce composite prepregs. Because of the 
interactions among various low-viscosity, 
high-melling-point polymers, the methods 
available for coating of carbon-fiber tows 
with these polymers are limited and of 
marginal value for the production of pre
pregs of high quality. The inability to re
move solvents and carrier materials to ac
ceptable levels and the inability to cause 
the polymer films to infiltrate the fiber 
bundles totally have proved to be signifi
cant barriers to the production of uniformly 
impregnated prepregs of high quality. 

In the new method (see figure), a bun
dle of fiber tow is unwound from a supply 
spool by an electric motor. The circuit that 
supplies power to the motor is completed 
when the bundle is pulled against the elec
trodes, causing the motor to advance un
til the circuit is broken again. The bundle 
is then pulled through a latex-rubber die, 
which includes a pinch clamp that regu
lates the intake of air into the bundle. The 
bun.dle passes along a glass tube, along 
with the air drawn in by a vacuum system. 
The polymer powder is mechanically dis
pensed into the tube and, like the air, it is 
pulled into the tube by the vacuum. 

While the flow of air is spreading the fi
bers in the bundle in the tube, the powder 
material is mixed into the bundle. The 
larger particles of powder are carried into 
a wider glass tube dimpled to half its 
diameter, wherein these particles are 
combed into the bundle. At the entrance 
to the larger glass tube, the vacuum 
changes the direction of flow of air, and 
the air is no longer traveling with the fiber. 
A rubber die at the exit end of the larger 
glass tube near a convection oven stops 
the air from entering from that end. The 
die also constricts the fiber tor the final 
entrapment of the polymer. 

The excess powder that is stripped from 
the fiber before it leaves the vacuum is first 
accelerated through a venturi, then dis
persed through a filter, causing an overall 
loss of energy that, in turn, causes the pcm
der to collect in a pipe at the bottom. Those 
smaller particles that are not stopped by 
this loss of energy are collected in the liq
uid of a bubbler. A very fine filter at the 
outlet of the bubbler provides final protec
tion for the vacuum system. 

This system provides for control of the 
amount of polymer on the bundle (:565 
percent). The crystallinity of the polymer 
can be maintained by a controlled melt on 
the takeup system. All the powder is en-

The Vacuum Powder Injector expands the bundle of fiber tow, applies polymer powder to it, then 
compresses the bundle to hold the powder. 

trapped, and most is collected for reuse. 
The process provides an inexpensive and 
efficient method for making composite 
materials. It allows for the coating of any 
bundle of fine fibers (wire, cloth, graphite, 
glass, and the like) with powders (paints, 
dyes, insulating materials, and the like). 
The method shows high potential for mak
ing prepregs of improved materials and for 
preparation of high-temperature, high
modulus, reinforced thermoplastics. 

This work was done by Dennis C. W?rk
ing of Langley Research Center. No fur
ther documentation is available. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and 
a patent application has been filed. In
quiries concerning nonexclusive or ex
clusive license for its commercial deve/o{r 
ment should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, Langley Research Center [see 
page 16j. Refer to LAR-14179. 

OUR DESIGN OR YOURS 
• Actuators • Drums 
• Dampers • Plugs 
• Bumpers • Inflatables 
• Fuel Cells • Diaphragms 
• Collapsible Tanks • Accumulators 

Call our TOLL FREE Design Une (BOO) 526-5330 
.A"' • WI. Aero Tee Laboratories, Inc. 
Spear Road Industrial Park , Ramsey, NJ 07446 
(in N.J. 201-825-1400) FAX: 201-825-1962 Tl.X: 642-730 ATL INC 



Repairing a Shaft Prone to Fatigue 
The shaft of a hydraulic motor .-----;....-------------- ..... 
now outlives its bearings. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, 
Alabama 

A procedure for repairing a John Deere 
Series 50 (or equivalent) hydraulic motor 
solves the problem posed by a common 
type of fatigue failure of the shaft. The re
pair extends the service life 10 times; the 
repaired shaft outlasts the motor bearings, 
which have an expected service life of 
1,000 hours. 

The hydraulic motors drive the wheels 
of a slowly moving vehicle that carries a 
heavy load. The motors are low-speed, 
high-torque units that are mounted direct
lyon the transporter axle-and-wheel as
semblies. Pressurized hydraulic fluid turns 
a splined shaft that has a necked-down 
threaded end (see figure). The end is sub
ject to bending and fatigue; when it fails, 
it breaks away from the motor, hydraulic 
fluid leaks, and the vehicle can no longer 
move. 

The repair procedure can be summar
ized as follows: 
1. Completely remove the remaining part 

of the broken necked-down section. 
2. Bore and internally thread a hole in the 

end of the remaining shaft. 
3. Apply an adhesive to the threads on the 

inner end of a special stud. Insert the 
threaded end of the stud in the hole in 
the end of the shaft. By use of the hex
agonal-nut-like midsection of the stud, 
torque the stud into the threaded hole. 

4. Replace the bearings and seals in the 
motor. 

5. Place a special machined washer, a self
aligning washer, locking collars, and an 
end cap on the outer end of the stud. 
The locking collars provide the neces-

sary end play of 0.003 in. (0.08 mm). They 
replace a nut that was secured by a cot
ter pin extending through a diametral hole 
in the necked-down section. Similarly, the 
machined washer and self-aligning washer 
replace an eccentric washer that was se
cured by a roll pin through a hole in the 
shaft. Because the holes through the 
necked-down section are no longer need
ed in the stud that replaces it, the stud is 
stronger and more resistant to fatigue. 
These qualities are enhanced by the stud 
material (4340 steeO, which is tougher than 
is the original shaft material, and by the 
use of rolled (instead of cut) threads on 
the stud. 

The Necked·Down End ofthe Shaft is prone 
to fatigue failure, in which the threaded end is 
sheared off. Repair includes forming an inter
nally threaded hole in the end of the shaft, 
.inserting a double-threaded end stud, and 
adding washers and collars. 
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It is not necessary to wait until a failure 
occurs to carry out the repair procedure. 
It can be performed as a retrofit procedure 

to ensure reliable operation. 
This work was done lYy Roger A Sharp, 

David V. Larsen, and Garold A Bates of 

Thiokol Corp. for Marsha" Space Flight 
Center: For further information, Circ/e 130 
on the TSP Request Card. MFS-28518 

Filament Winding of Carbon/Carbon Structures 
An improved technique has potential for automation. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
M improved method of winding carbon 

filaments for carbon/carbon composite 
structures is less costly and labor-intensive 
than are prior methods and produces more 
consistent results. The improved method 
involves the use of a roller squeegee to 
ensure that filaments are continuously wet 
with resin during winding. The method also 
involves control of the spacing and the 
resin contents of plies to obtain strong 
bonds between carbon filaments and the 
carbon matrices. The method lends itself 
to full automation and involves the use of 
filaments and matrix-precursor resins in 
their simplest forms, thereby reducing 
costs. 

Carbon/carbon composites offer high 
strength at high temperatures. They resist 
thermal shock and erosion. They are used 
to make such structures as throats and exit 
cones of rocket engines. 

The roller-squeege eliminates buildup 
of resin on the guide rollers, which even
tually tears the filaments, as seen with pre
vious conventional techniques. The build
up occurs due to the tackiness and high 
viscosity of the phenOlic resin (the high 
viscosity of the resin is attributed to the 
addition of 6 to 16 weight percent of car
bon filler, which increases the total char 
yield of the structure). The roller-squeegee 
continuously applies resin to the dry fibers 
as they are wound onto the part being 
fabricated and works the resin into the 
outer layers. 

Mother feature of the new method pre
vents the wrinkles that usually form in older 
methods because of polymerization and 
shrinkage during curing. The wrinkles are 
prevented by controlling the interlaminar 
resin content and curing in a vacuum bag 
under atmospheric pressure only. 

±30° off axis on an aluminum mandrel 
coated with a release chemical. The roller 
squeegee worked the carbon-filled resin 
into the bundles as they were laid down. 
The roller squeegee was spring-loaded 
against the surface. A servosystem con
trolled the tension on the filaments. 

After winding, the tubes were vacuum
bagged and cured at a temperature of 
165°C under atmospheriC pressure. They 
were carbonized in nitrogen at a tempera
ture that was gradually increased to 816 °C, 
then graphitized at 2,200 °C. Finally, some 
tubes were densified by chemical-vapor 
deposition, while others were densified by 
impregnation with pitch. The material pro
duced by chemical-vapor deposition was 
found to be stronger and to have a matrix 
that was more nearly uniform than that 
produced by impregnation with pitch. 
Chemical-vapor deposition gave better 

adhesion between matrices and fibers, 
thereby imparting better transfer of loads 
and increased shear strength. 

The roller-squeegee method has also 
been used to fabricate prototype rocket 
nozzles. In the prototypes, the winding 
angle was varied between 30° and 60° 
to create constant thicknesses of material 
along the axes of the nozzles. After wind
ing, the filament-wound nozzles were proc
essed Similarly to the tubes. These rocket 
nozzles were successfully test-fired to 
show structural integrity .. 

This work was done by Paul J. Jacoy, 
Wesley P. Schmitigal, and Wayne M. 
Phil/ips of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propul· 
sion Laboratory. For further information, 
Circle 52 on the TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, NASA Resi
dent Office-JPL [see page 16]. Refer to 
NPQ-18163. 

In a demonstration of the method, sev
eral carbon/carbon tubes, 4 in_ (10 cm) in 
diameter, were fabricated by alternately 
winding four fiber bundles at an angle of 

The Roller Squeegee presses against filaments as they are wrapped on a mandrel 
on a servo-controlled winding machine. The filaments are thereby coated uniformly 
with the correct amount of carbon-filled resin . 

• 
Acoustic Levitator With Furnace and Laser Heating 
The levitated sample can be heated to more than 1,500 0c. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena. california 

M acoustic-levitation apparatus incor
porates an electrical-resistance fumace for 
uniform heating up to a temperature of 
about 1,000 °C . .Additional local heating by 
a pair of laser beams can raise the tem
perature of the sample to more than 

NASA Tech Briefs, October 1991 

1,500 °C. The apparatus is designed for 
use in the containerless processing of 
materials in microgravity or in normal Earth 
gravity. 

The apparatus (see Figure 1) includes 
a round cylindrical quartz tube surround-

ed by a quartz mandrel that supports the 
heating wire. Sound at a frequency of 20 
kHz is generated by a piezoelectric trans
ducer and coupled via a horn and a driver 
rod into the quartz tube. The dimensions 
of the tube are chosen so that at the 
2G-kHz frequency, the sound waves excite 
an acoustic resonance that provides 
stable levitation of the sample at the center 
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Figure 1. The High Temperature Single-Mode Acoustic Levltator 
generates a cylindrical-mode acoustic resonance that levitates a 
sample. The levitation chamber is enclosed in an electrical-resis
tance furnace . 
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Figure 2. Infrared Beams from an Nd:YAG laser provide additional 
local heating of the sample. This is a simplified diagram: the equip
ment also includes lenses. collimators, additional beam splitters, and 
a helium/neon laser used in alignment. 

of the tube. Because the resonant length of the tube at a 
fixed frequency varies with the speed of sound (which 
increases with tempe'rature) , an adjustable quartz plunger 
driven by a stepping motor is used to adjust the length to 
maintain the resonance during heating. 

To prepare for ground-based levitation, the plunger is 
lowered below a port near the bottom of the quartz tube, and 
the sample is inserted through the port onto a wire screen. 
The screen is then raised to bring the sample up to the initial 
levitation position, and the plunger is raised to the position 
that corresponds to the initial resonant length. Once the 
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sound begins to support the sample, the screen is lowered 
out of contact with the sample. The sample is removed from 
the chamber by reversing this procedure. 

The levitation chamber and furnace include viewing ports 
for observation of the sample. Two additional ports (not 
shown) are used to direct the laser heating beams at the 
sample from two opposite directions. The beams are gen
erated by splitting the beam from a neodymium:yttrium 
aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laserof 1 OO-W power and 1.06-
11m wavelength and are aimed at the sample by a pair of 
computer-controlled steering mirrors (see Figure 2). The 
temperature of the sample is measured optically (in terms 
of radiance and surface reflectance) by use of a 0.904-l1m 
laser pyrometer. 

This work was done by Martin B. Barmatz and James D. 
Stoneburner of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labo
ratory. For further information, Circle 77 on the TSP Re
quest Card. NPO-18035 

Ruling Blazed, Aberration
Corrected Diffraction Gratings 
Advantages of holographic and ruled 
gratings are combined. 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 

A proposed optoelectromechanical apparatus that functions 
partly as a ruling engine and partly as a pantograph would rule 
blazed, aberration-corrected diffraction gratings. Heretofore, 
gratings blazed on conventional mechanical ruling engines 
have been subject to phase errors, with consequent undesired 
ghost images and scattering of light, caused by periodic and 

Pantographic Ann 
r - - - - - - - - - ---I 

i RUllng:o: Stylus 

Grat1rtg 
81_ 

OYEAAU. PRINCIPLE Of OPERATION 

The Sensing Head traces the grooves in a model holographic grating. 
causing the ruling stylus to form similar grooves in a grating blank. 
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random mechanical errors in the ruling 
engines. Conventional mechanical ruling 
ongines are also limited in that they rule 
only nominally straight grooves, whereas 
specially curved grooves are needed in 
some cases to compensate for optical 
aberrations elsewhere in the systems in 
which the gratings are to be used. Al
though gratings can be made holograph
ically with grooves in precise registration, 
with little or no phase error, and corrected 
for aberrations, the grooves in such grat
ings have smoothly undulating cross sec
tions with rounded edges, which have low 
diffraction efficiency. Gratings with grooves 
of triangular or "sawtooth" cross sections 
(blazed gratings) are needed for high effi
ciency in the designed order of diffraction. 

The new apparatus (see figure) makes 
it possible to combine the precision of an 
aberration-corrected, holographically pro
duced grating with the diffraction efficien
cy of a blazed grating by using the holo
graphically produced grating as a model 
or master pattern that controls the ruling 
engine that makes the blazed grating. The 
surface of the model holographic grating 
is scanned by a senSing head mounted 
on a pantographic arm. A ruling stylus is 
mounted on the other end of the panto
graphic arm with its tip in a grating blank. 

The sensing head is a scanning-tunnel-

ing-microscope probe mounted on a pan
tographic arm. The probe tapers to a sharp 
tip, and a bias voltage is applied between 
the tip and the model holographic grat
ing. The vertical (z-axis) position of the 
pantographiC arm is controlled by a scan
ning-tunneling-microscope feedback ser
vcrcontrol loop in response to the quan
tum-mechanical-tunneling electron current 
that flows between the tip and the surface. 
This current depends on the distance of 
the tip above the surface of the grating, 
and the servomechanism maintains the 
tip at a fixed distance as small as a few 
nanometers. 

A ruling engine commands the horizon
tal (x- and y-axis) motion of the panto
graphic arm via x- and y-axis drive circuits 
and motors. (Alternatively, the pantograph
ic arm can be moved in y only, and the 
carriage can be translated in x.) The rul
ing engine includes x- and y-axis inter
ferometers that measure the horizontal p0-

sition. The outputs of the interferometers 
are processed digitally, and the resulting 
signal is converted into one of the analog 
inputs to the z-axis servocontrol loop. 

The net effect of the interaction among 
the x-, YO, and z-axis control loops is the fol
lowing: The ruling engine commands the 
pantographic arm to scan in y along a 
groove, which lies substantially along the 

y axis. The z motion of the pantographic 
arm and the x motion of the pantographiC 
arm or carriage are controlled together in 
such a way as to make the tip of the probe 
trace a path a few nanometers above the 
top of one of the grooves on the model. 
(This path can deviate slightly from a 
straight line parallel to the y-axis because 
of the aberration-correcting curvature.) The 
ruling stylus on the other end of the panto
graphic arm follows a parallel path, there
by embedding the pattern of the holo
graphic grating in the grating blank. 

An alternate apparatus would have a 
photolithographic recording device such 
as an electron spot instead of a ruling 
stylus. The end product would be a record
ing mask defining groove layout in etched 
grating processes. 

This work was done by Douglas B. 
Leviton of Goddard Space Aight Center. 
For further information, Circle · 6 on the 
TSP Request card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and 
a patent application has been filed. In
quiries concerning nonexclusive or ex
clusive license for its commercial develorr 
ment should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, Goddard Space Flight Center 
[see page 16}.Refer to GSC-13240. 

Crack-Free, Nondistorting Can for Hot Isostatic Pressing 
Outgassing and warping are reduced. 

Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
A new method of canning specimens 

made of composites of arc-sprayed and 
plasma-sprayed tape reduces outgassing 
and warping during hot isostatic pressing. 
The method produces a can that has a re-
liable, crack-free seal and thereby helps 
to ensure a pressed product of high quality. 

Induction 
I 

Vacuum 

Knockout 

In the new method, a specimen is placed 
in a ring of refractory metal between two 
face sheets, also of refractory metal (see 
figure). This assembly is placed in a die 
in a vacuum hot press, where it is simUl
taneously heated and pressed until the 
plates become diffusion-welded to the 
ring , forming a sealed can around the 
specimen. The specimen also becomes 
partially densified, and thus fits snugly 
within the can. The specimen is then ready 
for further densification by hot isostatic 
pressing. 

The Specimen As
sembly in the die lies 
under a punch driven 
by a steel ram in a 
vacuum hot press. An 
induction coil around 
the die supplies heat 
for solid-state diffu
sion welding . The 
specimen assembly 
consists of the com
posite specimen lay
up between refrac
tory-metal plates in a 
refractory-metal ring. 

~ Ring 

Previously, the specimen was placed in 
a lidded refractory-metal container that 
was then sealed in a vacuum by electron
beam welding. Because the vacuum was 
sealed in the can at room temperature, the 
specimen did not have the opportunity to 
release gases until it was subjected to 
hot isostatic preSSing, at which point the 
sealed-in gases could not escape. The re
sulting gas bubbles prevented proper den-
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sification, and the gases often reacted with 
the specimen, weakening it. In the new 
hot-sealing method, gases are driven off 
during the sealing process, before hot 
isostatic pressing. 

Moreover, electron-beam welding ac
cording to the previous method can lead 
to cracks when the molten refractory metal 
recrystallizes in the weld zone, and cracks 
prevent the specimen from densifying dur-

ing hot isostatic preSSing. With the solid
state diffusion weld in the new method, 
however, there is no melting and therefore 
no recrystallization and the consequent 
cracking. 

Finally, it is impossible to achieve a per
fectly fitting can with electron-beam weld
ing according to the previous method. Un
equal stresses in the specimen during hot 
isostatic pressing therefore tend to warp 
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it. However, the heat and pressure of the 
sealing process in the new method squeeze 
the specimen into contact with the entire 
inner surface of the can, so that thereafter, 
the specimen does not warp when pressed. 

This work was done by John J. Juhas 

of Lewis Research Center. For further in
formation, Circle 71 on the TSP Request 
card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and 
a patent application has been filed. In
quiries concerning nonexclusive or ex-

clusive license for its commercial develop
ment should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, Lewis Research Center [see 
page 16}. Refer to LEW-14990. 

Heavy-Workpiece Handler for Vacuum Plasma Spraying 
Massive parts are manipulated for uniform coating. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama ...... 
A handling device manipulates a heavy, 

hollow workpiece for plasma spraying in 
a vacuum chamber. The device rotates 
and tilts the workpiece, keeping it approx
imately perpendicular to the plasma-spray 
nozzle, so that the nozzle deposits a uni
form layer on the interior surface of the 
workpiece. It can accommodate work
pieces as heavy as 1,000 pounds (450 
kilograms) and is compatible with the heat 
and vacuum of the spraying process. 

The device includes a turntable mount
ed on a cradle made of tubes (see figure). 
The cradle tilts on a pair of pivot assem
blies. A motor in the base of the turntable 
drives a spoked turntable deck that holds 
a removable ring, called the "overspray 
ring;' that supports the workpiece. A motor 
and harmonic drive in one of the pivot as
semblies tilts the cradle. 

The workpiece is placed on the over
spray ring. The plasma-spray gun is insert
ed in the workpiece from the top. The over
spray ring provides a margin at the lower 
limit of the vertical travel of the plasma
spray gun; it protects the interior surface 
of the spoked turntable deck from the 
plasma spray. It has a thin cross section 
to minimize the transfer of heat to the 
spoked turntable deck. During spraying, 
the overspray ring becomes attached to 
the workpiece via the deposited layer. 
Therefore, the overspray ring is designed 
to be easily removable from the turntable. 

The turntable motor rotates the work
piece during spraying. A shaft-angle re
solver in the turntable housing provides 
position feedback, and Hall-effect devices 
in the motor provide rate feedback for auto
matic control of the rotation of the turn
table. Simultaneously, the motor and har
monic drive in one of the pivot assemblies 
keep the contoured internal surface per
pendicular to the axis of the spray. The har
monic drive multiplies the torque of the 

Books and Reports 
These reports, studies. handbooks are avail
able from NASA as Technical Support Pack
ages (TSP's) when a Request Card number 
is Cited; otherwise they are available from the 
Nalional Technical Information Service. 

Effects of Heat Sinks 
on VPPA Welds 
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A Heavy Workpiece 
is mounted on a turn
table. The turntable 
rotates the workpiece 
about one axis while 
the cradle tilts the 
turntable and work
piece about an or
thogonal axis. A 
plasma-spray gun is 
inserted in the work
piece. A removable 
ring, shown in cross 
section, supports the 
workpiece and shields 
part of the turntable 
from the spray. 

T."" 

pivot motor 200 times so that the massive 
workpiece can be tilted. A shaft-angle re
solver in the opposite pivot assembly pro
vides position feedback for the control sys
tem, which is programmed to coordinate 
the tilt of the cradle with the position and 
orientation of the gun and the rotation of 
the turntable. 

Cooling water enters the motorized pivot 
and flows along the pivot shaft, the adja
cent cradle tube, the turntable, and around 
the turntable motor. The COOling water 
leaves the turntable through the opposite 
cradle tube and pivot. 

Tubes carrying water and power and 
control cables enter the vacuum chamber 
through dual-sealed ports. The seals are 

Predicted heat-sink effects 
are consistently less than 
measured ones_ 

A report describes a theoretical and ex
perimental study of the absorption of heat 
by metal blocks in contact with a metal 
plate while the plate is subjected to vari
able-polarity plasma-arc (VPPA) welding. 

MI,Of 
AoratliO"l 

AxiS of RotatIOn 

Sh.tl 

OETAJl OF TURNTABLE ASSEMBLY 

pressurized with argon gas. 
The cradle completes the electric cir

cuit from the plasma gun through the cast
ing. It is insulated from the wall of the 
vacuum chamber by nonmetallic bushings 
between the pivot bearings and their 
housings. 

This work was done by William N. Myers 
of Marshall Space Aight Center. For fur
ther information, Circle 31 on the TSP Re
quest card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercia/ use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Marshall 
Space Flight Center [see page 16}. Refer 
to MFS-28522. 

The plate and the blocks served as sim
plified models of workpieces to be weld
ed and the fixtures that hold the work
pieces, respectively. The purpose of the 
study was to contribute to the develop
ment of a comprehensive mathematical 
model of temperature in the weld region; 
this model would be incorporated into an 
algorithm for automatic control of the weld-
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ing process. The study is also relevant to 
the welding of thin sheets of metal to thick 
blocks of metal, the heat treatment of 
metals, and hotspots in engines. 

along the plate in the x direction at a 
steady speed V and to have been oper
ating long enough so that in the coordinate 
system moving with the source, the distri
bution of temperature in the plate is con
stant in time. Under these conditions, the 
steady·state distribution of temperature in 
the moving coordinate system is given by 
an equation derived by D. Rosenthal and 
published in 1946. 

The theoretical part of the study is based 
on a simplified mathematical model of 
thermal conditions in the plate. The plate 
is treated as having uniform thermal dif
fusivity throughout, convective cooling of 
the surface is ignored, the temperature in 
regions of the plate far from the welding 
heat source is taken to be uniform, and 
the welding heat source is treated as line 
source of uniform power per unit length 
through the thickness of the plate. The 
welding heat source is considered to move 

The heat-sinking effect of a block is 
treated as a disturbance of the Rosenthal 
distribution: The basic premise is that if 
a small mass initially at the ambient tem
perature and fixed to the plate were to in
teract with the mOVing temperature field, 
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it would draw, from the plate, the amount 
of heat necessary to raise its temperature 
to that prescribed for its poSition by the 
Rosenthal distribution. In the frame of 
reference moving with the welding heat 
source, the heat-Sinking effect of a mass 
fixed to the plate is equivalent to that of 
a moving heat sink (equivalently, a nega
tive heat source) of variable strength. Then 
by use of an equation for the effect of a 
moving source and the use of Ahamel 's 
theorem, the temperature at a given posi
tion on the plate as a function of time is 
expressed by an integral equation as, in 
effect, the sum of many instantaneous 
sources occurring between an initial time 
and the present time. 

The integration is performed numerical
ly, and the maximum temperature depres
sion in the weld zone because of the block 
is determined. Then the temperature field 
is shifted from the Rosenthal distribution 
by the amount of the depreSSion, and the 
shift in the melting isotherm is estimated 
to estimate the consequent decrease in 
the width of the weld bead, for comparison 
with the width of the bead without the 
block. 

In the experiments, aluminum blocks 
were bolted to aluminum plates at various 
positions with respect to the path of the 
welding torch, and bead-on·plate welds 
were performed. In every case, the exper
imental decrease in width of the weld bead 
near the blocks was less than that pre
dicted by the theory. However, the theory 
was found to agree qualitatively with ex
perimental trends. 

This work was done by Arthur C. Nunes 
of Marshall Space Flight Center and 
PaulO. Steranka, Jr., of Wichita State Uni· 
versity. To obtain a copy of the report, 
"Heat Sink Effects on Weld Bead - VPPA 
Process," Circle 58 on the TSP Request 
Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Marshall 
Space Flight Center [see page 16j.Refer 
to MFS-27240. 

Development of 
Composite Panels 
for Telescope Mirrors 

Methods of design and 
fabrication are discussed. 

A report describes a continuing pro
gram for the development of lightweight 
hexagonal graphitelepoxy composite pan
els intended to support precisely curved 
mirror surfaces that can be assembled into 
a large telescope mirror. The telescope is 
to be flown in orbit around the Earth to 0b
serve at wavelengths down to 30 JLITl. The 
report discusses development require
ments, technical deciSions, fabrication 
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methods, measurements of properties of 
materials, analytical simulation, and ther
mal vacuum testing. 

Each panel includes a face sheet that 
consists of layers of epoxy reinforced with 
graphite fibers, with fibers in the different 
layers oriented in different directions. The 
face sheet is built up on an aluminum 
honeycomb core. The panel is designed 
to bend uniformly about any lateral axis 
and to conform to the required curved mir
ror surface. 

The panels are designed on the basis 
of a mathematical model that takes into 
account thermal, structural, and optical 
properties of the materials. They are fabri
cated on thermally stable ceramic tooling 
and cured in an autoclave according to a 
temperature-control algorithm that mini
mizes residual thermal strain. 

In the initial phase of the program de
scribed in the report, a panel measuring 
0.9 m and a panel measuring 0.5 m on 
a side were fabricated. The reflecting sur
face of the 0.9-m panel was found to dif
fer from the specified surface figure by 10 
p.m root mean square (rms), while that of 
the 0.5-m panel was found to differ by 4 
p.m rms. It was estimated that when the 
temperature is reduced from room tem
perature to 200 K: the rms difference be
tween the actual and specified surface 
figures should not exceed 10 p.m and 5 

p.m, respectively. The areal densities of the 
panels are only 6.5 and 3.5 kg/m2, 

respectively. 
Recent developments by this program 

have resulted in O_9-m panels with 2 p.m 
rms as manufactured surfaces. The meas
ured change of surface preciSion when 
the temperature is reduced from room to 
200 K was 4 p.m rms. 

This work was done by Robert E. 
Freeland and Paul M. McElroy of Caltech 
and Robert D. Johnston of Hexcel Corp. 
for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
To obtain a copy of the report, "Technical 
Approach for the Development of Struc
tural Composite Mirrors," Circle 3 on the 
TSP Request Card. 
NPO-17895 

Designing Applications 
for Fasteners 

This book assists the 
engineer in the seemingly 
simple - but really 
difficult - selection 
of fasteners . . 

The Fastener Design Manual was writ
ten to provide design engineers with a 
single source that assists them in choos-
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ing appropriate fasteners for their designs. 
It gives practical information on the selec
tion of fastener materials, platings, lubri
cants, galvanic corrosion, embrittlement 
by hydrogen, locking methods, inserts, 
washers, types and classes of threads, 
fatigue loading, and fastener torque. A sec
tion on design criteria discusses the 
derivation of torque formulas, loads on a 
group of fasteners, combining shear and 
tension loads, pullout loads for tawed holes, 
grip lengths, head styles, and strengths of 
fasteners. 

The second half of the manual is de
voted to the design and selection of rivets 
and lockbolts. Although the emphasis is 
on aerospace rivets and lockbolts, some 
industrial types are included. The manual 
contains 54 illustrations and 11 tables on 
various fasteners, components, and as
semblies, so that the engineer can usual
ly see a picture of the item being described. 

This oork was done by Richard T. Barrett 
of Lewis Research Center. Further infor
mation may be found in NASA RP-1228 
[N90-18740], "Fastener Design Manual." 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required) from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. Rush 
orders may be placed for an extra fee by 
calling (800) 336-4700. 
LEW-15081 
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102 Software for Supervisory and 107 Intelligent Computerized Training Computer Programs 

Shared Control of a Robot System 
102 Estimating SAR Doppler Shifts 108 Matching Terrain-Height Maps for a 

69 Software for Integration of EVA 
and Telerobotics 

From Homogeneous Targets Robotic Vehicle 
105 Estimating SAR Doppler Shifts 108 Matrix Encoding for Correction of Errors 

69 Decomposing Systems Into 
Subsystems for Design 

From auasi-Homogeneous Targets 110 Human Expertise Helps 
R-Parameterization of Linear Computer Classify Images 

69 HyperClIPS 
Hardware, Techniques 106 
and Processes Feedback Systems 112 Relative-Error-Covariance Algorithms 

70 Expert Script Generator 

Software for Supervisory and Shared Control of a Robot 
The operator can choose various combinations of marJUal and automatic control. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
The User-Macro-Interface computer pro

gram provides an interactive interface that 
enables a human operator to plan tasks 
for a multiple-arm telerobot, cause the ro
bot to execute the tasks, and monitor the 
robot (see figure). UMI enables the oper
ator to specify that the robot execute vari
ous tasks and subtasks under various mix
tures of manual or automatic control. As 
such, it is well suited for Jse where the 
environment of the task is poorly modeled 
or unplanned or the task is unexpected. 

To explain the UMI concept, it is nec
essary to define the following specialized 
terms: 
• Guarded motion - motion that follows a 

specified nominal trajectory until the task 
is interrupted. 

• Compliant motion - motion that may 
nominally follow a specified trajectory but 
that is perturbed by sensory feedback. 

• Shared control - control in which inputs 
from both the human operator and an 
autonomous control subsystem are 
mixed. 

• Su~rvisory control - control in which 
the operator specifies the parameters for 
autonomous execution of the task and 
can stop the execution at any time. 

• Task primitive - a subtask that consists 
of a guarded motion, a compliant motion, 
a grasping motion, or a teleoperation 
(which could be under manual or shared 
control). 

• Execution environment - those aspects 
of the robotic system, other equipment, 
and workspace that are relevant to the 
task execution, to all the task primitives, 
and to the background monitoring func
tion and that are specified via a number 
of input parameters. 
UMI provides graphical status displays 

and a hierarchical menu that simplifies the 
operator's work by taking advantage of the 
shared-controi and supervisory-control fea-

Left Hand 
Controller and 

local Teleoperatlon 
Local Sile Computers 

Remote SUe 

tures of the robotic system. The operator 
interactively sets up the execution environ
ment and specifies additional input param
eters for a variety of available task primi
tives. Several task primitives can be stored 
as a task sequence for later execution. The 
primitives or sequences can be simulated 
graphically or executed by the telerobot, 
which includes two task-execution manip
ulator arms, one manipulator arm that po
sitions cameras, and two 6.<Jegree-of-free
dom force-reflecting hand controllers used 
in the shared and manually-controlled-tel
eoperation modes of execution. 

In supervisory control, the operator sets 
up a task primitive or a sequence of primi
tives, and the task is then executed au
tonomously. In manually controlled teleop
eration, the operator specifies desired in
itialization parameters and controls the 
arms via the hand controllers. In shared 
control, teleoperated inputs from the hand 
controllers are merged during execution 
with inputs from user-parameterized au
tonomous primitives. 

In all modes of operation, UMI periodi
cally updates a display of the status of ex-

RJght Hand 
Controller and 

local Teleoperat.on 
Computers 

UMI Provides an In
teractive Interface 
that makes all the ca
pabilities of a compli
cated, advanced mul
tiple-arm telerobot 
available to a human 
operator, but it does 
so in a way that sim
plifies the description 
of robotic tasks and 
eases the operator's 
burden. 

ecution and enables the operator to stop 
execution at any time. 

Safety is a primary concern in UMI. Pro
tection against invalid or dangerous com
mands is achieved by executing tasks at 
the remote site by use of general but well 
tested task primitives. The operator's con
trol station specifies inputs to these pri
mitives. N. the remote site, the input param
eters to the task primitives are tested to 
be within bounds, and, as much as possi
ble, the behaviors of the primitives with the 
given input parameters are determined to 
be safe or not. If a behavior is determined 
not to be safe, an error signal is returned 
to the operator's control station site. 

This work was done by Paul G. Backes 
and Kam S. Tso of Galtech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor
mation, Circle 24 on the TSP Request 
Gard. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, NASA Resi
dent Office-JPL [see page 16]. Refer to 
NPO-18116. 

Estimating SAR Doppler Shifts From Homogeneous Targets 
Optimal estimates make better use of returns from both stationary and moving targets. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
An algorithm that processes some of 

the information in synthetic-aperture-radar 
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(SAR) echoes from homogeneous targets 
yields optimal estimates of Doppler fre-

quency shifts. In so doing, the algorithm 
helps in further processing to extract as 
much information as possible about the 
targets. The algorithm can be used to im-
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prove radiometric calibrations, to estimate 
the direction of the radar antenna, and to 
determine the speeds of moving targets 
more accurately. The algorithm could be 
helpful in measurements of the speeds of 

This Iterative Algorithm 
minimizes the error In the 
estimated Doppler cen
troid of SAR echoes from 
a homogeneous target 
area. 

ocean currents and of wind shears at air
ports. 

The Doppler frequency shift and the 
rate of change of Doppler frequency shift 
("Doppler rate," for short) constitute a com-
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plete set of parameters that characterize 
the history of the distance (range) between 
the radar apparatus and a target. Accurate 
values of these parameters are necessary 
to obtain SAR images of high quality. Typi
cally, the estimated Doppler parameters 
are based on the Doppler centroid, which, 
for the purposes of this method, is regard
ed as the Doppler frequency at the instan
taneous energy centroid of the radar beam. 
An error in the estimated Doppler centroid 
degrades both the signal-ta-noise ratio 
(SNR) and the signal-ta-azimuth-ambiguity 
ratio (SAAR). An error in the estimated 
Doppler rate broadens the main lobe and 
increases the side lobe of the SAR im
pulse-response function. 

In the derivation of the algorithm, the 
target area (e.g., the surface of the ocean) 
is considered to be homogeneous in a 
statistical sense: it is rough and mathema
tically modeled as being covered with 
many scattering sites, the positions and 
radar reflectivities of which are distributed 
statistically. The derivation also involves 
simplifying assumptions about the scatter
ing properties of the target (e.g., that it is 
isotropic) and about the characteristics of 
typical SAR signals. Analysis of the result
ing mathematical model of the SAR echoes 
leads to the following iterative procedure 
for optimal estimation of the Doppler cen
troid (see figure): 
1. The basic inputs are the raw SAR data 

and the initial estimates of the Doppler 
parameters based on the known motion 
of the radar apparatus. 

2. Generate a complex (amplitude and 
phase) SAR image by first compressing 
the raw SAR data in range, then com
pressing them in azimuth using the initial 
Doppler estimates. 

3. Fast-Fourier-transform the complex SAR 
image in the azimuth direction and use 
the transform to compute the power spec
tral density of each azimuth line. 

4. Convolve the power spectrum with a line
ar-estimator weighting function. The fre
quency bin that minimizes the value of 
the convolution becomes the new D~ 
pier estimate. 

5. Repeat the procedure to refine the esti
mate until the difference between two 
consecutive estimates lies within a preset 
tolerance. 
This algorithm is optimal in the sense 

that it attains the Cramer-Rao bound, which 
is a theoretical lower bound on the vari
ance of the error. The algorithm has prov
en successful in tests on SAR imagery 
from SEASAT and from the Shuttle Image 
Radar B (SIR-B). The algorithm can be 
generalized for use in sea altimeters and 
radar-echo trackers. 

This work was done by Michael Y. Jin 
and C. Y. Chang of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor
mation, Circle 89 on the TSP Request 
Card. NPO-17869 
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Estimating SAR Doppler Shifts 
From Quasi-Homogeneous Targets 
A linear-estimator subalgorithm is optimized for the local terrain. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

An algorithm processes some of the in
formation in synthelic-aperturEHadar echoes 
from quasi-homogeneous targets, yielding 
optimal estimates of Doppler frequency 
shifts. The algorithm differs from the one 
described in the preceding article, " Esti
mating SAR Doppler Shifts From Homo
geneous Targets" (NPO-17869), though it 
offers similar advantages for the measure
ments of wind shears and the speeds of 
ocean currents. 

The derivation of this algorithm involves 
some of the same terminology and simpli
fying assumptions described in the pre
ceding article. However, in this case, the 
target area is considered to be quasi·ho
mogeneous in the sense that it consists 
of a patchwork of subareas, each of which 
is a homogeneous target that differs from 
its neighbors. This assumption is more real
istic than is the assumption of homogeneity. 

The steps of the algorithm can be sum
marized as two overall steps: the first is 
to obtain a set of optimal preliminary esti
mates of Doppler centroids from the sub
areas; the second is to obtain an optimal 
final estimate of the Doppler centroid fde. 

On the basis of a maximum-likelihood 
criterion, the optimal final estimate is a 
weighted sum of the preliminary estimates 
in which each weight is inversely propor
tional to the varianoe of each preliminary 
estimate. 

The algorithm can be developed from 
a frequency-domain approach, but a time
domain approach is easier to implement. 
In the latter approach, one begins by proc
essing the SAR echo response into N in-
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dependent Single-look images, each with 
11N of the total processing bandwidth, 
where N is an even number and the spec
tra of these images are consecutive. These 
single-look images are weighted in the fre
quency domain, with ~{f)/~{1' where 1 
is a Doppler frequency shift, ~(f) is an 
impulse-response spectral function related 
to the response of the antenna in the time 
domain, and ~m is the derivative of ~(f) 
with respect to f, by incorporating this 'Neight 
function in the reference function. Then 
L1Eis computed according to the equation 
shown in the figure and is used to com
pute the correction to the assumed Dop
pler frequency. This procedure is repeated 
until the difference of two successive Dop
pler centroid estimates is less than a pre
determined error bound. 

In this algorithm, it is not necessary to 
determine the boundaries of the subareas. 
Instead, one uses the intensity histogram 
of the multilook image. The procedure in
cludes the following: The multilook sum
mation is performed to generate the N-look 
image (to reduce speckle uncertainty) and 
its histogram. The intensity range cover
ing more than 99 percent of the picture 
elements total image pixels is divided into 
K intenSity intervals. Preliminary Doppler 
estimates are then obtained from subsets 
of picture elements that lie in the same 
intenSity interval. 

This work was done by Michael Y. Jin 
01 Caltech for NASA's Jet PropulSion 
laboratory. For further information, Cir
cle 128 on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-17905 
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This Iterative Algorithm minimizes the error in the estimated Doppler centroid of SAR echoes 
from a quasi-homogeneous target area. 
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R·Parameterization of Linear Feedback Systems 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for stability can be examined via Q and R. 

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 

A classification of all the compensators 
that stabilize a given plant in a linear, time
invariant, multiple-inputlmultipleootpu1 feed
back system has been developed. This 
classification , along with the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the stability 
of the system, is achieved through the in
troduction of the R-parameterization , 
which is dual of the previously developed 
O-parameterization. The classification is 

made according to the stability conditions 
of the compensators and the plant by them
selves, while the necessary and sufficient 
conditions are based on the stabilities of 
Q and R by themselves. 

The system (see figure) receives a com
mand input u,. The output Y2 of the plant 
is subtracted from the command input, 
and the resulting error signal 8 1 is fed to 
the compensator. A disturbance input u2 
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is added to the output Y, of the compen
sator, and the resulting signal 82 is fed in
to the plant. The transfer functions of the 
plant and compensator are denoted by p(s) 
and C(s), respectively, where s is the lap
lace-transform complex frequency. It is as
sumed that (1) C(s) and p(s) are in general 
proper, (2) neither the plant nor the com
pensator has unstable hidden modes, and 
(3) the mathematical model of the system 
is well posed. The transfer matrices from 
u to y and from u to 8 are given by 

H - [C(/+PC)-' -CP(/+CP)-'] 
yu - PC(/+pC) -1 P(I+CP)-1 

and
H 

_ [ (/+PC)-1 -P(I+CP)-1 ] 

eu - C(/+PC) -1 (/+CP)-1' 

respectively. 

The Q-parameterization involves the use 
of the matrix 0, which is the transfer func
tion from u1 to Yl or from u, to e2. The 
transfer matrices can be expressed as 

o = C(/+pC)-l = (/+CP)-l C, 
and 

C = O(/-pC)-l = (/-OP)-l 0, 

The new R-parameterization involves 
the use of the transfer matrix R, which 
relates the output Y2 of the plant to the 
d isturbance input u2. R is expressed as 

R = P(I+CP)-l = (/+ pC)-l P 
from which it can be shown that 

P = R(/-CR)-l = (/-RC)-' R. 

Then 

and 

H _[/-RC -R] 
eu - C(/-RC) I-CR 

It can be shown that the foregoing equa
tions yield the following identities: 

and 

R = P(I-OP) = (/-PO)P, 

o = C(/-RC) = (I-CR)C, 

PO = RC, 

OP = CR 
Analysis of the stability of the system 

in the R-parameterization leads to the 
following stability criteria: 
1. If the plant and the compensators are 

both unstable and if they have common 
unstable poles, then the feed:>ack system 
is stable if and only if (a) 0 and Rare 
stable and (b) (/-4RO)'/' and (I-40R)v, 
are stable. 
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2. If the plant and the compensators are 
both unstable but they do not have com
mon unstable poles, then the feedback 
system is stable if and only if both Q and 
R are stable. 

3. If the plant is unstable but the compen
sators are stable, then the feedback sys
tem is stable if and only if R is stable. 

4. If the plant Is stable but the compen
sators are unstable, then the feedback 
system is stable if and only if Q is stable. 

5. If the plant and the compensators are 
both stable, then the feedback system is 
stable if and only if either Q or R is stable. 
This IMJrk was done IYy Roberl I N. Olen 

of Ames Research Center. Furlher infor
mation may be found in NASA TM-101066 
[N89-16844], "R-Parameterization and Its 
Role in Classification of Unear Multivariable 
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This Feedback System is amenable to analysis via the Q- and R-parameterizations. 

Feedback Systems." 
Copies may be purchased [prepayment 

required] from the National Technicallnfor
mation Service, Springfield, Virginia 22161, 

Telephone No. (703)487-4650. Rush orders 
may be placed for an extra fee by calling 
(800) 336-4700. 
ARC-12369 

Intelligent Computerized Training System 
An expert system acts like an experienced, dedicated human trainer. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 

An intelligent computer-aided training 
system gives trainees much of the same 
experience that would be gained from the 
best on-tha-job training. The automated 
system is designed to emulate the behav
ior of an experienced teacher devoting full 
time and attention to training a novice. Like 
such a teacher, the system proposes 
challenging training scenariOS, monitors 
and evaluates the trainee's actions, makes 
meaningful comments in response to the 
trainee's errors, responds to the trainee's 
requests for information, gives hints when 
appropriate, and remembers the trainee's 
strengths and weaknesses so that it can 
design suitable exercises. 

The system is used to train flight-dy
namics officers in deploying satellites from 
the Space Shuttle. The system is, however, 
a general-purpose one. It can be adapted 
to training for a variety of tasks and situa
tions, simply by modifying one or at most 
two of its five modules. The system thus 
will help to ensure a continuous supply of 
trained specialists despite the scarcity of 
experienced and skilled human trainers. 

The system comprises the following 
modules (see figure). 
• The user interface - usually a computer 

terminal - gives the trainee access to the 
same information that would be available 
in performing the actual task and enables 
the trainee to give commands and ccm
municate with the training system. 

• The domain expert is an expert system 
that carries out the task on its OMl, using 
the same information available to the 
trainee. The expert-system software also 
knows the errors commonly made by 
trainees. The domain expert can therefore 
detect an error, diagnose its nature, and 
provide Information for the training system 
to correct the misconception or lack of 
knowledge that led the trainee to commit 
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the error. 
• The training-session manager compares 

the assertions of the domain expert with 
the actions of the trainee and generates 
error messages appropriate to the stage 
of development of the trainee. For exam
ple, a first-time user may need a lengthy 
explanation, while an experienced trainee 
may have momentarily forgotten a proce
dure and needs only a terse reminder. 

• The trainee model stores information from 
the training-session manager about the 
trainee's actions. For the current training 
session, the trainee model contains a 
complete record of correct and incorrect 
actions. N. the end of a training session, 
the model updates a summary of the train
ee's progress. 

• The training-scenario generator uses a 
data base of task problems to develop 
unique exercises for the trainee. It adapts 
the exercises to the progress of the train
ee and to the particular errors to which the 

trainee is prone, gMng the trainee extra 
practice where it is needed. 
The modules communicate through a 

common data base, called a "blackboard." 
The training-session manager, the trainee 
model, and the training-scenario generator 
are general modules in the sense that they 
are not limited to a particular task. The user 
interface may require some modification 
for new tasks. The domain expert must be 
developed anew for each training task. 

This work was done by Lui Wang and 
Paul Baffes of Johnson Space Center, R. 
Bowen Loftin of the University of Houston, 
and Grace C. Hua of Computer Science 
Corp. For further information, Circle 28 on 
the TSP Request Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, Johnson Space Center [see page 
16]. Refer to MSC-21381. 

Five Modules Com
municate through a 
so-called blackboard. 
a common base of 
facts. Modules look to 
the blackboard for 
facts to activate their 
built-in sets of rules. A 
human training super
visor can query the 
system for data on 
each trainee. 
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Matching Terrain-Height Maps for a Robotic Vehicle 
Data equivalent to topographical maps digitized at different intervals are merged. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A computational method for merging 

coarser- and finer-scale terrain-height data 
is being developed. Although the method 
was intended initially for use in guiding the 
motions of the proposed Mars rover vehi
cle, the underlying concept is clearly ap
plicable to such other problems as guiding 
semiautonomous robotic land vehicles in 
general and merging different topographi
cal maps that may contain partly con
flicting and/or partly unreliable data on the 
same terrain. 

The basic idea is to refine the estimate 
of the position of the vehicle by matching 
two sets of data that are equivalent to two 
topographical maps of different scales 
(see figure). One set includes the terrain
height-vs.-horizontal-position data estimat
ed from the outputs of its stereoscopic vi
sion subsystem and from the result of a 
dead-reckoning calculation based on the 
outputs of its wheel-position sensors. The 
terrain-height data points in this set can 
be located at unequal horizontal inter
vals. The" other set consists of more near
ly conventional topographical data derived 
from a camera in orbit around Mars (or 
from, say, aerial photography in a terrestrial 
application). 

Because of the uncertainty in matching 
the local map generated by the vehicle 
systems with the most global map gener
ated remotely in advance (e.g., made by 
telescope on Earth in advance of the ex
ploration of Mars or made by aerial pho
tography of a local area on Earth), it could 
be desirable to use a hierarchy of merged 
maps, with a more complete merging of 
new local, old local, and global data. How
ever, in the present experimental terrestrial 
version , only one match of new local data 
with global data from aerial photographs 
is performed for each new view taken by 
the stereoscopic vision subsystem of the 
vehicle (see figure). 

Because of the relatively poor resolu
tion of the aerial imagery, the technique 
for matching the two sets of data is de
signed to make full use of the information 
in them. Assuming that the two sets of 
data are at least oriented correctly with 
respect to each other, the terrain-matching 

Edited Height Map From Stereoscopic· 
Vision and Wheel· Position Data 

Height Map From Aerial Photographs 
(Black Denotes 338.49 m Above 

Sea Level; White Denotes 
340.49 m Above Sea LeveL) 

l ) '-.................................... ~y~ .................................... ~ 

Merged Height Map 

Terrain·Height Data from aerial photographs are merged with similar data on a f iner 
scale estimated from stereoscopic-vision and wheel-sensor outputs on a robotic vehicle. 

algorithm steps in equal increments 
through a 3x3 grid of vehicle positions un
til it finds the one that produces the best 
match of the vehicle-derived height map 
with the aerial-imagery map. The assess
ment of the match at each point takes 
quantitative account of uncertainties in the 
data (expressed as covariance matrices) 
and probabilities of correctness for the 
points in the two maps. The grid point that 
gives the best match is used as the center 

of another 3 x 3 search at half the previous 
increment. This procedure is repeated, 
doubling the spatial resolution each time, 
until the finest desired horizontal resolu
tion is reached. 

This work was done by Donald B. 
Gennery of Caltech for NASA's Jet Pro· 
pulsion Laboratory. For further informa
tion, Circle 61 on the TSP Request Card. 
NPD-17856 

Matrix Encoding for Correction of Errors 
Some burst errors in digital data recorded on video tape can be corrected. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California disk memory of a personal computer. In 

this equipment, errors in recording and 
A method of matrix encoding and the 

associated decoding provides for the cor
rection of errors in digital data recorded 
on magnetic tape. The method is intend-

108 

ed specifically for use with a commercial 
control circuit board and associated soft
ware that make it possible to use a video 
cassette recorder as a backup for the hard-

playback tend to occur in bursts that can 
span several contiguous bytes of data. The 
controller detects, but does not correct, 
such errors. 
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The encodingkiecOOing methcd described 
here can correct bursts of up to 15 con
secutive &bit bytes (120 bits) of erroneous 
or missing data, provided that only one 
such burst occurs in each block of 512 
bytes. The method is implemented in soft
ware, requiring no changes in the existing 
hardware. The decoding scheme is recur
sive; that is, it provides for potentially many 
different attempts to correct the data -
something that most hardware correction 
schemes do not do. 

During recording onto the video tape, 
check bytes are recorded along with data 
bytes. The check bytes are interspersed 
with the data bytes to reduce the proba
bility of corrupting more than one check 
byte at a time. Seventy-eight of the 512 
bytes in each block are used in this way, 
reducing the available data storage by 15 
percent. 

Within each block, the data and check 
bytes can be regarded as being arranged 
in chronological order into 32 rows and 16 
columns that define a matrix (see figure). 
At the beginning of each row except the 
first , there is a check byte that serves as 
a synchronizing character; it consists of 
all "one" bits (chosen because the con
troller circuit board is more susceptible to 
errors when there are long strings of 
"zero" bits). At the end of each row is a 
character that contains the checksum of 
all other characters (except the synchroniz
ing character) in that row. Every character 
at every 1 of the 14 data-byte positions in 
the last row contains the checksum of all 
the other characters in its column. Two 
other checksum characters help ensure 
the integrity of the checksum characters 

Check,um ot 1-0-1_-- 18 ~umna --""'i"1 
CMckaums Da ta Byt_ 

of Row, ' 

32-. : 

Check Bytes that serve as synchronizing 
and checksum characters are interspersed 
among the data, and the total of 512 bytes in 
each block are arranged in a matrix like this 
one. 
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themselves: The first character of the first 
raw contains a checksum of all except the 
last place in the last column (the check
sum characters for each row). The last 
character of the last row contains the 
checksum of all except the first and last 
places in the last row (the checksum 
characters · for each column). 

This simple 8-bit sumcheck scheme is 
not the most rigorous, but it offers the ad
vantages of requiring very little computa
tional time, requiring a small amount of 
space in the matrix, and making it possi
ble to determine what any single missing 
or corrupted character or string of charac
ters should have been in any row or col-

umn. The two redundant sumchecks of 
each data character (both rows and col
umns) usually make it possible to deter
mine which character in a row or column 
has to be corrected. By checksumming 
the checksums, one can sometimes even 
correct the checksums if one can deter
mine which one of them is erroneous. 

The decoding program first tries to de
termine whether the data are aligned by 
inspecting the synchronizing characters 
and checksums. If the data are not aligned 
(I.e., there is a total dropout of one or more 
characters), it attempts to realign the data. 
If this fails, no further attempts are made 
to correct data. 
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Next, the checksums are examined, 
and attempts are made to correct the er
roneous ones. Then a pass is made over 
the data to try to correct them. Occasional
ly, everything is found to be correct even 
though the controller has indicated an er
ror. In such a case, the internal code used 
by the controller is probably corrupted. 

This work was done by Ronald S. 

Dotson of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propul
sion Laboratory. For further information, 
Circle 93 on the TSP Request Card. 

In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title 
to this invention. Inquiries concerning 
rights for its commercial use should be ad
dressed to 

Edward Ansell 

Director of Patents and Ucensing 
Mail Stop 305-6 
California Institute of Technology 
1201 East California Boulevard 
Pasadena, CA 91125 

Refer to NP0-17834., volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 

Human Expertise Helps Computer Classify Images 
The computational abstraction of image data is related to human classification via a mapping. 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 
a way as to distinguish between speci
mens from healthy and specimens from 
traumatized patients. 

As its name implies, the two-domain 
method involves the melding of analyses, 
in two domains, of the images in a collec
tion (see figure). Let the collection be de
noted as C. In one domain, a human ex
pert examines all possible pairs of images 
in C and intuitively assigns a quantitative 
index of dissimilarity to every pair. These 

indices are processed in an abstract n
dimensional space by conventional multi
dimensional-scaling techniques to obtain 
a real-valued ordering of the images ac
cording to their dissimilarities. Let this or
dering be denoted as ~. In following this 
ordering procedure, it is unnecessary to 
know explicitly what features the expert ex
amines or what rules the expert uses in 
judging dissimilarities: all aspects of the 
mental process of classification are al· 
ready implicit in ~. 

The two-domain method of computa
tional classification of images requires less 
computation than do other methods for the 
computational recognition, matching, or 
classification of images or pattems. It does 
not require explicit computational match
ing of features, and it incorporates human 
expertise without requiring the translation 
of the mental processes of classification 
into language comprehensible to a com
puter. The method was conceived to "train" 
a computer to analyze photomicrographs 
of microscope-slide specimens of leuco
cyles from human peripheral blood in such 

The Two-Domain Method incorporates the judgment of a human 
expert into a quantitative analysis of selected features of images to 
"train" a computer to classify images. 

~-~ (5) Select Semple of 
I_From 
Collection by 

Random Process 
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In the other domain, the images in C 
are digitized and processed to extract a 
number of general primitive features ren
dered as histograms. In the original leu
cocyte-image application, the following six 
features are extracted: gray levels, inten
sities of edges, slopes of edges, lengths 
of lines, linear distances from the origin, 
and angular distances from the origin. 
Other features or numbers of features 
could be used. The histograms for each 
image are converted into lDrenz measures 
(which are based on statistics) of the in
formation in them, and the Euclidean dis
tances among all pairs over all such meas
ures are computed to produce a matrix. 
This matrix, denoted as M, embodies the 
result of the primitive computational anal
ysis. 

'The complicated problem of the classi
fication of images then becomes one of 
finding a mapping from 4? to M under the 
assumption that the mapping can be used 
to classify images other than those in C. 
The process of finding the mapping begins 
with the extraction of the original measures 
from the primitive computational analyses 
of each pair of images judged by the hu
man expert. Then Euclidean distances for 
both primitive computational measures 
and intuitively assigned dissimilarity in
dices are computed. Next, weights are 
derived via a multiple-regression calcula
tion in which the Euclidean distances from 
the product of the mUltidimensional-scal
ing analysis of the human judgments are 
the dependent variables and the Euclidean 
distances among images according to the 
primitive computational analyses of them 
are the independent variables. The pre
dicted values are resubmitted to the mUlti
dimensional-scaling process, and the final 
ordering, 41, is produced in an n-dimenional 
space. 

The two-domain method is general 
enough to be applicable to problems other 
than the classification of the leucocyte
slide images. For example, it could be used 
to search large data bases in which im
ages are represented as feature compo
nents. In an application of this kind, the 
method would be applied iteratively to 
classes of images by segregating and 
mapping smaller classes of imagery. Such 
an application could be critical in the iden
tification of desired sets of images that 
cannot be described linguistically because 
of intellectual or economic constraints. 

This work was done by Mark E. Rorvig 
of Johnson Space Center: For flJrther in
formation, Circle 72 on the TSP Request 
Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and 
a patent application has been filed. In
quiries concerning nonexclusive or ex
clusive license for its commercial develot> 
ment should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, Johnson Space Center [see page 
16]. Refer to MSC-21737. 
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Research Engineers & Scientists 
Digital Signal Processing 

The Environmental R~ Institute of Michlgan (ERIM), a growing, leading
edge, rcsearcb &- development organization with headquarters In Ann Arbor, MI. has 
newly created opportunities for a select group of talented Research Engineers and 
Scientists for the [ollowing areas: 

Systems, 
- digital signal processing 
- documentation specialist 
- Kalman faltering 
- Computer systems manager 

(networked SUN environment) 
- Motion compensation! 

navigation systems 

Hardware: 

Software: 
- Real time embedded systems 
- Sofiware testability 
- Sofiware systems engineering! 

simulation/modeling 
-UNIX 
- User interfaces 
- Algorithm Development 

- RF and microwave design, high speed digital dreuit design, microprocessor and inter
face technology, digital signal processor design. 

Previous experience with U.S. Government programs desirable, as is a BS, MS or PhD 
in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering or Mathematics. 

You'U receive an excellent salary with outstanding benefits and growth potential. For 
prompt consideration, please forward your resume in strict confidence to either: 
ERIM, Box 134001, Ann Arbor, MI48113-400I; or ERIM, 5757 West Century Blvd., 
Suite 340, Los Angeles, CA 90045 - Attn: Human Resources Maoager.l0!NTB. 
ERIM has recently implemented a Doctoral Fellowship Program to promote continued 
technology growth and development. The program, sponsored in conjunction with 
the University of Michigan'S Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer 
Science (EECS), is now accepting inquiries at the above locations. 

~RIM 
At The Forefront Of Sensor Tecbnolagy 

All EqIUIl OpportuNity I!mp1aJRr. as. C/lu",lUbtp Requ{rwt. 

Circle Reader Action No. 475 
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Relative-Error-Covariance Algorithms 
Consistencies and inconsistencies between estimated states of systems can be quantified. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California is extremely efficient for analyzing varia
tions in a-priori statistics and variations of 

liNo algorithms compute the error co
variance of the difference between optimal 
estimates, based on data acquired during 
overlapping or disjoint intervals, of the state 
of a discrete linear system. This covari
ance, called the " relative-error covariance," 
prCNides a quantitative measure of the mu
tual conSistency or inconsistency of the 
estimates of the states. The relative-error
covariance concept can be applied, for ex
ample. to (1) determine the degree of cor
relation between trajectories calculated 
from 1'1.") overlapping sets of measure
ments (see figure) and (2) construct a real
time test of the consistency of state esti
mates based upon recently acquired data. 

A covariance matrix, P, can be factored 
into the form P = UDU~ where U is an 
upper triangular matrix with ones on the 
diagonals and 0 is a diagonal matrix with 
nonnegative entries. One of the algorithms 
is based on postprocessing of Kalman
filter gain profiles to compute sequential
ly the U and 0 factors of the covariance 
of the relative error. This algorithm can be 
used to compute the relative-error covari
ance for either filtered or smoothed esti-

mates of the state of a system. 
The other algorithm, based on previous 

square-root-information-filter (SRIF) algo
rithms, can be applied to relative-error an
alysis of least-squares parameter-estima
tion problems. This algorithm is restricted 
to nonstochastic state models, and for 
such problems it is computationally more 
efficient and more flexible than the Kal
man-gain algorithm. The SRIF algorithm 

the dimension of the state vector. However, 
the Kalman-gain algorithm is more general 
and can generate relative-error CCNariances 
when the state dynamics are driven by 
process noise. 

This wrk was done Of Gerald J. Bierman 
and Peter J. Wolff of Caltech for NASA's 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For further 
information, Circle 98 on the TSP Request 
Card. NPD-17956 
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Overlapping Data Arcs - for example, data from overlapping portions of a trajec
tory - are used to generate optimal estimates of the trajectory at times TA and T

B
. 

Relative-error-covariance analysis provides a measure of the correlation between 
the two estimates. 

Numerical Algorithms Group 

If your applications require mathematical programming, you can learn what users the world over have 
discovered. The NAG Numerical Libraries or other software products allow you to spend your time 
and talents on genuine problem solving, not software development. Your code will be more portable, 
your results will be more reliable - all in considerably less time. Take advantage of NAG's 
expertise in any of these fine products: 

NAG Fortran Library 

A nexible 1001 for building custom mathematical 
applications. includes more than 900 user callable 
subroutines frequently required for scientific or 
engineering projcclS. 

Resolution 

A powerful Mac-based mathematical 1001 box with 
a graphical user inICrfacc designed 10 mimic a scientific 
calculalOr. Provides point and c~cI, analysis for 3D 
surfaces. ODE's. Fourier transforms, matrix calculations 
and more. 

NAG C Library 

NAG's expertise in malhematics is now available 
in a subroutine ~brary developed entirely in C. 
Using just one of the many routines can easily 
offset the cost of writing your own algorithms. 

NAGware F90 Compiler 

A lrue multipass R>rtran 90 compiler. Compiles 
Fortran 90 code 10 C. Allows the Fortran user to 
take immediate advantage of the full fearures of 
Fortran 90. Available for a number of UNIX machines. 

Symbolic Algebra Software 

NAG markets several symbo~c algebra software products. 
If your work requires powerful algebraic manipulation 
lUm 10 NAG for feall1reS and facilities not available 
in 0Iher packages. 

NAG VecPar_" 

An interactive CASE 1001 for veclOrizing and 
paralleJizing R>rtran programs. Attain perfonnance 
improvements beyond what optimizing compilers may 
provide. Ideal for "rejuvenating " older app~cations. 

For complete details, write NAG or call 708/971-2337. 

THE SCIENTIFIC AND NUMERICAL SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS 
Numerical Algorithms Group Inc., 1400 Opus Place, Suile 200, Downers Grove, lL 60515-5702 USA Tel : 708/971 -2337 

Circle Reader Action No. 477 
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Life Sciences 
Hardware, Techniques, and Processes 

115 Portable Water-Saving Shower for Emergencies 

116 Apparatus Circulates Sterilizing Gas 

116 Source and Sink of Iodine for Drinking Water 

Portable Water-Saving Shower for Emergencies 
A stowable compact unit would spray from many directions_ 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 
A proposed portable emergency fogging 

shower would rinse harmful chemicals 
from a person. Intended for use on the 
Space Station, it could be used in labora
tories and factories on Earth. It might even 
be used for routine shower bathing in 
areas with limited water supplies. 

The shower would include a double
walled transparent, approximately cylin
drical curtain containing sets of interior 
nozzles on regularly spaced loops (see 
figure). The shower would be sealed at 
the top and bottom. The victim of con
tamination would enter through a longi
tudinal zippered opening. A pressurized 
mixture of air and water would flow through 
selected nozzles, creating a foglike spray 

A 

1. 

that would scrub contaminants from the 
victim's skin and clothing. 

Other persons aSSisting the victim from 
outside the shower would direct flow to af
fected areas by selectively activating noz
zles via handles that protrude through the 
curtain; thus, the consumption of water 
would be kept to a minimum. 

A flexible hose would carry the mixture 
of pressurized air and water to a network 
of longitudinal and circumferential tubes 
in the curtain. The wastewater would leave 
through perforations in the inner wall of the 
curtain, flow into a collection tube, and be 
removed by suction. An inner layer of nylon 
mesh or nylon balls would keep the inner 
and outer walls separated despite the suc-

tion. 
The shower would be collapsible to a 

disk for storage when the air-and-water 
supply is turned off. It would open to its 
full length quickly when the supply was 
turned on and pressurized the network of 
tubes. 

This work was done by Francis E. 
Grenier of Marshall Space Flight Cen
ter No further documentation is available. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel. Marshall 
Space Flight Center [see page 16). Refer 
to MFS-28459. 
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The Emergency Fogger would spray cleansing air/water mist from individually con trollable nozzles. 
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KEEP PACE 
WITH 
EMERGING 
TECHNOLOGIES 

PARTIC IPATE IN 
THE MIT 
ADVANCED 
STUDY 
PROGRAM 
The Advanced Study Program 
of the Center for Advanced 
Engineering Study at the 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology is a unique, individ
ualized course of study that 
offers engineers, scientists, and 
technical managers 

• the opportunity to study 
emerging technologies first
hand, increase professional 
capabilities, and broaden 
perspectives; 

• on-campus curriculum 
formats tailored to the back
grounds of individual partici
pants and the needs of their 
organizations. 

Divided into 15-week segments 
which coincide with the MIT Fall 
and Spring terms, the Program 
combines academic courses 
and seminars with guided inde
pendent study and research. 

Participants are provided on
campus offices, computer facil
ities, a videotape library, and a 
private lounge in the Center for 
Advanced Engineering Study 
building. In addition, partici
pants may use MIT resources 
such as libraries, Faculty 
Club,and athletic facilities. 

For complete information, 
contact: 

Dr. Paul E. Brown, Director 
Advanced Study Program 
MIT/CAES, Room 9-335N 
Cambridge, MA 02139-4307 

Telephone: (617) 253-6128 
Telex: 92-1473 MIT CAM 
Fax: (617) 258-8831 
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Apparatus Circulates Sterilizing Gas ~J 
Only the parts to be sterilized are exposed to ethylene oxide. 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 
An apparatus circulates a sterilizing gas 

containing ethylene oxide and a chlorofluo
rocarbon through laboratory or medical 
equipment. It is particularly suitable for 
sterilization of the interiors of bioreactors, 
heart/lung machines, dialyzers, or other 
equipment that includes complicated tub
ing. The apparatus confines the sterilizing 
gas, circulating it only through the parts to 
be treated. This is an important advantage 
for three reasons: (1) it minimizes the ex
posure of personnel to ethylene oxide, 
which is toxic; (2) it maintains a sterilizing 
concentration of gas in restricted places, 
where the volume of the gas is small in re
lation to the areas of surfaces on which mi
crobes reside; and (3) equipment not to be 
treated is not subjected to unwanted side 
effects of ethylene oxide or the products of 
its decomposition. 

The apparatus consists of two units (see 
figure). One unit delivers the ethylene oxide! 
chlorofluorocarbon gas mixture and re
moves the gas after treatment. The other 
unit warms, humidifies, and circulates the 
gas through the equipment to be treated. 

TEMPERATURE-CONTROllEO BOX 
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The apparatus and the equipment to be 
treated are placed in a fume hood. 

The sterilization process is partly cyclic. 
First, the gas, at a relative humidity of 30 
to 50 percent, is circulated through the 
equipment to be sterilized. Any valves in 
the equipment are operated to assure 
thorough exposure of the interior surfaces 
to the gas. After the sterilization period, the 
system is evacuated to remove the steriliz
ing gas, and then sterile air is admitted. The 
cycle is then repeated at 4-minute intervals 
for 2 hours or more. If the equipment to be 
treated is a bioreactor, after the steriliza
tion-gas treatment, it is washed with slightly 
acidic water overnight, then rinsed with 
neutral water. The process, taken as a 
whole, provides reliable sterilization with 
negligible residual toxicity from ethylene 
oxide. 

This work was done by John H. Cross 
and Ray P. Schwarz of KRUG International 
for Johnson Space Center. For further in
formation, Circle 23 on the TSP Request 
Card. 
MSC-21552 
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GAS-OEUVEAY SYSTEM 

The Sterilizing Apparatus circulates a gas mixture containing ethylene oxide through tubes, 
valves, and other parts of equipment to be sterilized. The apparatus contains the toxic ethylene 
oxide and is cheaper than an ordinary commercial gas sterilizer is because the gas is used at 
relatively low pressure-about 10 psig (69 kPa gauge). 

Source and Sink of Iodine for 
Drinking Water 
Iodine from a temperature-controlled iodinated ion-exchange 
bed would kill microbes in water. 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 
A proposed system for controlling 

the concentration of iodine in potable 
water would exploit the temperature 
dependence of the equilibrium parti-
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tion of iodine between solution in water and residence in 
an ion-exchange resin. The system would be used to 
maintain the concentration of iodine sufficient to kill 
harmful microbes, but not so great as to make the water 
unpalatable. The system would require little attention, yet 
would control the concentration of iodine more precisely 
than do iodination and deiodination by manual tech
niques. Conceived for use aboard a spacecraft, the 
system may have terrestrial applications in regions where 
water must be kept potable, resupply is difficult, and the 
system must operate largely unattended. 

At present, manual injection is the only procedure for 
adding iodine at will to spacecraft water systems. More
over, although iodine can be removed by use of activated
charcoal filters , this technique does not lend itself to 
lowering the concentration of iodine to a specified level. 

The proposed system would include a temperature
controlled iodinated ion-exchange bed through which 
water from a potable-water storage tank would be circu
lated by a pump. By controlling the temperature of the 
influent water, one would control the temperature of the 
ion-exchange resin(R) of the bed. The temperature of the 
bed would, in turn, determine the concentration of iodine 
in the effluent water via the equilibrium chemical reaction 

RI3 ~ RI+12 

This reaction would be independent of the iodine concen
tration in the influent water, depending only on the 
temperature. The higher the temperature, the more the 
equilibrium would lie to the right and the greater the 
concentration of iodine in the effluent water would be. 

The temperature of the influent water and bed could be 
controlled by a heat exchanger immediately upstream of 
the iodinated ion-exchange bed. The heat exchanger 
could be of conventional design or based on the Peltier 
effect, in which heat is transported to or from a junction 
of two dissimilar metals by electric current. A conven
tional heat exchanger would be relatively energy-efficient 
and, if of the right size, could heat or cool the influent 
water quickly. A Peltier-effect heat exchanger of similar 
capacity would require more energy to operate but would 
have no fluid loops (other than that of the influent water) 
and no moving parts. 

The proposed system could maintain the concentra
tion of iodine at 2 to 5 parts per million, which is consid
ered optimal, but could "shock" the system with a concen
tration of 15 parts per million or more to overcome high 
contamination . The system could also decrease the 
concentration below 2 parts per million to maintain some 
biocide while making the water more palatable. Even if 
not automated, the system would reduce the amount of 
attention required. Instead of manually calculating the 
required amount of iodine to be added and then manually 
injecting it, an operator would only have to set the 
concentration of iodine by setting a thermostat calibrated 
in the concentration equivalent of temperature according 
to the equilibrium chemical reaction. The system would 
require a minimum amount of expendable material be
cause iodine could be removed and stored in the resin for 
later use. 

This work was done by Richard L. Sauer of Johnson 
Space Center, and David T. Flanagan and Randall E. 
Gibbons of Krug International. For further information, 
Circle 154 on the TSP Request Card. 
MSC-21739 

LABTECH® Opens Windows 
NOTEBOOK no and CONTROL™ Run 
Under Windows and X-Windows 

Now ... LABTECH NOTEBOOK, our general
purpose data acquisition, analysis, and control 
software, along with LT/CONfROL, the 
process monitoring and control software from 
our Industrial Products Division. supports both 
Microsoft Wmdows'" and X-Wmdows"'. 

With this advance, LABTECH lets you take 
advantage of all the features ofWmdows 
software, including multitasking, whether you 
are using a PC or a UNIX or VMS workstation. 

Our software is available for the widest 
selection of operating environments and T/O 
devices. LABTECH is dedicated to cross
platform compatibility. If you cbange com
puters. you can also transfer your LABTECH 
software. 

Opening Wmdows while maintain; c .nat 
compatibility. .. another example of our commit
ment to protecting your software inve IJTlent. Of 
course, LAB1ECH software is still available for 
MS-OOS and Osa. 

For more in!orma/ion, call or fax: 

llILABTECH 
400 Research Drive 
Wtlmington, MA 01887 
Tel.: 508/657-5400 
Fax: 508/658-9972 
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New on the Market 

The Vitrodyne V-200 tabletop ma- A new low-cost scan converter 
terials tester from Liveco Biome- from PE Photron, San Jo e, CA, u es 
chanica I Instruments, Burlington, 24-bit internal processing to convert 
VT, is designed to handle samples the RGB output from a computer 
too small for conventional appara- display into standard video ignals 
tus. It can be u ed to determine the in real time. These signals can be 
stiffness and elastic modulus of fi- connected to videotape and laser A handheld fiberscope video imag-
bers, films, and catheters; the vis- videodisc recorders, as well as stan- ing system developed by Moritex 

coelastl'c characterl'stl'c of '---'5 ddt I '. 't d USA Inc., San Diego, CA, uses 
IVVU ar e eVlslon monl ors an pro- minute probes and a miniature CCD 

and polymers; the tensile strength of jection systems. 0 special soft- camera to provide full-color imag-
adhesives, hydrogels, and tissue ware or hardware modifications are . f . I . ect bl 
explants; the spring rate of polymer required to install and use the con- ~~ce~~ ~re;I~:':tt u:~~~n I~gh~ 
coils; and the flexural properties of verter, which automatically locks to source ensures illumination in dark 
sensor leads. Features inelude a any computer display with a hori- areas, and a standard NTSC output 
custom software package that facili- zontal scan rate of 24 to 85 kHz, in- th I 'ts I' on e rear pane perml coup Ing 
tates test setup and data handling, eluding PCs, high-resolution work- with a video printer or still video 
and a laser scan micrometer allow- stations, and supercomputers. recorder. The system is suited for 
ing measurement of lateral dis- Circle Reader Action Number 786. . t' fit ' Inspec Ion 0 e ec ronic com po-
placements such as Poisson's ratio. J-----~----~---I nents after assembly to printed cir
Circle Reader Action Number 782. Mutoh America Inc., Elk Grove Vil-

lage, IL, has introduced the XP cuit boards, quality inspection of 
series pencil/pen plotters, which catheter tubing, inspection of small-

diameter membrane sensors, and 
use fuzzy logiC for vector sorting to 
achieve more efficient plots, better internal inspection of bearing su r-
line quality, and shorter plot times. faces without disassembly. 

Circle Reader Action Number 774. The plotters look ahead 21 to 41 
~------------------~ vectors, evaluate vector lengths and IBM Corp., White Plains, NY, has in

angles, then determine the most ef-
ficient number of vectors to be read, troduced a notebook-size, battery-
sorted, and plotted. Offering 0.005 operated computer that allows 

users to access and input informa
mm/step resolution and 0.1 mm re- tion from remote locations. The 
peatability, the plotters use a 32-bit 
CPU and a fully-digital servo drive ruggedized 9075 PCradio™ con

nects to larger IBM computers via 
to attain a maximum plotting speed 

DADiSP product ivity software radio or cellular-based communi-ofl131 mm/secand4.2gmaximum 
from DSP Development Corp., acceleration. cations, or through conventional 
Cambridge, MA, allows engineers Circle Reader Action Number 776. telephone lines using integrated 
and scientists to manipulate and modems. Designed for use by a 

An automatic, cor:nputer-controlled 
welding system developed by 
FUTEC Inc., Ft. Collins, CO, con
trols welding parameters in real 
time, producing precise weld izes 
and penetration regardless of base 
metal temperature, welding speeds, 
or changes In base metal chemis
tries. Thru-the-arc sensing of weld 
size is made possible with EDA~ 
(Electro Dynamic Arc and Puddle 
Control) software. Originally devel
oped for the nuclear industry, this 
system can be used wherever pre
dictable zero-defect welding is re
quired, such as in the aircraft, aero
space, and processing industries. 
Circle Reader Action Number 784. 

The Heat Spy® infrared thermome
ter from Wahl Instruments Inc., 
Culver City, CA, measures tempera
tures from 5380 to 17600 C with ±0.5 
percent accuracy full scale and ±3° 
repeatability. With a 60:1 field of 
view, the instrument can measure 
an 8" target from 40 feet away. 
Other features include a high-reso
lution, heat-resistant refractive sili
con lens filtered to read in the 4.3 to 
4.4 micron spectral range. 
Circle Reader Action Number 778. 

analyze large amounts of data in broad range of industries, from \----------------i 
both graph ical and tabular formats. transportation to utility companies, Evolution Computing, Tempe, AZ, 
The latest release, version 3.0, in- it uses an 80C186 microprocessor has announced CadSpan, a map-
eludes hundreds of data reduction, and operates at either 5 or 10 MHz. ping program that unites the graphi-
mathematical, statistical, Fourier Circle Reader Action Number 790. cal capabilities of CAD with the 
transform, peak analysis, and gra- ~----~----------< data analysis and storage capabili-
phical tools." II also features an en- A new digital color camera created ties of a spreadsheet or database. 
hanced user interface, a set of ma- by Roche Image Analysis Systems The program works in conjunction 
trix math and statistical functions, Inc., Elon College, NC, has pro- with EasyCAD 2 or FastCAD and 
and powerful 3D and 4D plotting grammable resolution from 499 x Lotus 2.X or dBase III Plus compat· 
capabilities. DADiSP operates un- 580 to 2994 x 2320 pixels and 12 ible software. CadSpan combines 
der X Windows.on workstations bits digitization per color channel. spatial information about each gec-
from Sun, IBM, DEC, Hewlett-Pack- .... ~ __ ~~--__ ~-----1 DeSignated the Prog Res 3012, it graphical element, such as street 
ard, and Concurrent, as well as IBM A digital sound editor developed by offers an on-line video Signal for network or census boundary, with 
PC/AT, PS/2, and compatible PCs. FORTE, Rochester, Y, allows users focusing and positioning, and a full- data about each, such as road con
Circle Reader Action Number 800. to create, edit, and display speech, resolution input time of under dition or population density, con-

J-- -------------l music, and other sound files. The 16 seconds. The camera's high tained in a spreadsheet or database. 
Alias Research Inc., Toronto, Can- digitized sound is displayed in full light sensitivity-100 times higher Circle Reader Action Number 794. 
ada, has introduced Alia Sketch!", graphics mode on a video monitor. than conventional line scanner F---------------l 
a freeform 3D illustration and de- Editing features include a zoom cameras-and high geometric ac- Analog Devices, orwood, MA, 
sign tool , lis "3 D pencil" allow (unction that allows a full-screen curacy make it possible to store im- has introduced the ADXL-50, a sur
users to sketch curves anywhere In view of any portion of a waveform. ages directly in digital format with face-micromachined accelerome-
3D space. For more precise curves, Circle Reader Action Number 796. the same quality as a slide, without ter that features complete signal 
Alias Sketch! features the Curve-o- f--- --- --------I an intermediate photographic step. conditioning and self·test circuitry 
Matic''', which provides the capa· A new lightweight digital infrared Circle Reader Action umber 792. on-chip. It measures acceleration in 
bility to automatically draw accu- thermometer from Cole-Palmer In- a single plane of sensitivity over the 
rate 3D curves consisting of any strument Co., Chicago, IL, is easy to ±50 g range with ±S percent accu-
combination of spline curves, arcs, use: simply aim, pull the trigger, and racy. Unlike other accelerometers, 
or straight lines. Operable on any read the digital display. In less than which monitor the resistance 
Macintosh II, the software permits a second, the thermometer meas- change of stressed piezoresistors to 
organization and storage of fre- ures temperatures from -180 to 400· detect acceleration, the ADXL-50 
quently-used models, lighting con- C with an accuracy of ±2 percent. It 1{4 measures changes in capaCitance, 
ditions, materials, colors, textures, features a digital LCD display with and is therefore insensitive to tem-
dnd points 01 view (or future use. mode Indicators and 10 resolution. perature changes. 
Circle Reader Action Number 798. Circle Reader Action Number 788. Circle Reader Action Number 780. 
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New on the Market 

Metron Technology. Boulder. CO. 
has Introduced a versalll€' tool ior 
data acqui_ltlon. heat monltortng, 
and thermal analy IS with a tem
perature range ot -200 to 1700 C. 
The THERM 2280·8 has four inde
pendent ch,mnels contlgured for 
any of eight types of thermocouples. 
RTDs. and MTC th rmlstors tor 
temperature as well .IS humidity. 
pre.sure. veluct!~. n' • 01\. and 
low-volt sen ors. 
Circle Reader Action Number 762. 

Structural Research and Analysi, 
Corp.. <lnta Monica, CA. has intro
duced COSMOS/M DESIG, ER. a 
seamless Interlace that linb the 
comp,lnV's finite element ana lysis 
(HAl tools to AutoCAD Relea~e 11. 
Th€, software prOVides a tully-inte
grdted H- lethod and P·Method 
~EA system for 10 and lD analvses 
uSing the AutoCAD D€'v€'lopment 
System (ADS) environment. Em· 
ploying familiar AutoCAD icons 
,mel submenus. COSMOS/M DE· F-------------, SIG ER enables engineers to per

A new compact bacteriostatic wa
ter treatment unit is available from 
Ambassador Marketing. National 
City. CA. Called the Space-Saver 
5000, the product utilizes water fil
tration technology originally devel
oped (or the space shuttle. It pro
vides the filtering capacity o( many 
larger units, and can be used wher
ever space is limited. such as in 
kitchens, bathrooms. and RVs. 
Circle Reader Action Number 760. 

form complete component analysis 
and design. and to address tactors 
~u(h ilS strength, shape. size. flexi
bility. volume, weight. and thermal 
considerations. 
Circle Reader Action Number 764. 

The 4090 series o( digital storage 
oscilloscopes (rom Gould Inc .• Val
ley View. OH, offers digitizing rates 
o( up to 800 megasamples per sec
ond. allowing a true 200 MHz band
width for transient as well as con
tinuous real-time signals. Four high
speed channels with sensitivity 
control maintain 8-bit resolution 
down to 2mv/division. an impor
tant (eature for low-level signal 
measurement. The scopes combine 
dual timebases. dual triggering. and 
glitch capture (or quick. precise 
troubleshooting capabilities. In digi
tal test applications. they can pin

~------------.., point errors in switching signals that 
An integrated sy tem tor high-speed need to be accurately positioned. 
data acquisition and real-time aberrations in rising edges. and a 
processing has been developed by variety o( infrequent events. 
Valley Enterprises. Tamaqua. PA Circle Reader Action Number 770. 
Standard (ontlguriltlons proVide up 
to six Input channels and 1 b digital 
Signal pro{ 'ssms. and deliver Ihe 
results to a VMEbus 01 other host. 
The system's Input module digitize 
up to 40 m""on samples per S(.'Cond 
on eol h channel With 1 O·b,t resolu
tion. Cailulatlon such as pectr.ll 
analvsl' can be done in real time on 
contlnuou Input data tream up to 
1 MHz or in bur t mode lor higher 
frequency stgnals. 1..-_-_________ --/ 

Cirde Reader Action Number 772. Ocean OptIC Inc. Dunedin. FL. 
has introduced a low-cost, hlgh

Geltech Inc .• Alachua. H. has pro- performance mtOldture spectrome
ducc<1 hIgh· pUrity silica porous ter that tnteriace to a computer 
glass featurmg uni orm. mtercon- tor control and data acqUISition 
nected pores. Called Get lie the Ltght from a Ingle optical (Iber 
gla 5 (an be used as a stand- tnput is dispersed b a 6 x 5 2 em 
alone mat rial or b Impr~nating spe(troscope and d teeted With a 
a dopant Into the pores. as a sub- hlghl -senSItive J014·element pho
strate or maw for making new todiode array Dev€'toped under 
composite . Pore diameter. spectflc a Smdll Busmess Inno ,1I10n Re
pore volume. and pentlc >uriace search SBIR) grant lrom the Depart
area are variable and Ccln be tal- ment of Energy (or use with llber 
lored to uscr specifications. Poten- optic pH sensor, the nC\\ spe(· 
tial applications include gas dlffu- trometer can be conllgured (or UV. 
sion and permeation. mlcro-optlc VI. IR peetrophotometry (luo
arrays, laser-densi tied waveguides. rescence, reilectance. spectro·radt-
and transpiration·cooled opliCS. ometr). or color clnalysis. 
Circle Reader Action Number 766. Circle Reader Action Number 768. 
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Celebrate Amer· 
Ica's return to 
space with this 
hlgh·quallty 
sweatshirt from 
NASA Tech 
Briefs. Striking 
four-color design 
of shuttle Atlantis 
on white cotton 
blend shirt. 
Available In adult 
sizes: 5, M, L, or XL ~'6.95 each + $3.50 postage and handl
Ing. (NY residents add sales tax.) 

8ptcl. I Bonus: Ordtr now .nd rec,tv,. FrH Full.color NASA Spiel Post,r! 

Rush me Atlantis sweatshlrt(s) In the following 
slze(s): (please circle) S M L XL 
Total Enclosed: $. _______ _ 

Name 
Company ________________ ___ 

Address 
Clty _______ State. ___ Zlp. _____ _ 

M.n to: NASA Tech BrIefs, Dept. F, 
41 EIIst 42 St., New York., NY 10017 

Remember: Order now and you will receive 
a f ree NASA poster with your order! 

ANVIL CASES ..• BUILT FOR 

AIR, LAND & SEA 
• 1lA.c.c. CUts - military application 
cases and contalflers meet or exceed 
the stringent tes1Jng of 
MIL·STD·810 

• A.TA CUts meet or 
exceed the Air Transport 
Association speaficaIion 
300 Category 1 standards 

CIII TCICIIy For lien .. _ tlllllun 

~ASIDY: ~ ZERO CORPORA~ 
15650 SlIt ... __ Clyol lrDlSlry. CA 91745, P.O Box la t..a .... CA1t747 

(800) FLY-ANVIL (800) 359-2684 
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New Literature 

A new brochure from KMC Inc., I 
Coventry, RI, describes its Deflec
tion Pad bearing. which reduces 
friction up to 50 percent over con-
ventional bearings. Its pad support 

I==============r=============:::::j structure permits each pad to de-
flect slightly at start-up to form a 

A ball bearing system that signifi- hydrodynamic wedge that carries 
cantly reduces bearing wear in bi- heavy loads on a fluid film between 
directional pumps is discussed in a the shaft runner and bearing. Full
data sheet from MRC Bearing Serv- color photos and line drawings il
ices, Jamestown, NY. The new lustrate the bearing's operation. 
PumPac®Diamond system, consist- Circle Reader Action Number 718. 
ing of two identical 15-degree an- I---------------j 

The new UL TRAlign fiber position
ing system from ewport Corp., 
Fountain Valley, CA, is described in 
a 12-page brochure. System com
ponents include five positioners, 
both manual and electrostrictive 
drive systems, and a wide range of 
mounts and accessories, from a 
goniometer and fiber chuck holder 
to tilt mounts and a GRIN-Rod lens 
kit. A fold-out guide covers various 
application options, such as fiber
to-waveguide-to-fiber connections. 
Circle Reader Action Number 724. 

ULll<A11fIn 
J:lbcr positioning Symem 

Modd5G1 

Instron Corp., Canton, MA, is offer
ing free subscriptions to its materi
als testing technology newsletter. 
Entitled Instron World, the publica
tion covers developments in mate
rial testing applications, equipment, 
and software, and includes sections 
on testing accessories and training. 
Circle Reader Action Number 702. 

High-speed linear products from 
Burr-Brown Corp., Tucson, AZ, are 
described in an eight-page bro
chure. Featured are high-resolution, 
high-speed ND and D/A conver-

gular contact ball bearings installed 
back to back, is suited for hydrody
namically-balanced pumps used in 
hydrocarbon processing, waste
water treatment, food processing, 
and other applications where lubri
cant breakdown due to ball sliding 
may be a problem. Available in bore 
diameters from 40 mm to 180 mm, 
the system features low bearing 
operating temperatures, low vibra
tion, and increased radial shaft ri
gidity with reduced seal wear. 
Circle Reader Action Number 704. 

A free infrared radiation calculator 
from EG&G Judson, Montgom
eryville, PA, can be used to deter
mine the ideal operating wave
length and detector type for a par
ticular application. The guide fea
tures instructions for calculating 
spectral characteristics of black
body sources without complex 
mathematical analysis. Measure
ment options include total radiant 
and peak radiant exitance, black
body radiation in a given spectral 
interval, number of photons per 
second per cm' emitted by the 
blackbody, and ratio of peak ex
itance to that of any wavelength. 
Circle Reader Action Number 706. 

1 Y Q 2 

A full-color brochure from Real 
World Interface Inc., Dublin, H, 
highlights a mobile robotic plat
form for autonomous, semi-autono
mous, and teleoperated robots. The 
self-contained B12 robot base, 12" 
in diameter and 6.75" high, includes 
motors, power amplifiers, a control 
computer, and software. It handles 
up to 40 pounds of payload and can 
travel up to six feet per second. 
Circle Reader Action Number 712. 

A free brochure from Canon USA, 
Lake Success, NY, highlights laser 
rotary and linear encoders, inter
facedisplay units, and interpolators. 
The four-color publication also de
scribes a wide range of industrial 
applications for Canon's encoders. 
Circle Reader Action Number 708. 

National Instruments Corp., Austin, 
TX, has announced its 1992 catalog 
of software and hardware products 
for data acquisition, analysis, and 1--------------1 
presentation . The 544-page publi- A 24-page magnetic components 
cation describes products for devel- catalog from Prem Magnetics Inc., 
oping instrumentation systems that McHenry, IL, offers printed circuit 
use signal conditioning accessories power transformers, couplings and 

·th I . PC d t . ·t· hybrid transformers for telecommu-WI pug-In a a acquisl Ion 
boards and GPIB, VXI, or RS-232 in- nications, CRT products, and induc

tors for use in switched-mode struments on a variety of computer 
I If Th ' th power supply applications. Prem's p a orms. e company s ree 

power transformer line carries both application software systems are 
.. <il h I ULand CSA listings. 

featured: LabVIEvv · 2, a grap ica Circle Reader Action Number 720. 
programming system for Macintosh 1-____________ _ 
computers, LabWindows®, a code 
generator for C and QuickBASIC; 
and Measure, a transparent inter
face to ~otus 1-2-3, ;un on DOS
based computers. 
Circle Reader Action Number 722. 

ters, sample/holds, operational am- Infrared imaging and measurement 
plifiers, and analog multipliers used systems developed by Inframetrics 
in instrumentation, imaging, video, Inc., North Billerica, MA, are re-
spectrum analysis, and direct digital viewed in a free brochure. The full-
synthesis. New products include a color publication describes the sys-
CMOS 12-bit, 333 kHz sampling terns' applications in predictive 
ND converter; a 12-bit, 5 MHz 

maintenance, nondestructive testsampling ND converter; a low-dis-
ing, electronics design, medicine, tortion 12-bit video D/A converter; 1---------------1 

d ·d b d ·d I·f· National Technical Systems (NTS), and night vision . 
an a WI e an VI eo amp I ler. Circle Reader Action Number 726. 
Circle Reader Action Number 714. Saugus, CA, has released a 16-page 

120 

brochure reviewing its testing and f--------------; 
engineering capabilities . NTS 
solves technical problems in such 
fields as engineering design, system 
safety analysis, electromagnetic in
terference, environmental testing, 
structural dynamics, and natural 
hazards evaluation . Some of its 
capabilities include acoustic testing 
to 171 dB, high-g shakers generat
ing in excess of 45,000 force-Ibs., 
pyrotechnic shock to more than 
100,000 ft., and acceleration testing 
to 750g. 
Circle Reader Action Number 716. 

Solvay Polymers Inc., Houston, 
TX, has released a brochure de
scribing its new IXEFTM line of glass
reinforced polyarylamide resins. 
The high-performance engineering 
thermoplastics provide good pro
cessability, high rigidity, low 
shrinkage in molding, and a slow 
rate of water absorption . They are 
suited for a range of injection mold
ing applications, such as automo
tive components, household appli
ances, and electrical equipment. 
Circle Reader Action Number 710. 

A free brochure from Eason Tech
nology Inc., Healdsburg,. CA, spot
lights the 501-11 00, a smart opera
tor interface for a variety of indus
trial control applications. The unit 
has sufficient intelligence and I/O to 
handle both the man-machine inter
face and machine or process con
trol in many applications. Features 
include a backlit display and a 30-
key waterproof keypad with nine 
soft keys and a programmable, 
context-sensitive help key. The 
brochure contains photos, product 
specifications, and connector data. 
Circle Reader Action Number 728. 
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algaittfrs 
_ 112 Nf'O.17988 

LlQUID-GAS loll IXTURES 
$oparal"'" 01 Ioqujd and 
gas .. zero QrN1Y 
_ !It J<SC.11381 

LOW NOISE 
lDw-noose char~ 
devICe 
page 20 NPOl8D31 

M 
MAGNETIC TAPES 
Matrix oncodIng lot cor
roc!Ion 01_ 
page 108 NPOI7834 

MAINTENANCE 
f'itlgrlIrmtabI 
I118I'iIeNnco processor 
lot XAJOS 
page 31 ARCI2164 

Rop;wong • - prone 
.,1aoJgue 
page 94 MFS28516 

MANIPULATORS 
RecinIanI robal can 
II\ICitI cbstacles 
page 88 NPOt7B52 

Sensrog terI1>O'lIlIns WI 
prostheses and 

~-page 35 MSC-21616 

System lot research on 
multiple-arm roboIs 
page 30 NP011911 



MARKETPLACE To Advertise-Call 490-3999 

Fuzzy Logic 
C b'Cal ® MS Windows-based tool 

U I C for non-programmers 

Simulate system response using 
built-in expression interpreter or 

apply fuzzy rules to file data 
Plot results or log numerically 

CubiCalc RTC for programmers includes 
run-time compiler and deployable modules 

Also available ... 
The OWL Neural Network Library 

HyperLoglc Corporation 
1855 East Valley Parkway, Suite 210 

Escondido, Califomia 92027 
Tel 6191746-2765 Fax 6191746-4089 

Circle Reader Action No. 664 

Introducing a breakthrough that replaces 
microsteppers, this uniquely designed step motor 
resolves 800 full steps per revolution (.450 per step). 
The motor is optimized for resonance free perfor
mance and is particually suited for use on constant 
current (chopper) drives. Size 23 by 2.0" with 1/4" 
shaft, the motor is single or double ended. Nominal 
current for 35 oz.-in is 2 amps per coi l. 

MOTION PRODUCTS PO Box 4585 
415-968-6189 Mountain View. CA 94040 

Circle Reader Action No. 409 

FREE! 
130 

Page 
Catalog 

"Optics 
for 

Industry" 
FreE! 130 page product catalog from Rolyn. 
world's largest supplier of "Off-the-Shelf" optics. 
24-hour delivery of simple or compound lenses, 
filters, prisms, mirrors, beam splitters, reticles, 
objectives, eyepieces plus thousands of other 
stock items. Rolyn also supplies custom prod
ucts and coatings in prototype or production 
Quantities. ROL YN OPTICS Co., 706 Arrowgrand 
Circle, Covina. CA 91722-2199, (818)915- 5707, 
FAX (818)915-1379 

Circle ReaderAction No. 551 
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ARE YOU STILL TRYING 
TO MEASURE VERY THIN 
GAPS THE HARD WAY? 

Capacitec HPS Series of th in (back to 
back) sensors can measure gaps as 
small as 0.010"(.254mm) inboard 84 " 
(2133.6mm) with accuracies of 0.0003" 
(7.6I'm). without scratching delicate 
surfaces. 

~Capacitec 
P.O. Box 819. 87 Fitchburg Rd .• Ayer. MA 01432 U.S.A. 
Tel. (508) 772-6033 • Fax (508) 772-6036 

Circle Reader Action No. 385 

SC/FoX'm Embedded-System Computers 
SC/FOX VME SBC (Single 8001rd Computer) 18 MIPS. 60 MIPS burst, 
Kcnera l-purpose, sklt -l Master/siaYeSyslem.COOlroller. UploMO" byles O
\\IS fTK.>I1lOry. 1 SCSI, 1 per, 2 senal ports. Uses 16-bll Hams RTX 2000. 

SC/fOX PCS (Parallrt Coproc650r System) 15 MIPS. 50 MIPS burst. general 
purpose PC/AT/386 plu~-In board. 32K 101M bvle O-ws stallC memory. 
muillple PeS operatIOn, SCSI opIion. Uses HaHl§ RTX 2000. 

SC/fOX sac (Single- Board ComPUI~) 18 MIPS. bO MIPS burs! . Stand-alone
ope-ratlOn, Eurocard Size. 1 IXr. 1 senal port. up 10 S 12Kb)1esO·wsmemory. 
2 SO-ptn u~ conncclors. SCSI optIOn. Uses Harm RTX 2000. 

SC/FOX PCSll (Parallel Coprocessor Sysltm ll) 15 MIPS 10 70 MIPS. Rm
eral-purpost' PC/AT/386 J2-bil pl~-," bOdrd \Vllh f:t4K 10 1M byte O-ws 
~alic memory. U~ J2·btl SCll F()f1h miOopl"CXessor 

ide']l (Of cmlx>dded real·llme control. data acqulSll lOn, Of high-speed proc
essmg. fOflh .sofrware tncluded. C optlOn') l OEM prlcm,"" 

DATA ACQUISITION 
PRODUCTS 
for the PC 

Filled w ith applications information, 
competitive comparisons, 

waveform analysiS techniques, 
hardware and software specifications, 

and DEMO DISK! 
We manufacture the Industry's fastest data acquiSItion 
hardware and software designed for applications that 
demand a true real time display with simultaneous disk 

~ru~ljUS~a~t.~ .. p-p'~~~ _ i:ut ... .,.1C¥t.r.t._ 
DA TA Q lNSTRUMENTS, INC 

825 Sweitzer Avenue 
Akron, Ohio 4431 t 

Tel(216)434-4284 Fax(216) 434-5551 

Circle Reader Action No. 505 

"Emission Control 
Plus" From Emcor 

Emcor Product's line of TEMPEST-style/Mil
Spec enclosures provide a higher level of 
shielding attenuation. These nickel-plated en
closures have been tested to MIL-STO-285. 
Special features include a rigid 12-gauge frame, 
a unique patented door and latching system, 
and modular options. Free catalog available. 

Circle Reader Action No. 655 

3-D VIDEO 
3D COMPUTER GRAPHICS 

PC'S • p6lereosc~ (bel. glasses) $450, softw. 
dey. sysl. $350 Slereo Snapshol $195 
PC AT (~. w/hd dr, 1 MB 

MAC - SlereoMac -Wortd's 1 sl 3D for the Moe! 
Glasses, interface, clsk, $195. Mac+/SE/II 

AMlGA· X-Specs 30- $125 Gmne cIsk,. $50. 
3D Dev. kit - clsk, IIIIIIIIIIII, $100. 
fight Simulator coning -' 

3D VIDEOTAPES HOME 3-D THEATRE 
WOIks with Illy VCR/TV I Glasses/Driver + 
1 movie: $ 190 2 Glasses, 2 movies: $770 

Sixty 3-D titles on VHS, SVHS Bela, 8mm, iKIuding 
Sci-r~ Westerns, Men in 3D, NASA 3D GrapIics, 

AIWt, Action, 3D TV Ted!.. 'frfld Rdty 

3·D TY CORP. 
P.O. BOX Q SAN RAfAEl. CA 94913-4316 

PH 415/479-3516 FAX 415/479-3316 
CAll 01 FAX 24 HOURS A DAY! 

Circle Reader Action No. 685 

k7 
Elementary function accurate to 270 
bit . True decimal arithmetic accurate 
to 60 digits. And 30K of tables makes 
it FAST. 

Intere ting? Call u 

k7 a scientific calculator program for 
MS-DOS computer, can under tand 
any formula you can understand, and 
can take full advantage of what your 
screen and your di sk provide. 

k7 Associates, 1-800-488-4349 

Circle Reader Action No. 641 
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VIseIi<e rdloIlc gr_ 
pagees GSCI3323 

MARKOV PROCESSES 
HocIdef>.Mark>v-model 
analysis 01 
lelemanipJlala dam 
page 87 NP(}I8000 

MASS TRANSFER 
Con1amInabOn analySIs 
program 
page 66 NP(}17962 

MATRIX MATERIAll.S 
Pheny\aled poIyimtdes 
wilh greater soU>ikty 
page 46 lAA-10170 

MEASURING 
INSTRUMENTS _ , aciYomahc 

lWymaltGI_ornate< 
pogo 38 NP(}17675 

MECttANICAL 
DEVICES 
Bidotec1Iona1 dr_and
bral<emochani&m 
page 88 MSC-21540 

MECHANICAL DRIVES 
BdnK:11ona1 _and
brake mechanosm 
page 88 MSC-21540 

RoIaryoi1H1>U81 roobcn COIM!I1OI lor _ 

pogo 761oCSC21897121696 

MICROSCOP'f 

---~ ~.-ty-
page 110 1oCSC21737 

MIRRORS 
~0Ican
~1*lOIS lor 
teIoIcqJe mmn 
pogo 100 NfO.I7895 

lJgtoted.lotfng ""'IlOIC
lien nwror 
pogo 92 MFS-2&l57 

MISSIlES 
~01 _ pr..-.and 

Mt.r1I • 
page 63 AA:-12188 

N 
NAV1ER-STOKES 
EOUATlON 
~ /1j'pInInC _ about • sharp ccne 
pogo as AA:-12675 
N ..... ___ ....... bOn 

0I~_ 
page as AA:-12193 

bnsonoc IIDws about • 
r,gner aJII)Iane 
page 79 AflC.12304 

MARKETPLACE To Advertise-Call {21 

NAV1GATlON AIDS 
Ma1Ching~ 
maps lor a rcboIJc 
YOhIc1e 
page 108 NP(}17856 

NEURAL NETS 
NeuraJ.ne1wcfl< control 01 
prosthe11c and robotIC 
hands 
page 28 MSC21642 

NUMERICAL 
INTEGRATlON 
~00f'I\I8IVIWICe1n 
sm,J1a1lcns 01 hype<sonlc 
1I0w 
page 62 AA:-12601 

o 
0PT1CAL CORRECTlON 
PROCEDURE 
Rulong blazed, abemltiOn
"Ofleeted doffractlOn 
gnI10ngS 
page'ifl GSCI32.40 

0PT1CAL twA 
PROCESSING 
De1ect1en 01 motJcn with 
a~te"*",, 
page .40 NP(}I7784 

~_lrlc 
pI'dore!lac1Ne opJC8I -page 39 NP(}lm3 

ORBITAL MANEUVERS 
PIcI1.ng orbital trajec
ICn,sfor_ 
page 68 AA:-12365 

p 
PANEl. MEnIOO 
(FWlO IMIAMICS) 
InptMld ptWlOI-

~code 
page 66 AA:-12642 

PANELS 
~oICOrr> 
_penelslor 

"""""""" ........ _ 100 NfO.I7895 

PARAMETEIIIZAI10N 
R-pe/a, .. ,,"1uUon 01 

--~ _106 ARC1231i19 

PARnClE IN caL 
TECHNIQUE --01""*"",,,,_ 
_64 ARCl~ 

PERSONAL 
COMPUTERS 
HyperQJPS 
_ 69 NP(}I8087 

DON'T 
SPOIL IT-

kROILIT! 
jus! because some part Is rusted lighl ~ 
Doni ruin a valuable pteCe of equipment 

~~:.~:~I=:::~~=~· 
LOOSEN FROZEN METAL PARTS 

A sa1JShed customer says: We brotce 
nuts and wasted Ume and labor Now wrth 
KROlL's hNllp, we haven'l ruined one nUL" 

TEST KROlL AT OUR RISK! 
"you'r. not _ Kroll 10 supo""" 
we WUI ... luod )'O\Ir money 
000' SpoIl It-Sand $5.00 for 1 a.rosol 
can IAerolCtOIf) 10 Kana Labora1Otit1 

Order dlrect- not Ivallable In , lOles 

1f·"'OLABOAATOAIES 1\"" L~\",," Lano, NastMlIe. TN 97211 

Circle Reader Action No. 4.:..-1:...:6~_-t __ Circle Reader Action No. 670 

4 MEG VIDEO Model 10 
Flexible Image Processor and 

Application Accelerator For The PC/AT 
8 to 8000 Pixels per Une 
2 to 19 MHz sampling/display rate 
10 MtPs Programmable Accelerator 
4 Megabytes of Reconfigurable Image Memory 
AS-170. RS-330. and CCIR inpuVoutput 
Variable timing for nonstandard formats 
Genlock to external timing sources 
Analog or digital inputs 
Software programmable timing/resolution 

<U5EPIX· 
3005 MacArthur Blvd" Northbrook, IL 60062 

708-498-4002 FAX: 708-498-4321 
Circle Reader Action No. 443 

PHOTOOIOOES POSlTIOH (1,OCATlON) 
Sil-,.Gex1S4 l1iilll8d MalChIng1er~ 

~ NPC>179!iO 
"- lor • rcboIJc -PlASMA ARC 
_108 NfO.17856 

WELDING 
POTAlII.£ WRER ElIec1s 01 heal _ en 

VPPA_ 
s.,...,. and _ 01 _99 

Mf'S.272.40 r:dnelor~_ 
_116 21739 

PlASMA SPRAYING POWEREDUFT 
~) .... "kpIece twder 
tor ......... pia8ma AIRCRAFT - AnaJyzong _. 01 

_99 MFS-26S22 
__ ...... n 

_63 ARC11164 

PLASTIC AJ:NI PREPRfCS -- v.c..un ~ qoctor 0I~_ 
_64 AR:-l~ _93 LAR-14179 

PRESSURE POU1 DES 
QysIaIone nlIleIaryIene REGULATORS _,to_motJcn 
-~ -~ tNl-14264 ~Ior_ 

_ 761oCSC216!17/21698 
I'hiIny1aIed pcIymcIes 

greoter 80UiIIy PIIOS11IETlC DEVIC6 
_46 tNl-14170 _ccnJtoIoI 

ptOISIhefic ard rcboIJc 
POIl'IIER MATRIX -COMPOSITES _28 IoCSC21M2 
YaCUI.m ~ Jr1ectot 
_93 tNl-14179 

PORUS MATERIALS 
0'0emIca1ty ia)<!red 
porouollOllds 
_45 MSC21487 

EXPERTS IN 
FAR-IR INTERFERO:\JETERS 

FOURIER TRANSFORM POLARIZING 
MICHELSON, MARTIN PUPLEIT AND 
FABRY PEROT INTERFEROMETERS 

- Range 17~ to 5mm (2-6OOcm·1) 

Fast Scan and Step Scan Versions 
High Resolution (up to O.025cm·1) 

- Phase, Amplitude or Polarization 
Modulation 
Detectors (room temp. or cryogenic) 
Software and Computer Interface 
Dispersive Accessory Option 

OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE 

[Oll ISPECACr 
SPECAC ANAL meAL INC. 
301 Comm...,.. Drive, Folrfield, cr 06430 
Tel: (203) 3M-S1l2 Pax: (203) 384-152.4 

A CJmbr\4c IDcdrOoic !ndwtra (CHI) Compauy 

Circle Reader Action No. 621 
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REMOTE ROBOTICS 
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Free catalogs and literature for NASA Tech Briefs' readers. 
To order, circle the corresponding number on the Reader 

Action Request Form (page 113). 

GPS 
GPS TIMING TIMING 

fOR PC AHO II 
FOR PC 
ANDVMEBUS 
This infonnation folder 
from Bancomm de
scribes new PCbus and 
VMEbus board-level 

b<: Global Positioning Sys
tem(GPS) SatelliteRe
ceivers. These products 

'-_ _______ -' provide worldwide pre-
cision time (100 nana

econd) and frequency ( I pan in IOE7) references 
inside the ho t computer. 

Bancomm 
Circle Reader Action 0.301 

ew color brochure 
describes SONEX 
and SONEX I sound
absorbing materials 
with patented shapes 
that control noise bet
ter than standard 
acoustical treatments. 
Brochure explains 
bas ic noise control 

techniques and presents the many fonns, sizes, and 
colors of SO EX products available for effective 
industrial, office, and OEM noise control. Brochure 
also shows typical appUcations and includes infor
mation on acoustical perfonnance. 

1?4 

Circle Reader Action 0.304 

COST 
ESTIMATING 
World 's best-selling 
system has been up
dated with nine data
bases and full process 
planning capability . 
Provides consistent, 
fast estimates for job 
shops and Fonune 500. 

Manufacturers 
Technologies 

Circle Reader Action 0.307 

FOR ALL 
YOUR TEST 
REQUIRE
MENTS
MATERIALS & 
PROCESSES 
FACILITIES 
A two-brochure pack
age describing over 15 
laboratories in a single 
location to serve your 
needs. Our facility pro

vides world-class integrated lest and analysis capabili
ties. You can expect competitive prices, fast turnaround, 
and expen consultation. 

General Dynamics Space Sys. Div. 
Circle Reader Act ion o. 302 

INSTRUMENT 
CONTROL 
AND DATA 
ACQUISITION 
Free ' 1992 catalog of 
instrumentation prod
ucts for PCs, worksta
tions, and more. Fea
tures IEEE488.2 inter
faces and soft ware, 
plug-in data acquisi
tion boards, VXlbus 
controllers, DSP hard

ware and software, and signal conditioning accessories. 
Application software for complete acquisition, analysis, 
and presentation of data, including graphical interfaces. 
Application tutorials and training classes also detailed. 

Circle Reader Action No. 305 

LASER 
COMPONENTS 
-UVTOIR 
A 32-pagecatalog of op
tical components and 
coatings for ultraviolet. 
visible and infrared ap
plications, including 
lenses, windows, prisms, 
beamsplitters, mirrors, 
and tilters. Broad range 
of zinc selenide, genna-
nium and silicon optics 
for CO, lasers. Special

ists in optical coatings for high-power applications. 

Laser Optics, Inc. 

Circle Reader Action 0_ 308 

1991 lEE 
PUBLICA
TIONS 
CATALOG 
This catalog lists 
books, conference 
proceedings, and jour
nals available from 
this prestigious pub
lisher, The Institution 
of Electrical Engi
neers. Subject catega-
ries include: telecom

munications, control engineering, electronic devices, 
electromagnetic waves, electrical power systems, 
computing and signal processing, and much more. 

Circle Reader Action No. 303 

HIGH
RESOLUTION 
DATA 
ACQUISITION 
FREE booklet shows 
many ways to auto
mate data collection 
using your personal 
computer. It comes 
with a FREE Insta
trend Real-Time 
Graphics Demo Disk. 

Dianachart, Inc. 

Circle Reader Action o. 306 

Tho ' ...... 1b'llolk lbAbwt 
OM. Arqul.llkJn Pt'Uc'eaIOnJ 

:-----~ 

INTELLIGENT 
DATA 
ACQUISITION 
SOLUTIONS 
Use on-board intelli
gence, memory, and 
the DAPL 1>4 operating 
system for PC-based 
data acquisition. This 
16-page full-color 
brochure shows you 
how_ It outlines hard-
ware and software so

lutions from Microstar Laboratories - including an 
easy-ta-use approach to DSP_ 

Microstar Laboratories, Inc. 

Circle Reader Action 0_ 309 
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LITERATURE SPOTLIGHT Free Literatureffo Advertise call (800) 944-NASA 

EXTRUDED 
OPEN CELL 
ELASTOMERS 
Microfoam, 10<:., uses 
it> unique extruding 
process to cover vari
ous users of open ceU 
elastomers fur both dry 
and liquid dispen ing 

.J....... application. Pore size, 
foam density. nuid 
composition and vis
cusity. transfer pres-

sure, and other factors are adjusted to meet each 
customer"s speei.fic application. Microfoam is ready 
t.o discuss y.ourc.oncepts and challenges with imagina
ti.on and efficiency. 

Circle R eader AClion 0.310 

FLUID 
CONTROL 
SOLUTIONS 
This brochure explains 
the specialized liquid or 
gas control components 
and systems Marotta de
signs and manufactures. 
Also. Maroua provides 
engineering or manu
facturing of customer
developed products. 
plus pooling their capa

bilit ies through teaming, consortium, or licensing 
agreements. 

Marotta Scientific Controls, Inc. 

Circle Reader Action No. 313 

VACUUM 
PUMP FLUIDS 
Inland Vacuum's '91 
catalog features their 
complete line of 
vacuum pump fluids, 
greases, and prevent
ative maintenance 
products. A complete 
vacuum fluids chart is 
enclosed for easy ref
erence. Reclamation 
service for expensive 

fluids and oils i described for environmental and 
cost savings measures. 

Inland Vacuum Industries, Inc. 

0_ 316 

Call (800 4 INDIUM) 
for Free Guide to In
dium Solders which: 
I) Offer low scaveng
ing of precious met
als. 2) Wet glass. 
quanz, and glazed ce
ramics.3)Remaindue
tile in cry.ogenic appli
cations. 4) Accommo-
date TCE mismatcbes. 

5) Are available in alloys for step soldering and re
work 6) Can be fabricated into preforms. wire. foil , 
ribbon, powder, paste, and more! 7) Have just been 
added to Mil Spee QQ-S-571 . 

Indium Corp. of America 
Circle R eader Action No. 319 

T . f 

SPECIALTY 
GAS, 
EQUIPMENT 
CATALOG 
Spectra Gases' 1992 
specialty gases and 
equipment catalog is 
now available. This 
catalog contains speci
fications On pure gase , 
gas mixtures, gas han
dling systems and re-
lated equipment. halo

gen scrubber systems. ion-laser rube repair. and isoto
pic gases and related equipment. 

Spectra Gases, Inc. 
Circle Reader Acti.on N.o, 3lJ 

BATTERY 
POWERED 
8-CHANNEL 
FIELD 
RECORDER 
Astro-Med's portable 8-
chanoel field recorder 
operable from its inter
nal ballery is described 
in an illustrated IO-page 
brochure. The light
weight unil, caned the 
Dash 8. features extraor-

dinary capabilities. It offers frequency response to 25 
kHz; "un the fly" grid formats ; AC and 11-18 VDC 
operation; on-demand self-calibration; and data cap
ture and playback. 

Circle Reader Action o. 314 

FIBROUS 
CERAMICS 
Manufacturers & fabri -

=-=:;;ii=-~ cators of high-perfor
mance, high-tempera
ture fibrous ceramic 
thermal. electrical, and 

.. - .... . ,~ ... r ... structural insulation 

products. Fiber types 

!ll!1IIII!I1I!Ii~""~iiii.-~~~ offered include: zirc0-
nia, alumina silica, and 
.other refractory oxide 

L-________ --I compositions. Product 

forms include: bulk fiber, powders, cements. harden
ers. felts, cloths, papers. boards, cylinders. ceramic 
composite shapes. and engmeered insulanon assem
blies in standard and custom hapes. Heating elements 
and accessories are also available. 

F 

Circle Reader Action o. 317 

TUFOILOIL 
ADDITIVE
SLJPPERIER 
THAN 
TEFLON 
So unique, it's patent
ed. Spectacular low 
friction and wear COD

finned by U.S. Gov
emmentlab. Next time 
you change your oil. 
change it into apatented 
engine treatment. En

joy fast starts, smooth operation, belter acceleration, 
and longer engine life. Lubrication is our business! 

Fluoramics, Inc. 

Circle Reader Action o. 320 

1991-1992 
COLE-PARMER 
INDUSTRIAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
CATALOG 
The 1991-92 edition of 
Cole-Parmer' s general 
catalog is now available. 
The new book features 
over 1.200 pages in full 
color and over 21.000 
productS, and includes a 

detailed product inde.: and a eolor-coded Ulble of con
tents making the book easy and convenient to use. 

Cole-Parmer Ind. Instruments Co. 

Ci rt:le Reader Action 0.312 

SEALING 
SOLUTIONS 
Publication provides u 
complete overview of 
Apple Rubber' s prod
uct and services. In
cluded in wide variety 
of seal products are: 
a - rings standard, 
melric, microminia
ture. and oversized; 
cust.om molded seals 
and bapes; compos

ite seals of rubber-bonded-to-metal or plastic. Ser
vices include design engineering assistance and 
quality assurance program . 

Apple Rubber Products, Inc. 

Circle Reader Action No. 315 

VIDEO 
OPTICS 
GUIDE 
A new 70-page full 
~olorcatalog featuring 
the Zoom 6000 video 
microscope system for 
quality control and in
spection applications 
is available from D.O. 
Indusuies Vision Sys
tems Di v The catalog 
al .0 includes Zoom 

7000 macro lenses. Dyotar hi g/KIepth-of- field lenses 
and a full line of video lenses. and accessories 

D.O. Industries 
Circle Reader Action . ' 0. 318 

MOTION 
CONTROL 
PRODUCT 
GUIDE 
Aerotcch' s 216-page 
Motion Control Prod
uct Gllide describes 
theirexrensi \ 'c lines of 
motor-dri ven linear 
and rotary positioning 
stages; DYNACRO 
micro-s tepping trans-
lators; stepping motors 

and drives; servo motors. amplifiers and drives; and 
brushless drives. Also described is Aerotech' s 
UNIDEXm motiOD controller line. A speeial four
page insen describing the capabilities of Aerotech' s 
Systems Engineering Division is included_ 

C ircle Reader Action 0.311 
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High 
Temperature 

Aluminum 
Alloys 

From 
Allied-Signal 

tructures. mi . il ,ga. turbme 
engmes and heal exchange,.,; - acrualors, connectors, 
fin . valves,tubmg, spun forms, rivets, ring , and honey
comb structures. OUlStanding lightweight trength, 
chemical/thermal stability. excellent ductility. fracture 
toughne., and fallgue resistance. 

I "'" 

Circle Reader Action 0.322 

DIGITIZING 
WITH 
ANALYSIS 
Hi -Techniques offers 
digitizing rates from 100 
Ksps to 200 Msps in 
mainframes containing 
up to 32 channels. High
performance circuits 
combine the complex 
triggering and instant dis
play found in digital os
cilloscopes with lhe 

analysis capabilities of computers. 

Hi-Techniques, Inc. 

Circle Reader Action 0.325 

NEW! 
POSITIONING 
SYSTEMS AND 
COMPONENTS 
CATALOG 
Daedal' s 200-page cata
log provides specifica
tions for cross roller and 
ball slides; center and 
side drive cross roller 
table ; closed and open 
frame notorized tables; 
rail tables; manual and 

mOlorized rotary tables; digital micrometer stages; 
single- and multi-axis motion conLToliers; half-step, 
microstepping, and servo motor drives; and optical 
po.itioners and hardware. 
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PROGRAM
MABLE 
POSITION 
CONTROL 
A complete 416-page 
engineer's guide with 
specifications, dimen
sions. and performance 
dala presenlS bnLshless 
servos t microstepping 
mOlor systems, index
ers. linear motors. and 
absolute encoders. 

Parker Hannifin Corp. 

Circle Reader Action No. 331 

THE SUMMA
GRAPHICS 
SUPPLIES AND 
ACCESSORIES 
CATALOG 
SummagraphJcs Corpo
rauon offers full selec
tionofaccessories forilS 
graphics tablet and 
Houston In trument 
ploller and scanners 
through the Supplies 
and AccessonesCatalog. 

Pen plolter users may choose from a variety of pen 
types. colors, and pen-tip izes. Graphics lablet u ers 
may choose from cur or. tyli, and productivity
enhancing Ma ter Template and sUbtempla\es. 

Circle Reader Action o. 323 

ELECTRIC 
LINEAR 
ACTUATORS 
Three series of electric 
rodless and slandard cyl
inders and controls are 
covered in thi 136-page 
catalog. It provides per
formance data, compari
sons, dimensions, and 
accessories. Additional 
sections provide izing 
and selection design con
siderations and applica
tions. 

Industrial Devices Corp. 

Circle Reader Action o. 326 

INDUSTRIAL 
COMPUTERS 
AND DATA 
ACQUISITION 
SOLUTIONS 
The 1991 Industrial Com
puter Source-Book" 
Computer Systems Edi
tion III is 96 pages. cov
ering over 500 IBM 'PC 
products. Products in
clude: 20115110 101 rack 
and labletop chassis. In

dustrial Portables, and a Heavy-Duty Industrial ODE 
Chassis. We have also added our EW Line of POWER
USAR~ 3861486 Modular Upgradeable CPU Cards, and 
Q X Real-Time Operating System Software. 

oncontact sensor unit 
with movable stage 
(x,y,z), computer-based 
controller and video 
monilor to show exact 
measuring poin!. Mea
sure surface profile, 
roughness, flatness, elc. 
(practically any mate-
rial) with range of 0.4 · 
andaccuracyofO.OIIJr!1. 

UMB Corp. 

Circle Reader Action 0.332 

WASHERS 
AND 
SPACERS 
Boker' 2 -page Cala
log '91 offers 10.000 
nonslandard izes with 
no tooling charge . 
Outside diameters are 
0.080 to 2.631. with 
numerou inside diam
elers and thicknesses. 
2.000 malerial varia-
lion , including plas

tics, create million of possibililie . 

Boker's, Inc. 

Ci rcle Reader Act ion 0. 324 

INDUSTRIAL 
COMPUTERS 
SELECTION 
GUIDE 
Pro-Log's Industrial 
Computers with mod
ular, standard I/O 
schemes are ideal for 
environments where 
temperalure, shock, vi
bralion, and reliability 
are a concern. The 224-
page Selection Guide 

fealures specificalions for over 00 products. An appli
calions section guides the user through system de
sign. Systems are available as an inlegraled PLC. 
a 2861386 PCI A T compatible, a high- peed 32-bit 
workstation, and in real-time configuralions. 

Circle Reader Action o. 327 

HIGH
PERFOR
MANCE 
ALLOY 
Elgiloy® is a high-per
formance nickel-co
bah alloy. This brochure 
describes its characteris
tic and propenies as 
well as processing infor
mation. Elgiloy® is of
fered in strip and wire 
and is used in a variety of 
pecializedapplications. 

Eigiloy® Limited Partnership 

0.330 

WORK 
STATIONS, 
LAB 
FURNITURE 
Twenty-page illustrated 
guide covers the Teclab 
line of technical work 
slalions and laboratory 
syslems furniture . In
cluded are versatile 
work slacions of differ
ent lengths, combined 
with a choice of cabi

nelS, shelves, parts drawers, partitions. and other ac
cessories. Calalog has dimensions and hows typical 
arrangemenlS. It also describes available work sur-
~ , and has a convenient color .elecuon gUIde. 

Circle Reader Action o. 333 
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IsI1l it time wu 
got seriolls afro 
V1doo generatol ? 

PROGRAM
MABLE 
VIDEO 
GENERATORS 
TEAM SYSTEMS' new 
six-page brochure em
phasizes the advantages 
of Video Generators in 
general and the ASTRO 
800 Serie.~ in panicular 
for engineering. qualifi
cation. incoming inspec
tion. production and mar-

keting of Monitors. Projection Systems. Scan Conven
er;. and many other types of eqUIpment, 

-

Team Systems 
Circle Reader Action o. JJ6 

--.::::: LASER 
TRIANGULA
TION 
PROBES 
Probes perform non
contaCt measurement of 
metal • rubber. plastics. 
liquids.andwood. Mea
sure displacement. dif
fe rential thickne s. 
height. level detection. 
vibration. and profi le 
plotting of stationary 

and moving pans. Repeatable to ±O.OO6 mm. 2 KHz 
sampling rate, 

Zygo Corp. 
Circle Reader Action No. 357 

ADAMS 
OVERVIEW 
DISKETTE 
ADAMS SImulation 
examples and an over
view of mult ibody ys
tem. analysis are pre-
sented via color anima
lion and branc hing 
menus. The freediskene 
run on lBM-hke PCs 
with VGA graphics; 3 
megs of d,sk space; and 
520k available RAM. 

Mechanical Dynamics, Inc. 

Spyglas. Transform 
con verb 2D arrays onto 
color raster image • and 
lets you create contour. 
surface, and vectOr plots. 
A four-page brochure de· 
scribes visualization. d:ua 
import. manipulation. 
and output fealll"'" ofthis 
affordable. easy-to-use 
Macintosh application. 

Spyglass, Inc. 

Circle Reader Action 0.346 
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DISTANCE! 
ANGLE 
MEASURING 
INTERFER
OMETER 
AXIOM mo brochure 
illustrates displacement 
measuring metrology 
systems. It suits applica
tions like single- and 
multiple-axis stage cali-
bration. servo track writ· 
ers. micropoSltJOning 

machines. structural motion and vibration measure· 
ment. machine calibration, and laboratory metrology. 

Zygo Corp. 
Circle Reader Action o. 358 

CCTV 
CAMERAS 
& SYSTEMS 
A New Short-Form 
Catalng features color 
and monochrome CCD 
cameras. ineluding high
performance. low· light
level and digi tal output 
models. Cohu cameras 
are deSIgned and manu-
factured in the USA for 
security/surveillance and 

electronIC imaging applications. 

Cohu, Inc., Electronics Division 

Security/surveiUao.ce applications: Circle 0.340 

Electronic imaging applications: Circle No. 341 

vih;~tion Systems ..... ,. 

LOW-COST 
VIBRATION 
SYSTEMS 
Vibration systems from 
25 to 600 pounds force 
for: Re earch and De
velopment; Product, 
Qualification: Vibration 
Stress Screening; Modal 
Excitation; Vibration 

VT~ Demon trations. AI 0 

available: Multiple 
Shaker Systems; Table 

Expanders; Cube Fixtures. Custom Fixtures; SlipTablCl.. 

Vibration Test Co. 

ircle Reader Action 

SPYGLASS 
DICER .... 
Spygln s Dicerwlets you 
display 3D volumetric 
data and interaCtively cre
ate sl ices, cubes, and cut
outs. D,= also gener· 
ales animation se
quences. A four-page col
or brochure describes 
these and all the other 
feature offered by this 
affordable Macinto h 
application. 

Spyglass, Inc. 

Circle Reader Action No. 347 

• 

• • • •• • • 
• • • 
• 

• 
• 

DIGITAL 
SIGNAL 
PROCESSING 
Ariel Corporation' ~ 
52-page catalog fea
tures DSP produc" 
for VMEbu • Sun 
SPARCslalion and 
Macintosh. Product 
line includes 30 uno
que hardware prod-
uc~. plu; advantaged 
DSP development 

software. fleXIble expansion option . and extensi'e 
third-party software support. 

Ariel Corp. 

NEW! INTER
FERENCE 
FILTER 
HANDBOOK 
Infrared. visual. & ul
traviolet filters guide. 
' 3 volumes ' 250+ 
pages ' Authorital1ve 
glossary . Just $85 . 
Mail. phone (707/525-
7020). or fax (707/ 
525-7410) your MCI 
Visa credit card order: 

Attn: Stock Catalog Sales, MIS 961-1 , Optical Coat
ing Laboratory, Inc .• 2789 Nonhpoint Parkway. San
ta Rosa, CA 95407-7397 

oeLi 
Circle Reader Action No. 342 

Clean aor 
LABORATORY 
OIL-LESS 
AIR SYSTEM 
The 2000. a unIque 
Laboratory Air System. 
provides a continuous 
supply of dry. clean air, 
This Quiet system can 
be situated under a lab 
bench. Maintenance is 
hmited \0 once every 
2000 h urs; sy!)tem IS 

supplied with a full 
two-year warranty. 

Jun-Air 

DATA ACQUISITlON 
BOARDS I ;: .,' . I .~ 

I " ~ 
~ 

• '. 1 • II I • 

FREE 
DATABOOK 
FOR DATA 
ACQUISmON 
BOARDS 
DATEL. Inc .• an
nounces an all new 
ISO-page catalog cov-
ering Over 70 high
resolution. high-speed 
data acquisition and 
control boards for PC! 
XT/AT. VMEbus. and 

Multibu apphcations. Also oneluded are the very 
late.~t high-resolution, high-speed (up to 4 MHz). 
Analog VO and DSP (PC-414 & PC-430) boards 
available anywhere. 

Circle Reader Action o. 348 
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FREE 
756-PAGE 
INSTRUMENT 
CATALOG 
Our 1991 -92 catalog fea
tures 0\ er 15.000 of the 
latest Test. Mea urement. 
and Control instruments 
available. Included are 
Air Velocity Meter. 
Flow Meiers. Pressure 
Gauge, . ound Level 
Meters. Ught Meiers. pH 

1cte",. Thermometers. Force Gauges. Tachomelers. 
lrob<>, ope'. G" Deleclors. Mullimeters. Recorders. 

and man) other Iype> ofin;truments. Represenling over 
150manufaclurers uch as Fluke. Honeywell.and Dwyer. 

TOSHIBA 

PRODUCT 
INfORMATION 

GUIDE 
"'.'II.· ... "tll •• 

Circle Reader Action o. 349 

TOSHIBA 
VIDEO 
SYSTEMS ' 
MICRO
MINIATURE 
CAMERAS 
Toshiba Video Systems 
proudly offers this in
fonnative full-line Prod-

- -;.=- UCI Guide. Featuring the 
Toshiba technologically 
advanced Microminiature 

camera,. High-reSOlution of up to 460 lines and a power-
fu1420,000 pIxel CCD - makes them perfect for indus
trial or scienlific applications. 

Toshiba America 
Circle Reader Action No. 354 

RF SHIELDING 
SELECTION 
This 28-page catalog 
provide~ inrormation 
on beryllium copper 
shielding gaskets. elec
tro-slatic grounding 
producls. and ground
Ing and shielding con
tacts. EMC testing ser
vices. engineering kits. 
plating finishes. engi
neered stamping; and 

a"cmblie,. and ordering information are detailed. A 
metals compallblilty chan and schematic drawings are 
abo included 

Instrument SpeCialties Co., Inc. 

So j ct Index 
(continued from page 123) 

N8lr.li-neIwo<1< control 01 
pttlOlhetJc and rClbcll>: 
hands 
_ 28 MSC21642 

AeI1nIanI rabo! can 

"""'" cbsIacIes _ 86 Nf'(}17852 

Sd1ware lor ntegrallOO 
oIEVAand_ 
page 69 NP().1822J) 

SoItware lor ----"Y 
and shared control 01 • 
rabo! 
page 102 Nf'(} 18116 

_Iorl_ 
S8MCInQ 
page 32 NP().18061 

_rcbollCgrlllPOf 
page 86 GSCI3323 
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ROBOTS 
System lor research on 
muI1lp1e-arm robots 
_ 30 Nf'(}17971 

ROVING VEHIClES 
MatcIw1g IefraM1eoght 
maps b a robotIC -page 108 Nf'(}17856 

s 
SCHOTTKY DIODES 
~ntSo:JlSO Sdntky-bar" ... 
,",rared detector 
_ 22 Nf'(}18144 

SEMICONDUCTOR 
DEVICES 
Edge-geometry 
NbNIMgOINbN Iunnel 
)trC1JOtlS 
_'8 Nf'(}17812 

NEW DATA 
CONVERSION 
COMPONENTS 
DATABOOK 
DA TEL' new 294-
page. comprehen ive. 
Data Conversion Com
ponents Databook i pre
emed in a complete 

data sheet fonnat and 
details 232 product 
model covering the lat-
est in data conversion 

component technology. More than 42 NEW product 
models are showcased. The Databook also details new 
MIL-STD- 3B and BS9000 products. Thi compre
hensive Databook is available at no charge. 

Circle Reader Action 0 _ 350 

MEASURE
MENT& 
CONTROL 
SYSTEM 
HANDLES 
DOZENS TO 
HUNDREDS OF 
SENSORS 

ew brochure describes 
fami ly of products called 
MLsn, (for Modul ar 
Loop System) that pro

vide from 8 up to 5 12 measurement and PID control 
loops. even for mixed sensor types: thennocouple. RTD, 
Infrared, mA, and mV. 

NOISE 
CONTROL 
CATALOG 
12-pagecatalog features 

oise Control Products 
& services. It inel udes 
application ideas, tep
by-step guide for order-
ing the product & infor
mation on "guaranteed" 
acoustical modelingser
vice. AZ-USA acousti 
cal foam has a patented 

pyramid surface pattern that scallers. dissipates. & 
deflects noise. AZ-USA offers a flame-resistan t version 
of its products. & a variety of noise control products. 

AZ-USA, Inc. 

SEMICONDUCIOR 
DIODES 
S1,-xGexiSi nlrared 
phoIodiodes 
page 26 Nf'(}17950 

SEPARATION 
Sepala,,,,, 01 icpd and 
gas in zero gr.MIy 
page 91 J<SC.11387 

SHAFTS (MACHINE 
B.EMEHTS) 
Repamg a shaft prone 
IOIaIJgUe 
page 94 MF&2S518 

SHORT TAKEOFF 
AIRCRAFT AnaIyzJng _ 01 

powerecHd1 .. era" 
page 83 ARCI1784 

SIGNAL GENERAlORS 
~-,*,"01 
array-de18C1Or tming 
sognals 
page 35 GSC 13345 

Circle Reader Action o. 355 

SIlICON RADIATION 
DETECIORS 
Si,-xGexiSi infrared 
pIlOIOdiodes 
page 26 Nf'(}17950 

SKIN FRICTION 
Al/yrne<s and rtllets 
recM:e hjOodynamtC 
skin friction _ n LflR.14271 

saUD STATE DEVICES 
Edge-geomeI1y 
NbN/MgOINbN n.meI 
jln:tJorW 
page 18 NP().17812 

SPACE SHUTILES 
~ flow abou1 Ihe 
trt18grated space sttmle 
page 80 ARC 12685 

SPACECRAFT 
DOCKING 
More abou1 VIdeo
feedbacl< docking system 
_ 36 MF&2&l19 

YSI PRECI
SION INTER
CHANGEABLE 
THERMISTORS 
& PROBES 
YSI thennis tors provide 
table temperature mea

surement. control, indi-
cation, and compensa
tion with tolerance of 
±n.2°C. ±n. 1 °C. Space
Qualified Thenni tors 
are approved for ASA 

and DOD; Machine Insertable Thennistors reduce man
ufacturing costs. 

YSI, Inc. 
Circle Reader Action o. 351 

SMART 
MASS FLOW 
SYSTEMS 
Color brochure is a 
5-minute introduc
tion to K-F1ow Mass 
Flow Meter Sys
tem , their advan
tages and smart 
transmitter capabili
ties. Software-rich 
transmitter can re-
place PLC's & PID 

controllers in batching, mixing, blending. meLer
ing, injection. and many other local control applica
tions. Anywhere variables uch as mass flow, den
si ty, temperalure. multi -phase constituency (%sol
idsll iquidslmass). and viscosity. 

Circle Reader Action o. 352 

ATE 
POWER 
PRODUCTS 
Elgar's free catalog in
cl udes programmable 
AC power sources, DC 
powe r systems and 
loads, VXP power sys
tems. plug-i n 0 ci ll at
ors, and global and on
line UPS·s. Application 
needs are cross-refer
enced with Elgar prod

ucts in several easy-to-use tables throughout the 
catalog. 

SPACECRAFT 
MANEUVERS 
F'Iott<lg 0fbitaI trajec· 
tortes for maneuvers 
page 68 ARC 12365 

SPECTRA 
caJcuIaMg eIect1cntc 
spectra 01 tialCmtC 
motocutes 
_ ., ARCI2412 

SPECTRAl. METHODS 
Spectral method lor 
smAalIon 01 """"" ""gs 
page 74 ARC 12639 

SPRAYERS _water_ 
_lor_gene ... 
page 115 MF&2&l59 

STEREOTB.EVlSlON 
SIer808C<lplc conflgUr" 
tlOnS 10 !T'WWnIle 
clslOrtJOnS 
page 34 Nf'(} 18028 

Elgar 

Circle Reader Action o. 360 

STERlUZATION 
AqJaratus circulates 
SleriizIng gas 
page 116 MSC21552 

STRAIN GAGES 
Gra$ptno-Iorce sensor lor 
rabo! hand 
page 72 Nf'(}I6647 

SUPPORTS 
Adjustable SI4JPO'I lor ... 
Sln.ment pacIcage 
page n GSCI3381 

SURFACE LAYERS 
Olemcaly layered 
porous solids 
page 45 MSC21487 

SWIRUNG 
lDw-leal<age inlet SWIf1 
brake 
_ 74 MF&29608 
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SYNTHETlC TElECOMMUNICATlON 
APERTURE RAIlo\R St""""""'ll coof~· 
Estrnatng SAR DcpJlIer lO'IS Ie mnif'r'lIZe 
shilts IfOOl homogeneous <is\OI1JonS 
IatgeIs page 34 NPO-I8028 
page t02 NPO-I1869 

TElEOPERAlORS Estrnatng SAR DcpJlIer 
Elcpert ocrlPl _"" shilts from QUBSt-
_10 

lAR-l~ htmogenea.os targeIS 
page 105 NPO-l1!i05 ~ 

analysis a frr4roied raciomeInc le\erT1an!pIJIator dota cooectIon lor SAR _87 NPO-1BOOO mages 
page 31 NPO-I7931 Software 0 Integratioo 

aE\6l\and_ 
SYSTEMS ANAlYSIS page 69 NPO-t8220 
DecanposIIlg systems Saltwarelor~ 
IIlIO so.bsystems lor and shaled COIlIroI 01 a 
design robot 
page 69 LAR-l.210 page 102 NPO-18116 

_Iortelerotlolic 

T servicing 
page 32 NPO-l11l61 

TAKEOFF TEMPERATURE AnalyzIng _ 01 
SENSORS 

powered-lift aircraft Seosing tempefOlures via 
page 83 AAC117a. prostheses and 

manipulators 
TEACHING MACHINES page 35 MSC21676 
Intelligent COfIllUIerized 
training system 
page 107 MSC2t38t 

Advertisers Index 
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THIN ALMS '-leaI<age inkIt swi1 
Deposnion a cbIradI<e brake 
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page .2 NPO-toos. TURBULENT Fl.DW 
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TIMING DEVICES In • turnaround 0Jct _ generation a 

page 82 AACI2552 
array<Ietactor tmng Pressure fUctIJatIons In 
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page 35 =,33-45 sirnJlated UIluIent chaI> 
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TRAINING DEVICES 
Intelligent COfIllUIenzed U trainng system 
_,01 MSC21381 

TRAJECTORIES 
UlTRAVIOLET 
RADIATION 
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torieslormaneuvors 1Wyrr\ar1-Green 
page 68 AACI2365 ~ 

page 38 NPO-17675 
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